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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.04 a.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Tabling of reports
The SPEAKER -On Tuesday, 6 September 1994
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale raised a
point of order relating to the release of reports to the
public before they have been tabled in the house.
Specific reference was made to the annual report of
the Employee Relations Commission which was
tabled in the house that day. The member was
concerned that the report had not been tabled within
the time frame set down in the Employee Relations
Act 1992 and that the report was freely available at
the Employee Relations Commission prior to its
being tabled in the house.
I have been informed by the Minister for Industry
and Employment that on 21 April 1994 he had

directed that the report be tabled at the first
available opportunity, but the report was not tabled
until September due to administrative oversight. He
also advised that the prerelease of the report was
caused by a misunderstanding in the office of the
commissioner and that the minister was under no
obligation to place the report before Parliament.
I wish to restate for the benefit of all members a

ruling made by former Speakers Christie and
Coghill on this matter:
The publication of material to be presented to the house
prior to its being available to members is a discourtesy
and it is suggested that procedures should be adopted
to prevent its occurrence.

PETITION
The Clerk - I have received the following
petition for presentation to Parliament:

Voluntary student unionism
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the Victorian TAFE Students
and Apprentices Network Inc., TAFE college student
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associations and Victorian citizens sheweth that the
important role that student organisations play within
Victorian TAFE colleges in the identification and
delivery of quality non-academic services to students is
under threat from the government's bill to amend the
Tertiary Education Act in order to implement its policy
in relation to voluntary student unionism.
We are concerned that by requiring colleges to seek
separate tenders for each component of the
non-academic services the bill removes the freedom of
college councils to allocate funds as they see fit, and
that the services defined by the bill as being of direct
benefit to students are too narrow.
We feel that section l2F of the bill should not apply to
TAFE, as it has apparently been designed specifically
for universities, which have much larger non-academic
service fees and therefore services can feasibly be
divided into discrete units for tender. In TAFE the
budget is comparatively much smaller and such a
practice is totally unworkable.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the bill be altered
in relation to these matters in order to allow colleges to
continue to ensure the provision of quality
non-academic services to their students.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Turner (49 signatures).
Laid on table.

PAPER
Laid on table by Clerk:
Small Business Victoria - Report for the year
1993-94.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
1bat the house, at its rising, adjourn until tomorrow at
lOa.m.

Motion agreed to.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT (AMENDMENT) BILL
ASSEMBLY
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Emergency Management Act 1986 established
Victoria's new emergency management
arrangements following the reviews after the Ash
Wednesday fires of 1983. The purpose of the
arrangements is to provide a comprehensive
planning and coordination structure for the
prevention of, response to and recovery from
emergencies of all types and magnitudes. These
arrangements include the State Disasters Council,
chaired by the minister as coordinator in chief, and
the state's response plan, known as Displan.
The arrangements have performed well and allowed
for effective integration of all government, private
and charitable endeavours. Major events such as the
1990 Coode Island fire and the 1993 northern
Victoria floods demonstrated that Victoria's
emergency management arrangements effectively
bring all elements together. In 1992, an assessment of
Victoria's emergency management arrangements
concluded that they are in good shape, but some
changes to enhance their strengths were called for.
This bill is, in part, a result of that assessment. It
amends the act in four Significant ways, makes a
number of more minor changes, and also amends
the Victoria State Emergency Service Act 1987 and
the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 to ensure
consistency in key aspects.

The first improvement is to the volunteer
compensation scheme under the act. This scheme
enables persons who are voluntarily involved in
emergency activities as members of a range of
organisations, including the St John Ambulance, the
Wireless Institute and the Australian Volunteer
Coast Guard, to be compensated for personal injury
and property loss or damage.
A parallel scheme covers members of the Victoria
State Emergency Service. Compensation for
volunteer firefighters is provided under a separate
scheme established under the Country Fire
Authority Act 1958, administered by the CFA.
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The bill simplifies the eligibility conditions to
overcome existing limitations on compensation
coverage of certain volunteers while involved in
essential non-emergency activities such as exercises.
The bill also removes the current doubt over the
provision of normal Workcover return-to-work
schemes to injured volunteers who are in
employment and provides for funding of such
programs from the consolidated fund.
Recovery management, which is an integral part of
comprehensive emergency management, has been a
major strength of Victoria's arrangements over the
past few years, but has not been provided for
adequately under the act. This bill, somewhat
belatedly, introduces recognition of recovery
management.
It provides for the designation of a government
agency, which will be the Department of Health and
Community Services, to be responsible for the
coordination of recovery management and the
formal establishment of recovery regions and
coordinators, as well as providing a head of power
for the state emergency recovery plan.

As a consequence of this recognition of recovery the
many volunteers engaged in recovery activities will
become eligible for injury and property loss
compensation under the existing scheme.
The third problem addressed by the bill is the
inability of police to restrain people from
participating in their normal activities in some
emergency situations where the proximity of the
public is not desirable and may be dangerous.
Problems have been experienced in the vicinity of
such events as a chemical spill or gas leak in which
the severity of the hazard may not be evident to an
untrained person.
The bill provides for the declaration by police of an
emergency area in an area affected by an emergency
under circumstances in which normal community
activities and freedom of movement must be
restricted because of the unusual Size, nature or
location of an emergency and when the extreme
powers available under a declared state of disaster
are not needed or would take too long to implement.
Powers will be available to prevent entry to the
emergency area and to require persons on roads or
in open spaces to leave the area.

EST ATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
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The bill does not include a power to require
evacuation of persons from properties in which they
have a pecuniary interest, but there will be power to
impose conditions on persons remaining in
properties relating. for example, to safe behaviour
under the particular circumstances of the
emergency, such as not lighting a naked flame if
there is a gas leak.
The bill creates two new offences relating to
declared emergency areas. One is the offence of
disobeying a direction, prohibition or authorisation,
and carries a maximum penalty of five units.
In addition, police will be given the power to

remove persons from the emergency area if they
suspect that an offence against the act is being
committed or is about to be committed. The other
offence will be that of entering or attempting to enter
the emergency area after having previously been
removed or specifically prevented from entering.
This will carry a penalty of up to 100 units and is
designed to be an effective measure to stop unsafe
behaviour in relation to emergency situations. The
role of municipal councils in emergency
management is a crucial one, but some councils have
not taken necessary steps to plan for their
involvement.
The fourth Significant change in the bill is to slightly
extend the obligations upon councils by requiring
that they develop and maintain emergency
management plans - a requirement that most have
already fulfilled. Failure to have a plan would place
a council in breach of its explidt duty of care to the
community.
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The other more minor provisions of the bill provide
that:
Displan coordinators will be empowered to
determine priority between agencies when there
is conflict over proceedings at an emergency
incident other than fire, in respect of which
appropriate powers already exist;
Displan coordinators will be appointed for
regions and municipal districts; the old concept of
zones will be repealed;
the word 'disaster' will be replaced in most titles
with terms using the word 'emergency' to ensure
greater consistency and emphasise the fact that
the arrangements operate in small as well as large
events. Consequential changes will also be made
to references in the Country Fire AuthOrity Act
1958;

the purpose of the act, and the meaning of
'emergency management' will be more clearly set
out.
Consequential changes will also be made to the
Victoria State Emergency Service Act, in particular,
permitting the service's members to engage in
recovery activities with the full assurance that they
are covered by their nonnal compensation and
indemnity provisions.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr COtE
(Melbourne).

The bill also provides for external audit and
comment on municipal plans to test whether they
comply with guidelines to be issued by the
coordinator in chief, so as to promote improvements
in their scope, depth and quality.

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:

The initial audit of all municipal plans will take
place between 1 July 1995 and 31 December 1996 to
allow time for preparation of new plans following
realignment of mWlicipal boundaries and the issue
of new guidelines. Subsequent audits will take place
on a three-yearly cycle. Implementation of audit
recommendations will, of course, remain a council
prerogative. The bill also improves the arrangements
under which councils may form cooperative
arrangements with each other for emergency
management.

Mr COtE (Melbourne) - The shadow minister is
absent and an adjournment until that date may
prove difficult. If necessary, perhaps we could
negotiate at the time for an extension of time.

That the debate be adjourned until Thursday,
20 October.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 20 October.

ESTATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
MI5 WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:

ESTATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
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That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill, which amends the Estate Agents Act 1980,
has been designed to reflect the government's
commitment to create a more competitive,
cost-effective and flexible environment for business.

Since the government came to office in October 1992
it has received requests for amendment of the act
from the Estate Agents Board (EAB), the Real Estate
Institute of Victoria, industry members and
consumers of real estate services in order to deal
with, among other matters, inherent deficiencies
relating to the hearings and other powers of the EAB
as well as to the charging of commission. The bill
addresses these issues as well as implementing other
important and relevant reforms which will take this
industry into the 21st century.
Estate agents have been regulated in Victoria since
1922. This bill proposes to reform the current
regulatory structure of the industry in a way which
will be more relevant, accountable and responsible
to both industry members and consumers of real
estate services. As well as providing mechanisms
which encourage the active involvement of industry,
this bill rationalises the regulatory structure by
remOving the current conflict of functions within the
present Estate Agents Board between its hearing and
administrative powers. In this way Significant
administrative, service and cost efficiencies will be
achieved.
The bill proposes to create an Estate Agents Council
which will have a clearly defined policy and
advisory role.
An Estate Agents Disciplinary and licensing
Appeals Tribunal will be created to deal with all
current quasi-judicial hearing and disciplinary
powers of the EAB. The current right of appeal from
the EAB to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal will
be abolished and replaced with a right of appeal, on
points of law, to the Supreme Court of Victoria.

Administrative functions currently performed by the
Estate Agents Board will be performed by an Estate
Agents licensing AuthOrity. In addition the
authority will have specific reporting duties and be
accountable to the council in relation to the
implementation of policy. In other respects the
authority will mirror the current functions
performed by the chief executive officer and staff of
the Estate Agents Board.
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As a consequence of the government's commitment
to reducing bureaucratic impediments, the bill
simplifies the licensing system of estate agents. The
revised licensing process will be more streamlined
and efficient than the existing licensing system,
which requires estate agents to reapply for licences
every two years. The new process is based on a
straightforward administrative system. An
applicant, once he or she has met the requisite
criteria, will be entitled to be permanently licensed
unless the estate agent causes the licence to be
suspended or cancelled. Once licensed, an estate
agent will be required to submit a short annual
statement together with the required fee. These
amendments have been designed to create certainty
within the industry, to encourage the efficient use of
resources and to ensure a more streamlined and less
bureaucratic procedure. Resources saved as a result
of these amendments can be diverted to other areas
such as the enforcement of the provisions of the act
or for education and information purposes.

Administrative, regulatory and disciplinary
functions under the act will be funded out of the
Estate Agents Guarantee Fund. Furthermore, there
will be Significant cost savings and efficiencies in
service delivery by locating the Estate Agents
licensing AuthOrity within the Office of Fair
Trading and Business Affairs and merging functions
with those already performed by the office in
relation to comparable occupational licensing
functions such as motor car traders and travel agents.
In accordance with the government's commitment to
appropriate deregulation, the arbitrary and outdated
nature of commission scales used by the industry is
to be abolished. Currently the maximum amount of
commission to be charged on the sale or lease of
residential and rural properties is prescribed by
rules made under the act. These rates have not
altered since 1973. The scale is structured so that the
amount of commission decreases as the sale price
increases. This proposed amendment will foster
competition within the market by enabling clients of
estate agents to negotiate with agents as to the
services provided and the appropriate price for the
services to be performed. Victoria will join New
South Wales, Tasmania and the Northern Territory,
which have already deregulated commission.
However, the deregulation of rural and residential
commission will be subject to Specific safeguards. A
consumer program will be conducted by the Real
Estate Institute of Victoria prior to the
implementation of deregulated commission and at
regular intervals for up to two years after the
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deregulation. In addition, a monitoring mechanism
will be set up by the council to evaluate the impact
of commission deregulation on consumers and the
effectiveness of the complaints handling procedure,
agency compliance and consumer satisfaction.
In accordance with the 1993 report by the vocational
education, employment and training committee and
the principle of mutual recognition, licensing
requirements of real estate subagents is to be
abolished. The current continued licensing is to be
replaced with a negative licensing system which will
result in substantial administrative cost savings for
both the industry and government. The negative
licensing system will have a number of important
features ensuring that subagents, who will be
reclassified as agents' representatives, are suitable
persons to be working within the industry.
Safeguards have been designed to ensure the
preservation of appropriate standards of
competence and conduct for the benefit of the
public. At the same time appropriate levels of
responsibility will be placed upon the employer, that
is, the fully licensed estate agent.

The Estate Agents Board currently has a power to
exempt subagents from the requirement that only a
fully licensed agent can manage an estate agency
office. 11lis has been seen as important in rural areas
where branch office managers of stock and station
agents have been able to qualify as subagents
without obtaining a full qualification. The estate
agency work of the business becomes a vital part of
the stock and station agent's general pastoral
business, without which, according to the Victorian
Stock Agents Association, the agencies may be
forced to close. In practice the granting of branch
manager exemptions has not been restricted to small
rural areas.
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This amendment is intended to provide adequate
protection to rural communities. 11lis exemption
will be granted in speaal circumstances which may
include considerations such as the number of estate
agencies servicing the town and the size of the estate
agency business relative to the non-estate agency
business.
Other Significant amendments to the act include
broad and extensive disciplinary provisions,
extending the range of penalties, abolishing
advertising requirements for persons applying for
an estate agent's licence, abolishing sole agency time
limits and expanding the potential category of
auditors who may be authorised to audit estate
agents' trust accounts. Furthermore, an amendment
has been made to section 76 of the act to vest in the
Minister for Fair Trading the authority to apply the
Estate Agents Guarantee Fund, in excess of $500 ()()()
and after allowing for ascertained and contingent
liabilities, for a number of speafied purposes. Prior
to the making of a determination the minister may
seek the recommendation of the council, real estate
industry associations and other bodies or
government departments responsible for services to
the real estate industry or users thereof.
The provisions in this bill are critical in that they

ensure and encourage competition within the
market. In addition the amendments encourage cost
and administrative efficiency while at the same time
they provide for the maintenance of high
professional standards and appropriate regulation
and safeguards for consumers of real estate services.
The amendments will improve the operations of the
industry in a flexible and consistent manner and
conform to the principles outlined in the
government's key policy statement.
I commend the bill to the house.

The bill provides that all branch managers will be
required to be licensed as estate agents subject to
existing branch managers being grandfathered for
life. Such an amendment will bring Victoria into line
with other Australian jurisdictions. The purpose of
the lifetime grandfather provision is to enable
current subagents authorised as branch managers
prior to the commencement of the amendments to
be permitted to continue to act as branch managers
even if they transfer their place of employment.
In addition a special exemption will be provided for
a person managing a rural branch office of a stock
and station agency in a town whose population does
not exceed 4000 and the applicant branch manager
has completed a course approved by the authority.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 20 October.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (AMENDMENT) BILL
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It is a time of change in local government and this
general amending bill builds on the significant
reforms which have been made. The bill contains
important new measures in respect of the conduct
and timing of elections, for regional libraries and
waste management groups and for the local
government financial year, but essentially it seeks to
make improvements in the day-to-day running of
councils.
Because of the range of matters dealt with I shall
briefly deal with the more important ones in the
order they appear in the bill.
CHANGES TO TIlE FINANCIAL YEAR

The amendments contained in clauses 3 and 4 will
bring local government reporting and budgeting
arrangements into line with the other tiers of
government and the private sector. Changing the
municipal financial year to a 12-month period
commencing 1 July in each year will also bring
Victorian councils into line with councils in other
states.
The new arrangements will apply from 1 July 1995,

which should give sufficient time to make the
necessary adjustment, and transitional provisions
are included to ensure that budgets already adopted
and rates already declared for the 1994-1995
financial year are maintained intact. Current
payment dates for rates will remain as they are and
the only changes will be to the number of payments
to be made in the 1995-1996 financial year. The rates
levied by councils in 1995-1996 will be for a
nine-month period only and the total amount raised
will take account of rate revenue carried forward
from the 1994-1995 financial year. A ratepayer's
overall rate bill in respect of the next two rating
periods will not be affected by these changes.

ELECDONS
The date on which general elections are to be held is
also to be changed as a consequence of the change to
the financial year. Under the new arrangements
councils will be required to adopt their budgets by
31 August rather than 30 November in each year. So
that newly elected councillors can settle in before
finalising the budget, clause 5 brings the election
date forward to the third Saturday in March.
The bill contains other important electoral measures
designed to widen the choices available to a council
in how to conduct elections.
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Postal voting is currently available to persons who
know in advance that they are unable to vote in
person on election day. In Victoria, however, a
council is not able to determine that all voting in an
election is to be by post. The amendments in clause 6
give a council that option.
Postal voting is available for other types of elections
and recently proved most successful in the
Tasmanian municipal elections. The advantages are
numerous - it is an accessible, straightforward
means of voting which should increase voter
participation and deliver savings to the ratepayers.
The other key change relating to elections is
contained in clause 20 of the bill. By widening the
class of persons who can be returning officers,
councils will be able to contract out the conduct of
elections to another council, the State Electoral
Office or the Australian Electoral Commission.

PECUNIARY INTERESTS
Clauses 7 and 8 improve the operation of the
provisions dealing with the disclosure of pecuniary
interests and obligations relating to pecuniary
interest returns, which are the regular statements
made by councillors, nominated officers and
members of special committees of their financial
interests.
The amendments to section 81 simplify the
requirements rela ting to the lodging of returns and
the keeping of registers. The need for change was
identified in a review carried out by the Office of
Local Government which indicated widespread
ignorance of and non-compliance with the act.
The changes also require pecuniary interest returns
to be completed by all senior council officers. The
review previously referred to indicated that
regrettably very few councils had required their
senior officers to complete returns.

SENIOR OFFICERS
Further changes to the provisions relating to senior
officers are contained in clauses 9 and 10. The most
important of these relate to recruitment
To ensure that suitably qualified persons from
diverse backgrounds have the opportunity to apply
for jobs in local government, all appointments to
vacant senior officer positions are to be externally
advertised. In the case of a chief executive officer
position the council must readvertise the position at
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the end of the incumbent's tenn of contract. The
only exception will be where a person is appointed
in an acting capacity for less than 12 months.
REGIONAL UBRARIES
Clauses 11 and 12 amend section 196 of the Local
Government Act 1989 to put the continued
operation of regional libraries on a proper footing.
Some 25 regional library services operate
throughout the state Wlder the 1958 act and they
will have 12 months to bring themselves Wlder the
new provisions.
Section 196 was originally designed to enable
cOWlcils to jOin together and establish new legal
entities to carry out local government-related
functions. Instead, the use of these provisions is to
be limited to library groups and special provision
made elsewhere for regional waste management
groups. If cOWlcils wish to create new entities there
are other mechanisms they can use, such as
Corporations Law. A special incorporating
mechanism for the use of cOWlcils in areas other
than library services and waste management is not
warranted.
COMPULSORY COMPETITIVE TENDERING

Clauses 14 to 17 deal with various housekeeping
matters, and I shall only make special mention of the
changes in clause 16 which relate to compulsory
competitive tendering. Commencing with the
1994-95 financial year, councils must put out to
tender contracts to the value of a Specified
percentage of their expenditure for the year. To
ensure that councils which are members of regional
library groups are not disadvantaged, the members
of the group will be able to include a proportion of
the value of a competitive arrangement entered into
by the group. Other regional groups can also be
approved by the minister for this purpose.
ENFORCEMENT OF LOCAL LAWS
Clauses 18 and 19 deal with the enforcement of local
laws by police officers. I hope the matter raised on
the adjournment last night by the honourable
member for Bellarine about reverse curfews, if I can
put it that way, for the commencement of building
work in the Borough of Queenscliffe will result in
police officers not being engaged to enforce by-laws
like that. Currently only a person individually
authorised and issued with an individual identity
card can enforce a local law. In the case of police
officers who are issued with their own identity
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cards, the requirement to issue separate cards is
costly duplication and is to be removed.
In addition special provision is to be made for the
enforcement by police of local laws dealing with the
possession and consumption of alcohol. These local
laws have proved very successful, particularly in
dealing with special events or holiday periods at
resort areas.
If I understand correctly, I think the council of
Phillip Island, which is in the electora te of the
Minister for Public Transport, was the first to
introduce these sorts of laws and by-laws; they have
a very good effect in calming New Year's Eve events
in many seaside resorts. On such occasions cOWlcils
rely heavily on the police and the requirement to
individually authorise creates a logistical nightmare.
The amendments in clause 19 address this and will
allow police officers to enforce those parts of a local
law dealing with alcohol possession and
consumption which have been published in the

Government Gazette.
OTHER AMENDMENTS TO LOCAL
GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION
Clauses 21 to 26 deal with housekeeping matters,
including the repeal of spent legislation.
WASTE MANAGEMENT GROUPS
Clauses 27 to 30 repeal the existing Regional Refuse
Disposal Group provisions of the Local Government
(Miscellaneous) Act 1958 and introduce equivalent
provisions in the Environment Protection Act 1970.
These measures consolidate waste management
policy functions in the Environment Protection
Authority.
The opportunity is also taken to replace the current
outdated tenn 'refuse disposal' with the term 'waste
management'. The drafters of legislation are
addicted to cleaning up terms like 'refuse disposal'
and converting them to 'waste management'.
The bill reaffirms the government's emphasis on
regional approaches to waste management which
provide a cost-effective framework and create
opportunities to minimise environmental impacts.
Minor amendments to the provisions being
transferred from local government legislation are
necessary as a result of changes in waste
management practices since refuse disposal groups
were fonned in some regions in 1979.

ROAD SAFETY (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
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I divert slightly by saying that I suppose it will not
be long before the Minister for Small Business
introduces legislation to amend the liquor licensing
laws so that hotels are referred to as stress
management centres!
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as a whole. A regional perspective is critical to
conserve existing and potentiallandfill airspace,
cover the costs incurred in managing suitable
landfill sites for the disposal of wastes and manage
waste cost effectively and with minimal impact on
the environment.

These amendments:
provide for the declaration of waste management
regions;
which will of course be quite different from refuse

disposal regions give effect to the broader waste management role
performed by regional refuse disposal groups;
confirm and clarify the functions of regional
waste management groups;
require regional waste management groups to
prepare regional waste management plans and
obtain EPA's approval of those plans;
require compliance with approved waste
management plans.
A group's constitution will include a mechanism for

the resolution of disputes between the group and a
member or between members. If this mechanism
fails to resolve a dispute it is to be referred to the
minister who may arbitrate the matter or appoint a
panel to either arbitrate the matter or provide the
minister with a recommendation.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 in relation to clause 27.
Clause 27 of the bill inserts a new section 50QB
which is intended to vary or alter section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court from entertaining any
appeal or challenge from the decision of the minister
or an arbitrator or panel of arbitrators appointed by
the minister under section SOQA.
The reason for limiting the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court is that it is not appropriate for a
body with a local interest to be able to bring an
action in relation to a decision made by independent
persons in the regional interest. It is not appropriate
that a municipal council or governing body of a
regional waste management group with a local
interest in the outcome of a dispute should be able to
challenge a decision of the minister or an arbitrator
or panel of arbitrators appointed by the minister
which gives precedence to the interests of the region

I believe this bill will keep Victoria at the leading
edge of sound waste management in the 19905. I
shall deviate from the speech slightly to give the
reason underlying the referral. I believe, if I interpret
correctly the words I have used in respect of the
proposal for section 85(5) of the Constitution Act
regarding the exclusion of the Supreme Court
jurisdiction, it means that the host group of the
regional waste management centre will have only
one voice - rather than a divisive voice - in the
approach to waste management of that region. I
suppose it will prevent municipalities like
Castlemaine taking the view it recently exemplified
in relation to the tip in a neighbouring municipality,
which caused considerable difficulty both to
planning and waste management areas. It caused
such difficulty that I understand the Minister for
Conservation and Environment has been invited to
open up the tip soon. It has taken about three years
to get approval, and that was one of the reasons why
I described the restructuring of local government in
the case of Castlemaine as being something akin to
mercy killing.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LEIGHTON
(Preston).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 20 October.

ROAD SAFETY (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill makes three amendments to the Road
Safety Act 1986. Honourable members will recall
that when photographs on driver licences were
introduced, there was considerable comment on the
extent that photography had progressed to enable a
photo to be incorporated into a drivers licence.
Technology has now advanced far beyond that point
and better systems are available which enable the

THERAPEUTIC GOODS (VICTORIA) BILL
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use of digitised imaging instead of photographs. The
problem that has always existed with photographic
techniques is that there is a percentage of
photographs which, for some reason or another, are
not suitable for use on licences. Digitised image
technology reduces that percentage to almost nil.
The bill enables that technology to be used.

THERAPEUTIC GOODS (VICTORIA)
BILL
Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The government's commitment to the reduction of
the road toll by educating drink-drivers on the
effects of alcohol on driving and the requirement for
some offenders to undergo courses before being able
to apply for licence restoration has seen a number of
persons and bodies seeking to introduce courses.
These persons and courses must be accredited by the
Chief General Manager of the Department of Health
and Community Services. No provision existed in
the act to enable fees to be charged for accreditation
or for conditional approval to be given. The costs
were absorbed by the department, which, given the
fact that the courses are operated at a cost to the
users, cannot continue. The bill enables fees to be
charged and conditional approval to be granted
where the situation demands it. Charging of fees
will enable money to be freed for other departmental
projects.
The owner of a motor vehicle who has been sent a
summons, a charge Wlder section 3 of the
Magistrates Court Act 1989 or a courtesy letter
under schedule 7 to the Magistrates Court Act
relating to an unpaid parking infringement notice
has 14 days to nominate the person who was in
charge of the vehicle at the time. This is to be
contrasted to the 28-day period applicable to traffic
infringement notices. Complaints have been
received from the public that this period is too short.
That is borne out by the Fixed Penalties Payments
Office, which reports that, in some instances, the
period has well-nigh elapsed before the affected
owner can respond. The bill removes this anomaly
and aligns the response period with traffic
infringement notices.

This legislation represents a further, and major, step
in the achievement of national unifonnity in
regulating products affecting public health. It
follows the achievement of unifonnity in food
standards and the adoption of the national code
earlier this year for drugs and poisons scheduling.

The purpose of the bill is to provide Victorian
legislation which complements the Commonwealth
Therapeutic Goods Act 1989 by covering products
and the few manufacturers which are not
encompassed by the commonwealth controls - for
example, unincorporated manufacturers who do not
trade interstate.
Last year the commonwealth government amended
its act to facilitate the introduction of such state
legislation. This model state legislation is to support
the establishment and maintenance of a national
system of controls relating to the quality, safety and
efficacy of therapeutic goods that are supplied in
Australia, whether the goods are produced in
Australia or elsewhere or are exported from
Australia.
What are therapeutic goods? Therapeutic goods are
products which are for use in the prevention,
diagnosis or treatment of diseases and other bodily
conditions or which can be taken to be for such use
through advertising and other means. The spectrum
of products represented to be for therapeutic use
ranges from vitamin supplements sold over the
cOWlter in health food shops and self-selected at
supennarkets, to sterile dressings, prescription only
drugs and experimental drugs.

I commend the bill to the house.
It is clear that all such products have made a

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 20 October.

discernible difference to our quality of life. At the
turn of this century the life expectancy of men and
women in the western world was around 45 to
46 years; it is now nearly BO. The availability of
modem therapeutic goods is one of the factors
responsible for alleviating discomfort to the body
and modifying the effect of illnesses so drastically.
However, because of the immediacy of the effects of
these goods upon the human body there is still a
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substantial risk. The known danger of certain drugs
in pregnancy emphasises the narrow divide between
drugs which are therapeutic and drugs which are
harmful. A device can also be hazardous rather than
beneficial. Fast, worldwide, mass production has the
potential to turn a mistake into a catastrophe.
Self-regulation by industry is not appropriate for
such products. Such goods need to be, and are,
controlled worldwide.

which comply with specified storage conditions and
location requirements will be permitted.

There are three aspects as to whether a product is
acceptable for therapeutic use -its quality, its
safety and its efficacy. With quality, the
manufacture, the truth in labelling and the
compliance with any appropriate standard for such
products are considerations. For safety, the
product's lack of toxicity or level of risk is the prime
consideration, a consideration which continues after
the product has been marketed. Efficacy - that is,
whether the product does the job it is purported to
do - is the other main aspect.

I commend the bill to the house.

Through this bill, Victoria, by identifying with the
commonwealth scheme, can now deal with these
three aspects. The bill provides for the independent
assessment of the manufacturer's data before the
goods are marketed. It ensures that good
manufacturing practices are followed, and it
requires compliance with set standards for
therapeutic goods.
The bill is designed to be the forerunner of similar
bills in the other states and internal territories of
Australia. Its effect is that people manufacturing,
advertising or trading in therapeutic goods,
regardless of their legal status as a trading
corporation, or otherwise, or of the nature of the
trading activities, will be subject to the same
requirements.

This bill will close the loophole in the administration
of therapeutic goods which presently exists and
which is open to exploitation, to the detriment of the
public. Control over such goods will now be even in
its application.
In line with the recommendations of the National
Coordinating Committee on Therapeutic Goods the
licensing of wholesale suppliers by the state is also
contained in the bill. Controls over the supply of
therapeutic goods via vending machines and by
hawkers, which were previously controlled only in
relation to poisons and controlled substances, are
now also provided. By ministerial order made under
clause 9 of the bill, condom-vending machines

The details of the bill have been the subject of
consultation with industry, industry associations,
consumer groups, professional and practitioner
groups and commonwealth, state and territory
governments. The bill has general support from such
diverse groups.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THWAITES
(Albert Park).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 20 October.

TRANSPORT ACCIDENT (GENERAL
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The proposed Transport Accident (General
Amendment) Act 1994 is part of the implementation
of the policy adopted by the government in
December 1993 concerning the future of the
Transport Accident Commission (TAC).
The purposes of the proposed amendments to the
Transport Accident Act are to direct benefits where
they can be most appropriately applied while
maintaining the financial integrity of the scheme; to
introduce a more commercial orientation to the
corporate operation and governance of the
Transport Accident Commission; and to make
necessary technical improvements to the act.
The proposed amendments address a number of
community concerns without significantly
impacting on the scheme's cost Enhancements to
the benefits provided under the scheme include:
funding family counselling in cases where a road
fatality has occurred;
extending coverage to cyclists colliding with the
opening doors of stationary vehicles;
simplifying compensation provisions in accidents
where details of vehicles are not known or in
accidents where vehicles are not indemnified; and
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removing the current excess on medical costs
where claimants are hospitalised as a result of
their injuries.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 20 October.

Other technical amendments are introduced to
remove ambiguities and unintended interpretations
regarding available benefits. They include:
clarifying the eligibility for benefits of dependants
of a person who, at the time of death, received a
commonwealth social security benefit - namely,
a Newstart, Job Search or sickness allowance;
confining the reimbursement of parent travelling
and accommodation expenses to parents visiting
dependant children; and
specifying that the scheme does not apply to
accidents that occur on private land and where
the vehicle has never been registered or where
registration has been unpaid for 12 months or
more. However, there is provision for innocent
third parties involved in such accidents.
Amendments to the corporate governance
provisions of the Transport Accident Act streamline
the operation of the commission's board, remove age
discrimination on directors and generally align the
corporate governance provisions to current
commercial practices. Additional discretionary
powers have been conferred on the commission
providing for a more efficient delivery of services to
claimants. A further provision makes it clear that the
TAC is entitled to claim legal professional privilege
on documents relating to anticipated legal
proceedings in circumstances where a private sector
insurer would have been able to claim similar
privilege, thus assisting in the prevention of
fraudulent claims.
The objects of the act have been broadened to oblige
the TAC to exercise its powers in such a manner as
to maintain the long-term financial viability of the
transport accident scheme. Finally, the TAC's
powers are augmented to allow it to market its
services outside Victoria, including the extensive
intellectual property developed by the commission.
The proposed amendments to the act, which
complement the initiatives already taken to reform
the Transport Accident COmmission, are part of the
govenunent's drive to provide an efficient and
effective service under the transport accident
scheme.
I commend the bill to the house.

AGRICULTURE (REGISTERED
OCCUPATIONS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 September; motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture).
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - Although the
opposition does not oppose the Agriculture
(Registered Occupations) Bill it is of interest to
members of the opposition and the community. It is
mutual recognition legislation and, according to the
minister's second-reading speech, it reflects a
commitment by the government to create a less
restrictive and more competitive economic
environment for Victoria.

Perhaps in a general way the bill provides a clearer
understanding of what work is done by certain
occupations. The bill will repeal the registration
requirements for the occupations of dried fruits
classer and animal experimenter. It goes without
saying that the reference to animal experimenter
concerns many people in the community. The repeal
of the dried fruits classer concerns only one person
employed by the Victorian Dried Fruits Board. The
opposition has no objection to that because the
registration of that person seems superfluous.
The community is concerned about experimentation
on animals. The bill repeals the requirement for
persons who undertake that work to be registered
and transfers the registration requirement to
institutions. It is important to ensure that the people
who will be doing the experiments will be proper
people to undertake that work. The second-reading
speech also refers to animal experimentation ethics
committees, which are the vital link to satisfy the
concerns of most people.
I thank the public servants who briefed me and
others on the bill. I understand all the work that goes
into producing a bill and its intricacies that in many
instances only public servants understand. I thank
them for helping other members of the community
understand those matters. I thank the Minister for
Agriculture for making those people available to me
and to my colleagues when questions arose in
discussing the bill.
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One of the important points to be clarified concerns
the question of ethics and exactly what is involved
in animal experiments, the code of practice under
which they work and the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1986. In my contribution I will express
the concerns I have for the people who will be
serving the community as members of these ethics
committees. Perhaps we should first examine the
enormous range of matters involved in ethics. I am
pleased that the committees actually have the title:
animal experimentation ethics committees. 'Ethics' is
one of the many words the community uses and we
all think we know what it means. Although it is part
and parcel of how we conduct our lives,
opportunities like the one presented today give us a
moment to pause and consider the issue.
The ColI ins Australian Pocket Dictionary defines' ethic'
as 'a moral principle or set of moral values held by
an individual or group'; 'ethical' is defined as 'of or
based on a system of moral beliefs about right and
wrong' and 'in accordance with principles of
professional conduct'; and 'ethics' is defined as 'a
code of behaviour, esp. of a particular group,
profession, or individual' and 'the study of the
moral value of human conduct'.
It is one matter that relates to all our human
endeavours: how we behave and work and what our
community thinks about that. In Victoria we have
been stimulated particularly by a professor of ethics
at Monash University, Professor Peter Singer. His
latest book How Are We To Live is an important
contribution to what we think of and mean by ethics.
I must say that, within my own human foibles,
trying to live my life in an ethical way does gives
rise to many dilemmas in the decisions we are all
forced to make. I do not believe there is any clear
philosophy about ethics as it is not about rules, so I
thought I would share a few words of a person who
has made a study of it. Page 18, which refers to
ethics and self-interest, states:
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because of ethical 'scruples' about the nature of the
work, or who give away their wealth to good causes,
are thought to be sacrificing their own interests in order
to obey the dictates of ethics. Worse still, we may
regard them as suckers, missing out on all the fun they
could be having, while others take advantage of their
futile generosity.

Although I had a copy of the book at home, when I
was advised we might be debating this bill
yesterday I went to the parliamentary library to
obtain a copy of it and found that somebody else
had borrowed it. I wondered who that person was.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (MrJ. F. McGrath)Order! We could end up with a debate with
repetition, do you think?

Ms MARPLE - We could certainly have some
interesting conversations on it. It is important that
we are asking a group of people in the community
to make decisions on the ethical issues surrounding
the use of animals for experimentation. At the end of
the chapter the author states:
The ancient view was that an ethically good life is also
a good life for the person leading it. Never has it been
so urgent that the reasons for accepting this older view
should be widely understood. To do so we must
question the view of self-interest that has dominated
western society for a long time. Then, if there is a viable
alternative to this view, the ultimate choice may have a
rational solution after all.

I do not want to turn the debate into a discussion of
just the one area of ethics, but when we ask
members of the community to take on these roles it
is important that we understand what we are
actually asking them to do. We are asking them to
make decisions on our behalf about how these
animals will be used and what we are expecting
them to do for us.
We are asking people to make hard decisions. I have

More personal doubts about ethics remain. To live
ethically, we assume will be hard work. uncomfortable,
self-sacrificing and generally unrewarding. We see
ethics as at odds with self-interest: we assume that
those who make fortunes from insider trading ignore
ethics, but are successfully following self-interest (as
long as they don't get caught). We do the same
ourselves when we take a job that pays more than
another, even though it means that we are helping to
manufacture or promote a product that does no good at
all, or actually makes people sick. On the other hand,
those who pass up opportunities to rise in their career

been privileged to be a member of the ethics

committee of an institution where experiments were
done on animals. It is one of those challenges in life I
appreciate having had, because such an experience
makes you think about the animals, your own ethics,
what may be gained from the experiments, what the
experiments mean for the animals that are part of
them, and your own development.
When we think of animal experiments we often
think of the horrific pictures that are drawn to show
how they are used. Most experiments are not
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necessarily those of the kind we see in pictures.
Those of us who have used animals to make our
living in farming understand that at different times
experiments have to be undertaken. My family has
been involved in many of the programs relating to
the shedding of animals. One may think that the
shedding of animals is not so terrible; but one must
think of the animals being in confined spaces, what
benefits there will be to the animals and what
benefits there will be to farmers beyond making an
income. Studying sheep in confined areas is an
interesting occupation. You find out a great deal
about animal behaviour, despite the general picture
that is drawn about sheep.
One of the areas of animal experimentation that
gives rise to some concerns and worries about the
direction in which institutions are moving is the
privatisation of regional laboratories. I quote from a
letter published in the Age on 21 August from Sean
Selleck of the Australian Association Against Painful
Experiments on Animals. He refers to a wariness by
some people about using the word 'toxicology'
when descnbing experiments on animals and
expresses concern about what will happen in private
laboratories in future. I am reading the letter to draw
attention to the concerns felt by people in the
community. As politicians we have to listen to
members of the community, whether we are in full
agreement with those people or not. The views of
the people outside the house help us make decisions,
whether we call them ethical decisions or otherwise.
It is important to listen to people.
Sean Selleck asks why Professor Borland, the person
involved in running private veterinary laboratories,
shies away from using the word 'toxicology'. He
makes reference to what that word means and
describes tests in tOxicological laboratories, talking
about what those tests mean. In the letter he refers to
the eye tests that involve putting irritant substances
in the eyes of rabbits that are not under anaesthetic
and to LDSO tests, in which a substance is fed to
animals that are not anaesthetised. He says the tests:
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The letter reflects some of the anxiety felt in the
community about what might happen. I hope the
bill is not the first step in changing any of the laws.
In fact, the bill provides for a code of practice to be
followed as set out under the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals Act, which I am pleased to say was
brought in in 1986. The status of the code of practice
is set out in the Victorian Government Gazette of
24 June 1992. Under the heading 'Scientific
Establishments' it identifies the scientific procedures
that must be followed when experiments are
conducted on animals:
All experiments must be properly designed, and
detailed proposals of the experimentation should be
approved by the AEEC before any work is commenced.

The bill is part of making sure that happens. I hope
the government will be able to assure people, as I
have been, by talking to them about putting this in
place and telling them that it is not about a change to
the law but about protecting animals - and, in its
own way, about protecting the people on ethics
committees who are making decisions.
I point out the stress and strain on people who have
to support the decisions made by members of the
committees. I assure people that the committees will
include vets, scientists with recent experience with
animals and representatives of the animal welfare
associations. Of course, anyone who is a member of
a committee has to understand that animals will be
used for experiments. There is no point in people
becoming members of the committees if they are
committed to there being no experiments on animals
at all.
I ask the government to give consideration to
supporting members of the committees. They will
need what might be termed in-service training. They
will be looking for answers to the questions we will
be asking. They will need support because they will
have to make decisions on behalf of the community.
I think all of us know those decisions will not be
easy to make.

... involve the infliction of horrific suffering upon
conscious animals.

The letter continues:
The Minister for Agriculture, Mc Bill McGrath, wants
us to believe that Centaur is not seeking changes to

testing laws and assures us that all experiments
conducted by Centaur will be in accordance with the
law.

We all ought to think about the example of the pigs.
Pigs are often used in experiments because they are
very closely related to us. It is interesting to note, as
has been mentioned, how much everybody liked the
display of pigs at the Royal Melbourne Show, and
one should reflect on why that is so.
One of the things that people say about animal
experimentation is that it is of benefit to our health
in the long run. When you think about some of the
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things that are done with pigs, including their
breeding, the use of parts of their bodies - for
instance, people are now looking at using pigs'
hearts for human heart transplants - and the things
pigs are asked to suffer on our behalf, we must
search our minds to ascertain what benefits there are
for us in the long run. They may be very easy
decisions for some people, but I suggest that those of
us who now have some awareness of the suffering of
animals on whom experiments are done on our
behalf need to take that in account.
Mr Maughan - How are they suffering?
Ms MARPLE -If people do not believe animals
suffer in similar ways to humans, they need to
spend some time with animals, thinking about the
way they live and trying to understand them.

Mr Maughan interjected.
Ms MARPLE - I do not know why the
honourable member is laughing, but he should
spend some time working with and watching
animals.

Mr Maughan - I have worked with them for
35 years.
Ms MARPLE - Then you should understand the
concerns of the public.

In conclusion, the opposition does not oppose the
bill. We should be mindful of the appropriate
decisions that must be made and the responsibilities
being placed on public servants, such as our senior
veterinary officer, Peter Jackson, to ensure that the
experiments society requires are carried out
satisfactorily and in the way we would like,
according~ to the laws regarding the prevention of
cruelty to animals. If we did not care about animals,
those laws would not be in place.
I failed to mention one important point. The persons
putting cases for experiments must talk to the ethics
committee about their qualifications and experience,
just as they did to gain registration. They must now
put their arguments to those committees whose
members represent the community.
I am pleased that, according to the bill, licences will
be granted for three years. Victoria has 98 locations
that will be licensed. They are not all stand-alone
institutions; they could be institutions within
organisations. For example, Melbourne University
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has 12 locations, and Monash University and other
institutions have facilities.

I wish the bill well. The ethics committees will have
important responsibilities. I trust that the minister
and those involved in drafting the legislation will
ensure it is implemented in line with what those
who will do the work for the community had in
mind. I look forward to the community being well
served. I hope the community's heightened
awareness of the ethics applying to animal
experimentation is taken into account not only when
committees make their decisions but also by the
institutions and scientists involved in
experimentation.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I wish to make a
brief contribution to the debate on the bill, which
provides for the deregulation of the partially
registered occupations of regulated dried fruits
classer and animal experimenter.

As the minister explained in his second-reading
speech the deregistration is in line with the
principles of mutual recognition and follows the
national review conducted in 1992.
That review was undertaken by the Vocational
Education, Employment and Training Committee
and involved an Australia-wide assessment of about
300 occupations as well as the regulatory control
applicable to those occupations.
The review was initiated. by the heads of
government and followed. efforts by governments to
remove unnecessary regulation that impacted on
business and employment. It complements action
already taken on the introduction of mutual
recognition arrangements that are designed to
facilitate a national marketplace.
The review examined the desirability of continuing
to regulate occupations that are currently regulated
in only some jurisdictions. The heads of government
determined that the only grounds for requiring the
registration of an occupation in all states would be if
significant public health and safety issues would
arise from any deregistration.
At the conclusion of the analysis, a recommendation
was made for the deregistration of most of the
70 partially registered occupations regulated in
Victoria. In the agriculture portfolio, three partially
regulated occupations are yet to be deregulated.
Two - the dried fruits classer and animal
experimenter occupations - are deregulated in this
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bill. The third - the artificial breeder operator - is
to be deregulated by legislation that will be
introduced later.
I shall dwell briefly on the dried fruits aspect of the
legislation. The honourable member for Altona
spent considerable time on the animal
experimentation issue; she has covered that matter
thoroughly. My electorate produces dried fruits;
therefore, I am keen to discuss that aspect.
Dried fruits classers are currently licensed by the
Victorian Dried Fruits Board. A licensed classer may
be employed by the board to class fruit prior to its
entry into a packing house. To become licensed a
classer must have undertaken a suitable training
course such as those available through education
providers in the Mildura area. The Victorian Dried
Fruits Board is the only employer of classers. It is felt
the maintenance of a licensing scheme has become
unnecessary as the packing houses move down the
path of implementing their own quality assurance
programs.
The bill revokes the licensing provisions for classers
in the Dried Fruits Act. The board can simply
employ people to class dried fruits. In arriving at
this decision, the minister has obviously ensured
that adequate consultation has occurred, including
consultation with the board that contains industry
representatives.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
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accounting for over 80 per cent of production. The
dried vine fruits industry is well structured, tightly
knit and has strong representation from its peak
industry body, the Australian Dried Fruits
Association, so there is a strong domestic and export
performance. As an industry body it certainly
maintains premium prices for its product in the
export market as a result of its well-organised and
disciplined approach to marketing.
More than 80 per cent of Australia's dried vine fruits
are produced in Sunraysia, with 80 per cent of that
coming from Mildura, Merbein, Red Oiffs and
Irymple. It is a major industry for the economy of
my electorate, generating about a quarter of the
wealth of the Sunraysia economy. It provides a
livelihood for around 2SOO producers. During the
two-month harvest period it creates seasonal
employment for up to 60 000 people.
Australian domestic consumption of dried vine
fruits is the highest in the world. Any expansion of
that level in the short term is probably unlikely, but
there is certainly scope for expansion in export
markets. I have spoken to departmental, ADFA and
marketing board representatives, but they do not
believe there will be sufficient product available in
the short term to meet any extra demand created by
a further push into export markets because there has
been a diversion of fresh sultanas to wine
production. That is always an option for sultana
growers. There is no doubt that it gives them added
flexibility in the marketing of their produce.

Mr BILDSTlEN - As the minister has
suggested, those quality assurance programs are
coming on line now. I am very pleased to see that
happening. I am also pleased to see the commitment
the minister has made to an industry that is vital to
the economy in my area.

In 1991-92 dried vine fruit exports from Australia
were worth about $SS million, so it is certainly
Australia's most valuable horticultural export.
Australia's product has an international reputation
for superior quality, and that attracts a premium
price.

Recently the minister released a five-year strategy
for the horticultural industry in Victoria. I point out
to you, Mr Deputy Speaker, if you have not already
read the strategy, that it pledges that 11 per cent of
the resources the department will allocate over those
years will be used to support the dried vine fruit
industry.

In developing this five-year strategy for horticulture
with the industry the Department of Agriculture has
highlighted that productivity and quality must
continually be improved if we are to maintain our
export performance and increase import
replacement. High rates of adoption of new
technology have improved the industry's
competitiveness. Obviously that is crucial if the
industry is to continue to develop and maintain its
Viability. Over the coming years the department will
use its engineering and food processing expertise to
enable Significant savings to be achieved from
increased mechanisation on the farm. Ukewise the
department will continue to research vineyard

According to the latest figures for 1991-92, dried
vine fruit is one of the major horticultural crops in
Victoria, producing 85 kilotonnes per year with a
gross value of production of about $120 million.
The main varieties produced are sultanas, currants
and raisins, with sultanas being the major variety,
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redevelopment because that is essential to ensuring
continued mechanisation.
The minister has been keen to ensure that we foster
the adoption of integrated pest management
strategies, which are essential to help reduce
fluctuations in crop yield and to maintain fruit
quality. The development and installation of
processing equipment to remove physical
contaminants and the adoption of total quality
management programs are absolutely vital to
improve the quality of dried vine fruit.
When the government came to office in 1992 it
initiated a review of plant sciences research in
Victoria. That highlighted the need for horticulture
to be more focused and client-orientated and
ushered in the new Institute for Horticultural
Development at I<noxfield, where we are spending
$8 million over two years to provide world-class
facilities specifically designed to facilitate industry
adoption of research and development outcomes.
Horticulture is an essential part of Victoria's
economy. The institute is responding to the needs of
growers, processors and marketers. It has an
open-door policy and it actively encourages
interaction and partnership with industry. I have
had the pleasure of visiting that institute on three
occasions now, and I am very impressed with the
leadership of the director, Denis Richards. Much has
been achieved at the institute, and the minister is to
be commended for securing substantial funding for
such a worthwhile project.
The bill also deregulates the occupation of animal
experimenters. Animal experimenters are registered
by the Department of Agriculture under the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 to protect
the welfare of animals by ensuring that only
qualified people carry out scientific procedures on
them. The bill will repeal the registration
requirement for animal experimenters but at the
same time ensure that animal experimentation ethics
committees at licensed scientific establishments
approve of the experimenters as well as the
procedures carried out on animals. It will be an
offence for experimenters to proceed without this
approval.
Currently the honourable member for Rodney, at the
request of the minister, is doing a thorough review
for the government of the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act. He mayor may not wish to comment
briefly during his contribution to the debate on how
that is going. Naturally all major animal welfare
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interest groups have been consulted, including the
RSPCA, the Victorian Farmers Federation, the Lost
Dogs Home, the Cat Protection Society, the
Australian Veterinary Association, the Royal
Agricultural Society, the Municipal Association of
Victoria and the Australian and New Zealand
Federation of Animal Societies. A broad consultation
process has been undertaken to ensure that
everybody who has an interest in animal welfare
and animal experimentation is well aware of the
impact of this legislation.
In summary, the bill will do two things: firstly, it
will deregulate the dried fruits classer and the
animal experimenter, which is in line with mutual
recognition principles; and, secondly, it will ensure
adequate control over people undertaking
experiments on animals to sa tisfy animal welfare
requirements and interest groups.

I am pleased that the opposition is not opposing the
legislation and is in support of the minister. I also
commend the bill to the house.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - As has already been
indicated by the honourable member for Altona, the
opposition does not oppose the bill. I shall outline a
number of community concerns about animal
experimentation.
Primarily we support the Agriculture (Registered
Occupations) Bill and its intent to deregulate
occupations of dried fruit classer and animal
experimenter. We understand the importance of
mutual recognition of occupations throughout
Australia, and the legislation is an attempt to
remove the impediments to labour mobility and the
movement of skilled workers throughout Australia,
and the recognition of Australia as essentially a
one-labour market.
I shall concentrate my comments on the aspects of
the animal experimenter and the importance of the
ethics committee. The ethics committee, as has been
established, is an attempt to provide a model of
self-regulation in the industry. It is a very good
model of self-regulation. The committee comprises
not only a vet and a scientist with recent experience
in experimentation, but also representatives of
outside interests like animal welfare associations.
The intent is that all the institutions conducting
animal experimentation will observe the Australian
Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for
Scientific Purposes.
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The independence of the ethics committee is
important: its role is to look at and ensure that
experiments are being done in a necessary and
justifiable way. In terms of the role of that ethics
committee, I point out that the members must be
aware that animals are able to be used for
experimentation; the members' task is to evaluate
the experiment to see whether it is necessary and
justifiable.
Animal experimentation is under an element of
control. The Animal Welfare Advisory Committee of
the National Health and Medical Research Council
checks annually that the ethics committees which
are in place in all the establishments or institutions
involved in animal experimentation have
independent members and are properly informed
and encouraged to participate, so there is a check
and balance in the functioning of those committees.
An important part of self-regulation is that there is a
clear code of practice which involves people from
not only within the institution but also outside it to
oversee the functioning of the proposal. One of the
concerns that has been expressed to the opposition is
not so much about the model of self-regulation,
which I think is generally accepted as being very
good, as it is a general problem about the level of
staffing in the inspectorate. I will refer to an article
by Dr Hugh Wirth--

Mr W. D. McGrath - Who expressed the
concern to you?
Mr CARLI - Sorry, the RSPCA. I refer to an
article in the Age of 13 January 1994 which expresses
concern that
... The RSPCA warned the Minister for Agriculture -

lhis was the previous Minister for Agriculture in the

Cain government that community acceptance of and support for the
legislation would depend on how the proposed animal
experimentation inspectorate was constituted and how
well it enforced the law.

The comments basically mean that because of the
size of the inspectorate compared with that of New
South Wales it has not been able to provide a final
check to the institutions. The article further says:
... It says a lot for the state of animal welfare in Victoria
that the RSPCA enters 1994 with no faith in the current
animal experimentation inspectorate system, a very
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strong perception (despite official assurances to the
contrary) that a significant number of animal
experimentation ethics committees are neither
constituted nor conducted as the law and associated
code of practice require, and a feeling of despair that
native animals will be the subject of sanctioned
exploitation until they have been reduced to mere
curiosities, an achievement already accomplished.

Those are rather serious comments by the RSPCA. It
is not a problem of the model of self-regulation or
the deregulation of the animal experimenter. In a
sense the model and the ideas behind it are correct
and important in terms of their ability to deregulate,
to get rid of red tape and to ensure that we have a
competitive economy and a competitive
infrastructure for that economy.
The concerns are really about whether there is
enough staffing in the inspectorate to ensure that
those committees are in place and function
effectively and that there is the possibility of
prosecution for people who work outside of or fail
to get the approval of the ethics committee. While
we have a deregulated system which is based on an
ethics committee there is the potential for scientific
procedures to be carried out on animals in an
unjustifiable or extremely cruel way because there
may not be the staffing to ensure that the people
concerned are prosecuted in cases where there has
been a clear attempt to go outside the system.
My other area of concern, which was also alluded to
by the honourable member for Altona - and I will
refer to a newspaper article of 21 August 1994 by
Sean Selleck from the Australian Association against
Painful Experiments on Animals - is about a
particular institution that the association sees as
trying to avoid the idea that it is involved in
toxicology and trying to redefine its role and
activities in a way that will get it through the system
and past any possible objections to its practice.
The particular issues of concern were about the use
of tests in which animals are force-fed substances
and in which potentially horrific suffering upon
conscious animals is involved. Clearly that area
should be looked at if the article by Sean Selleck is
true and there is at least one institution in which
experiments are unduly cruel or unduly affect the
welfare of animals and are not justifiable. I have no
expertise to say whether the claims in the article are
justified or not justified, but those sorts of incidents
need to be looked at and followed up .
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It poses the problem of what we do about the
unjustifiable red tape that is often in place which
affects businesses and the movement or efficient use
of labour in this country. We are in total agreement
with the government about the need to get rid of
unnecessary regulations and, where pOSSible, to
have in place mechanisms of self-regulation that will
not only be effective but will ultimately be under
scrutiny, so that in cases where people work outside
the procedures or flout the self-regulation system
there will be a system of legislation or inspection or
some form of big stick so those people can be
punished.

When people or institutions flout self-regulation and
use the fact that the government has attempted to
remove wmecessary forms of red tape it undermines
the whole system of self-regulation and deregulation
that we have entered into.
That has implications right through the process of
government. Clearly, although it is necessary to
identify the areas of unnecessary red tape so that
they can be removed, we still need a big stick to deal
with people who disregard or use regulations to
better their own situations.
Animal experimentation is an important ethical
consideration in our society and, as the honourable
member for Altona indicated when she referred to
the works of Peter Singer, enormous debate takes
place on animal exploitation and animal welfare. I
believe animal experimentation is justified in certain
circumstances. Clearly, it is the role of the ethics
committees to identify those circumstances and to
ensure that experimentation occurs only in those
circumstances.
Differences of opinion will exist in society at large
about the importance of animal experimentation. I
have been impressed by the writings of Loane
Skene, a senior lecturer in law at the University of
Melbourne. She provided some good justifications
for animal experimentation making the point that,
unfortunately, a number of people have been
distressed by others going overboard trying to tackle
the whole notion of animal experimentation. She put
up a strong defence. She said Australia has
established a comprehensive system to protect the
welfare of animals. It ensures that animal
experimentation occurs only when necessary, and
the ethics committees are a fundamental tenet of
that. Ms Skene says:
Animals may not be used in research without the prior
approval of an institutional ethics committee, one of
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whose functions is to safeguard the animals' welfare.
Ethics committees may include a veterinary surgeon, a
person experienced in animal experimentation, a
'person with a demonstrable commitment to, and
established experience in, furthering the welfare of
animals' and another person independent of the

institution.
That will ensure that the people involved in the
process are fundamentally involved in animal
welfare and are outside the institutions. It will be
our safeguard. Together with the inspectorate
system, it will ensure that those committees are in
place and functioning.
We have a rather interesting situation at the moment
because the RSPCA is concerned about how well
this process is functioning. As we move towards a
deregulated system, teething problems will emerge,
and we must approach them seriously. The
opposition would like to see the Department of
Agriculture being upfront about experimentation. It
should take on board the comments of the RSPCA
and other groups which, although not necessarily
opposed to self-regulation, are concerned about the
posSibility of ethics committees not functioning
effectively. We must have a big stick for those who
try to work outside the system. We must have an
extremely good system where animal
experimentation is done only in justifiable
circumstances that will ultimately benefit human
beings yet minimise any possible distress to animals.
The opposition welcomes the attempts to remove
unnecessary red tape and to introduce uniformity
between the states. By removing the provisions that
are different from other states we avoid having
occupations in one state being regulated differently
from another. Although we welcome the attempts to
ensure that our labour market functions effectively,
it is important that during the early stages of
self-regulation we confront difficult situations. Not
everyone will necessarily adopt self-regulation;
some may well seek to exploit that model. When
that occurs we must ensure that we have a big stick
so that we can act quickly and effectively. In that
way those who are concerned about animal welfare
will develop confidence that the system is working
well. We must be able to give animal welfare
agencies - none more importantly than the
RSPCA - confidence in the system, because we
have a good self-regulatory system for animal
experimentation that is the envy of other countries.
We may have some difficulties with teething
problems. As the RSPCA suggested, its inspectorate
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is not well enough staffed to carry out the necessary
inspections of institutions.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I have listened with
a great deal of interest to the honourable member for
Coburg. I congratulate him on his balanced views on
animal welfare. I contribute to the bill today
because, firstly, I support the mutual recognition
legislation that has brought it about. As a member
who lives in a border area, that issue is important.
Because I live in Echuca I have experienced
difficulties with the different standards and
requirements for various professions and
organisations between states. This mutual
recognition legislation is a step in the right direction
of standardising procedures between states.
The Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill
removes specific registrations for a couple of
occupations. A recent study revealed that some
70 professions or occupations - such as dried fruits
classer and animal experimenter - required
deregulation. Later the government intends to
change the requirement to register artifidal breeding
operators.
The honourable member for Mildura dealt
adequately with the dried fruits classer. I shall
address my remarks to the repeal provisions dealing
with animal experimenters. I support those
provisions which are unnecessary because of the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986. That act
set up ethics committees which have responsibility
for the people who carry out procedures in their
respective institutions. The honourable member for
Mildura correctly referred to the fact that I have
been responsible for conducting a review of the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.
I have been impressed by the number and quality of
the submissions I have received. As the honourable
members for Coburg and Altona suggested, that
indicates there is a great deal of interest out in the
community about the way we treat our animals. I
certainly share that concern, being a person who for
most of his life has earned his living working with
animals. I understand animal behaviour, and I have
a great empathy with animals. I am very concerned
to see that animals are not under any circumstances
abused or unnecessarily harmed.
I believe the 1986 act is a piece of enlightened
legislation. Despite the honourable member for
Coburg's remarks about comments by the President
of the RSPCA, Or Hugh Wirth, I believe the ethics
committees are working remarkably well. I suggest
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that Or Wirth's comments are no longer relevant,
because it is my understanding that those matters
have been taken up with the department and that
Or Wirth is satisfied with the workings of the
committees.
The Animal Welfare Advisory Committee, which is
a much broader group than the RSPCA, is happy
with the legislation and satisfied with the workings
of the ethics committees.
This is trailblazing legislation. It ensures that
proposals for animal experimentation are properly
scrutinised before they proceed and that there is
input from people with outside expertise. The
reasons for any experiment must be justified to an
ethics committee, including its outside member,
before the experiment can proceed.

I take up the point made by the honourable member
for Altona about in-service training. To some degree
that is already happening. The outside members of
those animal ethics committees have had the
opportunity of receiving briefings and training on
what their roles may be. I also suggest that without
exception those committee members have some
background in animal behaviour and some
understanding of the enormity of the tasks they have
in ensuring that no experiment goes ahead unless it
is based on sound animal welfare grounds.
The guarantee that animal experiments will be
carried out to the standard demanded by the
community is contained in the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals Act. Section 26 of that act requires the
licensing of scientific establishments. Section 26(2)(a)
states:
The scientific establishment must at the date of issue
have established an Animal Experimentation Ethics
Committee which includes a representative of the
public with appropriate experience in animal welfare.

If the institution is to be licensed, it must have an
animal welfare experimentation ethics committee
and, as we have already heard during the debate,
that committee must include a member representing
the general public. The committee must approve any
experiment on animals before that experiment can
go ahead. I think there are plenty of safeguards.
Having been a member of an animal
experimentation ethics committee for a number of
years I have some knowledge of how committees
such as those work. I know that the one that I was
involved with, which was associated with
Melbourne University, was at pains to ensure,
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firstly, that the procedure was necessary, and,
secondly, that no undue pain or suffering was
caused to the animals concerned.
Like the honourable member for Coburg, I support
animal experimentation when it is deemed
necessary for the welfare of the community. There
must be safeguards in place to ensure that animals
do not suffer -certainly not UIU1ecessarily. A lot of
the press comment about animal experimentation is
misguided and is certainly not true of animal
experimentation in Victoria today, which I believe is
conducted only if it is absolutely necessary. We
should acknowledge that our advancements in both
medicine and agriculture would not have been as
Significant as they are without animal
experimentation. We have now got to the stage
where we ensure that animal experimentation is
carried out using proper safeguards.
As I said, the legislation will ensure that any
scientific procedures carried out on animals are in
accordance with the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act and satisfy both whatever regulations
are in place at the time and the codes of practice. I
believe that codes of practice, which can be
upgraded from time to time, are far better than
regulations, which tend to stay in place longer than
necessary. Codes of practice can be and are being
progressively upgraded, which is why I welcome
the codes of practice applying to animal
experimentation.

The legislation will also ensure that any scientific
procedures must be approved by the ethics
committee. I am pleased the opposition supports the
committees and the very important roles they play
in animal experimentation. The ethics committee
must, in turn, approve the experimenters. But if that
does not happen, I am satisfied that sufficient
penalties are in place to deter people from taking
part in any experiments on animals without putting
in place proper safeguards.
The honourable member for Altona spoke at length
about animal behaviour and ethics. I was very
interested in her contribution because I believe those
notions are very important and certainly should be
taken into account in any dealings we have with
animals.
I will comment briefly on the Animal Welfare
Advisory Committee. This state has been leading the
animal welfare debate for many years now. The
establishment of the animal welfare committee, of
which I was a member, was an enlightened move,
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bringing together all those who have an interest in
animal welfare. That includes a diverse group of
people representing a wide range of community
activities, from animalliberationists on the one hand
to the farming community on the other. I believe the
Animal Welfare Advisory Committee has led the
way to a very enlightened view of animal welfare
legislation, aVOiding a lot of the confrontation and
the problems we have seen in other parts of the
world.
Significant changes in legislation dealing with
animal experimentation have taken account of
increasing community concern, particularly in
western nations, about the treatment of animals. H
one looks at the statistics, one finds that the number
of experiments on animals has fallen significantly
compared with the numbers in years gone by - and
these days experiments are carried out only when
ethics committees are satisfied that they are
necessary.
The honourable member for Altona also referred to
the regional veterinary laboratories, suggesting that
allowing toxicology and other procedures was the
thin end of the wedge. She suggested there might be
a hidden agenda. I assure the honourable member
that there is no hidden agenda and no attempt to
make it any easier for regional veterinary
laboratories or any other laboratories to carry out
animal experimentation.
The legislation will assist members of the scientific
profession to transfer from other states to Victoria
without having to seek additional registration. It
provides for a less restrictive interstate exchange of
personnel, which can only enhance the
competitiveness of agricultural research in this state.
Some significant benefits can be gained. The
legislation has the support of the Animal Welfare
Advisory Committee. It is supported by a whole
range of interest groups in this area. It implements
some of the provisiOns of the mutual recognition
treaty. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I am pleased
to contribute to the debate because, although the bill
may seem to be of little consequence in the overall
scheme of things, it is another indication of the
government's desire to deregu1ate wherever
possible, particularly regulatory restrictions
imposed on all circumstances of employment This
legislation will encourage employment
opportunities in a far more open and satisfactory
way, and all sides of the industry should benefit.
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One of the government's major aims in this area is to
promote quality assurance in the agricultural and
food processing industries. This is yet another move
in that direction. Self-regulation will mean that
Australian agricultural and food industries are not
limited in their opportunities to enter the world
market. Quality assurance will safeguard the
industry in both the Australian and world markets.
The bill effectively repeals the registration of two
occupations: the dried fruits classer and the animal
experimenter. The third occupation due for
deregulation is that of the artificial breeder operator.
That will be the subject of future legislation.
The decision to introduce the bill follows the
decision of the Council of Australian Governments
to remove unnecessary regulation. As the
honourable member for Rodney said, it falls in line
with mutual recognition. Because we both live on
the state border we are well aware of the anomalies
between the states. Although I have some concern
about mutual recognition it is basically designed to
reduce the anomalies and differences in state
regulations. It will assist business, industry and the
general running of communities on both sides of the
border in a whole host of areas; it can do nothing but
good. The bill is another opportunity which, by
mutual recognition, will improve the situation. No
claim can be made that the bill will increase public
health risks or decrease safety. If it did so, it would
be questioned on those grounds. Deregulation has
been examined closely to ensure that there are no
risks to health or human safety.
I suggest the two areas of debate in the bill concern
the dried fruits classer and animal experimenter
positions. Because the honourable member for
Mildura adequately and comprehensively covered
the dried fruits classer position I, like the honourable
member for Rodney, will confine my remarks to the
role of the animal experimenter. At present animal
experimenters are registered under the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 and, given the
circumstances at the time, that was a sensible
approach. The community is concerned to ensure
that animals in any circumstances are treated
humanely and that the industries and institutions
involved in animal experimentation are not brought
into disrepute.
The bill transfers the responsibility for the
registration of individuals and positions to two
areas: firstly, to the establishments that will require
licences to effectively carry out animal
experimentation; and, secondly, to the animal
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experimentation ethics committees appointed by
each of those licensed establishments. The bill will
make it an offence to carry out procedures that
contravene the licence. Honourable members must
recall that, firstly, any establishment doing such
work must be licensed and, secondly, that it is
essential that prior approval be given by the ethics
committee of that establishment before any scientific
procedure can be carried out
The point was made earlier that scientists both
within Australia and the rest of the world will now
be able to work in this field in Victoria immediately.
There will be no restriction on scientists coming to
Victoria. The Baker Medical Research Institute,
which is a world leader in research into heart
transplants and bypass operations, relies
significantly on animal experimentation for its
research. The Baker institute and the Alfred Hospital
are certainly world leaders in that field. We will be
able to bring an expert in the field of animal
experimentation into the Baker institute without the
need to go through the lengthy procedure of
obtaining registration. With the approval of the
ethics committee of the institution people will be
able to go straight to work.
The community should not have any undue concern
about the changes because the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals Act will still apply in total to all
experimentation. Concerned members of the
community should read the act, which will not be
watered down by the bill. Sections of the act
safeguarding the welfare of animals involved in
experimentation will not be inhibited at all. The bill
will continue to take heed of community concerns
about the careful maintenance of animal welfare. All
institutes that are involved in animal
experimentation will be covered by the act.
The honourable member for Rodney referred to
press reporting on animal experimentation. It is
unfortunate that so often misinformation is spread
by the press on this issue. There seems to be a
deliberate ploy by the press to raise public fear in the
area, and it gives a totally false impression of the
way animal experimentation is carried out. As a
member of the agriculture bill committee I was
fortunate to visit two of the major institutions
involved in animal experimentation. Together with
the honourable member for Rodney I visited the
Victorian Institute of Animal Science (VIAS) at
Attwood and saw animals housed there and being
used for experiments and looked at work done in
the general agricultural industry and the animal
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drug industry. The other place we visited was the
Baker Medical Research Institute.
What we saw at Attwood gave us complete
confidence in the way animals are housed and kept
and handled during the experimentation process. I
suggest from what we saw, and particularly with
Australia being drought affected at the moment, that
the animals at Attwood are on a pretty good wicket
and are well cared for. Conditions at VIAS are
exemplary. Certainly we saw humane procedures
maintained in all experimentation. I have nothing
but congratulations for the people responsible for
the care of the animals and for ensuring that
humane procedures are maintained at Attwood.
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anywhere in Victoria and the premises are not
licensed we have the power to act under the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.
Secondly, in any establishment responsibility is
clearly given to the ethics committee to ensure that
the legislation is adhered to, and the committee is
asked to carry out that responsibility on behalf of the
commWlity. Thirdly, and most importantly, the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act applies
everywhere in the state of Victoria.
I support the bill and register my support for it in
the house.
Mr Hamilton - Spare us!

The second and probably more enlightening visit
was to the Baker Medical Research Institute, which
is part of the Alfred Hospital. As I said before, the
Alfred Hospital leads the world in heart transplant
and bypass surgery, which has been of major benefit
for people in Australia and indeed worldwide who
suffer from heart disease. A big part of the success of
that research is due to experimentation on animals.
The interesting thing is that you need to have an
animal heart that can be compared to the human
heart. It is enlightening to see how the research is
being done, and we were able to see it first hand. It
is certainly quite clear that the experimentation is
done in a humane way. The animals are never
subjected to pain in a conscious state and in fact are
put down immediately after the experimentation is
completed. I suggest that without the opportunity to
conduct animal experimentation heart research in
this country would not have progressed to
anywhere near the level it has reached, and certainly
we would not be world leaders in the field.
I listened to the balanced presentation to the house
in the contribution of the honourable member for
Coburg. He referred to a concern that people who
work outside the legislation in fact flout the system
of self-regulation and said they are to be
condemned. I couldn't agree with him more. It is an
area that we need to police to ensure it is not abused.
I believe there is total bipartisan support for that
position. I do not believe the bill will lessen that
resolve at all; in fact it will probably strengthen it.
There are three provisions in the bill that will ensure
the system of self-regulation will not be flouted. The
first is the requirement for any establishment
carrying out animal experimentation to be licensed.
The bill makes it an offence to act outside the
bounds of the licence given to an establishment, so if
animal experimentation is being carried out

Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I welcome the
interjections of the honourable member for Morwell.
He often has something to say, although it is not of
much use. He tells us about kerosene motors and
milking cows and all sorts of wonderful things.

The Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill is
fairly simple, as has been pointed out by a number
of my colleagues on the government side. Firstly, it
repeals the requirement for registration of animal
experimenters and replaces it with a process of
approval of personnel in scientific or research
establishments engaged in animal experiments.
Secondly, it deregulates dried fruit classers.
The bill is yet another step in the government's
program which is aimed at removing regulation and
registration that are either no longer effective or, as
in many cases, counterproductive. The former
government simply went along with the idea that if
there was a regulation on the books it was there for a
good purpose and must be left, and you should
never revisit an act or set of regulations and look at
them to see whether they are effective in the 19905
and should remain on the books into the 21st
century. This government is actively involved in
reviewing the statutes and regulations in all
portfolios to determine whether they are required
now or in the future.
In the present case there are better ways of ensuring
that dried fruit is classed appropriately and
effectively and that animal experiments are
conducted in a proper scientific, humane and moral
way. The bill sets up processes to ensure that
happens, and removes the old regulations and
requirements for registration.
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As previous speakers have stated, there has been a
bit of a kafuffle in the press from time to time, with
allegations of mad scientists experimenting on
animals and that sort of thing. It is fatuous nonsense.
The process that is being set up will put stringent
conditions on animal experiments and on those
entitled or approved to carry out experiments on
animals. There will be no Hollywood scenarios of
people doing ridiculous or inhumane things, despite
what some members opposite might say.
One condition under which anyone who works in a
scientific or research establishment will be allowed
to conduct experiments that involve the use of
animals is that the establishment has an ethics
committee. The membership and work of the ethics
committees are strictly controlled; they will be
carefully set up. They will be made up of people
whose integrity, ability and commitment to the
welfare of animals are unquestioned.

Generally four classes of people will be represented
among the members of ethics committees: there will
be a veterinary surgeon, a scientist, a representative
from an animal welfare lobby and - I have
forgotten the fourth one.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr McARTHUR - In the first place, the ethics
committee must approve of the personnel who are
seeking to carry out experiments involving the use
of animals.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is out of order and will address the Chair.
'The honourable member for Morwell will remain
silent.
Mr McARTHUR. - Government members have
pointed to the excellent work carried out in
institutes and establishments such as the Baker
Medical Research Institute in Victoria. The approval
process now established will aid scientific
establishments in their efforts to provide the
commtmity with research that aids animal and
human health.

For example, previously if the Baker Institute
attracted scientists from interstate or overseas to
work for it, before they could commence work they
would have to go through the bureaucratic process
of being registered. The new system will enable the
Baker institute to recruit scientists from interstate or
overseas and then refer them to the ethics
committee. Before the scientists can commence work
they must be approved by the ethics committee.
Each procedure in which they will be involved must
also be approved by the ethics committee.
I have not heard of ethics committees in other areas
coming under question. An example of the
impartiality of such a committee can be seen in the
NF area. Nobody questions the work of those ethics
committees. Nobody questions their independence
or impartiality.
Ms Marple - Don't you listen?

In the second place, they must actually approve of
the procedure. Unless the two steps are taken, any
person conducting scientific experiments without
approval is committing a breach of the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act There is no lessening of the
protection of animals. In fact, a far more effective
system will now be established to ensure that
animals in scientific institutes are properly cared for
and that unnecessary experimentation is not
conducted.
Mr Hamilton - Hear, hear!
Mr McARTHUR - I am glad to hear the
honourable member supports me.
Mr Hamilton - I am not opposing it.
Mr McARTHUR - Are you supporting it? Is this
the kind of support the Leader of the Opposition got?

Mr McARTHUR - In spite of the babble from
the honourable member for Altona, nobody
questions their commitment to carrying out their
onerous or difficult tasks. Neither should anyone
question the integrity and ability of ethics
committees established at places like the Baker
Institute. The public can be assured that the welfare
of animals is well and truly protected because of the
changes that will be made by the bill.

The second purpose of the bill, as the honourable
member for Mildura said, is to deregula te dried
fruits classers - a rather exclusive occupation.
Having grown up around Mildura, I am well aware
of the importance of the dried fruits industry and of
the importance of ensuring that the export of dried
fruits meets high standards.
Australia has a reputation for producing and
exporting the world's best quality dried fruits
because of the industry's commibnent to quality. It
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is not underwritten solely by any government
system of regulation or registration. The government
believes industry should be responsible for
guaranteeing, assuring and ensuring the quality of
the product. As is well known, the government has
any amount of legislation to protect public health,
but in the quality assurance and control area
industry has the dominant role to ensure that the
processes involved and the quality of the product
produced, packaged, transported and marketed
either within Victoria, interstate or overseas should
be matters for industry itself.

The industry should stand and fall on its ability to
ensure that quality. I have no doubt that the dried
fruits industry operating in Sunraysia and around
Swan Hill is perfectly capable of ensuring that the
quality of dried fruits produced is of world
standard. Industry can, and will, ensure that inferior
fruit does not get through the processing or
packaging process described as five crown and sold
overseas as of five-crown standard.
Ms Marple interjected.

Mr McARTHUR - For the information of the
honourable member for Altona, who is travelling
around the state quite a lot, I understand,
familiarising herself with agriculture, the dried fruits
industry has a quality system using crowns - from
one crown up to five crowns. The more crowns, the
better the product.

Ms Marple - I have seen it.
Mr McARTHUR - I am sure you did. Did you
lose your purse at Mildura? The dried fruits
industry has a record of quality assurance and can
be trusted to ensure that the fruit produced in future
will be of the highest quality.
Mr Hamilton - What would a sheep farmer
know about that?
Mr McARTHUR - I have eaten plenty of
sultanas while out in the paddocks mustering the
sheep.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr McARTHUR - We all grow to 6 foot 3 inches
in Mildura!
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Mr McARTHUR - I wouldn't mind taking the
honourable member for Morwell on a tour of the
dried fruits area in Sunraysia.
The SPEAKER - Order! The light banter will
cease. I ask the honourable member to return to the
bill. Interjections should cease.
Mr McARTHUR - I am delighted to return to
the bill, Mr Speaker. The offer still stands: I am
happy to organise a tour for the honourable member
for Morwell should he have the need to get some
sunshine!
The bill is simple. It provides for the proper
protection of animals and of the programs carried
out in scientific establishments. It certainly
establishes and facilitates a proper quality assurance
program in the dried fruits industry. Quality
assurance is a far more effective and professional
way of ensuring that industry standards are
maintained and improved than regulation and a
bureaucracy. People are far more likely to take an
active interest in the quality of their product if they
are responsible for the outcome.
That is something the opposition often argues about
in the industrial relations arena. But it does not like
to see industry accreditation and assurance. Its
members like one rule for themselves and their
mates and another, regulatory, system for industry
and business.
I am sure this system will serve the industry and
Victoria well. I support the bill.
Mr W. D. McGRATU (Minister for
Agriculture) - I thank the honourable members for
Mildura, Benambra, Monbulk, Rodney, Altona and
Coburg for their contributions to the debate and
support for the deregulation of animal
experimenters and fruit classers. From a
fruit-classing point of view the industry is now
moving ahead quickly with quality assurance
programs, which I totally support.
It was interesting to visit Mildura recently with the
honourable member for Mildura and see the work
being undertaken by the Irymple and Mildura
grower cooperatives. It is good to see they are taking
a positive approach to quality assurance. That will
give them security of market opportunities in both
domestic and international marketplaces.

Mr Hamilton interjected.

The honourable member for Coburg placed a lot of
emphasis on making sure that animal
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experimentation ethics committees had their eye on
what they were about. Before any experimentation is
undertaken the ethics committee of a research
institute would make sure that the experiment
justifies the use of animals.
The membership of ethics committees ensures a
balance between scientific and community views.
There is a broad understanding of community and
scientific views before approval is given for any
projects using animals for the purpose of
experimentation to go ahead. I am absolutely sure
that the ethics committees will ensure that animals
are protected from unnecessary, unreasonable or
unjustifiable pain or suffering.
The honourable member for Benambra spoke about
research at the Baker Medical Research Institute. I,
with some of my colleagues, took the opportunity
some months ago to visit that institute and see the
research work being undertaken into human heart
transplants and cardiovascular disease. Greyhounds
are used for experimentation. The greyhound is put
under anaesthetic, the research is done and the
animal is brought back to a state of consciousness in
a very stable environment with much good care. I
was most impressed by the type of nursing given.
I have been to the Howard Plorey Institute of
Experimental Physiology and Medicine where sheep
are experimented on for medical research purposes.
The sheep penned there, chewing away on their
rods, seem to be relaxed enough in their
environment, even though they have some tubes
running around their bodies. From that point of
view animal experimentation ethics committees in
all these institutes and even at our own institute at
Attwood are very responsible in considering animal
welfare in animal experimentation that is
undertaken.
Standing behind those ethics committees are two
bodies: the Animal Welfare Advisory Committee,
which is made up of a number of lay people; and,
within the Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of
Animal Welfare. I believe animal welfare is well and
truly recognised and protected.
The honourable member for Altona mentioned the
stress and strain on people who are on animal
experimentation ethics committees. Too often these
days the words 'stress and strain' are used to
describe the attitude of people. They understand
their degree of responsibility in their role on ethics
committees without having to feel the impact of the
stress and strain that might be placed on them.
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Those people deal with issues with a degree of
responsibility rather than being impacted upon by
stress and strain because of the decisions they have
to make.
It could be said that over the years many people in
the farming community have been involved in
animal experiments on their individual properties.
In many ways they have been good advocates for
sensible animal practices, but many animal
liberationists do not recognise that when they are on
some crusade. They try to ridicule farmers about the
way they look after animals and their intensive
animal farming practices. These include
experimental work done by farmers regarding
stocking rates and carrying sheep to bring about
uniformity of wool micron and length, and
experiments on the way animals are fed, housed and
so forth to try to encourage twin lambing in their
flocks.
The honourable member for Rodney would be well
aware of research and animal experimentation to
increase pig litter size. Many aspects of farming
require experimentation. This year racehorses will
be brought to the Melbourne Cup by air. There
would have been animal experimentation some
years ago to see how horses travel by air.
We focus very much on the role of ethics committees
in animal experimentation for research purposes,
but there needs to be a wider understanding of
animal welfare, hygiene and general care of animals.
I believe the legislation is appropriate to bring about
the deregulation of animal experimenters and fruit
classers.
Both those industries are good examples of how a
deregulated system can be put in place to comply
with mutual recognition requirements at the
direction of the heads of government meeting. This
legislation is reflected in legislation enacted by other
state governments around Australia, bringing about
uniformity and deregulation so that industries can
proceed in a progressive and productive manner
and ensuring that industries stand firm and viable in
the future. I thank honourable members for their
individual contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.
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AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY
CHEMICALS (VICTORIA) BILL
The SPEAKER - Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made pursuant to
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975 I am of
the opinion that the second reading of this bill
requires to be passed by an absolute majority.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 September; motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture).
Government amendments circulated by
Mr McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) pursuant
to sessional orders.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - Unfortunately I have
not had an opportunity to read the amendments, so I
am at a bit of a loss as to what they are about.
Mr W. D. McGrath - You will get a chance over
lunch.
Ms MARPLE - Yes, but I thought the usual
procedure was to at least let the other side know a
little bit about what was going to be put in front of it.
Mr Hamilton - They are a couple of typos.
Ms MARPLE - Even if they are, I make the point
that it is courtesy to let us know about them.
Nevertheless the opposition does not oppose the
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria)
Bill, which is an important and in some ways
complex bill. Its purpose is to apply certain laws of
the commonwealth relating to agricultural and
veterinary chemical products to Victoria.
Anyone who has worked in the area or had anything
to do with the public discussions about the use of
chemicals in it would understand that there has been
a great deal of concern over the years not only about
the production of the chemicals used, but in
particular about how they are used and the end
results of their use.
Before I refer to the concerns that the opposition has
about the industry in general I will refer to the
second-reading speech of the minister and to some
of the points he made and comment on them. As the
minister says, the bill represents the culmination of
work that has been done over a number of years to
ensure that the regulations are compatible
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throughout Australia and that everybody knows
where they stand in relation to the use of the various
chemicals and the areas in which they can be used.
As the minister pointed out, the industry has been
highly regulated in most developed countries,
including Australia, and in this state because of the
potential for adverse effects by misuse of the
chemicals in various ways. It has been a great boon
to users, especially in agriculture.

If you read the records you will see that after the
Second World War the use of chemicals was seen
very much as revolutionary for farming because it
would take away many of the concerns, worries and
downturn in the return from farms. In many ways
chemicals were was seen as the panacea for all
problems.
We have since found that that was not necessarily
the case; many of the chemicals that were used then
are now banned from use because of their effect on
human beings, on our country and on the soil that
we use. In the long term the use of chemicals in
farming was seen as not necessarily the great gift
that had been first expected.
A national registration scheme to replace the
separate schemes does not happen overnight; there
needs to be a great deal of work and goodwill on the
part of those involved, and many meetings have
taken place. I draw attention to the work that has
been done by our public service, by the bureaucrats
who are so often rudely put down, criticised and
made responsible for all our ills. We know they are a
very important cog in the wheel that keeps our
democracy going and in the way that we work for
the benefit of society in general. In this case I thank
those publiC servants for giving me the briefing and
I thank the minister for allowing me to have it.
When questions were raised during discussion
among members on this side of the house I was able
to get answers very quickly.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Ms MARPLE - I will not take that point; the
minister has just said that he will have to talk to
them about that! I must say that on some occasions
when I ask for briefings that type of cooperation is
not there, which disappoints me, but nevertheless in
this case it was forthcoming. That was because of all
the work that has gone on and the need that was
seen by everyone involved to work towards a
national registration scheme so that chemicals could
be used as we would want them to be used, so they
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would benefit the agricultural industry but not be
detrimental to the health and lives of people using
and working close to chemicals. Over the years we
have learned a great deal about how carefully we
must use these very important aids to our
agricultural industry.
No doubt Victoria has played a very significant part
in the development of the national registration
scheme. The previous government and this
government have worked closely with the
commonwealth and the other state governments to
ensure that we would come to the point we are at
now.
As was said in the second-reading speech, it is most
important that there is a high degree of scrutiny
before products are released onto the market, that
there is clear labelling and that the instructions
cannot be misinterpreted by anybody. That has
come about because the community has demanded
it. It is also very important to ensure agricultural
sustainability.1t is important to mention that the
demand by the community would not be there - The SPEAKER -Order! It is 1.00 p.m. I am
bound to interrupt the honourable member. When
this matter is next before the house the honourable
member for Altona will have the call.

Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER - Order! I welcome to the gallery
two members from the Parliament of Western
Australia, the Honourable Phillip Pendal, MLA, and
Mr Bob Bloffwitch, MLA.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Public service contracts
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - Will
the Treasurer assure the house that the
government's often-repeated claim regarding public
service contracts is correct: that is, that remuneration
packages shown in schedule 0 of executive contracts
of employment of the Victorian public service
represents the total cost to the employer?

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - This is a matter
that falls within the responsibility of the Premier.
Mr Kennett -He hasn't got the courage to ask!
Mr STOCKDALE - As far as I am aware the
information is accurate.

Leader of the Opposition
Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - I refer the Premier to
the importance of business confidence in the revival
of the Victorian economy and also to the article in
today's Herald Sun with the headline 'Brumby
bombs out' in which it is stated that the Leader of
the Opposition specifically identified to a Herald Sun
journalist - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Caul field should get to the point of his
question.
Mr TANNER - He identified two businessmen
he believed would be in gaol by 1996. Is the Premier
aware of the identity of the two gentlemen named
by the Leader of the Opposition? Are the two
businessmen also identified in the list of names
placed on the public record by the Leader of the
Opposition in this house on Tuesday?
Mr KENNETT (premier) - As a result of the
comments made by the Leader of the Opposition in
Tasmania last week, the house would know that
some members of the business community who
dealt with the government could be in gaol by 1996.
The government moved a motion on Tuesday to
give the Leader of the Opposition, or any of his
colleagues, the opportunity to provide one scintilla
of evidence to actually prove up the extraordinary
claims he made. It was my intention that the
opposition be given both today and tomorrow to
complete that debate, given they had produced no
evidence on Tuesday or Wednesday -not one piece
of evidence. Yesterday the debate collapsed after
only eight opposition members spoke in defence of
their leader. The Leader of the Opposition was left
like a shag on a rock without having produced one
bit of evidence. You can imagine-Mr Brumby - It was by agreement!

Mr KENNETI - It was by agreement? You can
imagine my concern and the concern of the business
community about an article in today's paper that
states:
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Director of School Education: contract of
employment

being Mr Brumby took the extraordinary step of naming to a reporter two
businessmen he believed would be jailbirds before the
turn of the century.

The Leader of the Opposition was given two days to
prove up or to apologise for the extraordinarily
irresponsible claims that he made. He failed to do
either. He has failed to prove up his claims and he
has failed to apologise. Now we find that outside
this house he has been defaming individuals by
indicating to others that, in fact, those individuals
could go to gaol. I do not know whether the two
individuals he has named to a journalist somewhere
were two of those - -

Mr SANDON (Carrum) - I refer the Minister for
Education to Mr Geoff Spring's contract of
employment. Can the minister infonn the house
whether Mr Spring, the Director of School
Education, is receiving a special superannuation
benefit of 21 per cent of salary over and above the
$190 000 that the government claims is Mr Spring's
total remuneration package?
Mr HA YW ARD (Minister for Education) Mr Spring is an outstanding public servant who has
served this state very well indeed. He has brought
enonnous skills and value to the job, and his
contract of employment is totally compatible with
and appropriate for the very large responsibilities he
carries.

MrBrumby-Good try!

Treasury Corporation of Victoria
Mr KENNElT - I do not know whether the two
he has named are included in the list of those he
read into Hansard on Tuesday: members of the
business community, public servants and others - I
suppose we can delete the public servants and my
driver, which was really a courageous thing to
do--

Mr HYAMS (Dromana) - Will the Treasurer
infonn the house of the success the Treasury
Corporation of Victoria has had in the past year in
managing the state's debt and interest rate expenses?
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is very
broad; I ask the Treasurer to limit his reply.

Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! Conversations across
the table are against standing orders.
Mr KENNElT - We have to assume we are
talking about two business people. We have to look
at that list and ask a question: is the Leader of the
Opposition potentially defaming two people on the
list or he is naming two others? If the Leader of the
Opposition is so brave as to actually defame people
individually to others outside this place he ought to
name them here or to have the courage to do it
outside the house. If the Leader of the Opposition
wants another motion moved so that he has that
opportunity, we will be only too happy to provide it
for him. The community has had a gutful of an
individual who uses language to defame and imply
that people have behaved immorally or corruptly.
The Leader of the Opposition now has another
opportunity to indicate to the house to whom he is
referring - or is he going to apologise to all the
people in this community for the absolutely
irresponsible statements he continues to make, given
that it now seems that he has defamed two Victorian
businessmen?

Mr STOCK DALE (Treasurer) - The Treasury
Corporation of Victoria has not only had an
extremely fruitful year for itself and for the state but
also now has been recognised on an international
scale as one of the best perfonning Treasury
organisations and central borrOWing agencies in the
world. In the annual report tabled in the Parliament
recently the Treasury Corporation recorded a profit
for the previous year of $34.3 million, which is
$26 million more than the previous year,
notwithstanding that the government's borrowing
requirement contracted considerably during the year.
In accordance with the government's sound
approach to prudent management, this year no
dividend has been required of the Treasury
Corporation and the surplus has been transferred to
the corporation's general reserve. As a result TCY
now has a capital base of more than $90 million,
which reflects very sound management and the
sound prudential supervisory regime that oversights
the performance of the Treasury Corporation.

I contrast that with the attempt made by the
previous government to set up a central borrowing
agency, which was nothing more than a vehicle
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through which it could seek the discredited
debt-equity swap that was directed at creating yet
another illusion of a SOWld budgetary policy. The
risk-adjusted capital ratio of the corporation is above
8 per cent, consistent with organisations of this kind
with the most prudently managed systems. As I
said, it is surrounded by a prudential supervisory
regime that guarantees its continuing performance.
The highlights of the last year's performance include
its funding task being completed early, ahead of the
February upturn in interests rates, saving
$116 million in interest against the benchmark
standard. Treasury Corporation's performance in
the year just completed actually saved the Victorian
taxpayer $116 million, indirectly avoided the
addition of that amount to debt and represented a
tangible improvement on a very good performance.
The borrowing program was just over $7000 million,
a reduction of $2236 million, reflecting good budget
management and an improvement even ahead of the
very stringent targets that had been set. The benefit
is not just confined to that funding task because new
issuings by the Tev have built on the success of the
previous year.
The house will recall that shortly after the election of
the current government our credit rating was
downgraded as a result of past Labor
mismanagement. At that time our borrowing margin
blew out to 130 basis points above that of the
commonwealth. By the beginning of last year the
Treasury Corporation and the government's
performance had reduced that to 60 basis points,
and the continuing improvement in the latest year
has seen the achievement of a position where our
borrowings are just 55 basis points above the
commonwealth at a time when volatility in the
capital markets has caused margins generally to
blowout across products.
The Treasury Corporation has also been innovative.
Some $140 million has been issued into the retail
market in the past year. TCY has no foreign
exchange exposures. Contrary to the Labor years,
last year it did not issue any deferred liability
arrangements or enter into any deferred liability
transactions, and, consistent with government
policy, reversed some of the deferrals that Labor
used to hide the true position of the state's finances.
I place on record the government's recognition of the
magnificent job being done by Treasury
Corporation's board and management. I direct to the
attention of the house the internationally recognised
Risk magazine, which this year lists Treasury
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Corporation in what it calls its dream team survey.
Along with instrumentalities in Ontario, Quebec and
Switzerland, TCY has been recognised as one of the
top four performing Treasury corporations around
the world - an accolade that is richly deserved. Its
success builds on the tremendously improved
standing of Victoria in international credit markets
as a result of the government's outstanding
budgetary management over the past two years. The
TCY has certainly capitalised on the resource the
government's good performance has given them,
and on behalf of the people of Victoria I thank it for
the tremendous work it has done and express our
confidence that its success will continue.

Director of School Education: contract of
employment
Mr SANDON (Carrum) -Can the Minister for
Education inform the house why Mr Geoff Spring is
receiving a special superannuation payment of
21 per cent of salary over and above his
remWleration package of $190 000, when clause 21
of his contract states that his total remuneration
package must be the total annual cost to his
employer?
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member has essentially asked the same
question as before. I refer the honourable member to
my previous answer, and I reiterate that Mr Spring's
contract of employment is totally appropriate given
the very big responsibility he carries in the state. By
any standard, private or public, the Directorate of
School Education is one of the largest organisations
in Australia. It is being very well managed indeed
and is attracting a great deal of praise around the
world for the excellence of its management, as is
evidenced by the number of people who have been
coming to Victoria to observe and learn from the
management of the Directorate of School Education.
I repeat that Mr Spring's contract of employment is
completely and totally appropriate given the level of
his responsibilities.

Ethnic affairs: service delivery
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - Will the
Premier, in his capacity as Minister for Ethnic
Affairs, inform the house of any recent decision to
review the existing administrative arrangements
that provide for service delivery by state
government departments and agencies to clients
from non-English-speaking backgrounds?
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Mr KENNETr (Minister for Ethnic Affairs) Since the government came to office it has adopted
an approach to our ethnic communities very
different from that of its predecessors. Perhaps the
most important difference is that I, as Premier, have
maintained my association with the ethnic
communities, which started back in 1980 when I was
first appointed Minister for Ethnic Affairs. I
maintained that responsibility throughout my
period as opposition leader.1hat has therefore given
the ethnic community consistency of leadership
concerning the minister to whom they relate.
Secondly, the government has tried very hard to put
an end to the nexus as a result of which ethnic
communities were used and funded for political
purposes, which occurred under our predecessors.
The record dearly shows that many groups in this
society were funded to achieve political outcomes
and for political support. Some were part of the
branch stacking that was conducted by the Labor
Party in various parts of the state, and other groups
were denied any funding because they were not part
of the Labor Party's machine.
We have changed that. I have retained ethnic affairs
as a ministry under the Department of the Premier
and Cabinet We have changed the department.
Although ethnic affairs is now substantially smaller,
it is a lot more effective in trying to identify areas of
need and, importantly, in trying to put into place
practices that will ensure that those who are in need
are identified and their needs met in a preventive
rather than reactive way.
The third most important area is that we have tried

in every department, whether it be health or
education, to take into account those Victorians or
Australians of first or second generation who may
have trouble with English and to make sure that we
take everything we do into account when delivering
the service rather than delivering a service that
people have difficulty comprehending so that the
government has to put an additional section into
place. What we are doing now, too, down the
track--
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Mr Micallef - Tell us what you are giving to
them!

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale will remain silent.
Mr KENNE'IT - Thank you for asking what are
we giving to them. We are giving them good
government for a start. We are giving them prudent
government
Mr Micallef - I will go back and tell them. What
a joke!

Mr KENNElT - We are also giving them a
situation whereby - The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the honourable
member for Springvale that if he cannot contain
himself he should leave the chamber. He cannot
interject in the way he is doing.
Mr KENNETT - We are giving them a sense of
totality in a society that they never enjoyed under
the previous Labor government, except when they
were used for those branch-stacking activities. Later
this year we will also introduce the interpreter card
which will further assist people with languages
other than English who have difficulty when
requiring access to the law or health or education
which they will be able to produce - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore
interjections.
Mr KENNETT - Usten to those two on the other
side. We have the discredited Leader of the
Opposition continuing to interject and we have
behind him also interjecting the honourable member
for Melbourne who is the one, I believe, who leaked
the Griffiths story originally against his leader.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier is straying
from the question and I ask him to come back to the
question

Mr Micallef - More rhetoric than anything else!
Mr KENNETr - It is interesting that the
honourable member for Springvale says, 'More
rhetoric than anything else'. He happens to be the
representative of one of our most multicultural
electorates. I am terribly disappointed that he would
think so poorly of that community by again trying to
take a cheap political shot.

Mr KENNETT - What a sense of morality and
what a position of strength they speak from! What
we are now going to do, two years into our
administration, before the next election is conduct a
review to check the effectiveness of the programs
that we have had in place for the past two years
delivering services through key line departments health, education and so on. The Ethnic Affairs
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Commission will inquire into and report to me as
both Premier and particularly as Minister for Ethnic
Affairs on whether the existing administrative
arrangements that provide for service delivery by
state government departments and agencies to
clients of non-English-speaking backgrounds are
adequate and appropriate. They will have particular
references to policies and procedures and the
appropriateness of the current coordinating and
mOnitoring process we have in place. It will also
make recommendations on any new initiatives that
the commission believes will further facilitate
effective service delivery.
We will continue to see the ethnic community as
part of the total Victorian community. We will not,
as our predecessors did, try to separate them and
treat them differently. Everyone who lives here is
entitled to access to government services. Where
some of those people are without English, or have
enough of an understanding of English, the
government has a role to play to ensure their entry
to those services is provided as efficiently and
effectively as possible. This review will check the
procedures to date and make recommendations for
the future.

Director of School Education: contract of
employment
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - I refer the Minister for
Education to the contract of employment for
Mr Geoff Spring, which requires the government to
calculate annually the performance incentive
payment of up to $38 000 per year payable on the
expiration of Mr Spring's contract and I ask: in light
of the increasing class sizes in Victoria, the decline in
retention rates and the recent assessment by the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet that there is
a blow-out in the education budget, what
performance payment has the government
determined should be paid to Mr Spring for the first
12 months of his contract?
Mr HAYW ARD (Minister for Education) - The
details of Mr Spring's remuneration are not secret.
They have already been sought and provided under
FO!. I reiterate that Mr Spring's remuneration is
totally appropriate to the level of his responsibility.
The house should be aware there have been major
achievements in education this year and there will
continue to be major achievements in education.
This morning I met with more than 300 principals
and during those discussions the principals said
they saw very real progress in their schools.
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Mr Spring has provided fine leadership indeed in
the Directorate of School Education. The honourable
member also mentioned the education budget. I can
confirm that the education budget is on target and it
will not be overspent.

Women: representation in Parliament
Mrs ELLIOTI (Mooroolbark) - Will the Minister
responsible for Women's Affairs inform the house of
the likely consequences for Victoria's women of a
change in gender composition of the Victorian
Parliament flowing from the recent decision of the
ALP national conference to require the Labor Party
to ensure a minimum 35 per cent representation of
women in winnable ALP seats by the year 2002?
The SPEAKER - Order! I call the Minister
responsible for Women's Affairs and ask her to
relate the answer to government administration.
Mrs WADE (Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs) - There is no doubt that we need more
representation of women in this Parliament. I think
everyone here would agree it is important that the
life experiences of women, which are different from
those of men, should be part of the decision making
in this Parliament and any Victorian government.
We are all aware of the rhetoric of the ALP on the
representation of women in Parliament. We have
seen it on television and we have read about it in the
press. As the honourable member for Pascoe Vale
said, I am certainly promoting the need for more
women in the Victorian Parliament. However, I have
to say the rhetoric, coming from a party which has
been noted for its male arrogance and which is
personified in the Prime Minister, Mr Keating,
makes this decision look like the KGB asking for a
bill of rights!
As I understand it, the proposal envisages that 35
per cent of winnable seats will be contested by
women in the year 2002. I tried to perform the
calculation of working out 35 per cent of the likely
number of seats held by the ALP in the year 2002.
My calculator kept telling me 35 per cent of nothing
is nothing!
However, in the interests of working out what this
might mean to Victorian women I moved on to the
assumption that the ALP will hold the 27 seats it
now holds in this Parliament in the year 2002.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mrs WADE - Presumably that means somebody
else will be sitting in the seat of the current Leader of
the Opposition. However, it would mean that nine
seats on the opposition benches would be held by
women compared with the three seats that are now
held. 1hat would mean that two of the three women
who are with us now who hold two of the three
most marginal ALP seats would still be here. The
honourable member for Altona holds what would
seem to be a reasonably safe seat.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - The proposition would mean that
six more ALP seats in this house would be held by
women by 2002. No doubt the opposition is looking
for volunteers. I suggest that the honourable
member for Albert Park, who is currently grooming
himself--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! In allowing the question
the Chair indicated that the minister had to relate
her answer to government administration. So far she
has not done that. I ask her to do so.
Mrs WADE - I do not believe anybody in this
house would not wish to see more women engage in
parliamentary activities. It has been suggested that
women would make a very important contribution
to the sorts of things that are of concern to you,
Mr Speaker, such as the way in which debate is
conducted and views are exchanged. I was at a
lunchtime function at which the New Zealand
Minister for Health was making precisely that point.
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Broadmeadows, as would the Honourable Licia
Kokocinski, who has said she has been dumped.
Unfortunately - Mr BAKER (Sunshine) -On a point of order,
MrSpeaker.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Any member is at
liberty to raise a point of order and to be heard in
silence.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BAKER - I can wait! Mr Speaker, you have
already directed the minister's attention to the need
for her answer to relate to government
administration. We have been waiting for quite
some time for her to give some indication as to how
she proposes to do that. Not only does this rambling
dissertation have nothing to do with that pOint, but
it is puerile and pathetic!
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order and ask the minister to relate her answer to
government administration.
Mrs WADE (Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs) - I have just been having lunch with the
wife of the honourable member for Sunshine. I am
sure she would make an excellent replacement for
him, if he is keen to volunteer.
Mr Baker - That shows your lack of style. You
would do that. It shows your absolute lack of style!

As I was saying, the honourable member for Albert
Park is in a very good position to ensure that there
are more women in Parliament. He is married to a
very talented woman who is a member of the ALP.
The only question mark is whether she belongs to
the same faction!

The SPEAKER - Order! I have to advise the
honourable member for Sunshine that he may not
continue in that vein. I ask him to remain silent. The
minister, completing her answer.

I suggest we look at the seat of Broadmeadows. The
Leader of the Opposition, who has been very keen
about--

Mrs WADE -It is important that Victorian
women get the opportunity to enter politics and that
political parties make it easier for them to get
preselection. I suggest, however, that the ALP will
follow its usual course and that the women in the
ALP will get there only if they please the factional
bosses--

The SPEAKER - Order! I hope the minister is
not going to go through all the opposition seats.

Mr Baker - What a grub!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - I understand that the honourable
member for Altona has lost preselection. No doubt
she would be eager to stand for the seat of

MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, the minister is continuing to defy
your ruling. She is not relating her remarks to any
matter of government administration. We will be in
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government by the year 2002, but at present this is
not a matter of government administration. For the
minister to say that more women will improve the
standard of parliamentary debate at the same time
as she is abusing question time, giving a 7-minute
answer that is depriving the opposition of its
opportunity to ask questions and continuing to defy
your rulings, is most unsatisfactory, and I ask you to
sit her down.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already ruled on
the point of order. I ask the minister to abide by my
ruling and to conclude her answer.
Mrs WADE (Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs) - Mr Speaker, we have seen that decisions
about those preselections are going to be made by
the factional bosses - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - We have seen a demonstration of
who they are.
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the people who use chemicals. Because it is
important to register agricultural chemicals and to
ensure that there are no differences between the
states on registration procedures, we will not oppose
the bill. My colleagues and I will highlight some
important issues.
The national registration scheme will replace
separate schemes in each state for evaluating and
registering agriculture and veterinary chemicals. For
many years the states have been cooperating to
ensure that this happened, and I pay tribute to all
those who have been involved, including members
of the former government as well as members of this
government. Victoria has played a Significant part in
the development of the national registration scheme.
Because of the high degree of concern in the
community, governments have strived for many
years to find the best possible system to ensure that
mistakes in the use of chemicals do not happen,
including educating people and making certain that
those using chemicals are well aware of likely
problems.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - Any women coming from the ALP
will get their jobs because of decisions made by men!
I am pleased to say I belong to a party in which
preselection decisions are made by a committee
composed equally of men and women!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! With some relief the
Chair announces that the time for questions without
notice has expired.

AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY
CHEMICALS (VICTORIA) BILL.

When I commenced my contribution to the debate I
said that in the agricultural industry the use of
chemicals was seen as a panacea for many ills,
including, for example, the control of weeds.
Unfortunately, that has not necessarily been the case.
Problems have occurred with contamination, and
the health of those using the chemicals may have
been affected.
At this stage I direct attention to the people who
raise our consciousness about such issues. Often
they have very a torrid time when they draw
attention to any ills that may result from the use of
chemicals, particularly when those chemicals are
regarded as being of assistance to industry - and in
this case I am talking about agriculture.

Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - Before the suspension
of the sitting the house was debating the
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria)
Bill, which is designed to bring Victoria into line
with the federal government by making Victorian
law on the registration of chemicals identical with
the commonwealth law. I mentioned how much
work had been done among the states and with the
commonwealth government and how important the
bill is to the people involved in agriculture, to the
agriculture industry in general and to the health of

When people draw attention to these matters, they
are often ridiculed in the media. We must take
account of those in our community whom we
sometimes label as extremists. It is important that
they are given the space to put their views and to
raise the consciousness of the community. I pay
tribute to that aspect of our democratic system
which allows that to happen. We should guard that
right jealously because it allows us to end up
debating a bill such as this and to protect as much as
we posSibly can the health and safety of those using
chemicals.
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In 10 years time we may need to take other action;
by then we may have found ways of working
without chemicals. Many people are trying to live
without using chemicals. We should admire them,
because in the long run the work they are doing
now, often suffering much ridicule, could well turn
out to be to our advantage.

At the moment some industries revolve around the
chemical industry. In my electorate many
agricultural chemicals are manufactured, which
creates employment. We have to balance the need to
do what is in the best interest of all in our
community with the economic and other aspects
including employment while ensuring the proper
organisation of the industry's operations.
Although the details of the bill are complex, its
overall thrust is straight forward and most .
important. It gives us a common base that ensures
we not only work for the industry, as mentioned in
the minister's second-reading speech, but maintain
and improve the sustainability of the agricultural
industry and become aware of the correct ways of
working with chemicals.
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push for those measures was based in the first place
on anxiety and conflict.
I pay tribute to many community members
including Nessie Hardie, a dedicated woman who
has worked for many years to have the industry
recognise the community's viewpoint and work
with it. That does not always happen. I also
commend the industry on listening to our
community and on becoming part of and
communicating with the community.
When you want to tell a story not everyone wants to
listen. We sometimes must go to extraordinary
lengths to ensure that the goals the industry sets for
emissions, for example, are properly regarded. The
industry and the community have established what
we call a hotline. If anyone has a worry, there is
somebody at the other end of the telephone line to
handle it. I was impressed by that. I wish there were
no industrial accidents: I know that many people
work to ensure accidents do not happen, but
sometimes they do. When they do, the chemical
industry works well in getting a message to the
community quickly through the consultative
committee.

As the minister said in his second-reading speech:
The Agvet code is the centrepiece of the legislation. It
provides a uniform regulatory system for agricultural
and veterinary chemicals including clearance,
registration, standards, permits and enforcement
procedures.

Those considerations are involved right up to the
point of sale, after which it becomes our
responsibility, the responsibility of the community
- although through the parliamentary system
different individuals and departments accept that
responsibility.
A number of concerns have been directed to my
attention during the time the opposition has had to
study the legislation. The sharing of knowledge
among us all, whether it is about the use of
chemicals or about other matters, has been a matter
for comment. I mentioned the chemical industry in
my electorate. I know that the local industry and
other industry bodies around the world speak
highly of the way in which the Altona community
has worked with the chemical industry. We have
established a community committee to work with
industry, assisting it in its wish to become a good
neighbour. For example, the introduction of
restrictions on emissions from the chemical
manufacturing process has taken a long time; the

I was a little disappOinted to see that that was not
the case in Geelong the other day. Although I have
found that there is a consultative committee, how
well such committees work is dependent on the
people involved. I wanted to mention that and some
other areas concerning the chemical industry I have
found myself involved in at different times.
When I was fortunate enough to work in the area of
land protection within the then Department of
Conservation and Environment it became apparent
that many people were very dependent on the use of
chemicals to deal with weeds and were unsure
about how they should be used. Some members of
the community were concerned also about the use of
chemicals to deal with weeds on the roadside, for
instance. The government at the time asked me to
organise a study of the use of chemicals in such
circumstances and decide what would be the best
way to go in the future.
We spoke to people working in the area and to
others participating in one way or another, for
example, land-holders. The most important
recommendation we came up with was that, while it
was acknowledged that chemicals were important
for the agricultural industry as well as for managing
the roadside, training had to be considered. I am
pleased to say that training programs for people
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handling chemicals within the department were put
in place. A strong training program was
implemented, and I hope that program continues
because it is most important that people know how
to use chemicals properly.
We may look back and say, 'Goodness me, you
would have expected that to be the case', but it is
easy with hindsight to say that we should have done
this after the war, in the 19605 or in the 1980s. I am
sure that people will look back on us too and
question what we have been able to achieve. While I
do not agree with everything that is proposed by the
government, as government members well know,
the years of work on this bill will ensure that it is of
great benefit in making commonwealth law
Victorian law.
Just to make sure people are clear about this, I again
draw attention to an issue I spoke about last night in
the adjournment debate. Although the minister
talked about a different program from the one I
mentioned, after a while in his answer he gave a
commitment to examining health and safety in
shearing sheds. I drew attention to a code of practice
that has been developed by shearers along with
land-holders and the former Australian Wool
Corporation. I hope this code of practice will be in
place in sheds and that people will work together
follOWing the code into the future. This does not
relate to the 'clip care' program the minister spoke
about in his answer but to a code of practice on
safety in shearing sheds that has been put together
by people involved in the industry.
I am sure the minister would agree that those of us
who have worked in shearing sheds in various
capacities would be well aware of some of the
problems faced. One problem relates to this bill in
particular: the use of chemicals to a great degree in
shearing sheds. I quote the overview of chapter 8
headed 'Chemicals' of the Code of Practice for the
Shearing Industry:
The hazards and risks associated with chemicals (and
dangerous substances) in this industry are not well
understood. They are often a 'hidden' menace and their
extent and scope of contamination is not known.

The chapter goes on to mention the closeness of
workers to chemicals being used in a shed or on
animals that then have to be handled. The minister
would understand from the number of sheep he has
shorn what close contact - not so pleasant contact
at times - there is between the shearer and the
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sheep. Perhaps a little more study into this area is
required.
That interesting chapter of the code of practice
concerns the various chemicals used in the industry.
I draw that chapter to the attention of the minister
and hope that, as he indicated in his last answer to
my question on this matter, he will arrange for
officers in his department to speak to people
working in sheds about the safety of workers and
farmers using chemicals and ensure proper action is
taken regarding the application of the same
standards of common labelling in future.
Over the past fortnight a specific concern has been
expressed to me regarding the registration of
chemicals. A chemical may be of great benefit to the
agricultural industry in one state but not in another,
perhaps because of the prevailing weather
conditions in that state. I am pleased that that
situation has been covered in the bill.
One state will be able to say, 'No, we don't want that
chemical to be used in this state'. That will be
detailed on the labelling of the chemical. Some
people were genuinely worried that a state may be
discriminated against if it were not able to use a
particular chemical because another state had some
objection to it. A state will still have the right to look
after its agricultural industry to ensure that the
chemicals it needs are available in that state even if
that chemical is banned in another state.
I did mention that there are people who are working
towards using chemicals less - if that is possible and maintaining the industry. It is important that
the Department of Agriculture encourages that
attitude at the same time as making sure it is not
detrimental to the sustainability of the industry.
It is interesting to see that various groups work in
the area; one of the programs is the integrated pest

management program, and people have various
views as to exactly what that is. It is interesting that
the September issue of Agricultural Science contains
an article on integrated pest management and
finding the best balance to ensure that an industry
will survive without an overdependence on one
area. People's interpretation of integrated pest
management differs, but it is a more balanced way
of working with our land.
The article refers to a best-selling book that had
enormous impact on agricultural industry in 1962
entitled Silent Spring written by Rachel Carson.
When anybody puts forward such views there is a
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variety of interpretation about what is projected and
what is being argued. She did not reject the use of
pesticides, but she argued that their use was often
indiscriminate and resulted in harming people and
wildlife. In all honesty I must say that there has been
a history of that.
The author also put forward a strong point about the
resistance of some pests to various pesticides. Many
people are working on that aspect, and studies and
research are being carried out to determine the
biological methods that may be used to replace
chemicals. However, that takes a long time and has a
history of varying success. Unfortunately there are
some examples of disasters. We are not here to
debate or discuss those, except to draw attention to
the balancing act that is so important in an industry
such as agriculture, which uses so many chemicals.
The Herald and Weekly Times of 5 October contains an
article that states:
The National Association for Crop Protection and
Animal Health will provide advice about the safe
disposal of empty farm chemical containers at a series
of public meetings this week.

That is on an AVCARE project. It is not written here,
but it shows there is concern across the nation about
another thing that happens when using chemicals. It
is not only a rural or farm issue; it is also an urban
issue when every garage holds a tin that contains a
mysterious substance. It may have been sitting there
for a long time and contain a chemical that is no
longer registered and has been deemed unusable,
one we do not want to see used in our environment
any more. Then there is the problem of what you
actually do with it Many of these containers are
around farms as well. It is important that, as well as
all the work that we do, we look at the diSposal of
empty containers, because it may be a problem for
us.
With this bill I hope we will see an improvement in
labelling so it is clear and all people can understand
it; we always question whether it is as clear and as
useful as we may think it is. When I say 'we', I mean
people who use the products frequently. It is
important that there be no doubt about how a
chemical should be used.
When I spoke to people far and wide about this
issue it was drawn to my attention that we should
have a regulatory system that is open and
accountable, as it says in the bill, and gives the
public every opportunity to have input about the
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regulation of such products. If he can, I ask the
Minister for Agriculture in his concluding speech to
tell us how that will take place, how the farmers will
be able to have input and how workers will be able
to put forward their views and experiences with
chemicals, which are very important and should be
taken into account and listened to.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Ms MARPLE - I ask how we will have input
from the general public so people can be part of the
system, and whether by some miracle unions would
be part of that discussion. I have also talked about
the disposal of the used chemical containers, but of
course there is also - Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Ms MARPLE -If you would tell us all about it,
that would be good.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms MARPLE - Yes; we are involved in them,
too. But I want to know whether they are still going;
I am sure people would be pleased to hear.

Stockpiling of chemicals may also occur in different
situations. Not everybody thinks of a farm as being a
holder of stocks of chemicals, but I would not be
surprised if there were such things in and around
various farms. Concerns may arise if they are there
for a long time.
The opposition does not oppose this bill; however, it
has various concerns which I am sure vigilant
people will be keeping an eye on. The minister will
be able to give us some insight into what is
happening now with chemicals on farms. We believe
the work done over many years, which has its
fruition in this bill, will be of benefit to not only the
industry but also the people who use the chemicals
that are to come under this act.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I will make a brief
contribution to the debate on the bill. I am pleased
that the opposition does not oppose the legislation,
because it has been in the melting pot for a number
of years now. In 1991 the Australian Agricultural
and Veterinary Chemicals Council endorsed a plan
for a uniform national regulatory approach to
agriculture and veterinary chemicals. Subsequently
the agricultural council developed a legislative
package for a national scheme, which was passed
through the federal Parliament in March of this year.
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At the April agricultural council, Victoria agreed to
proceed with its own legislation to jOin the national
scheme before January 1995. The bill transfers the
registration of chemicals from Victoria to the
commonwealth. Currently, although all assessment
is undertaken by the commonwealth, the actual
registration is performed by the state. The
introduction and implementation of the bill will
enable the Agvet code, which is commonwealth
legislation, to operate as federal law in Victoria.
As the minister said in his second-reading speech
and as the honourable member for Altona said, the
Agvet code is the centrepiece of federal legislation. It
provides a uniform regulatory system for
agricultural and veterinary chemicals, including the
clearance, registration, standards, permits and
enforcement procedures. To all intents and
purposes, the Agvet code finalises the transfer of a
previously existing state-based regulatory system to
a uniform national scheme.
Under the legislation, all proposed agricultural and
veterinary chemicals will be evaluated, reviewed,
cleared and registered through the national
registration authority. As was highlighted by the
minister and the lead speaker for the opposition, the
control of the use of chemicals beyond the point of
sale will remain a state responsibility under the
Victorian Agricultural and Veterinarian Chemicals
Act 1992.
The national system has strong support from
chemical and primary industries. The government's
agricultural committee has been pleased to support
the minister on the introduction of this legislation.
There is no doubt that chemicals play a vital role in
the profitability and success of modem Australian
agriculture. Likewise, they have a proper place in
the maintenance of urban amenity, the preservation
of public health and the control of pests, disease and
weeds. The role of agricultural and veterinary
chemicals has been highly regulated. in most
developed countries, including Australia, because of
the potential for adverse effects. The registration of
these chemicals seeks to reduce any possible hazards
to public health, the environment, occupational
health and safety and, most importantly from the
point of view of the farmer, to enhance the export
potential of our agricultural products.
As I said earlier, registration in Australia is currently
controlled by each state. In 1990 a report of the
Senate select committee on agricultural and
veterinary chemicals in Australia recommended the
establishment of a national system of clearance and
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registration. The industry has expressed a preference
for one national registration body to replace the
commonwealth-state system that existed at the time.
In 1990 the Australian Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals Council - a jOint
commonwealth-state-territory body which included
representatives of the National Health and Medical
Research Council, the Australia and New Zealand
Environment Council and Worksafe Australiaestablished. a working party on national registration
to develop a national approach. They put together a
legislative package comprising the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals Code Act 1994, the
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals Act 1994, the
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals
(Consequential Amendments) Act 1994 and a
various collection of four levy bills, which were
passed by federal Parliament on 1 March.
The Agvet code, which is the nub of that package,
provides for a national uniform system which
effectively removes state borders for the regulation
of agricultural and veterinary chemicals up to and
including the point of sale. The Agvet code
recognises that the protection of the health and
safety of human beings, animals and the
environment is essential to the wellbeing of our
society and can be enhanced by putting in place a
system to register agricultural and veterinary
chemical products.
The national regulatory system will be cost effective.
It will be efficient, predictable, adaptive and
responsive to the needs of the manufacturing
industry, which will ensure the viability and
competitiveness of our primary and domestic
businesses. As most companies market nationally,
state borders are illogical and therefore we are
pleased to move down this path.
Ms Marple interjected..
Mr BILDSTIEN - Not at the moment. Maybe
that is something we can consider in the long term,
but we have too many other important issues on our
agenda for the time being. The bill is consistent with
the government's policy to remove impediments to
Victorian industry, and I am pleased to support the
minister and commend the bill to the house.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I am pleased to
take part in a debate in a climate of agreement with
a number of previous speakers. This move towards
mutual recognition and national standards is
positive and sensitive. It is a bit like the standard
gauge railway system running throughout the
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country - uniformity should always be adopted.
We have had to put up with states and serfdoms
having their own views of the world, often to the
detriment of those living under their regimes. That is
slowly coming to an end. The states are adopting a
sensible approach by joining with the
commonwealth to take a uniform approach to issues
such as the regulation and assessment of chemicals.
Even though the lead opposition speaker was
concerned about the use of chemicals, I believe the
reality is that chemicals are part and parcel of the
world we live in. The way in which we live in
harmony with those chemicals is a big issue, as is the
way in which we can get the best use from the safest
product that can be produced from chemicals. In
other words, we do not necessarily have to use
brand name X with a skull and crossbones on the
label if we can find something that is more
acceptable and safer to use. The move towards safer
substitutes is the way to go. I do not believe we will
be able to live entirely without chemicals.
We are talking about chemicals in the context of
farms and agricultural facilities. Although things
have improved considerably over the past decade or
so, they do not have the best history regarding
regulations and working conditions. When one
notes the number of farm accidents because of the
working conditions, even accidents involving
owners who work on their properties, one finds they
have not always worked according to the best or
safest practices. One only has to look at the battles
we have over such things as tractor accidents. Roll
bars can prevent heaps of deaths in rural settings,
but country people still feel they are unnecessary,
which is rather sad.
We are moving away from the Marlboro Man
syndrome. Many farm workers used to have baths
in sheep dip every night after working in the fields.
The chemicals in sheep dip are now considered to be
something you do not wash in, something you keep
well away from. 1hi.s new awareness and concern
has been brought about by a lot of publicity about
tractor and machinery accidents and cases of
farming people coming into contact with various
chemicals. One only has to go back to the early days
when DDT was banned in the United States because
it was not considered safe enough. It was farmed out
to Third World countries -and Australia accepted
then, too.
I recollect reading the Silent Spring back in the early
1960s. I was made very much aware of
environmental issues by Rachel Carson's expose of
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the chain of events that can end with chemicals
contaminating our land -and that contamination
can be passed on by birds and other animals. As a
shop steward I became involved in banning the use
of DOT in my workplace, and I made no apologies
for taking on the managerial prerogative at that
time. I was told I did not know what I was talking
about when I said I did not want to put my clothes
in lockers that had been sprayed with ODT. I am
talking about the 1970s, after DOT had been banned
in the USA.
Australia does not have a good history of taking
note of chemicals that have been found elsewhere to
be hazardous, harmful and potentially carcinogenic,
mutagenic and tetragenic. I will give the house an
example later on.
Country people and farming communities have
been made aware of the effects of chemicals on
trade. Japan, the USA and other countries are very
strict on pesticide or herbicide residues in beef
carcases, fruit or whatever. Some countries are very
particular about the purity of the foods they import.
Competition is so hot that those issues must be taken
into account. We therefore have to use the safest
possible mechanisms to protect those products while
they are growing. That is a very important
consideration, but it does not take away from the
fact that the farming community is concerned about
making the farm environment much safer.
Honourable members will recall the famous cases
back in the late 19705 and early 1980s and the
publication of reports that drew attention to birth
defonnities caused by 2,4-0 and 2,4,5-T. That raised
considerable concerns not only for the people who
worked in the industry but also for the people who
carried out the spraying, whether crop dusting or
hand spraying, and the people who happened to live
in the areas that were sprayed. Everyone become
concerned about being contaminated by those
chemicals. The problems caused by chemicals have
been well and truly documented, and their use is
now subject to far more restrictive and protective
practices.
The bill moves towards mutual recognition and the
establishment of national standards and enables a
national scheme for the registration of agricultural
and veterinary chemicals to operate in Victoria. The
opposition fully supports that approach. But I am
still concerned about the use of chemicals outside
the registration system - those in the backs of sheds
and those that have been stored for years. Getting on
top of that is important.
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Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.

Mr MICALLEF - The minister says it is under
control; I just hope the minister is right. The
opposition will seek an assurance that everything
possible is being done to identify - -
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the authority, gives a lot of prominence to health
and safety in rural communities. If the minister has
not read it, I suggest he do so. It contains an article
about the so-called continuing carnage in rural
communities. This is put out by the industry
services ministry, so the minister, Mr Pescott, thinks
the issue is important:

Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - Yes, the Labor Party certainly
did start it, but that needs to be pursued until every
harmful chemical or harmful substance is gotten rid
of in the proper way.
The talk about agricultural chemicals being highly
regulated is overdone. The use of chemicals has been
regulated, not highly regulated, so we still have a
way to go. Taking this step shows we are heading in
the right direction. The elimination of separate
schemes will help to alleviate the problem. The
commonwealth will still be responsible for the
original assessment. Of course, the federal
government has a key role to play by banning the
importing of any chemicals which it views as
environmentally harmful.
Victoria has played a Significant role. I hope that
continues because the states need to have a strong
input into making sure that Australia has a national
standard that is appropriate and proper. Although I
have not thought through what I am about to say, I
believe the states should be able to take a strong
stand if they feel that chemicals that have been
cleared for use still have question marks hanging
over them. Sometimes we have to wait for many
years before any problems show up.
When I was working in this area, the National
Health and Medical Research Council gave you a list
of chemicals with their hazard ratings. In those days
the NHMRC also handed out a list showing what it
called the TLV, the threshold limiting values. They
set what were considered to be safe or acceptable
exposure limits. Every year or two they were found
to be out of date and the limits were lowered; and
some chemicals were banned altogether. So even
though we have a system that classes some
chemicals as safe, sometime in the future they may
be found to be carcinogenic or otherwise harmful.
That needs to be looked at.
The safety and wellbeing of farm workers and
workers in agriculture settings is very important.
That issue has been taken up by the Occupational
Health and Safety AuthOrity of Victoria. The
September edition of Workwords, which is put out by

The carnage continues in rural communities, with little
indication of improvement in the level of debt and

injury being experienced. It is generally accepted that
farming in whatever form is an inherently hazardous
activity, but hazards can be controlled provided they
are identified and planned for.

I believe that is meant in a constructive way but it
still identifies the fact that we have a long way to go
in the farm setting.
The article also talks about the need to raise
awareness of health issues and the role of women,
who are poised to become agents of change in health
and safety. Traditionally, women have been
concerned about safe conditions, and they are now
starting to speak out in the farming community.
That was obvious from the extremely successful
international conference for women in agriculture
that took place at the University of Melbourne.
Chemicals and farm safety were key aspects of that
seminar.
Although it may be good for the Attorney-General
to come into the chamber and ridicule the role of
women in the ALP, I will not ridicule the role of
women in the rural community. They have a
positive and important role to play in raising the
awareness of people in farm settings. They have to
live in an environment where their husbands or
members of their families could become
contaminated by chemicals or involved in tractor
accidents. The publication contains a poem that you
should read, Minister, because I think you would be
touched by it. It concerns a child losing his father on
a farm.
Women play an important role in all areas of our
society. Instead of ridiculing the role of women in
the political process the Attorney-General would do
a lot better to complement and supplement that
policy and do what she can to gain a similar result in
her own party.
Recently I came across a farm chemicals users course
that had been put together by the Rural Training
Council of Australia, with the support of the
National Farmers Federation and - wait for it! -
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the Australian Workers Union. There are enough
sensible people within mainstream farming
organisations to know they should be working with
the mainstream unions in the farming community.
They have supported the establishment of a course
that teaches people about the proper use of and
respect for chemicals. As the minister said, it is in
line with national competency standards. It is a
properly developed course that is used in both the
private and public sectors. A substantial part of the
course is being used overseas. With advances in the
transfer of technology, there is no reason why we
cannot transfer our know-how on the control and
safe use of chemicals to Asian countries, because
they have similar farming operations. It could be a
very important component of our trade with Asia.
I will speak briefly on the right to know. I believe we
are moving down the road towards adopting
responsible care programs in the chemical industry,
which is trying to shake off its image of the past
when it was seen as an irresponsible supplier of a
range of toxic substances. The industry now sees
itself very much as being part and parcel of the
Australian community. With the development of
codes of practice, national community advisory
panels and the obtaining of credible results, the
industry is projecting a better image for itself. The
Australian Chemical Industry Council talks about
the community's right to know, proper research and
development and so on. Although years ago ACIC
would have reacted negatively to those issues, today
the industry is talking about establishing those
rights.
People working in rural industries should be aware
of trade names and common names and have data
sheets to back up and provide the proper
information. It is important that safe-handling
precautions be observed in the manufacture, storage,
transport and use of chemicals. Recommended
methods of disposal are important for rendering
chemicals harmless. They must know safety
measures in case of accidents, spillages and so on.
They should have a summary of results and an
interpretation of health and safety and
environmental data. In other words, they need to
have all the information available. Retailers should
not sell bottles or cans of chemicals labelled 'XYZ'
without prOviding the appropriate information.
It is good to see that the work some of us had a bit to
do with 10 or 12 years ago is starting to reap some
results. Although the new awareness that is now
around is very important, I will conclude by
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providing examples of what can happen when the
chemical parathion ethyl is used.
Parathion ethyl was a nerve gas used during World
War IT. It was banned in 24 countries around the
world, including Malaysia, 30 years ago. Its sister
chemical, parathion methyl, has caused thousands of
poisonings around the world. Hundreds of workers'
deaths have been documented. The World Health
Organisation has reported that even with full
personal protection workers have been poisoned.
Even after overalls that had been used during
spraying had been washed a couple of times they
still remained contaminated and poisoned people.
Everyone recognises that the substance is deadly
dangerous. Records show that as little as that
required to cover the top of a matchhead can kill a
child.
Untrained farmers used the poison extensively in
the fruit-growing industry around Shepparton in the
Goulburn Valley. Campaigns were conducted to
alert workers to the dangers of using that substance.
Some time ago Mr Glen Darlow was poisoned by an
overspray of parathion ethyl; and after three years
he was a very sick man. He lost his kidneys but, as a
result of vascular problems, could not be placed on a
kidney machine. He had to be tipped up four times a
day to drain toxic liquids from holes in his lower
abdomen. He had a leg amputated due to clots and
there was a risk he would lose both arms. Glen
received $540 000 for the injury, but he is now dead.
The Shepparton hospitals regularly have patients
with that type of poisoning.
The money did nothing for Glen - he is well and
truly dead. We must learn from such examples and
make sure that no more Glens are poisoned by such
chemicals. We should make sure that people
working in the farming industry have proper
protection and the support of both state and federal
governments.
After the problems I have described about the use of
chemicals arose, the former government moved
towards taking up the issue, but it received a setback
with the change in government. I ask the Minister
for Agriculture to take up the issue, and to release
guidelines on the use of the substances that are still
around, and to make sure that if they are being used
illegally or in a way that is irresponsible the
Department of Agriculture will maintain the
vigilance the minister referred to.
I will leave it at that by saying we support controls,
mutual recognition and greater care being taken
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with the use of chemicals in the farming area. We
understand that chemicals are part of our
agricultural system; but certain organisations like
Greenpeace Australia Ltd, Friends of the Earth and
the Australian Conservation FOWldation, which
formerly seemed to be diametrically opposed to
many members of the farm commWlity, now seem
to be speaking with one voice with farmers on a lot
of concerns about contaminating the environment.

community, particularly fruit growers. It would be
nice, of course - Wlless you were selling them - if
we did not need agricultural chemicals. A
tremendous amoWlt of work is being done right
now at the Institute for Sustainable Agriculture at
Tatura on what is called an integrated pest
management system. It is hoped that the amount of
chemicals that need to be used will be reduced
dramatically, particularly in fruit-grOWing areas.

Those who live on the land do not own it forever.
They have the responsibility to pass the land on to
the next generation in a proper state so it can be
farmed forever. If you travel down the Rhine River
in Europe, as I have, you can see land along the river
banks that has been farmed for many years and is
still in excellent condition; but you can go aroWld
country Victoria and see land that has been
contaminated and degraded, although it should also
be looked after.

If some pests are allowed to develop naturally they

When conservatives talk about how they care for
their land they should put their money where their
mouths are and take the issue of looking after the
land very seriously. As time goes by I look forward
to seeing the Minister for Agriculture putting his
money where his mouth is.
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - It gives me
pleasure to support the Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals (Victoria) Bill, which is very important to
my electorate given the large fruit-growing and
dairy industries in the area. Chemicals are used
widely in the fruit-growing industries in the
Goulburn Valley. As the previous speaker said, in
the past problems have arisen. We have learned
from previous mistakes. Unfortunately it is also true
that we have to protect some people from
themselves. It does not matter what is written on a
can of chemicals; sometimes the people using them
either do not read the label or do not take any notice
of what is written on the label. In the Goulburn
Valley I have seen gentlemen driving tractors
pulling sprays. Often they have had just shorts on
and no shirts; then they wonder why they get skin
infections. The government must do what it can to
protect people from the harmful effects of using
chemicals. Some people do not realise the
seriousness of the effects of chemicals, both when
they are breathed and when they touch the skin.
The bill adopts a regulatory process and establishes
a procedure to ensure that all chemicals are
registered on a national basis, which has been
needed for a long time. Considerable support will be
given to the legislation by members of the farm

will damage the fruit and so damage our export
potential, which is increasing all the time with the
export markets opening up in Asia. When
representatives of the fruit-growing authorities such
as the pear industry body, which have been
supported by the Minister for Agriculture, have
gone to Asia to try to sell fruit and ensure that the
Asian people Wlderstand that we grow an excellent
product, the importers have emphasised that they
want quality fruit. The industry is regulating itself to
ensure that the quality standards are met in the
packing houses before the fruit leaves Australia. It is
not much good if apples are sent overseas and it is
fOWld, for example, that they have been eaten by
cod ling moth or have brown rot. The importance of
the chemicals used in orchards relates directly to the
quality of the fruit we can send overseas and, so, to
the effect on our export markets.
It is interesting to see members of the fruit industry

in the Goulburn Valley getting together in Landcare
groups to see what they can do to improve the
environment in which they work and, as the
honourable member for Springvale said, to ensure
that in the future the land will still be available for
their sons and their sons' sons.
Ms Marple - And daughters!
Mr KILGOUR - Their sons and their daughters
and their families. In the past some people did not
care as much for the land as they should have. They
are now getting together in Landcare groups. The
other night I attended a meeting of the Shepparton
East Landcare group and heard about the
tremendous work they are doing, particularly with
the salinity program. It is great to see members of
the farming community helping themselves. I am
sure in the future this work will be of great benefit to
the commWlity.
The main purpose of the bill is to enable the
registration of the national scheme for agricultural
and veterinary chemicals to operate in Victoria. The
result will be that if a chemical is registered
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nationally, as of right it will be registered as a
chemical that can be used in Victoria. It does seem
silly that states have different regulations.
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nationally. State borders are certainly illogical and it
would be admirable if we could do away with them.

Mr Hamilton interjected.
However, we need to understand the difficulties
surrounding using a chemical that is safe to use in
certain agricultural activities but may be harmful if
used in another circumstance. I hope the people
involved in the registration process have a full
understanding of the associated problems when
they are registering the chemicals. As I said,
recognition must be given to the different results
that can come from using chemicals in a certain area
in case an agricultural commodity in that area will
be affected.
The implementation of the bill will transfer the act of
registering a chemical from Victoria to the
commonwealth. Currently all assessment is
undertaken by the commonwealth, but actual
registration is performed by the state. Although it is
Simply an administrative task, it carries with it an
associated liability of registration. The streamlining
of the process will support the whole operation.
It is important also to look at what is happening on
the farms, where there are concerns. Farmers can
now undertake a course on the proper use of
chemicals. It is most important that we be pr<ractive
in education to ensure that no matter where fanners
live if they are using chemicals they know how to
use them properly. The Northern Victorian
Fruitgrowers Association in the Goulburn Valley has
introduced an excellent education program in T AFE
colleges to ensure its members have available to
them courses that give them a full understanding of
the ramifications of using chemicals and what
safeguards need to be implemented. It helps them to
recognise any dangers to the environment. For
instance, it would be stupid for a farmer to use a
sprayer to spray chemicals onto an orchard if the
wind is likely to blow that spray directly onto his
hoUse, onto the clothes on the clothesline or directly
into a local schoolyard. I hope the national
registration scheme continues to promote support
for the education programs to ensure that those
using the chemicals have a full understanding of
what could happen.

The uniform adoption by all states and territories of
similar legislation to this bill will effectively remove
state borders and thus release manufacturers and
primary industry from that impediment. We are
trying to release impediments that have been placed
on our businesses over many years. That should
work well, particularly as most companies market

Mr KILGOUR - When farmers use chemicals on
either side of the Murray River two states must
register the chemicals. That has been detrimental to
farmers. When the Victorian Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals Act received assent in 1992, it
was anticipated that the Victorian act could
encompass the national scheme by reference to the
commonwealth Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals Act 1988. A major reason for proceeding
with the Victorian refonn at that time was to
consolidate four acts and introduce improved
control over chemical use, which was to remain a
state function.
Subsequently, the national scheme was developed
under a system that was incompatible with the
provisions of the 1992 Victorian act. To ensure that
Victorian legislation does not contain dual reference
to registration matters, consequential amendments
will be necessary to the Victorian act, and that is the
purpose of the bill now before the house.
The national scheme is underpinned by a ministerial
agreement, which is in an advanced stage of
drafting. The ministerial agreement identifies
ARMCANZ as the policy-making body for the
national system and outlines the responsibilities of
the commonwealth and the states in the
implementation of this national approach.
I commend the Minister for Agriculture and other
state ministers for the way they have combined to
ensure that all states agree. The commonwealth
legislative package was released for public scrutiny
and extensive consultation took place with peak
bodies from industry, the rural sector and public
interest organisations. Consultation has also taken
place with Victorian statutory authorities and the
Victorian agricultural and chemical industry,
including the associations representing Australian
fruit growers and others in the rural sector, to ensure
they were happy with the national registration
system. They believe it will streamline the process
and make it easier for them.
In the past six months one of my constituents who
was importing one of the agricultural chemicals had
to obtain an extension of his licence to ensure that he
could continue to sell that much-needed chemical. If
it is not used to kill a particular bug, other bugs will
arrive. The original bug may not ruin the fruit but
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others will cause problems, particularly in respect of
our export markets. We needed this legislation to
ensure that a simple registration process could be
implemented.

We have had almost an obsession with developing
new chemicals to control diseases, pests, growth
rates and so on in agriculture, without looking at the
long-term and unintended consequences.

I am looking forward to the passage of this
legislation. People will have a greater knowledge of
how to use our agricultural chemicals. The states got
together; they are prepared to accept that national
registration will provide benefits. I am looking
forward to having my constituents in the Goulburn
Valley use these chemicals with the full knowledge
that they and their staff have been properly trained
to do so. As I said earlier, we have to protect some
people from themselves. We must ensure that
everybody has an understanding of how the
chemicals should be used.

One of the best things to have happened in
agriculture - through education and
understanding, and the work done by state
governments and agriculture departments across
Australia in educating farmers - is that perhaps we
do not need to use all those chemicals. That is a good.
sign. The farming industry is recognising that there
has been an overuse of chemicals in the industry.
This bill will assist by ensuring that when a chemical
is registered, not only will those registering it
understand the intended and unintended impacts
but also people will be able to make wise choices
about whether they use certain chemicals.

I have pleasure in supporting the bill and hope that
in the future not only fruit growers of the Goulburn
Valley but also growers throughout Australia will
receive benefits from the ensuing legislation.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I support the bill.
Like the honourable member for Mildura, my
remarks will be brief: they will also be succinct and
constructive. I listened with a great deal of interest
to previous speakers, including the honourable
member for Shepparton. One may ask, indeed,
whether the minister and those supporting him will
be in real trouble with the liberal Party - you have
just set up the most beautiful argument against
states' rights. This bill is about states' rights - in the
national interest lhat is a wonderful thing. As the
honourable member for Shepparton said, we do not
want state borders in the way. He is perfectly right
to use that expression because, regardless of state
borders, the regional interests are important in an
issue such as the registration, control and use of
agricultural chemicals.
About 4000 chemicals are used in agriculture, a
number that creates massive problems. I agreed
with the honourable member for Shepparton when
he said there has been a great deal of misuse and
abuse of agricultural chemicals.

TIle minister and I are experienced enough to know
that many years ago unused farm chemicals were
often tipped onto the ground or into the cowshed.
They were disposed of into the environment with all
sorts of,unexpected and unknown consequences.
Although that may not have been so bad 40 or 50
years ago because not so many chemicals were used
in agriculture in those days, their use has increased.

The other advance that has taken place in the
farming industry is the production of organically
grown products in Australia. At the moment these
would be aimed very much at what I will call the
yuppie market because a premium price is paid for
those products. It is an important and good. trend in
the agricultural industry that producers do not need
to use a great deal of chemicals to ensure they
produce premium products and get a premium
price.
Australia and Victoria in particular have a
wonderful reputation for having a clean agricultural
industry. We should jealously protect that standing.
Honourable members should think back to the
Chemobyl disaster a few years ago which involved
contamination by chemicals - not agricultural
chemicals but nuclear material - when a whole
agriculture industry was contaminated. If we can
maintain a reputation for a clean agriculture
industry, that will be of benefit not only to farmers
and producers but to the whole nation because
agriculture is still an important part of the economy
of this country.
I do not intend to run through a list of the chemicals
used in agriculture. We all know about insecticides,
herbicides, organochlorides, DDT and dieldrin.
Those chemicals have been found to be not in the
best interests of consumers; in fact they are
detrimental to them. Some have been banned, and
that is a good. thing. The real challenge facing us is to
achieve one registration mode. That is terribly
difficult to achieve. We must have the collective
wisdom of people registering chemicals in one
registration mode - the synergetic effect of the total
being greater than the sum each of its parts. That can
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only be of advantage to the industry because that
collective wisdom will result in a better registration
process.

Mr HAMILTON - I did not actually say that;
you are twisting my words. Let us say that men on
this side have a caring and loving nature at all times.

I suspect that the process may not be any quicker. If
a new chemical comes onto the market it will have
to go through a process that may cause time delays,
but the concept is very good and important, and that
is another reason why we should support the bill.
We should take note of the third paragraph of the
minister's second-reading speech, which states:

The continued effort that has gone into education in
agriculture and, in the case of this bill, education
regarding the wise use of agricultural chemicals is
supported. It behoves all of those representing
country areas of Victoria to ensure we keep a
watching brief to see that the education process
continues, is supported and keeps up with the times
as times change.

The role of agricultural and veterinary chemicals has

been highly regulated in most developed COWltries -

I do not argue with that, but will comment briefly on
the next part of the sentence including Australia, because of the potential for
adverse effects.

That is why the use of chemicals has been highly
regulated. There is the ongoing difficulty that
chemical use is very hard to assess. Chemical use
that may be all right today in the scheme of things is
likely to have adverse effects. This will never be
resolved completely. We need. to be watchful. I am
glad the minister and the government believe there
is an important role for governments in the
continuing regulation and monitoring of the use of
these chemicals. I commend the government for that
and support its ensuring that an ongoing interest is
maintained.
Previous speakers have mentioned the importance
of education in the use of agricultural and veterinary
chemicals. That is critical. I endorse those comments.
Great advances have been made in recent years
through T AFE and agricultural colleges, ensuring
that the farming community is better educated and
that people using chemicals understand that if the
instructions say to use 5 milligrams per litre, that is
what is used. Half a bucket full should not be tipped
in. If it is said that gloves should be used when
handling a chemical, that is what is meant
The honourable member for Springvale commented

on the importance of women in agriculture in
emphasising this point, I guess because of their
caring nature. That is important, but that
support-Mr Bildstien - Do you mean that men don't
have a caring nature?

I must make one other comment on the bill before I
sit down. This bill brings the tally to 50 plus 1. The
bill debated prior to this one is about the only bill in
recent days that has gone through the house without
a section 85 of the Constitution Act restriction. It
seems that every bill that comes into this place,
except for the last one - and I must commend the
Minister for Agriculture for not putting a section 85
cap on the last bill - Mr Baker - It was an oversight.
Mr HAMILTON - It must have been. It seems to
me that the government wants to make sure that
people are not given a right of appeal to the
Supreme Court for anything that mayor may not
happen, whether or not the government can see it
happening. In this case the minister has given a
reason why he has put a section 85 cap on: you
cannot sue the government.

People will argue whether that is a good or a bad
reason, but an important principle is involved: the
rights of the people of Victoria are being reduced. I
can understand concern about some of the
rednecks - not in agriculture, not the good
progressive people, the agrarian socialists who
understand the importance of responsibility.
It is unfortunate that this clause has been included in
the bill. I wonder when the federal government will
wake up to this and start doing the same thing. It
would appear that the application of section 85 in
the case of this bill is to prevent people using the
Supreme Court of Victoria to sue the Victorian
government, one of its departments or one of its
ministers; if they cannot do that, they might have a
go at the federals.

I believe this would be the only jurisdiction in
Australia that has become so sensitive to denying
people their right to use the court system to afford
some independent court judgment of what is right
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and what is wrong, who is responsible and who is
not responsible. It is sad when people's rights are
reduced by the use of this clause in the case of just
about every bill that comes before the house.
I support the bill. It is a good bill. It is a halfway

house on the road to making sure the government
accepts its responsibilities. Good on you, Minister.
Let's hope we see a few more like it
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I also support the
bill and am glad to see such wholehearted support
from our colleagues on the other side of the
chamber. It is pleasing to see that they are now
starting to recognise good legislation when they see
it and are supporting it.
The bill is the Victorian step towards the adoption of
national standards in the usage, registration,
regulation and application of agricultural and
veterinary chemicals. It achieves this through the
adoption of the Agvet code and Agvet regulations,
which are in a schedule attached to the
commonwealth Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals Code Act.
The administration will be achieved through the
establishment of a national registration authority
which will have the responsibility of achieving
uniform standards in the usage of Agvet chemicals,
such as their application, the areas in which they can
be used, labelling and the withholding periods after
their use. It would be a sensible and pragmatic
approach to the use of products that are very
important, not just to Victorian and Australian
agriculture, but to world agriculture.
The Agvet code and regulations were developed
over an extended period of time in consultation with
a range of organisations, including the National
Health and Medical Research Council, National
Occupational Health and Safety, the National
Farmers Federation and the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals Association. Extensive and
detailed consultation has taken place in the
.development of the program.
It makes good practical sense to have national
standards for the use of Agvet chemicals in
Australia. I am sure members on both sides of the
house recognise the importance of Agvet chemicals
and. the benefit they have delivered to the
community. I will briefly outline that The livestock
and animal welfare areas have benefited from
improved and. proper parasite control; for instance,
the control of blowflies, worms and lice on animals.
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Anybody who has treated sheep badly affected by
blowfly strike will see the benefit of effective and
proper usage of Agvet chemicals to control
blowflies. I assure you that a sheep does not get any
enjoyment out of being infected by blowflies. In
other areas of the livestock industry, vaccination and
the usage of antibiotics for disease control provides
substantial benefits not only for the community but
for animal welfare. The control of zoonotic diseases
such as brucellosis provides a substantial
community public health benefit.
In other countries diseases such as rabies can have
dreadful effects on the human population if they
transf~r from animals to humans. It is important that
we have access to chemicals so we have the ability to
control, reduce the incidence of and, where possible,
eliminate those diseases. The virtual elimination of
brucellosis in Australia is a very good example of
the public benefit of animal disease control
programs.
In horticulture substantial community, industry and
productivity benefits are derived from proper weed
control. There are also quality issues. We do not
want our agricultural crop products contaminated
with weed seeds if they are exported and we
certainly do not want them in our own domestic
food supplies.

There are enormous pest control benefits from the
effective use of Agvet chemicals. Over recent years
we have seen a lot of coverage in the media about
mouse plagues. Agricultural and veterinary
chemicals can be used effectively to assist in
alleviating and controlling rabbits, insect pests,
parasites and general diseases.
I will take up a couple of points mentioned
previously. By and large the agriculture industry has
been a responsible and very progressive user of
chemicals. It is willing to learn; it has shown that it is
willing to accept research evidence and to adapt its
usage patterns when it is clearly shown that they
need to be changed.
I noted with disappointment the comments made in
the contribution of the honourable member for
Springvale, which was fairly long and rambling and
marked by occasional flashes of brilliant silence as
he paused to gather his thought! In his traditional
and pretty typical way he stereotyped agriculture
with comments such as the one about the Marlboro
man - the guy who rides around on the back of a
tractor and bathes in sheep dip at night. It is an
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absolutely ridiculous stereotyping of the agricultural
industry.
Mr Baker interjected.
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The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order! I
believe the comment by the honourable member for
Springvale is unparliamentary and I ask him to
withdraw.

Mr McARTHUR - We might debate the usage
of a couple of chemicals if we had the chance.

Mr McARTHUR - I will leave aside the
interjections - -

The honourable member for Springvale continued in
his usual fashion to say that any mistakes that have
happened in the use of chemicals in the past have
been the fault of the farmer and that it is always
these nasty, gung-ho rural people who rush around
splashing chemicals about willy-nilly with no
concern for their proper usage.

The AcrING SPEAKER - Order! I have asked
the honourable member for Sunshine to withdraw.

I point out to him that that is not quite the fact. In
any large group there are, of course, irresponsible
people who should be jumped on very firmly if they
willingly, knowingly and consistently misuse
chemicals. By the same token proper education
programs should be in place to ensure that people
are aware of their responsibilities in using Agvet
chemicals and the problems that can be associated
with their misuse.

Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - As I was saying
before I was so rudely interrupted, the previous
Labor government can claim no credit for its
administration of the Department of Agriculture.
For about a decade it carried out a widespread
slash-and-bum policy in agriculture. In contrast we
have just seen announced in the recent budget a
substantial increase in the Department of
Agriculture's allocation. Over a period of three years
$22 million will be injected into the department's
budget. In addition, in my area at Knoxfield the
Institute for Horticultural Development is
undergoing a major restructure program, including
a major capital works program - an incredible
expansion in its ability to deal with the issues that
we are now discussing in this bill.

The honourable member for Springvale challenged
the current Minister for Agriculture to put some
money up. He said, 'What's the colour of your
money? Put some money up to make sure the
Department of Agriculture can do all these things'. 1
point out that it was under the administration of the
previous Labor government, of which the
honourable member for Springvale was a member
from 1983 to 1992, that the Department of
Agriculture's budget was slashed by something like
40 per cent in real terms. At the same time other
government departments had their budgets
increased by about 30 per cent in real terms. This
obvious attack on the Department of Agriculture
reduced its ability to properly manage, research and
inform the agricultural community on the usage of a
whole range of things, not only Agvet chemicals.
It is a bit of a nonsense for the honourable member
for Springvale to say that agriculture industry
members are all gung-ho and irresponsible people
and that the minister should put up the money to
make sure things are done properly, when he was
part of the gang that slashed the ability of the
Department of Agriculture in this state to do so over
the previous decade.
Mr Baker interjected.

Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - You got my name
wrong, for a start, but I am happy to withdraw if
you take umbrage on behalf of another member who
never complained.

It has excellent programs, to which the honourable
member for Altona referred. Integrated test
management programs are now being developed. I
suggest that the honourable member steps out to
have a look at them. There are programs on the
usage, management and control of agricultural and
veterinary chemicals to minimise their use and
maximise their effectiveness. They are a tnbute to
the minister's dedication and determination to
improve agriculture in Victoria.
As the Premier has pointed out a number of times,
Victoria is well placed to be the food bowl for a
substantial region of South-East Asia. It is only
through the proper management of the agricti.J.tura1
portfolio and the promotion by the Department of
Agriculture that our agricultural industry will be
capable of meeting the challenge that has been laid
down by the Premier.

Members on this side of the house freely
acknowledge the mistakes that have been made in
the past with the use of agricultural and veterinary
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chemicals in Victoria and Australia. Most of us grew
up on the stories in Silent Spring by Rachel Carson,
which was published in the 1960s. Although
mistakes have occurred, often the agricultural
industry was operating within the guidelines laid
down by the government of the day and according
to the recommendations of the scientific community
of the day. Mistakes have been made in the past and
mistakes will be made in the future. However, they
cannot all be laid at the feet of the agricultural
industry.
The benefits of agricultural and veterinary chemicals
are well known and are accepted broadly by the
community. We have a responsibility to ensure that
those benefits are maintained for the public good as
well as for the industry good. To do that we need to
ensure that the issues we have heard about today
such as the excessive and incorrect use of chemicals
are controlled by proper management. We can
minimise the problems of resistance to chemicals
and antibiotics. The honourable member for Altona
spoke about Gout. I understand lice have built up a
resistance to a chemical in Clout which, if I
remember correctly, is deltamethrin. We must
ensure that in the administration of agricultural and
veterinary chemicals we minimise the risk of a
build-up of resistance. lbat can be done in a number
of ways. Integrated test management programs that
the department is currently researching are well
placed to provide strategies for the agricultural
industry to minimise resistance and to extend the
life cycle and usefulness of various chemicals in the
public interest
It is nonsense for the honourable member for
Springvale to suggest that all the problems occurred
because the farmers were gung-ho. I remind the
honourable member that the dieldrin contamination
problems that occurred around the Gembrook area
did not always occur as a result of its use by farmers.
I believe the SEC has been a bit touchy about the
performance of some of its staff in relation to
dieldrin.
It is only by vigilant management and effective
research that we will be able to ensure that the
industry uses agricultural and veterinary chemicals
properly in the community's interest in the long
term. To do that we must properly resource the
Department of Agriculture.

The minister should be congratulated for the
announcements he made recently relating to the
agriculture budget They will go a long way to
ensure that the department is well placed to help
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Victoria contribute to the country's wealth. We all
know, and I am sure the honourable member for
SWlShine knows, that agriculture contributes 40 per
cent of Victoria's export earnings and it will play a
growing part in earning export income for Victoria
and Australia. I support the bill and congratulate the
minister for the work he has done.

Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I shall make a brief
contribution in very strong support of the
legislation. I shall also make a couple of
observations. Many of the previous speakers, as well
as the minister in his second-reading speech,
outlined the broad nature of the problem that has
been dealt with by the legislation. There is general
agreement about the need for it. The ministerial
council on agriculture, of which I was a member for
two years, has travelled a tortuous journey to bring
about a national approach to the registration of
agricultural and veterinary chemicals. In fact, a
succession of ministers has waited for the federal
government, and the federal bureaucracy in
particular, to get some form of universal legislation
together and, more relevantly, the mechanics
required to set up a proper national register. They
have been extremely slow organising this and that is
the one of the main reasons why it has taken so
many years for the bill to finally reach this
Parliament and other Parliaments in this form.
Victorians have a couple of dilemmas in the bill.
Although I suspect the minister may be aware of
them, I want to point them out because some
cautions need to be sounded. We are trading off the
objective of some form of national standard against
local interest That is the problem that is being
confronted. I am sure the minister and other
members of Parliament who are interested in
agriculture on a wider basis are aware that this is a
problem that is confronting greater Europe as it
develops. How do you bring together a group of
independent states which have their own culture
and history in relation to standards of agriculture
and which have been used to setting their own
standards and decide on a common standard? In the
interests of getting some degree of agreement do the
states that have traditionally had much higher
standards give them away to find a lower common
denominator that is acceptable to all? lbat will
apply to us because, as the house well knows and as
has been mentioned by previous speakers, Victoria,
across administrations, during the past 10 to 15
years has been something of a trailblazer in this
regard. I especially refer to the stewardship of
Minister Evan Walker, who commenced the cleaner
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agricultural program, which was subsequently taken
up as a model by other states.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr BAKER - Don't be churlish about it! You
should give some credit to the fellow. It is not going
to hurt you to give some honest credit. Minister
Walker introduced that program and drove it
through. It has become a model and the catchcry
was taken up by other states and, indeed, by the
Australian government itself.
In terms of the broad objective of establishing some
national standards, one of the main reasons that you
have to lean that way rather than being in favour of
local rules -despite the qualifications I have
made - is that we are continually under threat as
the World Health Organisation, and particularly the
American agricultural industry, decides to reject
certain chemicals. If we have a proliferation of state
standards rather than a national standard we will
become extremely vulnerable to dumping, almost on
a Third-World basis, of nasties that are found to be
so!

Before I became a member of this Parliament, I
happened to meet on a social occasion, just by
happenstance, a particularly odious villain who was
based in Sydney and who was making literally
millions out of piclcing up chemicals that had been
banned by the World Health Organisation,
particularly those banned by American agricultural
authorities. He was using Australia as a base,
making big money out of taking residual stoclcs of
those chemicals and either selling some on our
domestic market - or on the black market, if he
could - or, even worse, passing them on. He was
using Australia as a base to pass" them on to the
green revolution countries to our north, which had
finally discovered chemicals, mainly under
instruction from agricultural scientists in the
western world.
'That is how you set up such a vicious cycle - and it
would be terrible if that were allowed to continue.
The establishment of a national standard and
national codes will mean that the policing of those
kinds of practices will be more easily accomplished.
In the local context, the minister's dilemma is to
work out how, under this framework, he can ensure
that Victoria maintains the program which was
started in the 1980s and which has been carrying on
strongly and with goodwill. He is interested in the
premium market aspect, trying to ensure that we
gain from the cleaner agriculture program. 'That can
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amount to a 25 per cent mark-up in sophisticated
markets such as Japan. As that community has
become more affluent, there is mounting evidence to
suggest that the younger Japanese, with their high
levels of disposable income, are very keen to buy
agricultural produce from elsewhere that they know
is chemically free. 'That has been a big selling point,
and there is big money for our agricultural
producers in that area. If this legislation were to
hinder in any way the competitive advantage that
Victoria has established, it would be a sad and sorry
day for all of us.
The honourable member for Morwell, as well as
some honourable members opposite, mentioned the
gradual progression towards the development of an
organic means of dealing with pest problems. A
previous speaker referred to the integrated pest
management system, which is the first step in that
process. Further along the chain, one of the more
extreme or sophisticated points of development has
occurred in the wine industry. Some vineyards,
particularly in Western Victoria - and I am
thinking of Langi Ghiran, for example - are now
using totally organic methods on large areas of
vineyard, and it works! It is a good selling point; and
it results in extra money in the till and extra money
in the Victorian economy, from which we all benefit
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr BAKER - Never me, pal! lbat sort of
development should be heralded and applauded. I
am clearly delighted to be able to support the
legislation and I hope the minister and other
members of the house will take on board the modest
cautions I have sounded.

Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I add my
support to the bill, as have many speakers on both
sides. I was delighted to hear the honourable
member for Sunshine talk about the difficulty of
balancing national standards and local interests,
because ensuring the safeguarding of local interests
is an issue of concern. I believe that has been largely
done because federal control will stay only up to the
point of sale. The delivery of the product, the. way it
is applied and the way the farming community uses
it become matters for state regulation.
'That then gives the states the opportunity to ensure
standards are adhered to. In many cases the way
chemicals are used in Victoria is very different from
the way they are used in other parts of Australia.
Ms Marple interjected.
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Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - One of the reasons I say
that is that in high-rainfall areas you can use
chemicals in ways that would be totally
inappropriate in lower rainfall areas. As a
consequence, different states should have the right
and the necessary powers to ensure that chemicals
are used wisely according to state regulations.

I will refer back to the bill and say that the national
registration - Ms Marple inteIjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Speaker is more
than intrigued by the running commentary provided
by the honourable member for Altona. I ask her to
remain silent
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - Mr Speaker, we are old
mates, so I can put up with it. The introduction of
the national scheme is a means not of deregulating
but of ensuring that we have uniformity of
regulation. That is a very important aspect to push
for, for two major reasons. Firstly, chemical use in
agriculture is essential, and correct chemical use in
agriculture is even more essential. The other point it is a point the Premier often brings up - is that the
production of clean food is of major benefit to
agriculture in this state. I suggest that uniform
regulation can only increase the probability of clean
food continuing to be produced and sold. Despite
the fact that attention is now on the Premier and not
on the member speaking, I suggest that that
principle is most important!

Government members interjecting.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - I thank my colleagues!
The implementation of uniform regulation is

currently controlled by each state. The introduction
of the national regulation scheme will extend that
uniformity to areas such as clearance registration
permits, enforcement and even the withholding of
food and livestock.
Along the borders another anomaly arises when
livestock from one state come onto the market in
another state with a different withholding period.
That can complicate the marketing of livestock in
saleyards such as those at Wodonga, but I believe
this legislation will largely overcome any
compli'?ltions.
The Agvet code, which will be used as a vehicle to
introduce the commonwealth act, will do all that is
required of it The responsibility will not go beyond
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the point of sale. The control of the use of chemicals
varies from district to district and, therefore, the
regulations governing the use of those chemicals is
best kept in state hands.
At this stage I will put in a plug for the use of
chemicals, particularly in respect of soil
conservation. It is not largely understood that the
use of chemicals in agriculture has led to an
incredible increase in soil conservation in Victoria
and Australia. I believe by unifying control over the
production and supply of chemicals this aspect of
chemical use will be enhanced.
In his contribution the honourable member for
Springvale compared the land management of the
Rhine Valley with the land management of
agricultural areas in Victoria. He is correct in saying
that we have a real responsibility to ensure that the
future sustainability of Victorian farming land lies
not only with farmers in this state but also with its
legislators. However, it is beyond belief to compare
the productive lands and produce of the Rhine
Valley with Victoria. The agricultural productivity
of the Rhine Valley is adversely affected by acid rain
and industrial pollution, both of which Victoria does
not have. Victoria is one of the highest producers of
clean food in the world. Clean food is something we
wish to retain. I suggest the bill will assist in that
endeavour.

MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I thank honourable members who
have participated in the debate. Although it
developed into a longer debate than first anticipated,
it reveals the genuine interest of honourable
members on both sides of the house, and I thank
them for their contributions. There were eight
speakers on the bill: the honourable members for
Altona, Springvale, Morwell, Sunshine, Mildura,
Shepparton, Monbulk and Benambra. That gives an
indication of the importance the house places on the
bill.
It is fair to say that today sophisticated chemicals are
available not only to the farming community but
also to other sectors of various industries and
households. As I know a little about the
sophisticated herbicides and pesticides that we now
use in farming, I can say that our farming practices
are very selective. A few years ago who would have
thought that an oat plant and a wheat plant - being
very similar - could have different herbicides
applied to them. We now have a herbicide that can
differentiate between a wheat plant and a wild oat
plant, not just a broad leaf - -
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Mr Hamilton -It's amazing, really!
Mr W. D. McGIlATH - The degree of
sophistication is quite amazing. The same applies to
pesticides. Pesticides that will kill one predator and
allow another to live to attack other unwanted
predators in our orchards and horticultural industry
are now available. TIlat enormous sophistication has
come about through research and science over the
years.

The honourable member for Springvale talked about
farming produce without the use of chemicals. In a
perfect world it would be great if that could be done.
However, we have 17 million people to feed in this
country as well as providing export earnings. There
will always be a need for chemicals in various
industries. One of the greatest disappointments is
that consumers are not prepared to pay a premium
for organically grown or chemical-free produce. If
you put on the supermarket shelf a conventionally
grown product alongside a similar, chemical-free
product that attracts a higher premium, the
chemical-free product will remain on the shelf
because of the price differential. It is a pity
producers are not encouraged in the short term to
grow crops without the use of chemicals.
The honourable member for Altona asked whether
the public wowd be able to comment on the
development of new regulations. Any proposed new
active ingredient will be advertised in the national
newspapers by the national registration authority
and the public will be invited to comment. An
existing chemical review program is being
established to examine currently registered
chemicals that are of concern. For example, as a
direct result of the parathion ethyl working party in
Victoria the national registration authority has
commissioned Worksafe Australia to reassess the
risk to workers. While this assessment is taking
place parathion ethyl products are on a three-month
temporary registration.
The honourable members for Springvale and
Shepparton spoke about the use of parathion ethyl
in the fruit industry. I recall a period about three
years ago when Yossi Serger did not do a lot of good
by encouraging strike action at a very critical time
for the fruit industry. I do not have any qualms at all
about unions and industry working together so long
as they do it constructively rather than trying to use
power over one another at a critical time that puts
businesses at risk. It is totally wrong to try to achieve
a result through such procedures. I pay credit to the
Northern Fruitgrowers Association which was able
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to work that through and ultimately achieve a
position where sanity prevailed in the fruit industry.
I know the situation was critical at the time.
Mr Baker - We had a pretty good minister at
that time!
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I would like to think the
minister was instrumental in working it out. It
certainly was a critical issue. Another matter raised
during the second-reading debate was fees and
re-registration charges, particularly for small
operators associated with the retailing and
wholesaling of agricultural and veterinary
chemicals. At the last meeting of the board of the
national registration authority it was determined
that a review of fees and charges would take place.

This review is now possible because the authority
has completed a database of information on
companies and products. The authority's finance
and audit committee is currently using the
information in that database to examine fees and
charges. Mr Peter Bailey from my department is a
member of the finance and audit committee and I
believe that matter will be assessed and determined
appropriately over the next few months.
Another matter raised in the debate concerned
regulations and alterations in the future. The
national registration authority may wish to amend
the Agvet code and regulations in the future. The
Agvet code is supported by a ministerial agreement
which was alluded to by the honourable member for
Shepparton and which will be signed before the
Agvet code is proclaimed.
The ministerial agreement provides that notice of
three months will be given to any proposed
amendments to the code or regulation. I believe that
takes up the point of the honourable member for
Altona.
The ministerial agreement also establishes that the
national registration authority will take its policy
from the Agricultural and Resource Management
Council of Australia and New Zealand commonly
known as ARMCANZ. They were the specific points
raised by the various members in the debate.
A question was raised about recovering containers
and unused chemicals that are now out of date but
still stored on farms. A program is being
implemented through the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources, the EPA and
the municipalities; it is being applied district by
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district around the state. Farmers are being called on
to bring unused chemicals to central locations. The
program is shifting responsibility for the disposal of
those chemicals from individual farmers to the
government
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - You are right It
happened about 12 months ago.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH -It is very good, and it
gives you an indication that farmers are very
responsible and prepared to support the program.
Mr Baker interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - It may well have been
started by you. But as you would know from your
time as minister, smart ideas do not always
necessarily come from the minister. Many of them
come from people out in the field who have had
some practical experience. U you have practical
experience of what is happening out in the field, you
can put that experience into practice and achieve a
positive result for the whole community.

As I said, the collection of empty containers is going
on all the time at various points around the state. I
was involved in the establishment of a program at
Horsham, which now has a collection point for
empty and used containers. Individual farmers are
required to make sure containers are properly rinsed
before they are brought to the collection point so
they can be either re-used or recycled, whatever the
case may be. In most cases they are recycled.

by clause 36 will be resorted to only when
discussion fails to resolve the conflict.
The regulations under clause 36 also provide that
the Agvet code and Agvet regulations may apply
with prescribed modifications or that a specified
provision of the Agvet code or Agvet regulations
may not apply as a law of the state. The provision
allows for a regulation of this kind to have
retrospective effect but not to the extent that it
prejudicially affects the rights of or imposes
liabilities on any person in respect of any matter
existing before the publication of the regulation. The
retrospective effect would be utilised with extreme
caution. Oause 36 is consistent with a similar
prOvision that was inserted in the South Australian
Agvet code and has been passed by the South
Australian Parliament.
In conclusion, I believe national registration is the
responsible way to go so that we have uniform
confirmation of the various chemicals brought into
Australia. The honourable member for Sunshine
alluded to some dumping of various nasty
chemicals. The national registration scheme will
eliminate the dumping of chemicals in Australia.
Although we have a national registration scheme,
through regulation the states can control the use and
application of chemicals in a prescribed manner that
will be of benefit to the farming industry and the
farming community as a whole.

I thank. honourable members for their contributions.
The SPEAKER - Order! I am of the opinion that
the second reading of this bill is required to be
passed by an absolute majority. As there is not an
absolute majority of the members of the house
present, I ask the Oerk to ring the bells.

Mr Baker interjected.

Bells rung.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I am well and truly
worth recycling, I can assure you of that!

The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
raised a couple of queries about the proposed
legislation, which we have addressed. It noted the
possible retrospective effect of clause 36. I refer to
that retrospectivity aspect and its relationship with
other state laws. Clause 36 provides that the
regulations may make provision for a specified state
law to have effect despite the Agvet code and the
Victorian Agvet regulations. That mechanism allows
amendments to be made to the Agvet code and
Agvet regulations to enable a specific state law to
prevail in cases of conflict. The mechanism provided

Required number of members having assembled
in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Oauses 1 to 32 agreed to.
Oause33
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Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:
1.

Clause 33, line 21, omit "section" and insert "sections
6(l)(a) and".

The amendment will allow the state to determine
additional controls on national registration. The state
will be able to determine any control on the use of
that product as deemed appropriate.
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Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.

APPROPRIATION (1994-95, No. 1) BILL
Second retlding
Debate resumed from 5 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).

Mr Baker - Careful, I might ask a question!
Mr W. D. McGRATH - You can ask questions,
but you would not know what questions to ask!

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 34 to 55 agreed to.
Oause 56
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:
2.

Clause 56, lines 30 to 33 and page 38, lines 1 and 2,
omit paragraph (a) and insert "(a) for sub-section (l)(b) substitute"(b) for "and the Agricultural Chemicals Ad

1958" substitute ", the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemic:als (Control of Use)
Ad 1992 and the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemicals (Vidom) Ad
1994".";".

This amendment is technical in nature and will
allow for substitutions in the naming of the act.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.

Third retlding
The SPEAKER - Order! I am of the opinion that
the third reading of this bill is required to be passed
by an absolute majority. As there is not an absolute
majority of the members of the house present, I ask
the Clerk to ring the bells.

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - This is the third
day on which the appropriation debate has been
listed in the government's business program to come
on late in the day. We started at midnight on
Tuesday; last night the opposition got its first
opportunity at 9.58 p.m.; and today, after 5.00 p.m. If
we go long enough, the government may deign to
allow us to respond at a suitable hour and cease
regarding the debate with a contempt not found in
other Westminster systems.

I will develop my response to the budget today by
talking about employment in country Victoria.
Earlier this year, Premier Kennett said that 'signs of
sustained development revival in country Victoria
began to appear during the first half of 1994'. The
Premier's gifts for self-delusion and clutching at
straws are well known, but in making that statement
he really got out the magnifying glass!
A survey of issues currently impacting on country
Victoria clearly indicates that the present situation of
and the future prospects for employment in country
Victoria remain very bleak indeed. The Latrobe
Valley is almost certainly the area hardest hit by the
Kennett government's attacks. On 13 September the
Latrobe Valley Express reported that Generation
Victoria had initial plans to axe a further 330 jobs
and that there were reports of 1300 jobs ultimately
being lost from Generation Victoria in the valley which would almost halve the Generation Victoria
work force of 2900.
The same newspaper reported on the closure of the
Victorian Accident Rehabilitation Council's
GippsIand office. That body has been privatised as
Work Recovery, and the number of staff has been
progressively reduced hom 25 to O. I do not suppose
there could be a further reduction beyond zero!

Bells rung.
Mr Baker - You never know!

Required number of members baving assembled
in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Mr THOMSON - At the other end of the state,
the Portland Regional Development Board recently
accused the Victorian Plantations Corporation, a
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body set up by the Kennett government to
administer former Forests Commission plantations,
of exporting jobs. It said the corporation had rejected
tenders from local companies to process and add
value to plantation product. Instead, the corporation
had favoured a bid by a foreign-owned and
foreign-based company, which will simply export
raw resources.
The Portland Regional Development Board stated:
The taxpayers of Victoria and the industry helped

establish the res()urce, the technology and the plant
necessary for its processing only to see it whisked away
by a totally uncommitted party in a short-sighted
decision which will certainly impact negatively on
regional Victoria.

Also in the Western District, the Liberal Party's 20th
annual Wannon-Corangamite conference held at
Cobden accused the Premier of:
... ramming through legislation which resulted in loss
or downgrading of many vital services to country
Victoria.

The President of the Municipal Association of
Victoria, George Bennett, has expressed great
concern about the effect of local government
restructuring on jobs. He said:
Restructure will add to people's costs in travelling to
their municipal headquarters. That's about all it will
achieve. Country towns with one bank are an example.
Restructure might mean closing for banks when they
lose perhaps their biggest customer, the shire which no
longer exists. Schools and businesses will quickly
follow suit The snowball effect means the whole
community suffers. 11len when people want to go to
the bank they have no choice but to travel down the
road to their regional centre at Nhill, Lowan shire,
which doubles as a Viaoads agency. U that disappears
with a restructure, Lowan shire ratepayers might have
to drive to Horsham for such simple needs as a log
book for a truck.

Mr Bennett goes on to point out that local
government minister Hallam guaranteed before the
last election that there would be no forced
amalgamations. Mc Bennett said:
The trouble is people are becoming complacent They
realise that we have granted this huge mandate to

govern to the detriment of good government We have
created a monster.
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He certainly is not wrong there.
In Bendigo the Labor candidate, Bob Cameron, has
identified 1150 state government jobs axed by the
Kennett government in the Bendigo-Castlemaine .
area in less than two years. The public sector job
losses include the following bodies: Bendigo
hospital, 185 jobs; Ann Coudle Centre, 195; Mount
Alexander Hospital, 140; Bendigo Psychiatric
Centre, 60; Bendigo and Loddon prisons, 40;
Department of Education regional office and
professional support staff, 205; at the railway
workshops, 108; rail workers based at Bendigo and
Castlemaine, 56; and Coliban Water, 53. He
identifies 100 more jobs lost from the fonner SECV,
the Gas and Fuel Corporation, the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources, housing and
planning, community health centres, ambulance
services and the labour department

Job losses in Bendigo continue. Railway workshop
employees believe they have been deliberately
starved of work in a ploy to slash jobs, with wagon
maintenance work being allocated to other areas.
The Public Transport Corporation has indicated that
Bendigo will lose 44 jobs by next July, bringing its
numbers down to 110.
In the western part of the state in Portland, the
former Port of Portland Authority commissioner and
Labor candidate for Portland, Bill Sharrock, has
warned that 50 jobs will be lost at the port authority
if it is sold as the state government's privatisation
program intends.

The closure of country hospitals represents not only
a loss in services but also a loss of jobs. Murtoa and
Ounes hospitals have already closed and Elmore
District Hospital is also due to close. The Leader of
the Opposition has identified Jeparit hospital,
Skipton and District Memorial Hospital, Lismore
and District Hospital and the Ripon Peace Memorial
Hospital at Beaufort as other hospitals likely to
close. So the closure of country hospitals is another
area where Liberal and National party members
have sold out their constituencies.
There is great concern at the prospective impact of
compulsory competitive tendering on local
government jobs. The three cities of the Latrobe
Valley--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mc THOMSON - You should listen to your
electorate for a change.
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The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member for Pascoe Vale will
address the Chair.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THOMSON - I will still be there. Have a
look at the map some time. The three cities of the
Latrobe Valley -Moe, Morwell and Traralgonhave indicated that they believe compulsory
competitive tendering leads to job losses. That belief
was reported in the lAtrobe Valley Express of
1 September 1994.

The loss of country rail services has also caused job
losses. The Ararat passenger rail service closed on
29 May, adding to the closure of passenger rail
services to Mildura and Leongatha. The government
has closed railway services from Shepparton to
Cobram and from Sale to Baimsdale, and reduced
train services to Wodonga. The Ararat PfC work
force has been reduced from a peak of around 500 to
600 people to fewer than 20 people.

The transfer by the Department of Agriculture of its
veterinary laboratories at Bendigo, Benalla,
Hamilton and Baimsdale to Centaur International
has also impacted on jobs.
But the most serious threat to jobs in country
Victoria now comes from the electricity industry. In
the first instance, former SECV offices have been
closed or scaled down across the state. Offices have
been closed at Anglesea, Bendigo, Cheltenham,
Dandenong, Essendon, Kyabram, Lakes Entrance,
Moe, MOmington, Morwell, Oakleigh, Prahran,
Ringwood, Rosebud, Sale, St Arnaud, Sunshine and
Woori Yallock and scaled down in many other
Victorian locations, including a number of
metropolitan locations. That has caused both job
losses and declining service standards.

The state government's moves to privatise the
former SECV and its decision to abandon the
uniform tariff will have an even more devastating
effect. The federal National Party MP,
Peter McGauran, has prepared a document
examining the effect on rural areas of the removal of
the uniform tariff for electricity in Victoria. That
document, which was leaked to the opposition,
notes that, although Australian electricity is the third
cheapest in the GECD, it remains a significant
component of household expenditure - it certainly
does under this government - and constitutes
around 5 per cent of average manufacturing
business costs and 3 per cent of the cost of farming,
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with higher costs for specialised farming such as
dairy farming.
He points out that the Australian Chamber of
Manufactures estimated that a 1 cent increase in
electricity prices in Victoria would reduce
manufacturing industry by 6 per cent to 7 per cent
and increase unemployment by a similar percentage.
He estimates that under the government's plans
rural residential consumers after three or four years
will be paying around 1 cent per kilowatt more for
electricity than under a uniform tariff and that,
based on the 1987 figures, there will be thousands of
extra unemployed people in rural areas as a result.
The essential point is that if electricity costs for
businesses in country areas exceed costs for
businesses in the metropolitan area, that will be to
the disadvantage of business and country areas and
that will cost jobs. Mr McGauran concludes that
Moves to discriminate between rural and urban
consumers will contnbute to the creation of an
'underclass' with heavy penalties for not living in a city.
This issue goes to the heart of deciding what rights

rural Victorians are to enjoy relative to urban dwellers
in the 21st century.

That sums up the situation exactly. Rural dwellers
have the right to the same services as city dwellers.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THOMSON - We have stuck with uniform
tariffs but you sell out your constituencies. Let me be
explicit The honourable member for Mildura sold
out his constituency by abandoning the uniform
tariff, resulting in higher electricity prices. The
government will keep the lid on prices until after the
next election, but then up will go the price of
electricity for rural consumers and down will go the
job opportunities and the economic future of those
areas.

Mr McGauran says that there are economic, social
and cultural arguments for encouraging regional
development rather than penalising rural dwellers
as this government is doing. He says that without
the retention of the uniform tariff for electricity,
there will be undeniable economic and social
dislocation in rural areas, with negative effects on
long-term regional development

The paper from Mr McGauran also points out that
the increased costs of living and doing business in
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the country will adversely affect or restrict regional
development, and that tourism can only be
encouraged by keeping the provision of services to
tourists cost competitive with competing regions
and the city.
Mr McGauran's analysis is echoed by Wimmera
businessman Don Laity, who says that the moves to
privatise the SECV will drive another nail into the
coffin of country Victoria. He points out that country
Victoria would have no hope of competing with
urban electricity users in a bartering system.
Melbourne's eastern suburbs, representing 500 000
consumer outlets, can bargain for the best price.
Horsham comes along and says, 'We want the same
price as Box Hill and we represent 4000 consumers'.
!hen Minyip comes along and says, 'We want the
same price and we represent 150 customers'.
Mr Laity said, 'You would hear the laughter in
Darwin. It would be like a corner store trying to
compete against K Mart'. He predicts that different
prices would force rural manufacturing industries
back to the city because they have suffered the
freight cost and petrol price discrepancy and now
they face further disadvantages in equitable power
prices.
Mr Laity says:
What we are getting is back to the pre-Bolte system
where farmers could not afford to have electricity
connected. Farmers are going to be forced back to the
19305 and the days of private generation.

They are the views of the Wimmera businessman,
and I suspect he is right Against this background of
government indifference and neglect it is not
surprising that regional unemployment figures
demonstrate higher levels of unemployment than
those for the metropolitan area.

If we look at the three months to April this year we
will see that the Victorian average unemployment
rate was 121 per cent with a participation rate of
63 per cent The Central Highlands/Wimmera area
had an unemployment rate of 16.2 per cent,
Gippsland an unemployment rate of 15.5 per cent,
the Barwon Western Region 12.8 per cent and the
Loddon Campaspe/Mallee region 123 per cent. In
addition, all these regions had a lower participation
rate than the Victorian average: 59.1 per cent for the
Central Highlands/Wimmera, 59.5 per cent for the
Loddon Campaspe/Mallee, 61.2 per cent for the
Barwon Western Region and 61.5 per cent for
Gippsland.
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Moe has been one of the worst affected areas, with
unemployment estimated in the middle of this year
at around the 25 per cent mark. The Momington
Peninsula and Cranboume areas have also been
adversely affected; their levels of retrenchments are
higher than those of other regions.
The evidence of continuing high unemployment in
country Victoria also comes from welfare agencies.
The Salvation Army reported in May that during the
past 12 months in Mildura alone almost 5500 people
had been assisted. The Salvation Army indicated
that the number of people it was helping in Mildura
had increased dramatically in recent times and that
increased unemployment certainly does not help.

In the Latrobe Valley employment levels have been
declining in absolute terms. A 1993 employment and
industry survey in the Latrobe region found that
employment levels had declined by 4.3 per cent and
that this year employers anticipated a further
decline of around 4.6 per cent Unemployment
figures for Portland from the middle of the year
showed a jump of some 23 per cent That is a pretty
sorry background. It throws up the question - An Honourable Member - What can you do?

Mr THOMSON - What can be done now or
what ought to be done now? In many regions
country people are moving to take advantage of the
Working Nation initiatives. The Latrobe Valley has
created Australia's first regional development
agreement to attract new investment and jobs for the
region, which has involved Deputy Prime Minister
Howe, ACTUsecretary Bill Kelty and local
politicians from all parties.

The Latrobe Valley development agreement is a
26-page document which, in my view, has a great
deal of potential. Portland intends to pilot a new
employment training program and has put forward
proposals for the New Work Opportunities
program -another of the Working Nation
initiatives - for people unemployed 18 months or
longer, including items such as foreshore
development, amenities blocks, maritime
environment, a tourism information centre, a GA
thermal horticultural project and landscaping of the
central business district

Mildura and other centres have also taken a great
deal of interest in the job compact and wage
subsidies for employer training, which can be as
high as $8260. One can reasonably expect substantial
progress in the establishment of regional
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employment development organisations in the
not-too-distant future.
Nevertheless there is a need for more initiatives if
we are serious about maintaining employment
opportunities in country Victoria and slowing the
population drift towards Melbourne. Measures such
as education, training and the development of
cultural opportunities outside Melbourne are very
important in providing an appropriate skills base
and living conditions, but three things have to
change before country Victoria can be confident
about its future capacity to compete.
The first is that it needs some stability and security
regarding its public sector. The rundown in jobs and
services has been so dramatic and the loss of job
security so total that it is very difficult for country
people and communities to plan ahead.
I believe country Victoria needs a moratorium on
public sector job cuts, and a Labor government
ought to be able to say to country Victoria: we will
not reduce any jobs or services in any part of
country Victoria for the next three years. I
acknowledge that this would diminish managerial
flexibility a little, but it would be more than offset by
the confidence and certainty it would create in
country Victoria if jobs and services were
maintained. I would see such a moratorium
applying to all areas of Victoria outside
metropolitan Melbourne. I would see it applying to
statutory bodies within the government's sphere of
control as well as to inner budget agencies. Local
government councils and commissioners should be
encouraged to adopt the same policy.

That applies to the public sector, but we should also
look at the area of business inputs. We need a
positive impact in two areas: electricity and petrol
prices. Petrol prices in country Victoria continue to
be unreasonably higher than those in the
metropolitan area. Data of the RACV published in
June of this year shows that while freight costs
account for up to 2 cents a litre difference between
retail prices in the city and the country - freight
costs can account for anything up to 2 cents a litre the average difference in price is from 3 cents to over
6 cents, with a typical gap being 4 or 5 cents per litre.
There are a number of options for change. We could
support the Victorian Automobile Chamber of
Commerce call for the introduction of terminal gate
pricing on the basis that whenever cheaper petrol
became available it would be distributed across the
whole Victorian market rather than to just a few
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selected areas. There are other options such as
removing the 3 cents per litre road tax levy in
country areas, which would be similar to the
approach taken in South Australia, which has a
differential franchise fee arrangement; or using the
power that ministers have under the Fuel Prices
Regulation Act of 1981 to declare specific areas of
the state and set maximum or fixed prices.
Terminal gate pricing is clearly worth further
consideration because of its real potential to even
out country petrol prices. Although removing the
3-cent-a-litre road tax in country areas would
substantially assist the rural economy, its revenue
implications would need to be studied and perhaps
adjustments made to the road construction program.
Setting maximum prices in country areas should be
used as a third option if the other two prove
impractical or ineffective.

Thirdly, we need to maintain the uniform electricity
tariff. U the Liberal government abandons it, the
Labor Party in government will reintroduce it. It is
essential to maintain the competitive nature of rural
businesses and, as Peter McGauran said, 1t goes to
the heart of deciding what rights rural Victorians are
to enjoy relative to urban dwellers in the 21st
century'.
I believe that trifecta of measures: a moratorium on
any country public service job cuts; measures to
reduce country petrol prices; and maintenance of the
uniform electricity tariff, will go a long way to
protecting and enhancing job prospects in rural and
regional Victoria.
It is important that we do this. We cannot afford to
have a drift to the cities. Victoria, of all the states,
has a strong urban concentration. The majority of
the population is located in the city of Melbourne
and its metropolitan surrounds. That is undesirable.
We need to maintain employment prospects in
country Victoria and to maintain the population in
country Victoria. It is by no means inevitable that
country areas should have higher unemployment
rates than the metropolitan area. States such as
Western Australia lead the field in the reduction of
unemployment rates. Its unemployment rate is
down to 8 per cent while ours is 11 per cent.
Queensland is also outperforming Victoria in terms
of employment opportunities. So it is clearly
po5Slble to have better employment opportunities in
rural areas. It is unnecessary for country areas to
have higher unemployment. We need to take the
sort of steps that I have outlined to change that.
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The budget is hypocritical and dishonest. It does not
provide key information that is needed to properly
assess how the Victorian economy is going. For
example, patronage figures for public transport have
not been prOvided. Why is that the case? Is it
because they would give the lie to the government's
claims about the impact of increased fares on the
number of Victorians using the service?
The budget also indicates poor priorities on the part
of the government It has spent millions of dollars on
new buildings and offices for the Premier, Treasurer
and others while massive cuts have been made to
schools, hospitals, child protection and ambulances.
More is being spent this year on the Premier's
capital works than for the entire health and
community services area. That is a reflection of the
government's priorities.
The budget continues the government's tradition of
secrecy. The government has introduced things like
the superannuation contribution, capital charges and
property services charges. Although some valid
reasons exist for allocating costs in this manner, the
budget does not show a breakdown of their effects.
The government has tried to obscure the truth and,
when all the accounting tricks and carryover are
removed, there is a 5.8 per cent drop in recurrent
appropriation for education and a 5.7 per cent drop
in health and community services. We have a
government that has been dishonest and is using
accounting tricks regarding the effect of its spending
cuts. For example, although the whole program no.
253, which provides for energy conservation and
alternative energy, has been removed, someone
forgot to tell the people who put the budget on the
computer disc to remove the program. They left the
program in, but of course there is no money for it!

Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I shall take
somewhat of a different line from the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale. I congratulate the
Treasurer on the budget he handed down some
weeks ago for 1994-95. It is with a great deal of pride
that I stand here as part of a team that has been
prepared to tackle the huge task, head on - of
bringing this state back from the brink of economic
ruin. Make no mistake about it, we are back!
Before we took office in 1992, Victoria - after
10 years of Labor maladministration - was on a
course for self-destruction. In just over two years we
have turned around a S3000 million deficit in the
current account We are going to finish this financial
year in surplus. That is a surplus that the Leader of
the Opposition, during 10 minutes on metropolitan
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radio a couple of weeks ago, would have turned
back. He spoke about spending on ambulances,
health, schools, the removal of the state deficit levy
and making totally irresponsible tax cuts.
Mr Thomson - Until the election!
Mr BILDSTIEN - The honourable member
knows full well we embarked on a program of
returning the current account to a surplus and the
state deficit levy is there because you and your
cronies during 10 years of government borrowed
more than was received in revenue. When I talk to
schoolkids that is what I say, 'If you earn $20 a week
in pocket money you cannot expect to spend $50 a
week.' That is what the Labor Party did for purely
political purposes to boost your popularity.
The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member for Mildura will
address the Chair.
Mr BILDSTIEN - After Victorians have
endured two years of hardship because of Labor's
mismanagement, incompetence and waste what
does the opposition want to do? It wants to go
straight back down the same path. The Leader of the
Opposition wants to take the state back exactly
where it was headed under Premiers Cain and
Kimer. He is not going to get that opportunity,
thank goodness!

Although it has been a tough job, we have not
shirked an issue. We have been prepared to tackle
the job head on and it is paying off. One of the
greatest recovery areas has been in the field of
workers compensation. This financial year we have
been able to deliver a reduction in premiums of the
order of $100 million to the state's 170000
employers, and that is on top of the $200 million
savings in premiums they enjoyed last financial year.
We have been able to reduce the unfunded liabilities
for Workcover from more than $2000 million to
around $200 million. The Minister responsible for
Workcover in another place is to be commended for
the action he has taken. We have taken what was
probably regarded as the most inefficient and
expensive workers compensation system in
Australia and turned it into a benchmark for other
states. It is a model for other states. Both employers
and employees have assisted us tremendously in
what I say is a sensational recovery.
The honourable member for Pascoe Value spoke
about job creation in country and regional Victoria.
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The last figures I saw showed that the government
had created 38 000 new jobs in Victoria in a
six-month period - that is three times more than
the national average. We are a pro-business
government. We want to help small business. 1hat is
the thrust of our entire strategy: to create the right
climate to allow the private sector to create a
sustainable long-term job market. Some 8000 new
businesses have opened their doors since we took
office in 1992, providing approximately 25 000 new
jobs in the small business sector. We are working to
remove the impediments by slashing red tape 450 regulations have gone out the door. We have
repealed all the W\I\ecessary regulations and
burdens which were imposed by the former
government and which made life so difficult for
small business.
One employer in my electorate will save $40 000 on
his Workcover premiums this finandal year. He is
thrilled to bits about that because it means he can
expand his business by injecting more money into
either more employees or his retail supermarket
outlet, improving the quality of the items he offers to
the public.

The honourable member for Pascoe Vale also talked
about cutbacks in the public sector. We make no
apologies for or seek to hide from cutting back the
public sector. 1hat occurred because the public
sector was allowed to become far too bloated under
the Labor government. It is not easy to have to ask
many good public servants to leave a system they
were invited to join under the previOUS government.
We understand that; but that decision was made
necessary by the fact that we were simply spending
far too much on a bloated bureaucracy. The Cain
and lGrner governments were getting the message
loud and clear from their federal colleagues and
from the Commonwealth Grants Commission that
Victoria was spending far too much in the three
big-spen<iing portfolios - 15 per cent more than the
national average in education, 10 or 12 per cent more
in health, and the same in public transport - and
were not getting better outcomes as a result. So that
was forced on us. We did not do it because we
wanted to; we did it because it was an absolute
necessity.
The public sector is now becoming more effident,

departments are becoming more accountable and
answerable and public sector management has been
geared for future growth and stability. Our credit
rating is improving, and that alone is saving
loog-suffering taxpayers millions of dollars.
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The government is doing more to attract new
investment into the state and businesses are
booming in many areas. You can see that in the
transport industry and the building industry, and
you certainly see it in primary production and in the
tourism industry. We are working hard to win a
bigger slice of the international market, not just for
Victoria but for the whole of Australia.
The government has been prepared to tackle some of
the big issues, one of which is local government
reform - and there is probably none bigger than
that. It is a huge task; and it is not easy, because not
all of those involved in local government have been
prepared to accept the changes without critidsm.
Nevertheless, it is important that we get the job
done. Local government is big business in Victoria.
It is a $3000 million a year industry, embracing
about 45 000 employees. So it is an area of
government we must look closely at.
The private sector has had to go through reform and
restructure and the same is true of the public sector;
there is no reason why local government should be
immune from restructuring. Local councils must
recognise that the reform agenda is designed to
strengthen, not weaken, local government
institutions and to get a better deal for ratepayers
who, let's face it, are in turn taxpayers and
constituents.
As you know, Mr Acting Speaker, I represent a
country area. Naturally enough, there has been a

backlash in country areas to some of the actions the
government has taken. That has been
enthusiastically fuelled by the Labor Party and some
sections of the media. But if you sit down and look
at what has been achieved in country and regional
Victoria over the past two years, you will see that
this government has done far more than was ever
imagined. If you compare that with the 10 years of
Labor administration, you will see that we stack up
very well. Ministers have been visiting all parts of
country Victoria, meeting organisations,
municipalities and individuals.
TIlls state has a 22-member cabinet. No fewer than

17 ministers have visited Mildura during the past
couple of years, and some have been back three or
four times, including the ministers who hold the
tourism, agriculture and regional development
portfolios, all relevant to the area. Half the members
of the cabinet represent rural and regional Victoria.
Five of the seven parliamentary secretaries represent
rural and regional Victoria. One minister is
specifically charged with regional development. He
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is supported by a committee headed by my
colleague in another place, the Honourable Ron Best.
That committee continually tours throughout
Victoria, meeting country people and telling them
about the types of things this government is doing to
help them.
I had a quick look at the capital works funding
coming into my electorate - and we are talking
about $13 million over two years. The claims
proffered by the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale and others on the opposition benches that there
is no investment activity in and no funds being
allocated by the government to country areas are
absolute nonsense. Mildura will receive $13 million
over the next two financial years, including
$9.4 million in this financial year. Most of that will
be spent on public housing, mainly for elderly
person and family accommodation. When you inject
that sort of money you generate job opportunities in
the building industry, which has spin-offs for those
who supply the furnishings and so on. The rest has
been earmarked £or schools.

The government is spending a considerable amount
of money, in the order of $3 million, to upgrade
schools in my electorate. That money has been very
warmly welcomed by those school communities not only school councils but also teaching staff as
well. They recognise that in the 10 years of Labor
administration they got nothing like the sorts of
allocations that are now coming to schools for
urgently needed maintenance and upgrading. There
is a general recognition that if it had not been for the
quality provision process and the support of the
Minister for Education, those allocations would
simply not be available.
Other important parts of my electorate are

benefiting from the receipt of budget funds. The
government will spend about $750 000 over two
years to upgrade and widen the Calder Highway
between Mildura and Irymple. Some $230 000 has
been earmarked £or an urgently needed upgrading
of the Mildura state government offices, and
$4 million has been allocated for stage two of the
Wimmera-Ma1lee pipeline.
They are all good news stories, which unfortunately
are not always reported in the media. They are the
sorts of positive outcomes that have been generated
in my electorate alone as a result of both the prudent
measures the Treasurer has imposed in the 1993-94
and 1994-95 budgets and the revenue-raising
measures and expenditure restraint the government
has approved.
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Something that pleases me is the allocation of
$2.5 million over three years for the development of
a regional strategy for Sunraysia. The honourable
member for Pascoe Vale talked about the
government's having no vision and no foresight for
growth and development in country areas. Well, he
was talking through his bootlaces! Over the past 18
months the Sunraysia Development Corporation has
been working on a strategy for the district £or the
years 1994 to 2015. That has just been released. It is a
very comprehensive and positive document that has
been developed in consultation with the local
community.
On top of that, this government is injecting $850 000
a year for the next three years to be matched by the
commonwealth government in a pilot project to
develop a whole regional sustainable strategy. 'Those
are the sorts of measures that are taking place at the
moment. To complement that, on the
unemployment side the government has provided
nearly $250 000 to the Sunraysia Murray group
training organisation based in Mildura to help the
long-term jobless, particularly those from
non-English-speaking backgrounds and those over
40 years who have had difficulty obtaining
employment.

The government has certainly taken some
constructive and positive actions not only in my area
but right across regional Victoria. Unfortunately
they have not had the media coverage they deserve.
The initiatives are there and they are progressing
with the blessing and financial support of this
government
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale talked
about the need to address fuel prices in country

areas, an issue that is a thorn in the side of all
members of the house who represent rural Victoria.
It is constantly raised with the Premier when he
visits rural Victoria, which is much more often than
the visits of his predecessors when they were in
government A backbench committee, headed by the
Honourable David Evans, has done a lot of work on
the issue. The government has made submissions to
the Industry Commission on fuel prices. Although I
do not know whether the opposition has made a
submission to the Industry Commission on fuel
prices in country Victoria, based on the comments
and criticisms being levelled by the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale, I assume that it has. I will
be interested to learn whether the opposition has put
its money where its mouth is: whether it has taken
action to remedy the problem or whether it is just
prepared to whine, whinge and carp without
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offering positive means of addressing the problems.
That is what the government has done; it has been
prepared to take the issue right to the Industry
Commission.
We have made great strides with the budget. The
Treasurer should be commended. We have
implemented far-reaching reforms over the past
couple of years. We have turned the state back from
the jaws of the debt trap that we inherited: those
twin evils of defidt and debt. Let us remember the
$70 billion of pure debt and unfunded liabilities, on
top of the $30 billion current accoWlt defidt. We
have fundamentally been responsible managers of
our public finances and that action has led to the
rebuilding of Victoria. I think. we can all take some
pride in turning the clock forward. If the opposition
were still in office, it would have turned the clock
back by continuing to irresponsibly run up debt.

The government has been involved in a success
story and that has certainly been the subject of much
media comment. Over the past couple of days, the
opposition has been prone to commenting from
media reports. I want to comment on a media report
of the Herald Sun of 1 October. Terry McCrann, a
well respected and authoritative commentator,
wrote an article headed 'Kennett slows handcart to
hell':
Despite the image of'sIashing and burning', that's both
unfair and misleading as to what the Kennett-Stockdale
government set out to do, and more importantly what
it has done over the past two years in an extremely
tricky act to balance three competing but crucially
integrated objectives.
F1I'St, and unavoidably, was stemming the red ink-

the deficits caused by a state living wildly beyond its
means and, in the process, pouring more debt onto the
already astronomically high debt
This was an exposed in the independent audit of the
state', finances by the Kimer government, released
before the election. It was summarised in the report's
chilling words: 'Victoria has a major debt problem'.
It spelt out that the state's debt was $33 billion - plus
another $19 billion in superannuation promised to
public servants but not provided for.
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Those are the sorts of figures we must never forget,
and we will continue to remind the house of the
impact of the debt that we inherited. The article
continues:
This debt was not some theoretical balance-sheet

figure, remote and irrelevant to ordinary Victorians. It
meant that 25 cents in every dollar of state revenue was
soaked away up front to pay interest and other
financial obligations.
That was 25 cents in every dollar of state revenue not
spent on health, on education, on transport - or in
paying off a tiny part of the debt or lowering state taxes.
So the incoming government had no choice but to
staunch the fiscal red ink. It had to cut spending, and it
had to cut it brutally. Anyone arguing differently is
really hoping we could win some sort of multibillion
dollar global Tattslotto.
But crucially, cutting spending was not necessarily the
same thing as cutting services. The Victorian public
service was bloated and overmanned - we were
paying for people and rorts and inefficiencies, not
services.

Before the honourable member for Pascoe Vale
comes into the chamber and comments on cutbacks
in public sector employment he should reflect on the
words of Terry McCrann.
The government has just passed the halfway mark in
its first of what I am sure will be many terms and
there have been reflective comments in the editorial
columns of our daily newspapers. It is important to
share some of those remarks with honourable
members. The editorial in the Herald Sun of
1 October states:
Today the flower of optimism is blooming again in the
Garden State, now renamed, Victoria on the Move.
Remarkably, despite excruciating pain caused by the
Kennett agenda, a majority still back the coalition.

A majority of people still back the coalition. Let us
remember that; that is what the polls are showing.
The editorial continues:
This is a measure of public faith in the government as a

This meant that every Victorian entered. the world with
a 512 600 debt on their tiny shoulders - rising
inexorably by about $1000 every year. The debt load on
Victorians was equivalent to an extra $60 000 to $70 000
01\ every home mortgage in the state.

sound economic manager willing to take tough
decisions to repair the damage done in the Cain-Kirner
decade.
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Remember the joke Sydneysiders used to tell?
Question: what is the capital of Victoria? Reply: five
cents.
Who could have believed that within so short a time
the state that was a laughing stock would be heading
for a billion dollar budget surplus?

The Treasurer, who is now sitting at the table, can
take a great deal of credit for that improvement and
turnaround in Victoria's fortunes. The editorial also
comments on our political opponents. Some would
ask, 'What political opponents?' It states:
One of Jeff Kennett's greatest assets is opposition leader
John Brumby. As a result, Mr Kennett shares with
Paul Keating the luxury of having an armchair ride in
the absence of an effective opposition.

Although we do not have an effective opposition in
this state we are not going to be complacent. The
government has a program - a short, medium and
long-term program - and it will stick to it despite
the fact that the opposition has a limp leader. I use
those words - -

Ms Marple - We don't need to have an
explanation for using them!
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of the opposition caucus, probably had the chance to
vote on whether you wanted him to be your leader.
We all know the result of that vote: he has been
returned as a temporary leader and the people of
Victoria have become increasingly dissatisfied.
As for the media commentaries on the leader, you
only have to look at today's Herald Sun, which has a
heading 'Brumby bombs out' to see what they say.
The government, after hearing the allegations of the
Leader of the Opposition, was prepared to have a
motion debated in this house for many hours to
allow the Leader of the Opposition and members of
his party to put up or shut up; to tell us all the times
and places and the names of those people he
believed had acted improperly and were going to be
in gaol by 1996. What happened? Here is the
headline: 'Brumby bombs out'. We didn't get any
evidence. I quote the comments from the editorial in
today's Herald Sun:
Mr Brumby's gratuitous naming of several people he
claims have benefited from being friends with the
Kennett government has not repaired the opposition
leader's shaky credibility. It was a resort to smear
tactics.

He produced no evidence under the protection of
parliamentary privilege - -

Mr BILDSTlEN - I use those words because I

am quoting the heading of the editorial in the
Sunday Herald Sun of 2 October. It is only a short
editorial so I thought we should reflect on what it
had to say about the Leader of the Opposition:
It is becoming increasingly difficult to take seriously
much of what is said by Victoria's opposition leader,

Mc John Brumby.
His latest offering in which he speculated that some
leading Victorian businessmen would be in gaol by
1996, is astonishing.

Without presenting any evidence that is needed, he has
hinted darkly that be will, given the opportunity after
the next election, set up a W A Inc-style royal
commission to probe the Kennett government's
dealings with business.
It is the stuff of limp leadership, but one suspects his
own career will unravel before he has the opportunity

so he was here in cowards' castle and still didn't
produce the goods to support his earlier charge, made to the Herald Sun,
that certain people would be in gaol by the time he won
government in 1996.

There is no way he is going to win government in
1996 and there is no way he is going to be Leader of
the Opposition in 1996, I can assure you of that!
Mr Turner interjected.
Mr BILDSTIEN - He is our greatest asset and
when people use the term 'empty suit' it is
absolutely applicable, because that is the only term
that I and all my colleagues can think of to describe
the Leader of the Opposition. He is a man without
substance!

Ms Marple interjected.

to implement his empty threats.

There is no doubt that the Leader of the Opposition's
career is going to unravel. Mr Acting Speaker, some
months ago back in April or May, you, as a member

Mr BILDSTIEN - He is a man without
substance. He had the opportunity yesterday and on
Tuesday to deliver and he didn't! What did Matthew
Pinkney say in today's Herald Sun? He said:
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Handed the protection of Parliament and unlimited
time to substantiate his allegations, he was dreadful.

At one point he read from newspaper aitiques of the
government's failings and when pressed on the
inadequacy of his approach, shouted at the government
benches, 'You produce the evidence'.

He has gone out there and made the allegations.
Given the opportunity to come in here and
substantiate them he wants us to give them the
documents and the evidence! The man should
apologise to the business community. He has had
the opportunity to put up. He didn't do that An
apology is the very least that should be forthcoming.

I see he has entered the chamber now and is going to
make a contribution to the debate on the budget. I
trust the apology will be the first part of his
conbibution to the debate on the Appropriation Bill.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - Two
days ago in this Parliament the government pulled
on the debate on the Appropriation Bill in the
middle of the night However you want to describe
that it was a totally unacceptable and outrageous act

Mr Pescott interjected.
Mr BRUMBY -It was designed purely and
solely to not allow me to respond to the budget in
daylight hours and in media time, as is the practice
in every other Parliament in Australia. Let me
emphasise: in every other Parliament in Australia
that courtesy is extended to the Leader of the
Opposition, to respond to the budget. But not in this
Victorian Parliament where democracy has been
basically shut down; not in this state, where judges
have been sacked, where statutory appointees have
been sacked, where local government councillors
have been sacked, where the state constitution has
been violated on more than 50 occasions, where
parliamentary debate is gagged regularly on a
weekly basis and where the Freedom of Information
Act is totally dismembered.
Mr Eo R. Smith interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I won't respond to inteljections.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER-Order! The
honourable member for Glen Waverley is being
disorderly. The Leader of the Opposition, without
that sort of assistance.
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Mr BRUMBY - What an interesting interjection,
because in every other state Parliament and in the
federal Parliament the Leader of the Opposition is
given the same time a week later to respond to the
budget. 'The people of Victoria are saying: what are
you running away from? They are saying: why
won't you give the opposition time to respond to the
budget?
Mr Eo R. Smith interjected.
The DEPlTI'Y SPEAKER - Order! The Chair
often says when presiding that interjection across
the chamber can stimulate debate, but there needs to
be some commonsense applied to that sort of
interjection. I suggest to the honourable member for
Glen Waverley that he desist from his vociferous
injections or find something better to do outside the
chamber. The Leader of the Opposition.

Mr BRUMBY -It is no wonder that people are
fleeing this state in droves, is it? More than 30 000 a
year! Each two years we lose a city the size of
Bendigo out of Victoria under the Kennett
government - more than 30 ()()() Victorians net loss
every year! What we have is the greatest exodus
ever in Victoria's history, as people escape from the
policies of this government
Mr Pescott interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - I repeat there is no other
Parliament in Australia which tolerates such an
attack on democracy. If you check the records for the
last time any Parliament in Australia pulled such a
stunt by pulling on a debate in the middle of the
night, you will find that it was the corrupt
Bjelke-Petersen government in Queensland that did
it to ram through the legislation that allowed it to
bulldoze the Be1lview Hotel. That is the only
occasion that a stunt like that has been pulled - by
the corrupt government in Queensland!
What people want to know is what this government
is nmning away from. It is not hard to see. It is
running away from a budget that is prepared by a
useless Treasurer. It is running away from a budget
prepared by a Treasurer who was $3 billion out in
his estimates: the worst Treasurer in Australia more than $3 billion out in his estimates of revenue
and expenditure. No other Treasurer in political
history ever got the figures as wrong as this
Treasurer did.
This is the so-called 'crisis is over' budget. It is the

budget that one newspaper described as on track.
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The only thing on track is the gravy train. The gravy
train is on track. If you are a mate, a crony, if you are
a member of the Liberal Party, if you are former
Elders-IXL employee, if you are a high roller at the
right end of town, this budget is for you; the gravy
train is running on time. But for ordinary Victorian
families this budget is a disaster.

Mr Pescott - You are up to seven.
Mr BRUMBY - I think the crisis is over for the
Treasurer and the Premier because in this budget
they get nice new ministerial offices worth
$30 million, but - Mr Pescott - Up to eight
Mr BRUMBY - But the crisis is not over for
people who are waiting to get into hospitals; it is not
over for people who can't get their children into
preschools.
The crisis is not over in schools across VictOria, nor
in Mildurai the crisis is not over in country Victoria.
The crisis may be over for the Premier and Treasurer
but the crisis is not over for ordinary Victorian
families.
This is a budget of highs and lows - high
unemployment, high taxes and charges, high
statistical obfuscation. It also has lows -low
growth, low confidence, low population growth,
low government services and low levels of
understanding about what a budget should provide
for the people who pay for it - that is, Victorians. In
that sense, it is a hypocritical if not a dishonest
budget
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I would not say this Treasurer has been fiddling the
books - that would be unfair at this stage - but he
has been fiddling with the books. He gives new
meaning to the concept of double entry bookkeeping
because he must surely keep two sets of books. One
is to show the Victorian publiCi the other is for the
Treasurer and the Premier to keep to themselves, to
look at late at night - they show what clever people
they are at fooling the Victorian taxpayers.
This government could be like the British war office
in World War 1; Prime Minister Asquith said the
war office kept count of war casualties in three
books: one to fool the public, one to fool the cabinet
and one to fool themselves. As another politician
remarked, 'You cannot fool all the people all the
time'.
One must ask who is making the money out of two
years of slashing and trashing in Victoria. Is it the
ordinary Victorian or is it the government's mates?
Is it the ordinary Victorian or perhaps it is
government ministers who can afford new offices
and silver service?
What does it say about this government's priorities
that it can spend $30 million on new buildings and
offices for the Premier, Treasurer and others while it
implements massive funding cuts to health and
community services, ambulances, preschools and
child protection? What does it say about its
priorities? Moreover, more money is to be spent
from this year's budget on new ministerial offices
for the Premier, the Treasurer and others $30 million - than will be spent on the entire health
and community services sector.
Government backbenchers should know the facts.

The government fails to provide key information in
this budget For example, patronage figures for

public transport are not prOvided. Why? Could it be
they give the lie to the government's claims about
the impact of increased fares and public transport
patronage? That is why the figures have been
deleted.
What is the state budget supposed to do? It is
supposed to give an accurate figure of the accounts
of Victoria and the information about Victoria's
income and expenditure for the next 12 months. It is
a negligent budget even in that regard. Only one
person is to be blamed for this negligence - the
bookkeeper, the Treasurer, the accountant,
Mr Stockdale. He is a bit like Neroi he is alleged to
have been fiddling while Rome burned!

Mr Bildstien interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - When constituents in Mildura
need capital works for schools or hospitals, when
they need more money, they should know about the
$30 million being spent on new offices. It is more
than the total capital. works budget for the
Department of Health and Community Services in
Victoria! We need another set of books for Victoria.
We need another budget We need an honest
budget. We need a budget - Mr Bildstien interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Mildura had the last
call--
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Mr Bildstien interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I ask the
honourable member for Mildura to get to his feet
and apologise to the house.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I withdraw.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
thought you asked him to apologise.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! He withdrew,
which is an apology.
Mr BRUMBY - We need information not about
numbers but about people. People look to certain
things from the budget of a government. They look
for openness and honesty, a focus on fundamentals,
health, education, transport, taxes and charg~. They
look to a government which properly looks after the
interests of all Victorians, and not just a few. I want
to talk about those issues: openness and honesty,
some of the fundamentals, education, health,
community services. I also want to say something
about privatisation and finally, about country
Victoria.
I turn to the issue of openness and honesty because
this government clearly fears open and transparent
government. This budget continues with the
tradition of secrecy. The government introduced in
this budget a number of accounting measures
dealing with departmental outlays. It introduced
superannuation contributions, capital charges and
property service charges. In addition, it has carried
over funds, particularly in the health portfolio,
which for a variety of reasons were not spent last
year. If you then readjust the budget tables after
allowing for adjustments for the superannuation
contributions, the capital charges and the property
service charges, you get an honest but also a totally
different picture of what is happening to budget
outlays in the state.
I seek leave to have tables 1 to 10, which I have
prepared and circulated to the Speaker and to the
Treasurer some time ago, incorporated in Hansard.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - These tables
were provided to me on Tuesday. I suggested to the
Opposition Whip then that they were not in
accordance with the procedures of the house. I
understand from the whip that they have not been
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cleared with Hansard as being appropriate for
incorporation.
You only need look at them to see they are not
appropriate for incorporation. I am addressing
tables 1 to 12 of which table 1 is representative. It
would need to be photo-reduced for incorporation
in Hansard. It is barely legible in its present form and
after photo-reduction, it would be totally illegible.
Other than tables 28 and 29, none includes any
source information. Those two do include ABS
source information, thus indicating that the Leader
of the Opposition presumably understands the need
for information sources, but the documents are not
in accordance with the usual procedures of the
house.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Before the
Leader of the Opposition speaks, I am advised that
the Speaker has approved of the tables; that Hansard
has also viewed them and is of the opinion there is
no problem with them.
Mr STOCKDALE - I wish to put on record that
contrary to the suggestion from the honourable
member for Dandenong North, I did advise the
whip of my view at the time the whip consulted
with me. I advised him of my view, that the tables
did not accord with the usual procedures, and
advised him that they had to be cleared with
Hansard.

Mr Andrianopoulos interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Would the
honourable member for Mill Park like to go home
early?
Mr STOCK DALE - That would explain why
they have now been cleared with Hansard. I accept
your ruling, Mr Deputy Speaker.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The ruling is
that the Speaker and Hansard have both accepted
the documents as put forward by the Leader of the
Opposition. They will be incorporated. Is leave
granted?
Mr STOCKDALE - Yes.

Leave granted; tables as follow:
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DlSCR£nONARY CARRYOiIER OF FUNDS FRO" 1~
TOTAl. ~O\IER OF FIMt)3 RtOM IJ'~

5439

446
~

UTWATED ACTUAl. CHANGE .. ANNUAL WORKS .. aEItVICU
TlON F EltPENcrTUltE CARRIED OYEII FItOII ,MlIN WAD
8E£N IP£HT ..... 0ftIGINAU.Y IWDGETm

_0PttIA

a. . . .

INOoVIHAL" IHClfEAS£ IN ANNUAL WOottKS &
APPROPRJA TJON

,""

~RVlCES
46.2""

a. . . •. .ua•. .• . •.XA
. . .•. . •. .ADXL
. . . . . .•.•. . . . w.6R
.. 6...... 1
...

VICU·~11OH
I R &........•.........
D..
.~VO\IPS+W>"" $NNrM·~Y

k. •.•. .

fDX
..• L . ..

it..

2C.1%
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TABLE 5
(OUCATION
:OTA.:. PROGRAM

EOUCATION
TOTA.:. PROGRAM

ALLOCATiONS

ALLOCATiONS

199:>-94

1994-95

~,

E.-t.

Appropnat.an authority

Actpt'op~tio"
R~

3130'1I~

authortry ava,labl.

c-,,"o«i _ oun.y.

Ad_-'''IO~''''''

Tn.. .. and own account out I.,.. (nel)
TOTAL PROGRAM OUT~V$

301It03,

33~'233

.... n ...

2085309

203931~

~.onl.1

13306
710913
3]5667

~H

~anCl

Ohor....- casu

Cu"e"t franaf.r peymenta
TOT AL COST OF SERVICES

I~'

262796

3'3~'"

333130
3320114
·'OO:>4J

297e~11

31110271

Recoo.<pol _ _
~--

o

copitM~

NET COST OF SERVICES
D'r-.c1 addhkHte to public 'nf,...,ruC1ura. ".. lItocka and lend
acqu .. ttton
S - 01 rur.d_to
Caprtal
Ad •• nc.ee petd

2'991~
.~~

,ra""., ""_,.

«3

o

"'-to oI_onc.o

WortrfOfca ~UChon peyme"'.

CAPITAL OUT~Y$
TOTAL PROGRAM OUT~VS

121~"

301111031

33~1233

111725

NOMINAL CHANGE IN ANNUAL RECURRENT APPROPRIATION
LESS .

INCREASE IN SUPERANNUA. nON ALLOCA nON
I"'POsmON O~ CAPITAL CHARGE

111% OF STATE FUND£[) CAPITAL OUTLAYS)
''''POsmON OF PROPERTY SERVlCE CHARGES
ESTWA TED ACTUAL CHANGE IH ANNUAL RECURRENT
APPROPRIATION

e!OJ

-138011

NON-DISCRETlONARY CARRYOIIER OF FUNDS fROM , _
DISCRETIONARY c;ARRYOIIER OF FUNDS fROM
TOTAL CA_YOI/EJI OF FUNDS FROIII

'II~
,~

EIlWATEO ACTUAL CHANGE IH ANNUAL RECURRENT
APPROPRlATlON IF EXPENDITURE CARRIED OVER FR0III1"lIN HAD
8E.EN SPENT AS ORIGINALlY aUDGETEO

ISIISZ

·'N922

INOIIINAL % INCREASE IN ANNUAL RECURRENT
APPROPRlA nON

TJMATEO IIICTUAl. % IHCR&Ase If AHHUAL.
iRECUIIlREJtT APPROPRJA"TION
IFCAA~VO\lI(lltSHAJ) _EN $PINT . . OftICINAU.V
~AND.AU.OCAT1ONQF~11OH,

Al.·~ESAHI)~~$awtGlS

.&.B%

~

CHANGE IH WORKS

a. SERVICES _OPRlAT1OH

7510

lESS
NON-D/SCRETlONARY CARRYOVER OF fUNDS FRO'" ,p~
DISCRETIONARY CARRYOVER OF FUNDS FRO'" lP~

977

TOTAL CARRYOIlER OF FUNDS FROM U"'J.S4

1312

~

EIlWATED ACTUAL CHANGE IH ANNUAL WORKS a. SERVlCEII
_OPRIAT1OH IF EXPENDITURE CARRIED OVER FROIII IHlIN HAD
BEEN SP£HT AS OftIiGINALl Y BUDGETED

NOIIINAL " INCREASE IN ANNUAL WORKS" SERVICES
APPROPRlA nON

a.. . .

VICES APf'R~T1ON
..12
...•.•..tuXC
. •. . . •.•. . . "..... iA&iJL
.....•.•........Si
•. . .•. .•. •. .iA
• .• . . .• . . AN
. • . . •. •. . •. .AiJXL
•.. . .•. . . . •. .•. . •.W
. . 6A
. . . . . . . .ki
. . . •. •. •. '. •. .

.,CAR~VO\IEU)W)_EN$PINT . . ~.,

3.7%

-
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TABLE 6
ENERG'I' &

ENERGY &

Appropnatlon alJfhonty

Rec:ur.... ,notonal)
s.w-..Ce5 I no1Ionoi)

Approprl.tton aU1l\Ority a.lilabl4l
a-a;f.ed _ oun.ys
R~

A""'_"IO_JOna
~c.ount

MINERALS

,O,Al PROGRAM
A.:...LOCATIONS

'99:;'!>4

,994-9'i

Ac1Ua1

ESlImate

Speo.'

_

ArnJaI wcrts V<I

ltu" and own

MINERALS

'O,Al PROGRAM
AlLOCATIONS

out\..,. tne1)

TOTAl. PROGRAM OUTLAYS

'652::
'698
11220
-.57.
·25
149

26999
6211
33210
-6559

,nS6

2571W

1n

~
Adnwn~t ... flY.

and . .rvIC. prOV.llon co.ta

Well" .,., saI8neS
~

~aon(.)
__
_ cosUIO)

eu,..,..' ,... ttsfet' peyrMntl

7~

740!l

23

760

g()85

,84Q.O

212
,87:lA

TOTAl. COST OF SERIIICES

Ctwv---..-

27,'2

-657

-655.

,1088

~53

1(l68

5561

0
630

650

Recoup 01 ~c.piUI"'

NET COST OF SERIIICES
0119C1: addttlOn. to public 'nfrastrUC1ur., net .. oc". aM land
~0I
__
acqu
.. ttK.n

R_.

Capital 1ranef.,
A.ch,anc . . pAtd

peyme"'.

0

oI_

payment.
CAPITAl. OUTLAYS
TOTAl. PROGR ...... OUTLAYS

WoR1OfCI ...educ:ttOn

1 lie

8211
2571W

,n86

'Oo&n

NOMINAl CHANGE IN ANNUAl. RECURRENT APPROPRIATlOH

lESS .
INCRE.A.SE IN SUPERANNUA nO#> .&UOCA nON
IMPOsmON OF CAPITAL CHARGE
~ OF STATE FUNDED CAPITAL OUTl-4YS)
IAlPOsmoN OF PROPERTY SERVICE CHARGES

731
497

0

ESTWATEO ACTllAl. CHAHGE IN AHNUAl. RECURRENT
APPROPRiATlON

'2.'

NON-DISCRETlONARY CARRYOvu/ OF FUNDS FROM lPP;w4
DISCRETIONARY CARRYOvu/ OF FUNDS FROM lP~

871

TOTAL. CARRYOIIER OF FUNDS HlO .. '"l4I4

'71

ESTWATED ACTUAL. CHAHGE IN ANNUAl. RECURRENT
APPROPItlATlON IF EJ:PENDlTURE CARREO OVER FROM '"3114 HAD
BEEN $P£NT AS 0IaGINAU. Y BUDGETED

75()7

!

NOMINAL % INCRfASE IN ANNUAL RECURREKT
APPROPRJA TlON

63.4%

43.2".4

~

.513

CHANGE .. WORKS .. SERIIICES APPROPRIATION

lESS
NON-DISCP.£TJONARY CARRYOVU/ OF FlAVDS FROM
DISCRETIONARY CARRYOvu/ OF FUNDS FRO..,

,g~

13:

Ig~

0

,"

TOTAL. CARRYOIIER 01' FUNDS HIOtf'"l4I4

~TED ACTUAl. CHANGE IN AHNUAl. WORKS .. SERIIICES

AP9ItOPftlA TlON F UPENOITURE CAltItlED OVER
IlEEJlIPENT Aa ORGINAU.Y BUDGETED

I

F~OII 1tt3IN HAD

U5,

NOMINAL. " INCREASE IN ANNUAL WORKS & SERVICES

APPf!fOPRJA noN

265.3%

23%;"~
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TABLE 7
~"CS

H"CS

TOT AL PROGRAloI
ALLOCATIONS

TOT AL PROGRAM
ALLOCATIONS

App'<>t><'-Olion .... "orIty

7066!15

2i934'
.
'6$02
Appr<>t><'-O''''"
....
••• iloble
Itec:eopca cJM.oK
_hority
_ oua.ya
~ft)~

T rveI .ftd own account out •.,.. (rwll
T01Al. PROGRAM OUTLAYS

-21~

..J302f
-23315<18

·2331~

2352~

233362.

23,,867
'537119
'2E"52

234625'
2064a7
,3337'2

~76

~.

~

AdrNn... rat ... eno

a.M"YtC.

P'O'II',.tOn

c~.

Current ,,.na1.r p.ymente
TOTAl. COST OF SER\/ICES

'--_---...
" - oI _ _

~""-

N£T COST OF IER\/ICES
Direc1 ocIdltione '0 public Inl,... rUC1u ... _
Kqut.lllofl
S-oItixed_

SI'U27

.. oea. .,.d Iond
,~,

·3020
8270

Copltol ..."et ... _ , •
......._
...Id

~27

R _ _ _ oI _ _

·90
Wottdcw~ redYC't1lOft p.I')IIftIItnt.

CAPITAl. OUTLAYS
TOTAl. PflOCOItAll OUTLAYS

'03'"

NOMIIUU. CHANGE IN ANNUAL RECURRENT _oPItlATlON

LESSINCREASE IN S~UAnoN ALt0CA1!ON
'''POS/1!ON OF CAPITAL CHARGe
1ft OF STATE FUNDED CAPITAL OUTLAYS)
'''POS,noN 01' PROPERTY SERIIICE CHARGES

f23BU
47U

UTlIIAT£D ACTUAL CHAHGE IN ANNUAL RECUIlItOCT
APf'ROI'tIIATlON
NON-ClISCRE1!ONARY CARRYO\IER OF FUNDS FRO .. 1~
DlSCRE1!ONARY CARRYO\IER OF FUNDS FRO"" 1~
TOTAL CARm'OIl'9t OF FCJIfOS MOll f.u..4

..z

,,~

ESlWATED ACTUAl. CHANGE IN ANNUAL IlECInlItENT
_oPItlAllON If UP£NorTUItE CAltRED 0\1£11 ntOll'~ HAD
_NT AS 0ItIGINAU Y auOCOETEO

aEEJj

.,>'

~ CHNlGE

IN watKS" ""\/ICES _oPItlATlON

7'.,

~

NON-ClISCRE1!ONARY CARRYO\IER 01' FUNOS FRO"" f~
DlSCRE1!ONARY CARRYO\IER OF FUNDS FRO"" f~
TOTAL ~O\lElt OF FlJfIDS MOll f.u..4

ESlWATED ~ CHANGE IN ANNUAL watKS" Sfltw::ES
_OI'tIIAllON If UP£NDrTUtlE CAltItlED 0\I£It 1'1tOII,.a... HAD

KEN IKNT AI 0ItIGINAU Y auOCOETEO

I

NOMINAL " IHCItLtSE IN ANNUAL tI\'OMS "
~ATION

se~s

)2g"

o
321',
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TABLE 8
JUSnCE
TO-:-A.

PROGRA~

AllOCATIONS

JUSTICE
"'C:A:" ~ROGRA"'"
ALLOC A TIONS

'993·94

Annual Recurrent tnooonaf)

""'387
·149944

""-'_n8U1t>o,;,yov_

R..,.;pa _

..

A~ro

Trust .w:t

69524
'026656
45209

0UfJIys

___

·39111
30250
982582

own ecc:ount OU'dIrva {netl

TOTAL PROGRAM OVTl.AYS

waQeS.-.d . . . . .s
SuperWVlUatJon 11;

0t:t'Mtf depwtmentJII costs tbJ
Currwr! . . - - _

TOTAL COST OF SERVICES

o..v--........-...
R-., 0' _ _

~

ctwp.

NET COST OF SEJIVIC£S

655794
96'5
334288
'()4.460
1104158
.150195

75589
1217548
'75320
146St57
.155289
·94313
3'727
1250582

953962

672784
'58532
369423
'05453
1306192
·155458
0
1150734

28708
0
,97

9972'
0
266

·287

140
C
99847
1250582

Dorect _ , . , IU*: - - . . " " _ _ _ _ _
~o,

__

~--"~oledv~
W
_.-.ction _ _

CAI'ITAlOVTl.Al·S
TOTAl ",OOAAM OVTl.AYS

28619
982582

NOMINAl CKANOE III .......AlIlEC\JIIft£NT AI'PfIOPRlATlON

190892

LESS·

INCREASE IN SuPERANNUA T10N AUOCA T10N
IMPOsrTION OF CAPITAL CHARGE
18% OF STATf FUNO£D CAPITAL O<fTlAYSI
IMPOSITION OF PROPERTY SERVICE CHARGES

24160

7997
3742

'!>4993
NON-DlSCRE71ONARY CARRYOVf'R OF FUNDS FROM 1!1!13/!J4
DISCRETIONARY CARRYOVf'R OF FUNDS FROM 1993/!J4

20568

CAMYOIIPOFRJMJSFIIOM'~

20SU

TOTAL

ESTWATED AcnJAl CHANGE III

"'-"AlIlE~ A~TlON

EXPOIDfTUtIIE CAJIIIIED 0VfJI FROM '"3194 HAD _

F

SPelf AS

0N0IiIAU Y aIDOFI£D

"3857

INOMINAL '" INCREASE IN ANNUAL RECURRENT
APPROPRIA T10N

78.6'"

,30,,,

NOMINAL QlANQE III WOfIIC5 • S!IIV1CES AI't'IIOf'IIIA TlON
LESS:
NON-DlSCRET1ONARY CARRYO\IER OF FUNDS FROM 1!1!13/!J4
DlSCII£71ONARY CARRYO\IER OF FUNDS FROM 1!1!13/!J4

TOTAl. CAMYOIIP OF RJMJS FIIOM

ESTWATED AcruAl
,,", _ _ TlON IF

~

U9IT AS

~INAU

F_

III - " A l WOMB • S!IIV1CES
CAlIIIED 0YUl
,HJI1I4 HAD

~

_

8004
... 70

,~

Y IUDQ£Tm

"3'71

/NOMINAL." INCREASE IN ANNUAL WORKS" SERVICES

APPROPRIA T10N

2117.8%
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TABLE 9

Annual Recvrrenr ~notlOn"l

Aw''''''''-''''-'''RecWJu~aOU'fM~

Ad,.ISf"""ts'to~.I

TftJat ~ own eocoun1 IOU'ItaoyI (net)

TOTAL PROGRAM OllTl..AYS

PLA_G
:""01 A. .... PROGRAM

PLANNING
TO'T A.l PROGRA.M

AlLOCA TIONS

AllOCATIONS

1993·94

1994·95

ActlJaI

EST1matCl

446
5!>483
.'6483
.74411
·29574
·298
·8134
436406

630
71302
479735
551667
·7307

28S01
1871
20713
133020
1114106
·28994

26976
9663
28988
173604
2:19232
·6616

155112

232616

.Z9

lS4
544485

CompoSItIOn

Adnw1&at:nrtrv. end

~

provlalC)n COltS

w-o.s.-ld ...... ,
Cunwnt ...-..

Supet~.non

'a)

Othef Oepwtmental cor.:s

(b)

p~

TOTAL COST Of SERVICES
ChMpa

-.1--..-..-...

R~ of - - " " " ' " a p i t o i _
NET COS T Of SERVICES

DwOC1 - . . to

pubIc~ .....

ROCI<. Md _ . . . . . - ,

Sola of fired auea
~..-.Actv.-.cu peid
R.,.."".,a of 1IdttI.-.ca
WOfI<fomI

65331
0
216194
449
-681

..o..c- p e y _
281293
436406

CAPITAL OlJTl.AYS

TOTAl PROGRAM OlJTl.AYS

981141
212736
1064
·n1
0
3111169
_S

1~19

NOMINAL CHAHGE IN -'-1Al MCURAfHT AI'PROP ...... TlOH
lESS
INCREASE IN SUPERANNUA TION AUOCA TION
IMPOSmON OF CAPfTAl CHARGE
18% OF STA TE FUNDED CAPITAL DUTLA YSI
IMPOSITION OF PROPERTY SERVICE CHARGES

lfK)l

5lX>6
8]

~.

[STWIOIAno ACTUAL CHAHGE IN -'-1Al MCURAEJIIT A,,"OPRIATlOH
NON·DISCRmONARY CARRYOVfR OF F(ftiDS FROM 799:1194
DISCRETIONARY CARRYOVfR OF F(ftiDS FROM 799J194

TOTAL CARRYOllBf OF F!N)S FROM

7"~

333
1374
-------,-w-

ESTWIOIAnD ACTUAL CHANGE IN ~Al MCUIIADIT A,,"OI'1aATlOH f'
E)(P'£NDfT\JfIE CARI'UfO OVER FROM 1993194 HAD BEEN SP£HT AS
OIIIOINAU Y IUDOfnO

INOMINAl

·370

"'NCREASE IN ANNUAL RECURRENT

APPROPRIA TION

SllMATal ACTUAL

~ INCJIEA~

BI AHNUALAfCURfIENT

~1lON

F ~MADaEBI SP8IT .u~y
e> Ii.a> tf ALLOCAtION Of~1'1OH.
PfJ'AI.·CHARGES _NI>I"f'OPI;RTV SElMCQ CKoUlGQ
JllEtxCUJl)((}l
11252

NOMINAl. CMAHClf .. WOIIItS .. 8EIIVl(2S AP'P"OI'tIIA TlOH
LESS
NON-DlSCR£71ONARY CARRYOVfR OF FUNDS FROM 7!19J194
DISCRETIONARY CARRYDVfR OF FU>iDS FROM 7!19:l194
roTAL CA/UfYOllBf OF FUNDS FROM 7~

56043

o

[STalAno ACTUAL CHANGE IN """'Al WOIIItS .. RItVICU
A""OPRIATlON IF E)(1'DClI'l'UIIE CAJUIIED OVEII FIIOM '"3I1M HAD

_ ''!HT AS OIUGINAU Y IUDOFnD

INOMINAL "INCREASE IN ANNUAL WORKS & SERVTC£S
APPROPRIA TlON

..

5~.

.APPROPAIA'hON

AS
..•... tiA
........t. "...iidiX
................... ....
it iN
. . •. •. .XNiIiJAt
. .•.•. . . .•. . . . . . . . . WdRRi
. . . . . . •. . . •.•. . . • . . '. .•. .

w..
f.
FCAARvt)VERS·H1>DaEBI··SP8IT·A"$·~Y

l>t

.5OUOI

74.6"
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TABLE 10
TRANSPORT

nu>NSPORT

TOT AC PROGRAM

TOTAL PROGRAM

ALlOCAnONS

ALLOCATIONS

1993·94

,

994-9~

E5tlm.,,,

SpeoaJ
Annual Work.! ~ Services ('lOttOnall

Ireoojofo
~..-.,..,
_ _ -...

A~"'---"
Truat ..t own 8CCICJIM'ft .,."..,..
TOTAL ~ROORAM OU'Tl.AYS

lnet)

Weges.-lCl .....-s

SI..C)ef.,f"M.J,4rtJOn 'a)

246203
780170
411983
1438355
·29451
·659296
626522
1376130

139645
28675
226905
517401
912626

283632
859232
340156
'483020
18388
·687292
686782
'464122

126976

I t - . , of _ _ _ upIUf en.".

·34053

'82'0
322922
505458
973566
·36323

NET COST OF SERV1C2S
DInct _
ID pubic -..cturo . . - _ _ _ _ _ _

878573

9]7243
436085
.. 2207

~..--

349665
17779
17562
177'53
·29043

Other oeoertment81 CCstJ (bJ

eun-t . . - _

TOTAl COST____
OF SERVUS
a..--

S-"' _ _

-..-Id
Ir~"'_
W_.-..:1Ion
_

'5'001
·18000

o

---4975~--mi79

CAI'ITAl 00Tl..AYS
TOTAl ~RAM OUTl.AYS

1376130

1464122

NOMINAl CHANGE IN -'-JAI. RECURR£HT ~~AO"RlATlON
LESS·
INCREASE IN SUPERA_UA T10N AUOCA TION
IMPOSTTION OF CAPfTAL CMARG£

79062
421

/8'Ii. OF STA 1£ FUNDED CAPfTAL OLfTLA YSI
IMPOSITION OF PROPERTY SERVICE CMARGES

39'5<1
NON-DlSCRET1ONARY CARRYOVl'R OF FUNDS FR(»A 1993194
DlSCRET10NARY CARRYOVl'R OF FUNDS FR(»A 1993194
roTAL CAltll'YOVElt OF ~ FIfOIII IlISlIlW

5492

I!IITWATEl AC1lJAl c:-NOf IN AM«JAlllECURR£HT "~TlON F
~ ~ OWl!'MlM '"lIM HAD BaN SP9tT AS
OIIIOINAl.I.Y~

lS,fi6

1NCMfM/AL "INCREASE IN ANNUAL RECURRENT
APPft0PRlA71ON

70.'%

·"827
NON-DlSCR£T7ONARY CARRYOVl'1r OF FUNDS FR(»A 1993194
DlSCR£T7ONARY CARRYOVl'R OF FUNDS FR(»A 1993194
roTAL CAltll'YOVElt OF ~ FIfOIII III!I3/1I4

ESTWATEl ACTUAl CHANGE IN ..-uu. WONtS .. SERVaS
APPIIOI'IIIATlON F EXI'!NDmJIIE CAJUIIEI) OYEII FIM)M 1n:J1M HAD
. . , . 1'fNT AS 0III011IALLY 1UDQ£TUl

I:=:~ IN ANNUAL WORKS '" SERVICES

·71827
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Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
thank the Deputy Speaker and the Treasurer for
granting leave.
The tables show, for example, the real picture of
what is happening to departmental outlays in
Victoria. If you look at agriculture and adjust - Mr Bildstien - Twenty-two million.
Mr BRUMBY - You wouldn't understand. If
you look at agriculture, and adjust it for
superannuation, capital charges and the other
changes made from the last budget to this, the actual
growth in outlays for agriculture is 1.4 per cent.
These are a profound embarrassment to country
members and to the honourable member for
Mildura. You have said there is an increase; there is
no increase. In fact, there has been a real reduction in
outlays to agriculture after adjustments are made for
capital charges and for superannuation which has
been taken out of general funds and allocated
against portfolios.
There are some other classics. The government has
said that there is a 6.2 per cent increase in current
outlays in education. The figures show that there has
been a 5.8 per cent drop in recurrent appropriations.
For health the budget papers show a 6 per cent
increase, but actually there has been a 5.7 per cent
cut in health. For health capital works there has not
been an increase, but works and services allocations
for hospitals have been cut by 30 per cent.

709

There is no indication in the budget of the total
amount that has been allocated to the grand prix.
The budget shows that $97 million has been
allocated, but it does not show that part of this
amount, approximately $3 milliOn, is being funded
by the people of Port Phillip; it does not include
approximately $4.3 million being spent by
Melbourne Parks and Waterways on Albert Park; it
does not include the $3.4 million allocated to
Melbourne Grand Prix Promotions under
subprogram 4316, Budget Paper No. 3, page 467.
Also it does not include a whole lot of other
things - how much money will be spent by
Vicroads in the area; how much work will be done
by the Department of Education at MacRobertson
Girls High School; how much work is to be done by
the Department of Planning and Development,
Treasury and the Department of the Premier and
Cabinet; how many payments will be made to
FOCA to actually get the grand prix? None of these
is included in the budget. We just do not know.
Let us look at the performance indicators in the
budget. Again I ask the Treasurer to approve the
incorporation in Hansard of tables of 11 to 17, which
have been to the Speaker and are very simple in
their setting out.

Leave granted; tables as folluws:
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TABLE 11

PROGRAM 306: ACUTE CARE SERVICES
Output (goods and services) measure 1 units

Acute Health Services
Services for Non-admitted Patients
Emergency medical treatments (number)
Acute Inpatient Services
Separations (number) (a)
Weighted in-lier equivalent separations (WIES 2) (number)
Category 1 patients waiting more than 30 days (at 30 June)
Category 2 patients waiting more than 90 days (at 30 June)
Hospital Based Training and Development
First year graduate nurse places (Equivalent Full Time (EFT))
Post-registration nurse places (EFT)
Accredited registrars (EFT)
Other Hospital Based Services
Percent of public hospitals which are accredited hospitals
Patients receiving renal dialysis - at home (at 1/3/94)
Patients receiving renal dialysis - in hospital (at 1 March)
Ambulance Services
Rural Services Estimates
Patient Cases - time critical
Patient Cases - non time critical
Patient Cases - routine

1993-94

1994-95

actual

estimate
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741 100
667 800
13
3095

763000
687800
0
1 000
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752
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839
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42352
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19000
41 760
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PROGRAM 306: ACUTE CARE SERVICES
Output (goods and services' measure / units

Program Management
Services for Non-admitted Patients
Number of occasions of service
Acute Inpatient Services
Separations (number)
Weighted in-lier equivalent separations (WIES 2) (number)
Hospital Based Training and Development
First year graduate nurse places (Equivalent Full Time (EFT))
Post-registration nurse places (EFT)
Accredited registrars (EFT)
Other Hospital Based Services
Patients receiving renal dialysis - 8t home (at 1/3/94)
Patients receiving renal dialysis' in hospital (at 1 March)
Ambulance Services
Stretcher services travelled - metropolitan
Stretcher services travelled - rural
Non-stretcher services travelled - metropolitan
Non-stretcher services travelled - rural

1992/93

1993/94

Actual

Estimate
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8590000
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TABLE 13
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PROGRAM 321: PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES
Output (goods and services) measure 1 units

Protection and Prevention
Children immunised against haemophilus influenza type b
People newly diagnosed with HIV-1
Food sampling shown to be adulterated
Epidemiology
Clinical Policy and Review
Alcohol and Drugs
Clients receiving alcohol and drug services - government
Clients receiving alcohol and drug services - non-government

1992/93

1993/94

Actual

Estimate

16000
269
1216

64000
260
1000
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Health Enhancement
Mammography screening in high risk group
Cervical screening all age groups
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PROGRAM 321: PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES
Output (goods and services) measure 1 units

Protection and Prevention
Telephone Counselling -AIDSLlNE
Number of people living with AIDS actual as at 11/93 - projection as at 11/94
Alcohol and Drugs
Telephone counselling -Drug & Alcohol Clinical Advisory Service
Telephone Counselling - Direct Line
Telephone advice -Poisons information Centre
Health Enhancement
Genetic Screening Services- no_ of pre-natal testings on women over 37 years of age

1993-94

1994-95

actual

estimate
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PROGRAM 704: PASSENGER SERVICES
Output (goods and servicesl measure / units
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1992/93
Actual

1993/94
Estimate

Rail
Train
Government Bus
Private Bus
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22100000
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101400000
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TABLE 16

PROGRAM 704: PASSENGER SERVICES
Output (goods and services) measure I units
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1994-96
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estimate

Met T,aln
Service Delivery (all day)
Train Punctuality. within 5 minutes (all day)
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TABLE 17

PROG 253: ENERGY CONSERVATION & ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
Output (goods and services) measure I units
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Estimate
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Provision of policy advice
Representation of Victoria in national energy efficiency initiatives
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Mr BRUMBY - Those tables show that there
have been massive changes in performance
indicators used to compare outlays this year with
performance indicators from the year before. For
example, all reference to performance measures for
metropolitan ambulances have disappeared. For
program 321 on public health services all
performance indicators have changed. For
program 704 on passenger services the number of
passengers is no longer provided. For program 320
on primary care - Mr Leigh interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Mordialloc rated a mention
earlier tonight in proceedings. I suggest that he
desist from interjecting across the chamber.
Mr BRUMBY - For program 320 on primary
care the budget no longer talks about people who
receive services from community health services;
instead it refers to the percentage of people who
have access to community health centres. For
program 319 on child and youth welfare services the
people who receive adult accommodation support
services are no longer mentioned; rather the capacity
for such services is referred to. For program 253 on
energy conservation and alternative energy - An Honourable Member - How much have
they spent on that?
Mr BRUMBY - In fact the whole program has
been removed. There is nothing there at all.
Let US look at capital works. In the April economic
statement the Treasurer made a song and dance and
there were press clippings about 133 new capital
works projects for 1994-95, with a value totalling
$1.14 billion. We applauded that at the time, but the
budget states that the actual amount to be spent is
just $687 million. So the government has lost
$500 million which the Treasurer said in April
would be spent on capital works. The government
said $1.1 billion, but the honest figure, the actual
figure in the budget, is just $687 million.
Let us go to some of the fundamentals in the budget.

715

In the area of education a memo leaked from the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet some weeks
ago shows that education in this state is now a total
disaster. Class sizes are greater, retention rates are
lower, people are leaving schools and leaving the
state and youth unemployment is higher as well. In
five or six years we will pay the price for the
government's short-sighted policies.

I want to say a few words about privatisation. This
house has already had a full debate on the sale of
Tabcorp. The Treasurer admitted that agreeing to
the salary package of $8 million for Mc Ross Wilson
was the biggest mistake he has ever made. The
whole Tabcorp process was rushed. The salary
package for Mr Wilson was obscene, outrageous and
inappropriate. Many questions still have to be asked
about Mc Wilson's appointment. He was not
interviewed or short-listed by the firm Egon
Zehndor, but he managed to get the job.
Questions have to be asked about the appointment
of Mr Tilley and Centaurus Corporate Finance.
Questions have to be asked about the case involving
the Sandridge Development Corporation and why
that case was settled just two days after Mc Tilley
gave evidence. These questions need to be addressed
in the budget debate.
The bottom line on Tabcorp is that the prospectus
shows that the TAB would have earned some
$115 million in 1995-96, yet this government sold it
off for $675 million. The numbers just do not add up.
It does not matter how you look at them; the
numbers just do not add up. A state asset was
flogged off on the cheap and now is of no value
whatsoever to Victorians.
Privatisation plans are in place for Melbourne
Water. What will happen in that case will follow the
pattern of similar actions taken by this government.
Ordinary working families of Victoria will pay
considerably more but wealthy families in
Victoria - those in Brighton, Toorak and
Armadale - will be paying considerably less. For
example, people in places like Cranboume and
Warrandyte will be paying $95 more a year but
people in places like Toorak will be paying $125 less
a year.

This budget does not provide any increase in

spending for education, health or community
services. The outlays as adjusted show that in most
portfolio areas there have been significant real
reductions.

An Honourable Member - Is that right?
Mr BRUMBY - That is absolutely right. The new
electricity tariff will create a difference between
country and city prices. I seek leave to have tables 18
and 19 incorporated in Hansard. They show the rate
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of increase in annual water charges and the
minimum difference between average city and
country bills under the maximum uniform tariff
system.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - On a point of
order, there is no source given. If the Leader of the
Opposition would be prepared to undertake to
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amend the tables to include the source, I would have
no real difficulty with them.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - We
will include the source.

Leave granted; tables as folluws:
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TABLE 18
RATE OF INCREASE IN ANNUAL WATER CHARGES
4 PROPERTIES· .100,000, .160,000, $300,000 and .1,000,000
Source: Press Relesse (16/6/94) - Minister for Natural Resources
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TABLE 19
MINIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AVERAGE CITY AND COUNTRY ELECTRICITY BILLS UNDER MAXIMUM
UNIFORM TARIFF SYSTEM
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Source: Press Release (1/9/94) Office of the Minister for Energy 8nd Minerals
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Mr BRUMBY -Also I seek leave to incorporate
table 20, which details taxes, fees and fines imposed
under this government. Again the Treasurer has
seen the table and it will be properly sourced
according to budget papers.

Leave granted; table as jolluws:
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TABLE 20
TAXES, FEES AND FINES
(1990/91 - 1994195 (Est.))
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Mr BRUMBY - I will say a few words about
privatisation and the impact of privatisation of the
water industry in Britain. It is instructive to quote
from an article in a recent edition of the Weekly
Telegraph headed '£lm in perks for part-time power
chief'. The article refers to huge rewards for the
directors of privatised former utilities. It states:
Mr Bryan Weston, the retiring non-executive chairman

of the electricity group Manweb, could make a profit of
almost £1 million from share options granted to him
when the Chester-based company providing power to
Merseyside, Cheshire and North Wales was floated in
1990.

An amount of one million pounds is not bad for a
non-executive, part-time power chief. Let us also
examine other figures provided in the WetkIy
Telegraph of water prices over the past five years
following privatisation. The picture is horrifying.

For North West Water, water tariffs were up 65 per
cent over five years. Fees for the director of North
West Water went from £58 000 to £360 500. All water
utilities privatised across Britain show an average
tariff increase over the five years of 68 per cent with
inflation at just 19 per cent, representing a real
increase in five years of almost 50 per cent !hat is
why the opposition is concerned about the
privatisation of utilities.

come out to support the privatisation of the ports as
proposed by the Treasurer. In fact it has been
criticised by the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, the Australian Chamber of
Manufactures, the Port of Melbourne AuthOrity, the
Victorian Farmers Federation, major port users in
Melbourne, Portland and Geelong and the Port of
Geelong AuthOrity. You have to ask: why is this
government doing it?
Due to the shortness of time I seek leave from the
Treasurer to table the other documents, which again
will be properly sourced: table 21, Unemployment
rates - Victoria v. Australia; table 22, New full-time
jobs; table 23, New full-time jobs created in Victoria
in the past 12 months, which shows that there were
just 900 in Victoria and 163 800 in Australia; table 24,
New jobs created in the past 12 months, showing
Victoria and Australia; table 25, Job losses in large
businesses of more than 100 employees; table 26, job
losses in small businesses, based on ABS data; .table
27, Net migration out of Victoria, again based on
ABS data; table 28, Population growth in past 12
months, again based on ABS data; table 29, Annual
percentage change in GSP /GDP growth, again
based on ABS data; and finally, table 30, Annual
retail trade growth rates - monthly changes.
Again I say to the Treasurer that if there has been no
sourcing we will make sure, and if we are not able to
source, they will not be incorporated.

If you were to look at some of the things the

government intends privatising, for example the
ports, you would see that no-one in Victoria has

721

Leave granted; tables as follows:
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NEW FULL TIME JOBS CREATED IN
VICTORIA IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
(ABS Cat. Nos. 6202.0, 6203.0)
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TABLE 25
JOB LOSSES IN LARGE BUSINESSES (> 100 EMPLOYEES)
(NOV 92 - FEB 94)
Source: Unpublished ABS stetistics supplied to The Weekend Australian (10-11/9/94)
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JOB lOSSES IN SMALL BUSINESSES « 20 EMPLOYEES)
(NOV 92 - FEB 94)
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NET MIGRATION OUT OF VICTORIA
(ABS Cat. No. 3101.0)
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Mr BRUMBY - I will conclude with a few
comments about country Victoria. We have seen a
savage attack on country Victoria; right across it we
see headlines - it does not matter where we go. I
refer to a copy of the Kowree Advocate newspaper we
were sent the other day from Edenhope which has
the headline 'We'll Fight!' It does not matter
whether you go to Maryborough, Mildura, Bendigo,
Ballarat, Horsham or Gippsland; wherever you go in
Victoria Kennett's credibility is in tatters. It is
happening right across country Victoria.

Sitting suspended 6.35 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.

There have been 130 school closures in country
Victoria. We have seen train line closures -and I
see the Minister for Public Transport is in the
house - on the Ballarat-Dimboola, Mildura-Swan
Hill, Melbourne-Leongatha and Shepparton-Cobram
lines. We have seen hospitals shut right across
Victoria at Elmore, Clunes, Macarthur, Murtoa,
Mortlake, Kaniva, Beeac and Koroit. We have seen a
number of other hospitals at risk at Usmore and
Manangatang. We have seen local government
amalgamations and the introduction of
discriminatory electricity tariffs. We have seen a
massive exodus from the country to the city and
interstate. This government does not realise that if
you take a hospital, a school or a rail line out of
country Victoria, country towns are likely to wither
and die.

During the Leader of the Opposition's presentation
no journalist was present in the press gallery. One
wandered in and then wandered out. A test of the
ability of a Leader of the Opposition or of a shadow
Treasurer is the number of journalists in the press
gallery. They demonstrated clearly that the Leader
of the Opposition has no credibility. Not only did
the speech have no content, it clearly did not exdte
the members of his backbench or the media.

We make a very clear and unequivocal commitment
on this side of the house. We will support country
hospitals in country Victoria. We will support equal
rights for people in country Victoria. We will not see
country Victorians treated as second-class dtizens.

This government does not understand how
communities work. It does not understand that it is
there to govern for all Victorians, rather than for just
a chosen few. It does not understand what it means
to be a government of inclusion rather than a
government of exclusion. That is why this budget
fails. That is why this government fails. It lacks
vision and it lacks understanding; it Simply does not
care about the needs of ordinary Victorians.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) (By leave) - The
honourable member for Keilor has drawn to my
attention the fact that I was actually talking about
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale - he was
the person with whom I had the discussion. I take
his correction and I correct the record.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The house has
taken note. The honourable member for Bulleen will
have the call following the dinner adjournment.

Mr PERRIN (Bulleen) - Before commenting on
the budget I want to refer to the speech made by the
Leader of the Opposition prior to the suspension of
the sitting. It was the worst speech I have ever heard
from a shadow Treasurer. Not only was it
incoherent but it was lacking in detail. It was
obvious that his backbench did not support him.
like Brown's cows, they wandered in to hear their
leader and gave him very soft support.

The Leader of the OppOSition referred again to his
allegation that some businessmen were corrupt and
would end up in gaol. No evidence was produced to
substantiate his allegations, but he continued the
line he has pushed during the past few days by
making spurious allegations against the business
community. The allegations are ironic coming from
him, because members of the Labor Party have
jumped on the gravy train.
The former member for Williamstown, the
Honourable Joan Kirner, resigned her seat, forcing a
by-election at some cost to the taxpayer, to go to
Canberra to collect a salary package of $105000. She
has her snout in the trough. The Leader of the
Opposition should understand that his predecessor
is doing the very thing he is complaining about! I do
not want to say any more about his speech because
it was content free. The Treasurer said how weak
and badly prepared the speech was when referring
to the budget papers.
The government is slowly getting on top of
Victoria's finandal problems. Last year the current
account defidt was $802 million - a defidt the state
could not sustain for any period. The government
has improved on that this year and will do better in
the future. The public sector liabilities were reduced
by $4200 million last financial year. That is an
exceptionally good result. The Treasurer has done
extremely well in reducing the state's liabilities. Last
finandal year the government assumed some
$774 million of debt from Tricontinental Corporation
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Ltd and Aluvic. Not only is the government
reducing its liabilities, but it is paying off its debts.
The Treasurer believes Victoria will achieve a
current account surplus in 1994-95 of $392 million a massive turnaround. The Treasurer has done an
excellent job. He has achieved a budget turnaround
without any increase in taxes but with capital
expenditure increasing by 50 per cent. It is an
excellent result that all Victorians should be proud
of.

The government should be congratulated on the
tremendous result for Victoria that is contained in
the budget.
How have we done this? It has been done in a
number of ways: firstly, we have increased
productivity in the public sector; secondly, we have
a strategy for reducing both debt and liabilities
which will reduce the interest call on the budget;
and, thirdly, we are laying the foundations for
future tax reform. I predict, and the Treasurer has
predicted, that we will soon be in a position to offer
tax reductions to the community.
Other important budget features are the additional
100 places for intellectually disabled people. That
represents a capital expenditure of $6 million with a
$1 million recurrent cost. All honourable members
have people with intellectual disabilities in their
electorates and they want the services for them to be
increased as much as possible.
I shall mention some of the Treasurer's projected
figures for the current account surplus. In 1993-94
the current account had a deficit of some
$802 million. We anticipated a $392 million surplus
this financial year. Next financial year the Treasurer
has predicted a current account surplus of
$588 million. In 1996-97 he predicted a $724 million
current account surplus and, by 1997-98, the
pro;ection is $960 million. That is a massive
turnaround in the state's finances, which is the result
of a lot of hard work by the government to ensure
that Victoria's financial future is secure.
Many in the community recognise what the
government has achieved. I am not a great supporter
of the Age, and the Age has never been a great
supporter of the government side of politics.
However, I am happy to quote the Age editorial of
8 September which has the headline'A budget to
celebrate a great achievement'. Although I hope the
Treasurer does not get a swelled head about it, some
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things should be put on the record. The editorial
states:
Victoria is emerging from its winter of economic gloom
into a welcome spring of growth and optimism. The
sense of crisis has gone, to be replaced by a new feeling
of confidence. And the budget brought down by the
Treasurer Mr Stockdale, yesterday, is confirmation of
that change.

Oearly the editorial supports the budget we are
now debating. The budget has three interesting
features. The editorial continues:
First, the forecasts for economic growth and
employment prospects over the next few years are
much rosier than the government dared to venture only
five months ago.

In other words it is getting better by the minute. It is
something we support:
Victoria is lagging behind the stronger states but is
catching up faster than expected. Second, the
government's almost obsessive concentration in
budgetary cost-cutting and fiscal rectitude over the past
two years is paying off.

In other words our strategy is working. The Age
believes the government is on track and achieving
better results than anticipated. The third remarkable
feature in which the Age is interested is that:
... the government seems to have confounded the critics
who argued that its ruthless pruning of the public
sector would jeopardise economic recovery.

The economic recovery is continuing and
improving. We in Victoria have much to be proud
of. The editorial continues:
... the figures suggested an extraordinary achievement,
politically as much as financially. No Victorian
government in living memory has been so resolute in
its determination to bring the state's finances into order.

I believe the government can take a lot of credit for
those words. We have put together a strategy that
has ensured it comes about. The editorial continues:
Entrusted with a decisive electoral mandate equipped
with a parliamentary majority in both houses of
Parliament, led by a Premier firmly in command of a
cohesive coalition and encouraged by continued public
support, the Kennett government set about its
appointed task with unswerving zeal.
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We can all agree with that We have never wavered
from our path of ensuring that the state becomes
financially viable. It continues:
The state's (mostly inherited) debt remains more than
$32 billion and will even rise a little this year with
increased capital spending, but it is slowly diminishing
as a proportion of the state's overall economy.
However, Mc Stockdale is right the state still spends
too much, taxes too highly, invest too little and is still
too deeply in debt.

Again the Age editorial agrees with the government
strategy of getting the state's finances right
But after years of deficits and debt of more than $30
billion. surplus budgeting must become the norm for
some time: Victoria is not yet in a position to 'spend' its
budget surplus ... this is a time to celebrate Victoria's
great success, but not by repeating mistakes.

Although we concede that the Age has never been a
friend of this side of Parliament, it gave the budget
we are debating this evening a resounding
endorsement and a glowing report card.

It gets better. Many in the community welcome
what the government is doing, no-one more so than
the business community. It has been right behind
the Victorian government, unlike the Labor
oppositi~ which seeks to harangue business
people by claiming they will go to gaol in a few
years time. That is a disgusting allegation. The
opposition has never been able to prove it 1be
business community is right behind the government
The official journal of the Victorian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry supports the government
An article that appeared in the Business Forum
magazine on 9 September, just after the budget was
introduced, ran the headline, 'Fiscal responsibility
the next goal' . It states:
In VECO's view, the government has to maintain its
debt management strategy and give priority to
achieving a sustainable budget surplus.

Like the Age editorial, the employers of Victoria are
backing the government to the hilt to ensure that it
achieves its economic objectives. The editorial
continues:
However, the question 01\ everybody's lips is: When is
a budget surplus a sustainable budget surplus?'. The
answer is relatively simple. A sustainable budget
surplus is one that does not depend on asset sales.
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Revenue from these sources should be used to reduce
debt.

I heartily agree with the employers' comments. We
should be using asset sales to reduce debt and the
interest saved from those debt reductions should be
used to provide the increasing budget outcomes.
The employers go on to suggest five principles for
fiscal management, and it is worth while putting
them on the record. The first is reducing government
debt to prudent levels by running surpluses. As I
have already indicated, that is the strategy this
government has so the government and the
employers are as one. The second suggestion is
balancing the fiscal position over time once prudent
debt levels are achieved. They will be achieved, and
the Treasurer outlined the expected outcomes in the
budget.

The third suggestion is achieving and maintaining
levels of governm,ent net worth that provide a buffer
against adverse events. We must be able to sustain
budget surpluses for those times when the business
cycle turns down, as it inVariably does. The fourth
suggestion, with which we would agree, is
prudently managing financial risks, and the fifth is
pursuing policies consistent with stable and
predictable tax rates for future years.
Through the Treasurer the government has put in
place a strategy that I believe will eventually deliver
significant tax cuts not only to the business
community but also to Victorian families. That is
very important because we all know how businesses
and families are struggling. Both the employers and
the Age newspaper strongly agree with what the
government is doing.

One aspect of the budget with which I am
particularly pleased is the debt reduction strategy
the government has put in place. I have just quoted
from the Age editorial so I should quote from its
competitor, the Herald Sun. An interesting article
dated Wednesday, 21 September and headed
'Victoria defuses the time bomb' states:
The great untold success story of the Kennett
government is how brilliant debt management will
save Victorian taxpayers billions of dollars over the
next few years.

'Brilliant' is not my word; a financial commentator is
saying that our debt reduction strategy is nothing
short of brilliant I could not agree more. That
comment is a ringing endorsement of the Kennett
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government's policies and a clear indication that
they are supported by a cross-section of the media.
The article continues:
And it paints a stark contrast with NSW which has run
a different strategy that could cost taxpayers hundreds
of millions of dollars.
The establishment of Treasury Corporation of Victoria
(TCV) in 1992 to centrally manage Victoria's $33 billion
debt and the timely unwinding of numerous 'funny

money' Labor financing deals has saved Victorian
taxpayers mind-boggling amounts of money.

Mind-boggling amounts of money! That comment is
a clear indication that the achievements that will
come about as a result of the budget strategy we are
debating today are strongly supported by the
financial press throughout Victoria. The article
continues:
Victorian Treasurer Alan Stockdale and TCV have been
extremely ludcy and shrewd.

It has been suggested that our Treasurer is not only
brilliant but also shrewd.

Mr Loney -And lucky!
Mr PElUUN - He is shrewd and brilliant and
lucky.
Mr Maclellan - And not a bad chap!

Mr PERlUN - That is correct. The article goes on
to berate the previous administration by saying:
While Labor turned deferring liabilities into an art
form, the Kennett government has taken advantage of a
period of low interest rates to unwind the time bombs
and limit the damage.

It is a clear indication that the current administration
is repairing the damage caused by the previous
incompetent government. The article continues:
The budget is already virtually in balance, eliminating
the need for new debt, and privatisation proceeds are
li1cely to almost offset the nature of old debt maturing
each year ...
••. As for Victoria, it is simply a case of waiting for
Moody's to swallow its pride and give Victoria another
credit rating upgrade.
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The effect of that will be a reduction in the interest
rates we are charged by our lenders overseas and an
even better than expected budget outcome. While I
am on the subject of ~"e credit rating I should like to
quote the concluding paragraph:
NSW may be AAA rated but it is Victoria that has been
the AAA debt managers.

That is yet another ringing endorsement of this
government's policies. The government has made
many different achievements not only in the budget
sector but also in the non-budget sector. I should like
to mention one outstanding success story: the
Workcover scheme. When we came to government it
had unfunded liabilities of $2100 million. As at
30 June this year they are down to less than
$200 million, and I anticipate that we will have a
premium reduction that will totally run out the
budget deficit and that the total excess that is being
applied to Workcover premiums will be eliminated
by the end of the financial year. It would be of great
benefit to the employers of Victoria if Workcover
premiums were similar to those of other states.
I should like to change the tenor of what I am saying
and mention one of the excellent achievements that I
believe will have an impact on Victoria's young
people: interactive television. I believe it is one of the
most outstanding innovations in education. Every
state school in Victoria, including many of the
private schools, will have a satellite dish on the roof.
Many are now receiving satellite transmissions that
allow them to have interactive television, which can
only enhance the education of the students. It is a
very important and eXciting prospect for our
children.

My children attend primary and secondary schools
and after speaking to them about this innovative
program I can say that they are very excited about
being able to talk to a television set that will answer.
Admittedly, it has to be done through a telephone or
a fax, but they know that someone in another school,
perhaps the Templestowe Valley Primary School in
my electorate, can make a request and the answer
will come back through the television set. This
initiative is particularly important for country areas.
Instead of being remote and unable to gain access to
language services, they will be able to beam into any
other school in Victoria .
Mr Traynor interjected.
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Mr PERRIN - Places like Ballarat will certainly
be beneficiaries, as will areas like Doncaster and
Templestowe.
Mr Hamilton -It's a matter of the rich and the
poor!
Mr PERRIN - No, it is not We do not
discriminate against anybody. We will make sure
that interactive television comes to the electorate of
Morwell. I am sure the honourable member has seen
and endorses the new interactive television. I am
convinced that he sees it as a major educational
event for our children that is likely to have
long-term benefits to their educational outcomes.

The Kennett government has made many reforms,
and, without labouring the point, there are many
exciting reforms to come. That is something we
Victorians should be looking forward to. The
government has just announced a two-year freeze
on electricity prices. Once the government gets the
budget under control, which it will clearly do this
year, it will eliminate the $100 budget deficit levy.
The government will also undertake a number of
other budget reforms that I believe will have a
significant impact on family incomes. As I have
already said, the government has already
established the framework that will ensure it can
deliver future tax cuts.
The people of Victoria can look forward to many
good things. One I am particularly happy about and
strongly support is the government's excellent new
community-based employment program, for which
the government has put aside $10 million of
taxpayers money. Funds were allocated for a
program in my electorate, which I was very pleased
to launch on behalf of the minister. It will have a
Significant effect. Firstly, it links the local
community with the business community, so that
the people looking for jobs will be linked up with
the businesses that actually want those people.
It is interesting to consider the people whom the
program targets. They include young people aged
between 15 and 24; older people over 40 who are
finding it difficult to get jobs; and, a very important
group in our community, migrants from
non-English-speaking backgrounds who need
additional assistance. The program is significant
because it will create jobs at a cost of a little over
$1000 per person. In other words, the $10 million is
expected to create more than 9000 new jobs, which is
very cost effective.
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One other aspect of the program that is important is
its use of case management models. In other words,
each individual will be looked at on a case-by-case
and individual basis to make sure he or she is placed
in a real job in our community.
I conclude by saying there is no doubt that the
government's policies are working and that they
will prove successful for businesses and families in
Victoria. I support what the government is doing. I
hope it will continue its strategies, which I believe
will lead to tax reductions and other benefits.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - In his
second-reading speech the Treasurer confidently
declared that the crisis was over. He went on to laud
his own achievements at great length, telling us how
wonderful he was and how well he was doing. The
simple reply to that is that self-praise is no
recommendation. It was not long before the truth of
that saying was shown up clearly. Only a day later
new unemployment figures revealed that the
unemployment crisis inflicted on the Victorian
community by the Kennett-Stockdale government
was far from over. In fact unemployment had
worsened. The massive blow~t in the
unemployment figures was a direct result of this
government's policies. The Victorian figure was the
worst in Australia and was the reason why
Australia's unemployment rate did not drop below
9 percent
Only a day after the Treasurer declared the crisis
was over we found out that in the previous
12 months only 900 new full-time jobs had been
created in Victoria, while in the rest of Australia
150 000 full-time jobs had been created.
That newspaper much admired by the government,
the Herald Sun, had a bit to say about that the day
after. On Friday, 9 September, an article headed 'Vie
jobless rate worst in the nation', stated:
Victoria's unemployment rate blew out to 11 per cent in
August, severely denting the Kennett government's
budget claim of triumph over economic crisis.
The national unemployment rate remained at 9.5 per

cent - unchanged from the previous month.

Of 38 000 jobs lost across Australia for the month,
36 400 disappeared in Victoria as the state notched up
the country's worst jobless rate.
It was the first time in a year the number of Australians
in work has slumped.
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11lat was totally the work of Kennett and Stockdale.
Not only the Herald Sun wanted to comment 01\ that.
On the same day, the Australuln, another favourite of
the coalition, ran an article headed 'Jobs, housing
reflect growth':
The national unemployment rate stayed at a four-year
low of 9.5 per cent in August and building began on a
record number of houses and flats in the June quarter
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Again we are the second-worst performing state,
bettering only the diabolical performance of the
Kennett-done government of South Australia.
The record number of departures from this state was
also highlighted. 11lat is of particular importance
because the departure of so many people robs us of
both capital and skills. The Sunday Age article I
referred to earlier goes on to say:

in more signs of economic recovery.

But then it went on to say:
The rise in Victoria's jobless rate to the highest level in
the country came just the day after the Victorian budget
predicted the creation of 55 000 jobs ...

Given the current rate of job growth by this
government - 900 jobs a year - 55 000 jobs will
take a long time to create. The Australuln article went
on to say:
The housing figures showed dwelling starts rose in
NSW (up 293 per cent for the quarter), South Australia
(up 10.6 per cent) and Western Australia (4.9 per cent).
Starts fell 6.1 per cent in Victoria ...

Housing starts in Victoria fell by 6.1 per cent They
were up 29.3 per cent in New South Wales, but they
fell by 6.1 per cent in Victoria. So while the Treasurer
was claiming the crisis was over, we had the worst
unemployment result and the second-worst housing
commencement result in Australia. It was not over
yet; more was to come.
The stagnation in the Melbourne property market
and the stagnation in property prices are the direct
result of a lack of confidence. In the Sunday Age on
Sunday, 11 September, in an article headed 'House
prices survey deals new blow to state recovery' it
was reported that
The state government's claim that the Victorian
economy has turned the corner has been dealt another
blow by the latest figures on house prices.
A survey by the Real Estate Institute of Australia, to be
released today, shows that median house prices in
Melbourne were virtually stagnant in July.

It confirms a year-long trend that shows Melbourne's
property market is recovering far more slowly than
thoee in other capital cities.

In the year to March. 80 449 Victorians moved
interstate and only 47 793 people arrived from other
states. lbat net loss of 32 232 was up from 11 249 three
years ago.
Although 8 per cent fewer people left Victoria than a
year ago, there was a dramatic 23 per cent fall in the
number of people moving here from other states.
Mr Stockdale was unavailable for comment yesterday.

We are not surprised that the Treasurer was
unavailable for comment on those figures. Those
factors - prices, people leaving the state and people
from other states not wanting to come here indicate a lack of confidence in Victoria by
Victorians and by people in other states. This
government's policies are depriving us of the human
resources we need to rebuild. The difference of 9400
Victorians, between those who left and those who
came here, is the worst quarterly result for Victoria
on record. little wonder the Treasurer was
unavailable for comment!
On top of all that, Victorians are taxed more highly
than people in any other states in the
commonwealth.. That was recognised even by the
economic rationalist guru, John Stone. In an article
in the Australian Financial Reuiew of 8 September he
stated that on Alan Stockdale's own figures
Victorians seemed likely to continue to be taxed
more highly than people in any other state. That is
the general situation that applies in Victoria today.
What about the specifics? The government, and in
particular the Minister for Small Business,
Mr Heffeman, have made great play of the
government's commibnent to small business as
being the way to economic recovery and the
restoration of jobs. The minister talks of small
business as the engine room of growth. He travels
the state making impassioned speeches about how
well the government is doing for small business but
the fact is that his rhetoric is not matched by his
performance.
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If the minister is sincere in what he has been saying
he is quite simply not supported by his cabinet
colleagues, who are dominated and influenced by
big business. Take the Premier, who in January
openly and strongly rebuked Minister Heffeman's
proposals to reduce charges on small business.
Under the headline, 'Minister went too far with push
for tax cut Kennett' an article that appeared in the
Agt of 12 January states:
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But industry and employment minister Phi! Gude said
the demands were 'laughable' ...

That is the support that Minister Heffeman gets
from Minister Gude! Minister Gude did not even
bother to communicate with the small business
minister; he just dismissed the VECa call out of
hand.
But the real measure of the minister's powerlessness

The Premier Mc Kennett has hurriedly quashed a push
by his Minister for Small Business, Mc Heffeman, for a
payroll tax cut
Mr Heffeman, asked by Mr Kennett last week to report
01\ ways to help young people start their own
businesses, said this week the government would
consider cutting payroll tax and removing the
0.5 per cent Work.cover surcharge.

But Mc Kennett made it clear last night that
Mr Heffeman had gone too far suggesting a payroll tax
cut
He called Mr Heffeman an enthusiastic minister, but
pointed to flaws in his proposals.

is in his own words and actions. In January of this

year the minister announced preparation of a plan to
cut charges for small business to help boost
confidence in the private sector. That was
distnbuted widely among the media and an article
that appeared in the Geelong Advertiser of 10 January
states:
The government is reviewing all costs relevant to small
businesses and is expected to announce the cuts in
about six weeks.
Small business minister, Mr Hefiernan, said the
government would examine every area in which it
could make changes.
'I have to provide a list of every single tax -local

Later the article quotes the Premier:

government, state government, land tax, payroll tax,
fuel ... everything,' Mr Heffeman said.

1 wouldn't want to build up expectations' he said.
Mr Kennett's comments will force Mc Heffeman into
an embarrassing bade down.

In September the Minister for Business and
Employment, Mr Gude, flatly refused to look at a
VECa plan for small business. VECa is quoted by
the honourable member for Bulleen as supposedly
being a friend of the government's. An article that
appeared in the HmUd Sun of Monday, 5 September,
under the headline, 'VECa calls for reforms' states:
The Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
"Industry (VECCI) has given the state government a
four-point list of demands to help small businesses in
the upcoming industry statement

VOCC deputy chief executive Don Larkin said many of
the government's reforms, although necessary, had yet
to result in tangible benefits to small businesses.

1 think in the area of small business there is still
coosiderable room for initiatives which will give
indirect and direct benefits to small business', he said.

He was instructed to 'come back with a list of things
which annoy small business'.
Mr Heffeman said that while 'all areas are open',
Workcover, municipal and Board of Works charges
would be specifically looked at
Mr Heffeman is preparing the list on request from the
Premier, Mr Kennett
1 can only put the submission up on demand,' he said.

Nine months down the track the plan still has not
emerged. The six-week plan is not here. This was an
unequivocal commitment to cut charges and remove
annoyances, and it was to be delivered within six
weeks. What has happened? Not a thing! Rolled
again! This policy disappeared into the black hole
that is the support for small business in this state.
Some three months ago the minister said - he had
had six months by this stage - that he had sent a
plan to the Premier but that it had to wait for the
Premier to return from overseas to be considered.
We know that the Premier does a lot of travelling -
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he likes that - but three months further down the
track there is still nothing. We are still waiting!
What about the small business confidence it was
meant to build? According to recent surveys, small
business in Victoria has the lowest expectations of
small business in any state. A small business health
survey of July 1994 revealed that expectation of
improvement in small business in Victoria in the
next 12 months was 10 per cent - the lowest of any
state in Australia. That is what small business is
thinking!
What of the specific areas Minister Heffeman
wanted to address: taxes and charges, Workcover,
and municipal and Board of Works - now
Melbourne Water -charges? Let us take taxes and
charges and municipal and Board of Works charges.
We have had increased fees all over the place. Let us
go through a few of them.
Water charges: water consumption charge, up
66 per cent; water supply fees, water rates by the
kilolitre, up 8 per cent; water supply and sewerage
to non-rateable properties, up 8 per cent; water
supply and sewerage to non-rateable properties,
increased again later by another 1 per cent;
restriction or withdrawal and restoration of water
supply, up 1.4 per cent; electricity charges, supply
charge up 100 per cent.

There are many other examples. Doctors running
their own practices are small businesses so we
should look at medical practitioners' fees: annual
renewal, up 4.7 per cent just to keep a renewal
certificate. Optometrists' fees: application to register,
up 3.6 per cent; annual registration fee, up
28.5 per cent; registration fees, up again later by
5 per cent. Dental technicians' regulation fees:
annual renewal, up 76 per cent. Chiropractors' and
osteopaths' regulation fees: application to register,
up 195 per cent; renewal of registration, up
123 per cent; restoration of name to the register, up
150 per cent.
Valuers' qualifications: certificate of qualification

and initial registration fee, up 4.5 per cent;
restoration of name to the register, up 6 per cent.
Architects: application for registration, up
93 per cent; a new fee introduced; architectural
partnership or company, annual renewal, $110.
Use of water fees: waste water purification system
operator licence, up 4.6 per cent. Valuers
Qualification Board fees received another hike in
December 1992. Boilers and pressure vessel fees:
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registering and renewing registration of boilers and
pressure vessels, up 4.8 per cent. Welders certificate
fees: welders practical examination, up 3.75 per cent
in October 1993, and up 4.5 per cent in March this
year. Construction industry long service leave fees:
fee for late lodgment of form, up 400 per cent. The
government has even put up the cost of the late
lodgment of forms!
Wildlife emu farming fees: new fee -licence to
possess, keep, b~, buy, sell, dispose of, display,
destroy and process emus is $650. This is a sunrise
business, something the government is supposed to
encourage. Poultry processing fees: registration of a
poultry processing plant, up 5 per cent. Motor car
traders fees: up 4.9 per cent. Lift inspection fees, up
4.7 per cent. Commercial goods vehicle fees: using a
licensed vehicle in a manner not permitted by the
licence, up 1.4 per cent.
Marine fees: adjustment of compasses fees, up
4 per cent. Bee fees: hive registration, up 5.8 per cent.
Stock artificial breeding fees, up 1157 per cent. "The
government has increased that fee from $358 to
$4500. Liquor control licence and permit fees, up
3 per cent. On and on it goes.
Mr Hamilton - You forgot about trailer
registrations!
Mr LONEY - Yes, they are also up. In case the
Minister for Small Business wants to say, 'Well, they
were in other departments. I didn't know what was
going on about that', I refer to the fees charged for
weights and measures, which is his responsibility.
There have been huge increases in fees for weights
and measures, at the direction of the Minister for
Small Business.

The budget papers reveal that an additional $153 000
a year is expected to be generated in the small
business area. Just have a look at the fees. The
minister certainly knows how to do it. The fee for
testing a farm milk tank is up 53 per cent; the fee for
a leather-measuring instrument is up 149 per cent;
the fee for a fabric measuring instrument is up
118 per cent; the fee for a wholesale flow meter is up
147 per cent; and the fee for Weighbridges is up by
between 15 and 42 per cent.
The main victims of these increases are local
government and the repairers of trade instruments.
What do they do? They pass the cost on to small
business. Local authorities will be paying the full
cost for the certification of reference standards used
for trade measurement purposes. As a result of the
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new fees a local authority with a typical set of
standards will now pay $906.70 a year instead of
$131.00 a year, a 600 per cent increase. 1his is
reflected in the estimates of increased total cost to
local authorities for certification of standards from
$8129.80 in 1991-92 to $60 783.80 in 1993-94.
The increased cost to industry for certification of
standards is even more alarming. The total cost to
industry for the certification of standards for mass,
volume, length, weighing instruments and other
miscellany increased from $26 846 in 1991-92 to
$70651 in 1993-94, a 163 per cent increase. The new
fee structure has resulted in a Significant increase in
fee levels and will result in a significant increase in
cost to both industry and local authorities. The
added costs will be passed on to industry and
consumers alike in the form of higher service costs. I
refer the house to a traditional small businessbutchers.
Mr Hamilton - Tell me about butchers!
Mr LONEY - Butchers will face a 400 per cent
increase in fees for the verification of their weighing
equipment. Their fees will increase from $14 to $71
each time they are tested.
Mr Hamilton - They're trying to put butchers
out of business!
Mr LONEY - One would think so. The fees are
Minister Heffeman's direct responsibility. He
introduced these charges and is responsible for them.

I now turn to his claim that small business will be
assisted by reduced Workcover premiums. The
honourable member for Bulleen talked about
Workcover. Does he realise that 19000 Victorian
businesses with payrolls less than $120 000 will be
paying more?
Mr Hamilton - More? He said they were paying
less.
Mr LONEY - More than a quarter - 27 per
cent - of the 154 000 businesses in Victoria have
had their Workcover fees increased. Minister
Heffeman promised to address that

I refer the house to Surrey Oothing Company Pty
Ltd, whose management was so upset about the
company's increased premiums that it put out its
own bulletin headed 1t's murder'. It said the
company was being killed by excessive Workcover
premiums; last year its premiums amounted to
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$28 000. This year they were $33 000 and next year
they could be $39 000. Before the change of
government the premiums amounted to less than
$20 000, so there will be a 100 per cent increase over
three years. The company wrote to AMP, its insurer,
and asked why that had occurred. AMP replied:
The removal of much of the cross-subsidies between
industries and different sized employers will result in

lower premiums for most employers.
But some employers will find that their premium has
increased over their Workcare levy. Many employers
with an increased premium will find their own claims
experience is responsible for the increase, but some
employers, such as yourselves -

the Surrey Oothing Company never had a claim with little or no claims costs in the previous two
financial years, may find their initial Workcover
premium is higher than their Workcare levy.

Surrey Clothing has not only found the initial
premiums higher but it has also been told they will
continue to increase. The government also promised
to cut red tape. I refer the house to the experience of
a Geelong small business. Mr Arthur Sandilands has
been engulfed in red tape in his attempts to start a
Rolls Royce hire car service in Geelong. An article in
the Geelong Advertiser of 21 September headed 'Let it
Roll, Arthur appeals to government' referred to the
problems Arthur faced. We learnt that Arthur had
been waiting 10 months for a permit from this
government to start his hire car business, and he
could not get an answer from anyone.
Mr Hamilton - That's the fast track!
Mr LONEY - He contacted Minister Baxter
about it and he was told, 'Sometimes these things
take a bit of time'. Minister Heffeman was going to
fix this up in his plan. He was going to cut out the
major annoyances for small business.

I now move to one claim that is close to the heart of
the honourable member for Morwell- deregulated
trading hours. This is one of the annoyances for
small business, and what is the minister doing about
it? The minister's record on the deregulation of
hours issue is appalling. All over this state stores,
particularly furniture stores, are trading illegally on
Sundays. They are not being prosecuted; in fact no
action is being taken.
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As a consequence of the failure of the minister to

take any action regarding Sunday trading
supermarkets are opening all over country Victoria
and destroying the small stores. We have been
contacted by a small business in Seymour which
says that as a result of a Tuckerbag store trading on
a Sunday in Seymour this store is losing $450 a
week, yet the minister sits by and does nothing. In
fact, the Minister for Health is the local member and
she is doing nothing also.
The other issue of importance for small businesses is
that of retail tenancies, and again the minister's
record is abysmal. Delivered to the minister on
30 April 1993 was the report of the working party to
the Minister for Small Business on the review of the
Retail Tenancies Act 1986.
The working party came up with a number of
recommendations for the minister based on a
number of their concerns. One concern was stated as
follows:
The system of what is effectively compulsory private
arbitration is unique to Victoria; whilst it has proved to
be efficient in operation it has equally proved
expensive to the parties and frequently acted as a

disincentive to parties enforcing their rights under the
act.
To a similar extent the act contains real deficiencies in
respect of the important processes of valuation and the
working party is of the view that this matter in
particular ought to be given priority.

It then came up with 60 recommendations and I
shall tell honourable members how many were put
into effect - zero; not one. This is because
organisations such as the Business Owners and
Managers Association influence the cabinet to a
greater extent than Minister Heffeman. Minister
Heffeman cannot get this up because he cannot get
it past the big business cabinet we have hi this state.
Small business just does not get a look in when it
goes to this cabinet. It listens to groups such as
BOMA and it will not protect small retail tenancies
and help with the serious problems they have.
The minister sits on his hands on deregulation of
shopping hours and retail tenancy and he will not
introduce a bill to address those problems. We will
not see one in the life of this government because
they simply want the system to wind down.
The SPEAKER. - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
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Mr TRAYNOR (Ballarat East) - I have pleasure
in speaking on the budget debate. Firstly I should
say that I do not think the honourable member for
Dandenong is a bad fellow, but I take issue with a
few things he said two weeks ago in the house when
he decided to drop a bucket on regional Victoria.
Certainly it is part of the political process to try to
unload marginal seats, but the bucket he tipped on
us did not have any water in it.

That matter aside, I shall raise some issues in
relation to the budget, particularly concerning
improvements in Ballarat East. I know this will bore
the house, but a lot of dollars have been spent in
Ballarat, I can assure you. Under the Better Roads
program and the 3-cent levy for major works, we are
lucky enough to have had apprOximately $3 million
spent in Ballarat on road funding.
I do not want to bore you with the details, but I will.
ApprOximately $1 million has been spent on roads
just in the Daylesford area. The area reminds me of
Luna Park - there are flashing signals, amber lights
and signs everywhere saying, 'Road works in
progress' and 'Detour here'. Certainly a lot of money
has been channelled into roads in Ballarat and it is a
magnificent effort by the Treasurer.
From 1982 to 1992 the previous government closed
210 schools. Seven schools closed in the Ballarat
area, but under the rural development schools
program just on $1 million has been injected into
schools in Ballarat. During that process of school
closure three of my schools - Richard Street,
Eureka Street and Queen Street - agreed to merge
and now I am happy to say $1.12 million has been
allocated to build a new school in Joseph Street,
which will be called Canadian Lead.
Also under the previous government a lot of
maintenance and refurbishment of schools was
required. Just last week another $220 000 was
allocated to refurbish the Ballarat East campus, and
another $180 000 to refurbish Urquhart Park Primary
School. Another $200 000 has been channelled into
the redevelopment of the schools, proving that the
government is dedicated to improving facilities for
education in Ballarat East. I applaud the Treasurer
for his budget initiatives, particularly in those areas.
Public transport is another area in which we have
done very well in Ballarat. The Minister for Planning
obviously would know of the mechanisation of the
Ballarat railway gates from his last visit there. That
has been an ongoing saga for approximately
12 months but we have recently received $200 000
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for those gates. Due to the good work of the Minister
for Planning those works will take place in the near
future.
Ballarat was the first town in Victoria to get the
Sprinter trains. One is named the Steve Moneghetti
and the other is named the Sir Hubert Oppmnan.
Those trains have reduced the travelling time from
Ballarat to Melbourne to 1 hour and 20 minutes. It is
magnificent for commuters, and I travel on them. In
fact, I was sitting with the driver travelling at
140 kilometres an hour in that train and it was
magnificent. We did have some problems with
railway connections at Warrenheip - the signalling
was not up to scratch - but the Minister for Public
Transport came up to Ballarat, had a look, and we
now have $1 million to upgrade the signal
equipment at Warrenheip. We will receive
approximately $300 000 this year and approximately
$900 000 in next year's budget, all to complement the
spread of trains.
Contracts totalling $35 million have been let for the
PIC to upgrade and refurbish 230 metropolitan
trains at the Ballarat and Bendigo workshops. The
government is trying to keep those 130 jobs at the
Ballarat workshops and will support them to the hilt.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TRAYNOR - I have pages and pages. The
amount of money I have got in Ballarat East is
unbelievable.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TRA YNOR - Look at the costs of the annual
operations for Sovereign Hill-$348 000.
Mr Hamilton - What are you going to do there
now?

Mr TRA YNOR - We are going to extend. Last
year Sovereign Hill had just on 490 000 visitors. The
penguins of Phillip Island had 600 000 visitors and
there were 304 000 visitors to Halls Gap, so we are
the second in the state.
Much has been said about health and community
services. We have been given $1.23 million for a
20-bed extension to the Lakeside Hospital at
Ballarat. It is unbelievable. Daylesford Hospital and
Daylesford Community Health Centre have another
$40 000. They are great signs.
Mr Hamilton interjected.

It is all very well to say nothing is happening in
regional Victoria but I could go on for hours listing
the money that has been spent in Ballarat East.

Mr TRAYNOR - That is part of the deal, isn't it?
Mr Cole interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TRA YNOR - Sport and recreation. I
remember when two years ago the then government
was trying to decide where to build an aquatic pool
at Ballarat. The former member for Ballarat East
Frank Sheehan said the best place was at the Eureka
Pool in Eureka Street. Frank Sheehan fought very
hard along with his cronies to try to have the pool
built in Eureka Street. It certainly was not the right
place for it. The Premier is coming up on 9 or 10
November to open the Ballarat regional aquatic pool
that has been completed after an allocation of
$500 000 from this government to assist in building
the pool.

We have received $200 000 for the senior citizens
building at Buninyong in my electorate. This
government is committed to channelling money
back into regional Victoria. The electorate has been
allocated more than $100 000 in total for
conservation. The list goes on and on. As I said, I do
not want to stand here and bore you.

Mr TRAYNOR - I told you it was going to be
like the Leyland Brothers! In the area of youth and
jobs, $225 000 has been allocated for a jobs program
at the Ballarat Adult and Further Education centre,
which is expected to result in 300 new jobs being
created. Not only that, but we set up a creche for
mums and dads.
Mr Cole - Creches are for the kids!
Mr TRA YNOR - Some of the kids are on the
computers and some of the mums and dads should
be in the creche! There has been an allocation of
$10000 for a police youth club. In respect of funding
for unemployed youth, $16 000 has been allocated to
service young people and their families.

We have other examples of funding for regional
development. Bendix Mintex, the biggest brake
manufacturer in Australia, was allocated $100 000 by
Minister Hallam and Amcor International has had a
similar allocation of $100 000. Last week the Premier
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was up there and he opened that factory. There are
35 brand new jobs at Amcor International.

Mr Hamilton - What are they making?
Mr TRAYNOR - They make tops for soft drink
and beer cans.
An Honourable Member - How do you do it?

Mr TRAYNOR - By sheer hard work, don't
you? Mr Acting Speaker, later this year the Premier
will be in Ballarat to announce the state
government's commitment to the information
technology park, which is the biggest outsourcing
contract in Australia. It will be on the site of Ballarat
University College. The honourable member for
Morwell was part of the debate that was held in
Ballarat on 1 January this year.
It is all exciting times in Ballarat East. I said I could
waffle on for hours and hours, but I won't.
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Premier is not behaving on the basis of economic
rationalism for a change. Not only has the
honourable member for Ballarat East pulled up short
on all the wonderful things he has done in Ballara t,
but I am sure there will be an extensive, elongated
and boring press release that probably won't be
published!
I turn to my speech, such as it is, on the budget. We
are speaking at 9.20 p.m. and I think I am the third
or fourth speaker. One honourable member spoke in
the early hours of Wednesday morning - all
because the debate was called on in the late hours of
the night although it should have been held during
the day, as honourable members know.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr COLE - The honourable member for
Mornington would know about power and the
abuse of power.

Mr Cooper interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TRAYNOR - A grant of $850 000 from this
government will be used to set up a horticultural
complex in Ballarat near the begonias. This
government is absolutely committed to channelling
money into regional Victoria. I am here to support
everything the Treasurer has done in putting money
into Ballarat East. What's more, on 3 October 1996 I
will still be standing here.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I don't know whether
the honourable member for Ballarat East will still be
standing there. If he is still there, he will be making
the same speech. I was a bit disappointed that he
referred to his notes without getting permission
from you, Mr Acting Speaker. It is probably one of
the best speeches I have heard him make. Over the
past two years I have heard him make other
speeches and he has sounded just like a policeman
giving evidence in a Magistrates Court. He has gone
up market and now he sounds like a policeman
giving evidence in the County Court. When he gets
to sounding like he is giving evidence in the
Supreme Court, by an outside chance he won't still
be here.

I congratulate him on all the wonderful things that
he has got for BaIlarat East. I am sure they have all
been taken out of my electorate. If Ballarat East
wasn't so much of a marginal seat he might not have
got so much! I sincerely congratulate him on what
he has done personally. It is good to hear that the

The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member for MOrnington is
out of his place and is disorderly.
Mr COLE - Power is an important thing and
abuse of it is also something that we can look at with
condemnation. The government should be aware of
a few things: unfortunately having power is a bit
like winning money from a bookmaker; it is really
only a loan. You have only got it for a short time and
if you abuse it you will not have it for very much
longer.
I wanted to make that point because I think this
budget debate should have been called on at an
appropriate time without our playing the games we
played. In my case I have found it particularly hard
to survive the late nights - I must confess that. I
suppose it shows I am human.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr COLE - As the honourable member for
Mornington knows only too well, particularly as I
have told him before, I never have to attend faction
meetings because I got the bullet.

More to the point, I wanted to speak on a number of
issues that are pertinent to my portfolio relating to
legal matters: one is to do with the position of this
state and of the Premier, in particular, in relation to
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Tasmanian legislation dealing with homosexuality.
The attempt, in my view, by the Premier-Mr Mac1ellan interjected.
Mr COLE - The point is that the Premier spoke
out on this issue. Although I have spoken in the past
on the importance of our seeing ourselves as a
nation state, not as a state per se economically, I
think it is also important in the budget debate to
make the point that I strongly objected to the
Premier's support of the Tasmanian position on that
legislation, particularly given the nature of the
human rights conventions the Australian
government has entered into. I accept that states
have a sovereignty. We all know that, but one can
take it only so far.
Although I do not believe the commonwealth
government's external affairs powers should be used
indiscriminately, they should be used where there is
a clear breach of an international convention which
would particularly - Mr Finn interjected.
Mr COLE - The conventions have been put
together by the international community through
the United Nations. If all the nations agree to a
convention on human rights, it ought to be
supported by the nations and by all the states of the
nations that have ratified the international
convention. For some states' righters to take the
question of sovereignty to the extent that they do is,
in my view, an absolute nonsense. It would and
does make us a laughing stock in the international
community.
The fact that the Premier of this state supported
Tasmania's legislation on the basis of the right of a
state to exert such a position, of itself, makes a
laughing stock of the Premier in Victoria.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr COLE - I take up the interjection about
Tasmania's right to decide. What about the taking of
political prisoners, which is also part of that
international right?

Mr Finn interjected.
Mr COLE - That is the point. As part of the
international right, if a state were to legislate in such
an abhorrent fashion - I believe legislation against
homosexuality is abhorrent, anyway - would you
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then say it is correct for the nation state to override
the state's sovereignty? The answer has to be yes.
Mr Finn -It happens in Australia every day.
The ACIlNG SPEAKER - The honourable
member for Tullamarine is out of his place and
disorderly.
Mr COLE - One can draw comparisons between
taking political prisoners and, perhaps, the
treatment of Aborigines, which was lamentable, and
in much the same way one can draw out the issue of
homosexuality and say that to discriminate against
homosexuals is of itself wrong, and if there is an
international convention to that effect, the federal
government is correct in intervening as it has. But
certainly this state, which supports homosexuals,
should not be seen to be taking a pOSition in
contradistinction to the national legislation that is
trying to enforce an international convention.
It is indeed lamentable that the Premier engaged in

the sort of politicking in which he engaged. States'
righters got the federal opposition leader, who was
at that stage in a bit of trouble, even deeper into
trouble by forcing his hand on the whole issue. In
the end the federal opposition did the right thing
and said, 'Yes, we will support the legislation',
which is the only thing it could or should do. Maybe
it is not as much a captive of the extreme right as we
first thought.
I turn to the not-so-novel idea of a court of appeal. It
is a concept which in some circumstances has merit.
My observation of the current appeals division of
the Supreme Court is that it is acting reasonably
well. The only reason for changing it would be if
there were some overwhelming problem and
therefore a need to change it, which there clearly is
not.
The court is handling cases extremely well and
managing the flow of cases through the court. To my
knowledge the appeals are being handled in a
manner that would suggest that the genera list
approach to appeals is more appropriate than a
specialist appeals court. I see no reason to create one.
What I do see, however, is the ultimate in duplicity
from this government. While it is talking about the
need to streamline appeals by creating an appeal
court, it has done some amazing streamlining itself
by constantly altering the constitution to prevent
people from appealing at all. More than.50 pieces of
legislation have taken away the right of appeal.
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This abuse of section 85 of the Constitution Act is
one of the most lamentable and enduring aspects of
this government's attempt to defile our legal system
and remove rights that were previously enshrined
and taken for granted. When so many rights of
appeal have been taken away through so many
pieces of legislation, it is hard to understand why on
earth a government would then bother to introduce
an appeal court. I am very sceptical about the
reasoning behind the government's decision to
create a court of appeal. It would be very costly and
require further appointments.
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work that has been done. I must say that the costthis is one budgetary item I have to raise - of
making a Full Court appeal has increased
astronomically, from nothing to $2000. Numerous
other costs, which are really only taxes, have been
imposed by this government that will yet again
interfere with the right of access to the courts of the
average person. The costs of transcripts are
prohibitive, and the costs of bringing appeals are
prohibitive. Now the legislation says you can no
longer bring them!
Mr Maclellan interjected.

I am greatly concerned with Specialist jurisdictions
of this type because appeals, while they are different
from the trial process, are, nonetheless, something
that should be shared about among those who are
doing other work besides appeals. They should be
done by the judges who are doing the trials. We
should be able to appoint from the pool of barristers
we have, and might I say from other legal people,
eminently qualified lawyers who are good enough
to do appeal and trial work, but specifically in
relation to the appeal work are good enough to do
appeals in such a fashion that they will stand in
good stead in any subsequent appeal to the High
Court. That is currently the case and I think would
always be the case in the future, because the people
we have appointed to those positions are people
who can hear, handle and present appeals in such a
fashion that the community and the legal profession
can have confidence in that appeal system. I believe
that is what we have now.
I am not suggesting that the Attorney-General or
anybody else is trying to subvert the role of the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, but the fact is
that, although they may not be trying to do that,
creating a separate court of appeal does subvert that
important role of the chief justice, Mr John Phillips,
who is doing an excellent job.
He has taken on the important task of handling the
administration of the Supreme Court. The Pegasus
report, which was started by the Labor Party in
government and completed when the present
Attorney-General was in office, and which she has
embraced, has taken us down a highly desirable
path in the Supreme Court. Looking at it now, two
or three years on from the major problems, one can
see that there has been an excellent effort by Chief
Justice Phillips personally and by the other judges
and the staff.
I worry about introducing a court of appeal because
I cannot see the point in interfering with the good

Mr COlE - As the Minister for Planning says, it
is very-economical. Even if you have an appeal right,
which is a slim pOSSibility, it will cost you so much
you will not be able to afford it. Therefore, the
government will achieve an economical and, dare I
say it, a very efficient system!
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr COlE - That's very good. The waiting list
will go down dramatically. It is a little like Basil
Fawlty - 'We could run a good shop if we had no
customers!'. That is what will happen with the
appeal system. The ultimate paradox, the ultimate
irony, is that the government will introduce a court
of appeal that people will not be able to afford to go
before and will not have the right to go to. That
sounds great. Who knows what decisions will be
made? The court may make criminal decisions,
which they have no alternative but to make.
I have grave concerns about the problems we are
likely to suffer as a result of establishing a court of
appeal. It is unnecessary and costly. There are great
appeal judges. For example, Justice Michael Kirby
has made a magnificent contribution, both as
President of the New South Wales Court of Appeal
and in the legal profession prior to his elevation. We
do not need the creation of specific positions either
to achieve what I regard as important changes to the
law through the appeal process or to ensure we have
any appeals at all.
The next matter is very serious and causes me
concern. During this week's debate about cronyism
we raised the issue of separation of powers. That is
relevant to the Attorney-General's portfolio, because
we have now reached the stage where the
government, because of its abrogation of its
responsibility to ensure that people have a right of
appeal to the Supreme Court, its subjugating the
process of taking on legal cases and its enshrining of
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the terrible Bjelke-Petersen approach to the control
of both houses, has destroyed the fundamental basis
of our judiciary. It has taken away the right of
appeal and the right to appear in court.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr COLE - I will get on to that in a minute.
The legislation has the specific intention of
suppressing any criticism of the government in the
courts. Whether tha t is successful is another thing.
Certainly that is its clear intention. When you go to
the AAT and the tribunal referee makes an error of
law, or denies you natural justice - the number one
error being bias: 'We do not like your particular
group', or whatever -you have no right of appeal
against that. The situation is terrible. That is what
we are finding with the use of section 85. The right
of appeal against bias and errors of law, fact and
jurisdiction is disappearing out the window, along
with natural justice. That means nothing because
there is no accountability, which is doubly
dangerous. We have a difficulty with referees who
are not on tenure.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr COLE - Yes, but with this government it is a
major difficulty.
Mr Maclellan - All under Labor for 10 years but
under libs for only 2 years.
Mr COLE - The minister should listen to what I
have to say. If you have a climate in which there is a
lack of accountability, the right to freedom of
information is taken away and planning rights go
out the window - -
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of the way the government treats people! Mr Levine
was asked to resign - Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - On
a point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, it has been the
longstanding custom and rule of this house that if a
member wishes to make a criticism of those who
hold judicial office, he can do so only by substantive
motion. The honourable member for Melbourne has
just started, in his own words or in his terms, to
describe to the house the way in which the presiding
magistrate of the Children's Court was treated by
the Chief Magistrate of the Magistrates Court. Those
are the words he used; I do not think he would deny
that He is about to go on in that vein.
The honourable member for Melbourne is perfectly
entitled to do that if he has a substantive motion
before the house; but he is not entitled during a
budget debate to blackguard judges or those who
hold judicial office. There has been ruling after
ruling from the Chair about that
I do not want to inhibit the honourable member's
contributing to the budget debate; but I do say, with
great respect, that if he wishes to criticise the Chief
Magistrate or, say, the presiding judge of the
Children's Court -and the same applies to County
Court or Supreme Court judges and other judicial
office-holders in other states and territories - the
only way in which that can be done is by substantive
motion.
Mr Acting Speaker, I do not want to put you in a
difficult position; you may wish to give a ruling
later. The honourable member may be kind enough
to re-assemble the order in which he makes his
remarks.

Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr COLE - I would not expect the Minister for
Planning to say planning rights have gone out the
window; he would have a biased view!
Mr Maclellan interjected.

Mr MACLELLAN - The honourable member for
Springvale should know I am not doing it for that
purpose. If he wants to debate the sacking of judges,
he can move a substantive motion.

Mr COLE - My opinion is supported by many
people, including many members of the legal
profession and the wider community.

Mr CO LE (Melbourne) - I accept that, and I will
move a substantive motion later - but not tOnight. I
accept what the Minister for Planning has said. It is a
serious issue and I will raise it in the appropriate
manner rather than in the budget context.

I turn to another issue, the way in which the Senior
Magistrate of the Children's Court, Mr Greg Levine,
was treated by the Chief Magistrate of the
Magistrates Court, Mr Nick Papas. What an example

I have grave concerns about the manner in which
our legal system has been running. In the past year
we have seen the difficult situation in which the
Director of Public Prosecutions has been placed; a
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number of problems with prosecutions; innumerable
difficulties with the National Crime Authority; and
attacks by the Premier on the NCA. We are also
concerned about the manner in which the Premier
seems to have taken sides against the state's
prosecutors.

marvellous job since she has been there. The courses
themselves have been of immense value to people.
They give a broad range of courses and I just ask the
government and others to consider what the CAE
does because it gives so much to people on so many
occasions.

I do not wish to make too much of a political point,
but I happen to have spoken to Or Shirley Randle
from the Council of Adult Education regarding that
council's funding.

I shall come to the final and vexed question of
psychiatric services. As a member of Parliament I
am aware that it is an area that has enormous
problems. We have deinstitutionalisation programs
as much in my area as anywhere else and we have to
be very conscious of the amount of funding. I am
very concerned that this government has opted for
deinstitutionalisation not only because it is a better
propOsition for people to be out of psychiatric
institutions, but also for financial reasons. The
simple fact is that with deinstitutionalisation of
services we cannot expect to be spending any less,
even without the big institutions. We quite probably
have to be spending considerably more.

She did not solicit me and has made no public
comment about it. She is not being critical; it was I
who solicited the information. Nevertheless, funding
for the Council of Adult Education was cut back by
$700 000 in the last budget. It has been a difficult
time for the CAE because more than 30 staffing
positions have had to be terminated.
I raise the matter not only because of the issue of the
cuts in funding, but most importantly of all to say to
the government and to the community at large that
the CAE performs a fantastic role for many people in
the community - myself included.
I try to do one or two courses per year. I do not
always make it, but for people like me who are
reasonably busy, it is the only opportunity that you
really get to improve your training skills, to enhance
your learning or whatever.
Last year or the year before I vehemently trained to
learn how to use Word for Windaws. I finally learnt
how to use it and we have been told by the party not by you, Mr Speaker - that we should be on
Wordperfect for Windows - there you have it, you
make all that effort and that happens!
Nonetheless the CAE was there to provide that
course, and I have done many other courses that I
will not talk about because I will embarrass myself,
but it has been great fun. As a local member I know
that the CAE services an incredible amount of
people on concession, some 30 or 40 per cent of the
people who go to the CAE are on concession and
they are people therefore who are on low incomes,
who are taking education courses and training
courses for interest, for work or for personal
development.
The CAE was also the subject of the 'eye' if you like
of Ches Baragwanath, the Auditor-General, as we all
know - and if you can say his name then you know
that he is! I must say Or Randle addressed issues
concerned with CAE brilliantly. She had done a

I return to the issue that I raised the other night
when I spoke about the death of the young man who
worked for me. This community has a major
problem with drugs, and I do not necessarily mean
the hard herOin-type drugs, I mean the prescription
ones. You, Mr Speaker, as a non-practising
pharmacist, would be aware of the very severe
moocl-changing nature of prescription drugs.
We have a drug culture with prescription drugs. We
have drug companies who fund doctors, who give
them super boxes at the football, who I am sure
support pharmacists and everything that they are
doing. It a climate of promoting drugs, rather than
being careful and conscious about the use of them.
I am very worried about the fact that young people
who are severely depressed are able to obtain that
type of medication, use it inappropriately, abuse it
and, in many cases, subsequently die. It is
lamentable; it is a major problem that we can
address only by opening the issue up.
While I have a few more minutes and I can baSically
canvass anything I want because all my other
arguments have been denied me, I say I am also, as
we all are, very concerned about the police
shootings. I heard the Secretary of the Victoria Police
Association, Mr Danny Walsh, intimate today that
the situation had arisen because of this
government's denying of the proper back-up and
support for psychiatric services.
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It is unfortunate that Mr Walsh made that comment.
While I might be critical of this government and say
it is not putting enough money into psychiatric
services, or that maybe we are going through a
difficult time in trying to assess the amount of
money and effort that has to go into ensuring that
we can provide proper psychiatric services, it is a
very simplistic approach to a complex problem for
Danny Walsh to be saying that it is all due to a lack
of psychiatric services. I believe it is unfortunate,
lamentable, and, most of all, very dangerous.
It is not my role, nor in my capacity, to put the issues
to Mr Walsh, but it seems to me that we have an
unfortunate situation where much blame is being
put not only on to the government but also on to
those who are psychiatrically ill. It is lamentable; it is
not true. We can look at other ways of trying to
resolve this difficult problem of police shootings,
and the loss of life is sad.

I hope we can do more than we have been doing so
far. I do not mean from the government; I mean
from Danny and the Police Association in trying to
address such a difficult and serious problem. They
need to forget about just looking after their members
and thinking of nothing else. While that is
important, it is not the sole role of the Police
Association.
Mr WELLS (Wantima) - It gives me great
pleasure to jOin the debate on the Appropriation
(1994-95, No. 1) Bill. I was in the house when the
opposition lead speaker, the honourable member for
Footscray, led off. I have never before heard a
10-minute speech drawn out for more than 3 hours. I
am wondering whether he did that because I visited
his electorate last Sunday.
Last Sunday, I went to the Footscray Past Players
Association. I was seated at the table, and everybody
was having a great time, laughing and having a
couple of light beers, until someone asked me what I
did for a job. When I told them I was an MP things
went a little quiet and when I told them that I was a
Liberal MP things went dead quiet -and that was
not just the table, it was the whole room. I must have
been the only Liberal in the whole room!
I was going to get up in this budget debate to talk
about all the great things that Wantima has
achieved, but after listening to the honourable
member for Ballarat East, I am wondering whether I
have done enough for the people of my electorate. I
do a cheque presentation once or twice every
quarter, but there is no doubt that this budget is an
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honest and fair document and that the Victorian
taxpayers are slowly but surely getting used to
this - after 10 years of the Labor government's
misleading and deceitful budget documents.
When we took office in 1992, this state was
unquestionably the rust bucket of Australia. We had
debts approaching $70 billion and a current account
deficit of $3 billion, but to make it worse, the trends
showed that it was spiralling out of control. Drastic
changes have been made and it is a great credit to
the Premier, the Treasurer and the rest of the
coalition government that we have reached a stage
where we are building foundation blocks to make
this state a great state.
In this, the third budget delivered by the Treasurer,
we are seeing improvements in all areas of
government. Gone are the years of borrowing
money to pay for operating expenses - that is,
borrowing to pay for nurses' and teachers' wages
and for our interest bill. Victoria is on its way back
to an AAA credit rating. That is very important.
When we left government in 1982 this state had a
AAA credit rating, which meant that we could
borrow money at the lowest rate possible
throughout the world. Over 10 years that AAA
rating went on a nosedive. We are slowly but surely
building that up so that we can again borrow money
cheaply, which will be of great benefit to Victorian
taxpayers.
The Treasurer mentioned in the budget papers that
if we can maintain the financial strategy for this
financial year the $100 deficit levy will be abolished.
You cannot get any plainer than that. If we can
maintain a current account sustainable surplus, the
$100 deficit levy will go at the end of this year.
But the Labor Party does not seem to understand the
concept of a budget. A budget is a financial plan for
the next 12 months. Local papers out my way have
run the Labor Party runaround, saying that we
promised the $100 deficit levy would go this budget.
Maybe Labor Party members in my area are
different from the rest of them. I am not sure where
they got this beat-up story from. The Labor Party in
my area said it thought it was a bit of a joke because
we did not live up to our promise, but we said quite
clearly that the levy would go once we reached a
sustainable surplus.
To prove that even further, I will quote from Hansard
of 13 November 1992, when the Treasurer indicated
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the $100 deficit levy would be in play. The Treasurer
is reported at page %3 as having stated:
The levy - the Cain-Kirner tax - has been imposed as
a direct contribution to overcoming the budget deficit
inherited from the previous government. It is not
envisaged that it will be totally open~nded, although
the government is not in a position to put a finite time
on the duration of the tax.

It is pure Labor Party rhetoric to be running aroWld
saying it was a one-off. That is written in black and
white in Hansard.
The education budget is clearly on track. The
Minister for Education has said this on a number of
occasions. Judging by the budget papers, it is
definitely on track. Is it not ironic that we listen to
Labor Party rhetoric suggesting that we overspent
the education budget! Not only did this mob, when
in government, overspend receipts by $3 billion per
year but also they left a $4O-million black hole in the
education budget; apart from spending $3 billion
more than they earned, they also made $40 million
worth of promises to schools and committees that
they did not have 1 cent of backing for.
The public sector capital works papers show good
news for Wantima. Rowville Secondary College, a
college I have spoken about in this place on a couple
of occasions, is bursting at the seams. The
honourable member for Knox and I and others
lobbied the minister. A new $12 million school will
be built in the electorate of Knox. This school will
have aroWld 2000 students by the turn of the
century. The plans are out, the site is being
prepared, and this school will be ready and opening
for the 1996 school year.
There is more good news in this budget for the
electorate of Wantima. The capital works budget
shows that in this financial year the Wantima
Secondary College will receive a $2 million upgrade,
of which $500 000 will be spent this financial year
and another $1.5 million will be spent next financial
year. This same school had the equivalent of
65 portable classrooms on site. This was the school
forgotten by the previous government. At least now
we will be able to fix the situation.
Another school in my electorate that has benefited is
the Wantima Primary School. It was caught up in
the $4O-million black hole of hollow promises. This
school was promised a stage 1 and stage 2. Stage 1
was fine, and stage 2 was supposed to start as soon
as stage 1 was completed, but the money ran out
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overnight so the school was half built and had
portables to prop it up. We were fortunate to receive
$120000 last financial year and we will receive
another $120 000 this financial year.
I was amused by an item in the Herald Sun in August
in the column '5 years ago'. I quote the Herald Sun:
In one of the toughest state budgets in 20 years,

Treasurer Rob Jolly axed nearly 5000 jobs and slugged
smokers.
Union leaders hit back, promising industrial chaos to
save jobs.
The main target for Mr Jolly's axe was the transport
sector, but education cuts would hit spending on
emergency teachers, school cleaning and
administration.

Honourable members would remember that at that
time we were all shaking in our boots. It was the
toughest budget in 20 years, but we knew that he
would not have the political will or backbone to
fulfil his budget. He was rolled in cabinet by then
Premier John Cain. The man sitting at the end of the
table, John Halfpenny, said, 'Rob, it sounds great in
theory, but you are not going to do it'. The other
good thing was that nobody believed he was going
to do it.
Is it not ironic that the Labor Party five years ago
was going to target emergency teachers, school
cleaning and administration, exactly the same things
that this government has just done! But we had the
political will to go ahead and fulfil that budget. The
problem was identified five years ago, but the Labor
Party did not have the political will to do that; it is
pure hypocrisy. The previous government could see
the need for change but could not go ahead with it
because the union mates vetoed the political policies
and budgets they wanted to fulfil.
The previous government did not really care about
the quality of education for children. It was more
interested in pleasing its mates in the teachers'
unions. The biggest mate they had sat at that cabinet
table and had extraordinary veto powers, overriding
everyone on that budget including Rob Jolly: John
Halfpenny. It was clearly a payback to their teacher
union mates.
Under this government almost $3 billion in current
outlays is being spent on quality education
programs for the children in our schools. New
schools are being built and we are now getting into
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the maintenance list left by the previous
government, with works totalling up to $600 million.
Why would anyone want to replace the carpet in a
school while not worrying about fixing the roof
above? It was teeming with rain, but they were
going to put carpet on the floors - you have to be
kidding!
TItis government is looking after students by
providing quality - not Labor teacher union mates.
Between 1982 and 1992 student numbers fell by
80 000. Instead of families having three or four
children, they were having only one or two. And 1
am as much to blame as anyone else. So, with a
decrease of 80 000 students, how can that be used to
justify an increase in the number of teachers? A
responsible government would ensure that the
teacher-student ratio was kept in proportion. But,
under Labor the number of teachers increased
because the teachers kept paying their union fees,
which went to the Labor Party.
The area of health has unquestionably been a
success story. Case-mix is working. Under case-mix
61 000 more patients have been treated during the
past year. Prior to case-mix 924 people were waiting
more than a month for urgent surgery. Under
case-mix that figure has been reduced to 13 people.
Prior to case-mix 5733 people were waiting for
semi-urgent surgery. Now under case-mix this
number has been reduced to 3095, a decrease of
44 percent.
PreViously, under a Labor government, if one
applies the case-mix fonnula, there were 30 000
people on waiting lists for public hospitals. That
number has been slashed to 24 271 - an amazing
turnaround.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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section of the road is very narrow, a single lane both
ways.
At the same time, however, it is a major feeder road
for a lot of light industry in West Heidelberg and for
La Trobe University. More pressure is being put on
that road as a result of the Bell Street-Banksia Street
link: because heavy vehicles cannot easily access that
link, they are using that section of Waterdale Road,
West Heidelberg. TItis is creating a large volume of
traffic and a lot of noise, which is a major nuisance
for residents.
Immediate action can be taken to widen the road.
The TAFE college on one side of the road has
already agreed that 8 metres of its land can be used.
Three blocks on the other side, which is the only
other land to be taken into consideration, have
already been cleared. The City of Heidelberg has
already undertaken the necessary design work to
allow work to commence.
TItis matter has supposedly been on the agenda for
some time. Local residents have been promised for
40 years that the road will be widened. The most
recent promise was made by the honourable
member for Ivanhoe, the Minister for Small
Business. On 9 September 1992 at a public meeting
held at 7.00 p.m. at St Philips Anglican Church,
attended by more than 100 people, the honourable
member for Ivanhoe promised that the road would
be widened. The words of the honourable member
for Ivanhoe were: 'I can't promise that it will be
done in 12 months, but it will be done in two years'.
That was more than two years ago but not one
skerrick of action has been taken. The government
has failed to deliver. It is no wonder there are so
many angry signs on front lawns in the West
Heidelberg area protesting against the honourable
member for Ivanhoe.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER - Order! Under sessional orders
the time for the adjournment of the house has
arrived.

Roads: Waterdale Road
Mr LEIGHTON (preston) - 1 ask the Minister
for Health to direct to the attention of the Minister
for Roads and Ports in another place a matter
concerning Waterdale Road, West Heidelberg. I am
calling upon the minister to take immediate action to
widen that road. The part of the road 1 am referring
to is between Bell Street and Altona Street. That

There is a suggestion that something might happen
in 1997 -a further three years away. Is that to be
believed any more than the honourable member's
promise in 1992? The Minister for Roads and Ports
needs to come out and state whether the honourable
member for Ivanhoe has the authority, whether his
promise will be honoured. In particular the Minister
for Roads and Ports must take immediate action to
widen that section of road this year so that the
long-suffering people in West Heidelberg, in the
electorate of the honourable member for Ivanhoe,
have some alleviation of the nuisance.

ADJOURNMENT
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Breast cancer screening
Mr TURNER (Bendigo West) - I raise with the
Minister for Health the matter of breast cancer
screening services in Victoria. For the information of
honourable members, this is part of a national
program for the early detection of breast cancer. It is
a joint program between the commonwealth and
state governments.

The major aims of the program are to establish
breast cancer screening services especially targeting
symptomless women aged 50 to 69 years and to
provide a free breast X-ray service every two years.
I congratulate the minister on the way she has
approached the task in Victoria. The majority of the
state is covered by the service. My problem at this
stage is that the north-west of the state incorporating Bendigo and areas such as Swan Hill,
Mildura and Echuca - does not currently have that
service.
Many of my constituents have approached me
because they are very anxious to see the service
established in the area. I understand my colleagues
in the other place Mr Ron Best and Mr Barry Bishop
have also had representations, along with the
honourable member for Bendigo East in this place,
the Minister for Community Services.

In recent times many people with histories of family
members suffering from cancer have also
approached me, including members of the Business
and Professional Women's Oub of Castlemaine and
a Mr Collier from Golden Square.
I ask the Minister for Health when we will see
breast-screening services introduced into my
electorate, the electorates of the honourable
members for North Western Province in the other
place, and Echuca, in the electorate of the
honourable member for Rodney, which covers a
huge area of Victoria.
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Gambling: Geelong support group
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Community Services,
and in his absence to the Minister for Planning, who
is at the table, a notice which appeared in the
Geelong Advertiser earlier this week, and I assume in
other papers.

The notice, under the heading 'Gambling spend-up',
said that the Victorian government will spend more
than $4 million on a program aimed at attacking
compulsive gambling. The compulsive gambling
problem is becoming very serious in our society and
certainly within my community. I have spent some
time working with a gambling support group in my
electorate which an average of three new people per
week are joining, resulting in significant increases in
its numbers. Unfortwlately the group has outgrown
the facility it is currently using; it is not suited to the
group's needs because its program is very emotional
and requires a lot of counselling, support and help
for people.
On the group's behalf I have approached the City of
Greater Geelong, which has been very cooperative in
attempting to find a new residence. However - Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr LONEY -"That is right; we do have a few
spare town halls, but I do not think we will get one
of those. The City of Greater Geelong has been most
cooperative in this matter and we are moving
towards finding some form of housing for these
people. However, I raise this issue because a range
of other services need to be financed as well as
simply the building, including the cost of electricity
and the telephone lines, because it intends to set up
a 24-hour counselling service for Geelong people
with gambling problems. The group wishes to keep
the building open, but there are all sorts of
associated costs.

Will the minister advise whether any of the
Honourable members would be aware that although
the people living in those areas do not have the
services locally, they can get them in Melbourne, but
travel is not always easy for people from rural
Victoria. If they choose to have the service done
locally the cost is a minimum of $82, none of which
is refundable through Medicare. It is a cost to people
in rural Victoria and they are desperate to see this
service introduced into that part of the state. Will the
minister please outline when the services will be
introduced into the area.

$4 million will be available to support the group in

its dealings with people in the Geelong community
who have a need for counselling and support as a
result of gambling addictions? As the problem is
very serious in this community I hope that some of
the $4 million will be available to help community
groups like the one in the City of Greater Geelong
attempt to deal with it.
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War museum
Mr LUPTON (1<nox) - I ask the Minister for
Health to direct to the Minister for the Arts or the
Minister for Major Projects in another place the
possibility of establishing a museum to hold the
memorabilia of ex-servicemen and women who
have served Australia in various wars over the years.
The former Labor government proposed to build the
Museum of Victoria at Southbank and everyone
knew that was the wrong place. Under Agenda 21
the government is building the Museum of Victoria
at the Exhibition Buildings and an immigration
museum at Station Pier. Although that museum is
worthwhile, many servicemen and women departed
our shores from Station Pier to fight in various wars
and returned from those wars to Station Pier. It is
only fitting that the memorabilia that returned
servicemen and women have from those wars, much
of which is stored with the RSL, should be restored
and put on public display. I suggest the immigration
museum would be an excellent site for that display.
I ask the Minister for Health to ask her colleagues in
another place to investigate the posSibility of having
a wing at the Museum of Victoria in the Exhibition
Buildings set aside for the proposed war museum so
those parts of Australia's history can be displayed
for Victorians and Australians.

If it had not been for the men and women who went
overseas to fight for this country we would not have
had the immigration program after the second
world war. It is only fitting that ex-servicemen and
women should be remembered by a display of this
nature.
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A number of private dentists in my area have told
me that problems result from a number of factors.
One dentist said it is soul-destroying work just
coping with the demand and the number and type
of patients, which varies greatly in the public sector.
Many of us have suffered from toothaches at some
time and the saying that toothache can drive you
mad is not a fallacy because it can create stress and
trauma. I have been told that an alteration in the
reception arrangements at the Traralgon hospital
would make it easier for the dentist. Apparently the
dental nurse is also the receptionist. If the reception
work was done at the front desk the dental nurse
could assist the dentist which would ease the
problem and make it less dangerous for patients
who may be stressed or traumatised.
It is a serious problem and one which the minister is
aware of, but being aware of it has not solved the
problem. Many people wait for dental work to be
done while their dentures are being made, so the
problem has escalated. There is a great deal of
concern with those who live in our area. It is a
matter that needs to be addressed so that we have a
system that works better, as well as attracting
dentists to the service. Although that is not easy and
I do not lay the blame anywhere, I am anxious to get
some result, because I have a great deal of sympathy
for people who are suffering with toothaches.
It is an urgent problem and I ask the minister to

work even harder to see whether we can get a better
system to encourage a dentist to jOin the service. It is
not a job for a new graduate. Professional opinion is
that a new graduate could not handle it.

Roads: funding
I do not care which venue holds the display of
memorabilia, but it is worthy of consideration.
Considerable memorabilia can be collected from
servicemen and women who fought in the second
world war and from the RSL, and I believe the
public of Victoria and Australians would want to
view a display of this kind.

Dental services
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Health an ongoing and
serious problem regarding the lack of adequate
dental facilities at the Traralgon campus of the
Latrobe Regional Hospital because of the excessive
demand occurring at the Moe campus and the
cessation of dental services at the Churchill
Community Health Centre.

Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - I ask the
Minister for Public Transport to direct to the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place the closure of a road in Harriet Street,
Toora in my electorate. The road runs between the
local primary school and a playground associated
with the school. For the purpose of this exercise it
would be necessary for additional road funding to
be made available so that tankers can travel along an
alternative route through another part of the
township of Toora to gain access to the Bonlac
factory. I am concerned about whether appropriate
funding can be alloca ted from the Better Roads
program to allow the work to be undertaken.
TItis is an important issue for the people of Toora.
They have been concerned for some years that if
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schoolchildren wish to make full use of the
playgrounds opposite it is necessary for them to
cross Harriet Street. Concern has been expressed
about the continuous traffic of milk tankers that
need access to the Bonlac factory. As a result of
much time and effort by a number of committees, a
street closure program has been developed to allow
tankers to travel by an alternative route to the
factory. If funding is forthcoming, the factory
management and tanker drivers are happy for that
to occur. It would represent an advance for the
student body and would remove a Significant
problem for the students. I ask the minister to give
the matter due consideration.

Preschools: Coburg
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - In the absence of the
Minister for Commwtity Service I direct the
attention of the Minister for Health, who is at the
table, to lost kindergarten places in the Coburg
electorate and the pressure being placed on the
availability of child-care places. At the moment the
Melbourne City Mission kindergarten in north-east
Brunswick is closing. That will mean that next year
kids will be left high and dry. Another kindergarten
in north-east Brunswick is amalgamating with
another child-care centre, and that will result in the
loss of child-care places.
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among kindergartens that can see their numbers
increasing. They are important to the multi-<:ultural,
working-<:lass community of Coburg.
The loss of places is putting further pressure on
child-care centres in the region. There is a sense of
minor panic and major concern as people see the
places disappearing and waiting lists for child-<:are
centres increasing.

Local government: restructure
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - The matter I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Planning
representing the Minister for Local Government in
another place is the restructure of local government
in the outer east, particularly in the Dandenong
Ranges. As many people would be aware, the Local
Government Board is very close to releasing its
interim recommendations for the outer Melbourne
area. There is a good deal of speculation in some
regions about what shape those recommendations
will take, but in some cases the speculation goes a
bit beyond mere speculation. People are deliberately
circulating rumours aimed at upsetting sections of
the community.

There is an increased number of children's names on
waiting lists in the area as a result of the natural
increase in population. The stage has been reached
where a number of child-<:are centres are closing off
their waiting lists. The Brunswick Turkish child-care
centre waiting list has now reached lOO, and the
centre is now closing off its list.

Today I received a telephone call from a business
operator in the Shire of Sherbrooke who advised me
that recently she received a letter which, among
other things, warned businesses in Sherbrooke that
if one particular model of restructure were to go
ahead rates on commercial properties would
increase by 40 per cent or 70 per cent. The issue is
causing a good deal of concern to owners of
commercial properties and business opera tors in the
shire.

The Melbourne City Mission kindergarten is closing
as a result of cutbacks of approximately $40 000
which it claims will make it unviable as a
kindergarten. However, it will reopen as a
child-based centre for its own workers. That will
mean the kids that attended the kindergarten will be
without places. The reason they want a child-care
centre for their workers is that it will be viable
because of federal government funding. But,
unfortunately, it will not be viable as a kindergarten
because of cuts to state government funding.

I am concerned that this sort of story is
unnecessarily upsetting to people who are
conducting legitimate business in the area, is
detracting from reasonable discussion about the
local government reform program and is
deliberately aimed at destabilising that program. I
should like this sort of rumour to be cut short
because it can have no good end. So far as I can see
there is no value in people trying to predict the Local
Government Board's recommendations, especially
when the predictions have malicious intent.

The closures and amalgamations are putting
pressure on the area, and the cost of kindergarten
places has increased. I call on the minister to
consider some means of stemming the loss of these
important child-<:are places and kindergartens.
There is local concern and some sense of panic

I seek from the minister an assurance that, as has
been stated several times, there will be no 40 per

cent or 70 per cent rate increase for commercial
properties in the Shire of Sherbrooke, regardless of
the form the recommendations might take. I believe
this is a ridiculous and malicious rumour.
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Preselection for Kooyong electorate
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS (Mill Park) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Attorney-General in
her capacity as the Minister responsible for
Women's Affairs. It has come to my attention that
this Saturday is D-day -decision day-in
Kooyong and I understand that a number of
candidates are nmning for pre-selection, including a
very capable woman called Leonie Burke.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have some difficulty.
The honourable member for Mill Park knows very
well that he may raise a matter of government
administration with any minister. However, in this
instance unless he can relate his remarks to the
administration of the Minister responsible for
Women's Affairs I will no longer hear him.
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS -This matter is
certainly related to government administration. The
issue of the merits of promoting women
candidates and what the Minister responsible for
Women's Affairs has been doing about promoting
appropriate equal opportunity programs in her
department to give women better chances of being
promoted to the political level was debated for some
11 minutes during question time today. I am sure
this matter falls within the jurisdiction of the
minister. And as I understand it, the minister
has--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will remain
silent so that the Chair can listen to what the
honourable member is saying.
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS - As I understand it,
the minister has a dual role in this, because she also
happens to be a preselector.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is pushing his luck far too far.
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS - I call on the
minister to show some leadership and to come into
this house and tell us what she has been doing to
promote women's interests - in particular to
promote Leonie Burke's - The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has
attempted to guide the honourable member, but he
has ignored that guidance. I will no longer hear him.

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I will pause until the
house comes to order.

McDonalds family restaurants
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I ask the Minister for Health
to direct to the attention of the Minister for Local
Government in another place an issue concerning
McDonalds family restaurants. The McDonalds
company is acquiring council land - that is,
recreational land - to build a restaurant on. The
matter I am particularly concerned about is that,
from all indications, in the dying days of local
government in the west, given the restructure and
the appointment of commissioners, the local council
is selling off land to McDonalds to establish a
restaurant, right in the heart of St Albans shopping
centre. There is sufficient commercial land available
with the appropriate zoning as well as private land
that is zoned for local industry purposes. In other
words, there is plenty of appropriately zoned land
on which McDonalds can build a restaurant.

Rather than do that, McDonalds has embarked on a
process of trying to establish a restaurant on
recreational land - tennis courts that are used by
the local community and local schools. Taking away
that land will reduce the amount of open space in
St Albans proper. It is of concern to me and to the
community that a McDonalds restaurant will be
built on that land. That is particularly so because
McDonalds says that the quality of its product will
attract customers, regardless of where its restaurants
are built. It does not need to build on that site. If the
restaurant were shifted 500 metres to another
location, I am sure it would attract the same
customers - and it would not deprive the
community of public open space. That area of
St Albans is like the city square; it is the only open
space in the St Albans shopping centre and
St Albans proper.
I urge the Minister for Local Government and the
Sunshine council to wait and see how the new
boundaries will affect the community. Legislation
requires the council to put any money from the
closure of the tennis courts, which the community
will be deprived of, back into community open
space elsewhere - but that could be in a new estate
or a new area.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
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Responses
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
honourable member for Preston raised a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place in relation to land at West Heidelberg
and a road that needs widening. I will put the matter
to the minister and he will no doubt reply in due
course.
The honourable member for Geelong North raised a
matter for the attention of the Minister for
Commwtity Services concerning compulsive
gambling and a support group he has worked with.
The matter deserves consideration because it
concerns the need to deal with people who have a
compulsive gambling problem. I will refer the
matter to the Minister for Commwtity Services.
The honourable member for Knox raised a matter
for the attention of either the Minister for the Arts or
the Minister for Major Projects, both of whom are
members of another place, in relation to a museum
for memorabilia of ex-servicemen or people
associated with any of the wars in which Victorians
or Australians have been involved. He made a
number of suggestions as to how such memorabilia
could be maintained either in a separate museum or
in a wing of the proposed new museum. I will
ensure that the matter is referred to the appropriate
ministers for due consideration of the proposals.
The honourable member for Gippsland South raised
for the attention of the Minister for Public Transport
and the Minister for Roads and Ports in another
place the closure of a local road, Harriet Street,
Toora, and the implications that had for the school
there. He mentioned the need for an alternative road
for access to the Bonlac factory. I am sure the
ministers concerned will give due consideration to
the matter raised by the honourable member, and I
will refer it to them for their consideration.
The honourable member for Coburg raised a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Community
Services. It was a somewhat confused contribution
and the honourable member seemed to be referring
to a paucity of kindergartens. He referred to the
closure of kindergartens and long waiting lists for
child~e centres.
I am sure when the Minister for Community
Services replies to the honourable member he will
indicate that the government is now prOviding
places in kindergartens for more children than have
been able to be accommodated in previous years.
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There has always been a need for additional
child-care places but that is an entirely different
situation from kindergartens. It was unclear from
the honourable member's dissertation precisely
what he was speaking about. I will ask the minister
to address those matters.
Two matters were raised for the attention of the
Minister for Local Government in another place
and/ or for the Minister for Planning. Those matters
will be addressed by the Minister for Planning.
Two matters were raised for my attention. The
honourable member for Bendigo West asked when
the people of Bendigo could expect services from the
combined federal and state-funded program for
early detection of breast cancer. The program was
promised by the then Prime Minister, Bob Hawke,
back in the late 1980s. The program has started and
those services are currently being provided through
most of Victoria.
The Victorian Breastscreen program was absolutely
committed to providing high quality services that
met national accreditation guidelines, were cost
effective and geographically accessible. I advise the
honourable member that a program to service the
Bendigo area will be set up immediately. There have
already been a series of working group discussions
about who would auspice the program in the
Bendigo area. The Bendigo Hospital, the Mount
Alvernia Private Hospital, commwtity health
agencies and general practitioners have reached
agreement that Mount Alvernia will be the principal
auspicing organisation and will provide the facilities
for the centre.
The catchment for the Bendigo service will be the
Loddon Campaspe sub region, excluding Tullaroop
and Kara Kara, which will be serviced by Ballarat,
and Romsey, Gisbome, Kyneton and Newham,
which will be serviced by Essendon. The screening
target of 10 000 women each financial year is
expected to be achieved by the end of 1995-%. In the
year ending June 1995,2000 women will be
screened. So the program will be opera ting this
finandal year. At full capacity it will have a peak
screening target of 10 000 women. This very
important service, which gives an opportwtity to
predict in the very first stages growths that may lead
to cancer of the breast, will be able to be picked up
by women who live in Bendigo. They will not have
to travel to other areas.
I t is part of an overall service provided for rural
women, which includes a transportable breast
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screening service currently situated in Seymour but
which will move to more remote areas of the state as
the need is demonstrated for services in other areas.
It is important that the women of the Bendigo area
who are eligible for screening - those women
between the ages of 50 and 69 years - avail
themselves of the service. By early detection
methods we will be able to reduce quite
dramatically the incidence of breast cancer
throughout the state. It is the only thing we can do at
present. There is a need for ongoing research into
this whole area.
In the budget brought down three weeks ago
additional funding of $900 000 was made available
for the Breastscreen program. An additional
$3.1 million has been allocated for the Breastscreen
program. This program is one of a number of
initiatives taken by the government, including the
cancer and heart offensive. We are looking at
bringing together all the services in the state to focus
on those two diseases, which are the two major
killers. We now have the opportunity of using the
electoral rolls for writing to women and personally
giving them notice of the availability of cervical and
breast cancer screening programs. They are among a
number of initiatives the govenunent has overseen
to address the unacceptable levels of cancer and
heart disease. I am pleased that Bendigo will now be
able to take advantage of this particular program
which is aimed at reducing the incidence of breast
cancer in this state.

The honourable member for Morwell raised with me
the facilities and staffing for dental services in the
Latrobe Valley. As the honourable member would
be aware, considerable advances have been made in
the treatment of dental services, predominantly by
the remarkable work of dentlsts themselves in
agitating some years back for ~~e addition of
fluoride to our water, where appr::'?:iate, and for
educative programs to encourage young people to
take fluoride tablets.
Certainly a remarkable advance has taken place in
reducing considerably the amount of dental caries in
our younger population. In the older population
unfortunately we still see the residue of the lack of
preventative work, and there is a need for dental
services for the older population.
A series of initiatives have been taken at both the
commonwealth and state levels for addressing this
problem but they do not meet the whole of the
problem. The resources do not meet the demand of
both treatment of tooth decay in older people and
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the ongoing need for dentures and other dental
needs.
However, a series of initiatives including a
commonwealth program was recently introduced to
deal with health card holders who have a need for
emergency dental services. In the event of toothache
described by the honourable member, that condition
should be recognised as an emergency need and
there should be an opportunity in the Latrobe Valley
for that emergency to be treated. If not, there is
certainly opportunity at the dental hospital for
emergency services to be provided.
The ongoing need for acute and non-emergency
dental work should be considered, and again the
government has reviewed the dental work force.
Under the chairmanship of the honourable member
for Malvern the committee is examining how we can
best organise not only our dentists but the auxiliary
dentistry work force such as dental hygienists,
dental therapists and dental technicians, both
advanced and those currently providing full
dentures.
When we are able to establish a closer and more
coordinated working relationship between those
groups, we hope to better address what is a large
demand for dental services in the state. As the
honourable member indicated, it is important that
those people who need emergency services have
that need met because nothing is more debilitating
than chronic pain in the mouth and face area.
I am happy to look at the individual case raised by
the honourable member to see if there is a way of
improving the work practices or the coordination of
services in that area, but we are looking at dental
services across a broad area. We expect the report to
be completed by the end of the year, and it will give
an indication of how we can better organise and
coordinate a whole range of dental services across
the state.
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Monbulk referred to an
apparently anonymous letter circulating in the area
outlining 40 to 70 per cent increases in rates. It offers
some explanation why certain residents of
Sherbrooke would be anxious to join with other
municipalities if they believed they would face that
sort of rate increase if they continued to be in the
Shire of Sherbrooke. Perhaps it also explains why a
number of people with properties in the Sherbrooke
area are anxious to join with the Shire of Pakenham
to escape the Shire of Sherbrooke and why others
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have indicated a desire to go to Berwick and others
again to Knox!
I do not detect any matching enthusiasm by the
municipalities in my area to have anyone from
Sherbrooke come and join them, so I am happy to
say that it is my understanding that the Minister for
Local Government, whom I represent, has indicated
that where there is a restructure and commissioners
are appointed, it is the government's policy to freeze
rates - that is, to ensure rates do not increase.
It is my understanding that the rates are frozen. If
the value of an individual property increased
spectacularly there may be an increase in the
amount to be paid because of the increased value of
the property, but the rates will not increase during
the course of any administration under the
restructure.
Whoever the author of the scare letter is, the
honourable member for Monbulk will get
confirmation tomorrow from the minister to enable
the honourable member to make an authoritative
statement in his electorate indicating the
government policy on that matter.
One difficulty about such stupid letter-writing and
the reactions it causes is that employers would not
be anxious to increase their businesses or take on
new employees if they thought the circumstances in
which they operated were so unsettled.

As I said, I will try to get an authoritative response
tomorrow from the minister so the honourable
member can use it in his electorate.
Honourable members may not be aware that the
honourable member for Keilor is one of those fine
parliamentarians who practises the courtesy of
alerting ministers to his desire to raise matters on the
adjournment and therefore puts ministers in a
position where they can be of assistance.
He raises an issue of a dispute which is raging
in-An honourable member interjected.
Mr Micallef - Pity you opened your mouth!

The SPEAKER -Order! You can say that again.
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Mr MACLELLAN - The honourable member for
Keilor raises a matter of a dispute in Sunshine. The
honourable member puts it that there is commercial
land available up the street, so to speak. I will ignore
any suggestions of the honourable member
representing cronies or mates or anything like that
who might own any of that commercial land and
simply say that the City of Sunshine has decided for
its own good reasons that it wants to sell this land or
accept an offer to sell the land, to receive the money
and to use the money, as they see it, to upgrade
recreation facilities in the area.
The honourable member puts it that this is a sort of
town square in St Albans, I understand, and that
elderly people play tennis there. I don't know if
elderly people play tennis there or whether elderly
people would find it difficult to play tennis
somewhere else. I don't know the exact distribution
of tennis facilities in the area but I have seen the
local newspaper reports of the argument as it has
been going on over a number of weeks and there
seem to be, as I think the honourable member would
recognise, at least two sides to the argument.
I will certainly draw his comments to the attention
of the Minister for Local Government. It may be that
the Minister for Local Government can have the
Office of Local Government contact the Sunshine
council to check to see whether all proper
considerations have been given to the matter.

There could be one element of unresolved issue in
the matter. That is, I do not know what the council
reserved land is zoned as, but it may be that there is
a need. for the land to be rezoned for commercial
purposes before it can be used by McDonalds. As far
as I know no such rezoning has taken place in the
last few weeks, certainly not during the course of the
dispute. Again I will have that matter checked and
see if I can have the honourable member advised as
to the planning status of the matter.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I understand the honourable
member for Mill Park raised a point in relation to
equal opportunity programs for women in the work
force. The minister at the table has not responded to
that issue. I would ask that he do so, Mr Speaker. I
understand that it was raised and it is usual for the
minister at the table to take on board any issue and
to respond to it in the proper way, so I would ask
that it be done in this case.

Mr Micallef - Pity you opened your mouth!

The SPEAKER - Order!

The SPEAKER - Order! I am not sure whether
the honourable member for Springvale was here
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during the address of the honourable member for
Mill Park. The honourable member for Mill Park
was cautioned, I think on three occasions, on the
matter he raised. He had to couch it so that it had
something to do with government administration.
He was W\able to do that, and in the end I told the
honourable member for Mill Park that I would no
longer hear him because the matter he raised did not
fit within the parameters of the rules laid down for
the adjournment of the house. There is no point of
order.
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Mr MICAllEF - On a further point of order,
Mr Speaker, I understand there - The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. Unless there is an additional point of order
the matter has been resolved.

The house stands adjourned until next day.
House adjourned 10.51 p.m.

PETITIONS
Friday, 7 October 1994
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.03 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Sexual discrimination
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria showeth that
Whereas the Parliament of the state of New South
Wales has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;

By Mr Tanner (431 signatures), Mr Richardson
(101 signatures), Mrs Elliott (14 signatures),
Mr Cooper (30 signatures), Mr Hayward
(103 signatures), Mr Paterson (45 signatures) and
Mr Wells (30 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPER
Laid on table by Oerk:
Victorian Broiler Industry Negotiation Committee Report for the year 1993-94

AUSTRALIAN GRAND PRIX BILL
The SPEAKER - Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made pursuant to
section Bl(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975 I am of
the opinion that the second reading of this bill
requires to be passed by an absolute majority.
Government amendments circulated by
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) pursuant
to sessional orders.

Whereas the Parliament of the state of South Australia
has seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian

and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the state of Queensland has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the Northern Territory has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
And whereas the Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, in compliance with Australia's international
human right's obligations, has seen fit to protect the
human rights of its lesbian and gay constituents and
citizens on the basis of their sexuality;
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly as part of the Parliament of the state of
Victoria move to protect the human rights of its lesbian
and gay constituents and citizens as recommended by
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee - by
amending the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 to prohibit
discrimination on the grounds of a person's sexuality.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 15 September, motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism).
Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - The amendments
that have just been circulated by the Deputy
Premier-Mr McNamara - As a courtesy.

Mr DOLUS -'As a courtesy', Mr Speaker, he
says!
Mr Thomson - 1bat is fantastic, we won't even
have a committee stage!

An honourable member interjected.
Mr Thomson - No it's not! You're going to vote
at 4 o'clock, and you're going to guillotine this bill at
4 o'clock!

The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr DOLUS - We are talking about the most
complicated and complex bill that requires huge
financing through state government moneys. The
Deputy Premier has come in here with a set of
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amendments that has not been scrutinised, analysed,
or examined, and he has the level of arrogance to tell
this house that, as a courtesy, he has given us this
piece of paper.
Mr Brumby - What an outrage!

Mr DOLUS - When we reach the stage of
beginning an important debate like this and the
Deputy Premier treats the house with such
contempt, saying that he provides the amendments
only as a matter of courtesy, I think it is appropriate
and about time for you, Mr Speaker, to take action,
because this bill has been given a maximum
debating time of four-and-a-half hours, and it is a
very complex bill.
The government could have informed us of the
amendments. It could have provided a briefing on
the amendments. The government could have
attempted to read the bill more carefully, and should
have let us look at the amendments. lbat would
have been quite appropriate. Anger will start rising
in this place because the arrogance is - An honourable member interjected.
Mr DOLUS - You just wait, the arrogance is
beginning to reach the ultimate of levels! U you pick
up the newspapers the only thing you will find is
Mr Ron Walker telling the Parliament that he does
not believe that any amendments should be made.
So what have we got? The most arrogant approach
ever to come before this house. This is a serious
debate, and serious debate does not deserve the
approach in the mannerisms that have just been
displayed by the Deputy Premier. It is his wish to
inflame the debate even before it begins. Fancy
saying'as a courtesy I give you this bit of paper'!
Where do you think you live? This is a democratic
society! This is not some tin-pot organisation you are
running!
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We want to have a serious debate on this bill
because it is a serious matter for the people of
Victoria. From the beginning I wish to state for the
record that the opposition fully supports Melbourne
having a grand prix; I want to make that absolutely
clear-Mr Rowe - About time!
Mr DOLUS - We do not want the debate to be
confused with the arrogance that was displayed by
the Deputy Premier, and I note that he is walking
out of the house.
The SPEAKER - Order! Will the honourable
member please take a seat. It is impossible for the
debate to progress if there is a barrage of
interjections from the government benches. I
particularly mention the honourable member for
Frankston.
Mr DOLUS - As I said, the opposition fully
supports Melbourne having the grand prix. In this
speech I will outline the concerns that the opposition
has with the bill and the grand prix taking place in
Albert Park generally.
From the beginning the government has gone about
the whole matter in the wrong way. It has acted in
an arrogant manner and shown total disregard for
due process. The example we have just witnes~ by
the Deputy Premier clearly indicates that this is the
case.
This is nothing new for Victorians. What the
opposition sees in this bill is the encapsulation and
concentration of all that is wrong with the Kennett
government. The Australian Grand Prix Bill is the
most extreme example of a government that is using
its political majority in a despotic way. With this bill,
the government is stifling protest, avoiding scrutiny,
disregarding criticism - and it is protecting itself
from legal challenge and redress.

Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Marple -It is now!
Mr DOLUS - It is extraordinary indeed,
Mr Speaker, and I think you ought to give careful
consideration to how this government has been
allowed to run the business of this house and how
this government treats it with absolute contempt.
Because here we have amendments to what is a very
important bill - and it is called a courtesy. Is it?

This piece of legislation has been condemned by
numerous groups and individuals, including the
Victorian Bar Council and the Victorian Council for
Civil Uberties. The legislation is an affront to
democracy, the traditions of the rules of the law, and
the independence of the judiciary that have been
developed in Victoria and that Victorians have
experienced for more than 150 years.
These fundamental rights and freedoms are
vulnerable, and have been threatened by pieces of
legislation such as the Australian Grand Prix Bill.
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They have been threatened even more by the
arrogant approach of the government in proposing
to introduce amendments to this important bill.
A number of major bills have come into this house
seeking to amend the constitution mainly by
alteration, seeking to limit the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court, and seeking to prevent citizens from
challenging or seeking remedies or other grievances
against government policies, or the actions of
ministers and public servants.
Victorians are being denied access to the courts to
question the propriety of government actions, to
apply for an injunction, to appeal against
unfavourable administrative decisions, or in seeking
compensation for injury, damage or loss.
The opposition wishes to bring the concerns before
this house today. We are concerned about the image
that this bill will have on the international scene. If
there were some international scrutiny of this bill, I
am sure people outside this country would be
appalled at the way the people of Victoria are being
disenfranchised and having their rights abused and
taken away from them. They would question what
sort of priorities we have as a developed society, a
society that is industrialised and is heading into the
21st century. They would wonder whether we are
heading in the direction of a Third World country.
1bis is the basis of the question. Could we be
heading in that direction under the control of some
despotic ruler who refuses to even allow debate?
In most countries the grand prix is now held on
special purpose-built tracks, but this government is
going against that international trend. Over the past
nine to ten months it has been seeking to justify its
decision to site the grand prix at Albert Park. If
anything, this government is behind the times and is
trying to reverse the tide of history with this bill.
In an article in the Herald Sun of 8 August, 1994
Mr Terry McCrann raises an important point about
accountability and transparency of government
relationships and the handling of public monies:
The whole saga of the grand prix raises some
fundamental and potentially disturbing issues about
government in this state. The key issue is not the grand
prix itself or its location at Albert Park, but the absolute
need for full and open financial accountability when
you mix public money and private profit.

This important point must be answered by the
government in this debate. The opposition is also
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concerned with this very issue and took the matter
to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, but the
government blocked access to documents through
freedom of information. The Premier cannot just
dismiss claims of a lack of propriety and
accountability when it comes to spending public
money and the awarding of government franchises.
In Mr McCrann's words--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation in the house. If members wish
to converse, they should do so outside the chamber.
Mr DOLLIS - In Mr McCrann's words:
It imposes an even heavier obligation on the
government to demonstrate the financial viability of the
exercise, and that public money is not being bled away
into private pockets.

For the government to claim a confidentiality
agreement with Bemie Ecclestone is just not
acceptable. While it is understood that some
confidentiality might be necessary, it cannot be
claimed that budget plans and the like should not be
subject to the scrutiny of the public, Parliament and
the Auditor-General. 1bat is why, as Mr McCrann
points out in his article, Mr Kennett and Treasurer
AIan Stockdale must provide the fullest and most
detailed disclosure of public financial exposure to
the grand prix and a systematic analysis of who will
make money and how much directly and indirectly
out of that event.
These are some of the questions that the Deputy
Premier will have to answer before the debate is
over if this bill is to have any credibility and if this
event is to have any credibility in the spending of
public moneys. The question is: can the government
endorse a secret deal committing the expenditure of
tens of millions of dollars of public money without
wanting any scrutiny or accountability? The very
clear answer is, of course, no. The government is not
above the law even though, through this bill, it is
indeed exempting itself and exempting a public
statutory authority from many aspects of the law
that ordinary citizens and companies are forced to
conform with.
At the AA T hearings the opposition heard from
Mr Kirkwood, the Chief of Staff for the Victorian
Treasurer, Mr Stockdale, that the Treasurer had in
effect underwritten the event without extensive
analysis of the proposal presented by the Melbourne
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Major Events Company. This means that the
government had accepted the Melbourne Major
Events Company proposal on face value. Combined
with infonnation from the Treasurer that taxpayers
will fund any losses incurred by the race, that gives
every reason to be concerned. This house should be
very concerned about accountability in the use of
public finances.
The race in Adelaide made no profit for the South
Australian government, and I would suggest that
even with clear instructions from the Premier to
ensure that the race makes a profit - and we know
the qualities of the Premier when it comes to
instructions - that in itself will not ensure that this
happens.
Let us now turn to some of the planning and
environmental questions raised in the bill. In August
this year the Minister for Planning, Rob Maclellan,
gave an exemption for all works for the grand prix at
Albert Park from the need to have an environment
effects statement The minister gained an exemption,
and it was therefore not necessary to have the
provisions of the Environment Effects Act exempted
as part of the bill.
It is interesting to note that, as we are told, the
exemption was sought because the minister was
satisfied that a separate inquiry by Melbourne Parks
and Waterways would address residents'
environmental fears. Needless to say, those fears and
concerns have not been allayed and I understand
that residents are challenging the legality of that
exemption. The minister has gone to extraordinary
lengths to block the operation of the Environment
Effects Act in relation to the grand prix at Albert
Park. The minister must be either extremely
confident - Mr Phillips interjected.

The SPEAKER -Order! Would the honourable
member for Eltham please take a seat.
Mr DOLLIS - The minister must be either
extremely confident in the inquiry by Melbourne
Parks and Waterways or very anxious to ensure that
basically the environment effects process is blocked.
In a letter to the City of St Kilda dated 5 April 1994,
the minister wrote:
It is anticipated that Melbourne Major Events Pty Ltd
will be required to participate in a later process for
analysing environmental (including social) impacts of
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the grand prix, to the requirements of Melbourne Parks
and Waterways, and that an opportunity for public
involvement in that process will be offered. U that
process embodies adequate analysis and consultation I
believe that no environment effects statement should be
necessary.

What is amazing is that a project of this magnitude
will not have an EFS. I would suggest to the Deputy
Premier that the assessment by Melbourne Parks
and Waterways is no substitute for a proper
environment effects statement.
The assessment by Melbourne Parks and
Waterways, by its own admission, is limited to the
following: lake water quality; landscaping - is this
an environment effects statement? - the control of
stormwater run-off into the lake, and the impact of a
rubbish tip. Who are you trying to fool? Who are
you trying to kid? Who are you trying to tell that
you are doing an environment effects statement?
You are frightened that the process will show that
the site is not an appropriate one.

On the other hand, the EFS process requires the
establishment of a consultative committee that will
guide the preparation of an EFS. The committee has
to include representatives from the relevant
government agencies, local government and
community groups as well as the proponent. After
the completion of the EES the report is put on p~blic
exhibition. That usually takes two months. Then it is
assessed by a panel, which also takes submissions
from the public. The minister then receives a report
and makes his decision.
The EES must include an outline of public
consultation taken, examine feasible alternatives to
the proposal and describe the way the proposal and
alternatives relate to policies in the state
conservation strategy and other government
policies. It is a thorough process and one that is at all
times open to public scrutiny. There is no cutting of
corners, as this minister has done, with regard to any
environmental impacts of the grand prix.
The minister has left himself open to the accusation
that he is neglecting his duties as minister
responsible in showing total disregard to due
process. It is a nonsense to say that there will be
proper public consultation. The decision has been
made. The grand prix, the government tells us, will
be held at Albert Park and nowhere else. This is
what we are told.
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The proposed final plan for Albert Park was released
at the end of May, and public comment was invited
to be received by 1 July. The people of Victoria, and
more importantly the people of Albert Park, were
given a single month to comment on the proposed
plans, but the Minister for Conservation and
Environment made it very clear that the decision
had already been made, the deal struck and the
matter settled. Yet the government asks the public to
comment on what is a final decision.
The attachment to his media release states:
While the location of the main facilities in the park is
now settled, public comment will be valuable in
preparing a detailed master plan to guide the actual
work to be undertaken.

What a farce, Mr Deputy Speaker -what a farce
indeed in dealing with this matter.
The Environmental Effects Act 1978 provides quite
clearly that the act:
... applies to public works which would reasonably be
considered to have or to be capable of having a
significant effect upon the environment.

What residents are challenging in this case is the
decision to grant an exemption from an EES; that the
failure to consult with anyone before making the
decision to exempt'any works' could constitute a
breach of natural justice - but I suppose this
government would not have a clue what a breach of
natural justice is all about!
It is clear tha t if proper processes were followed in
order to stage the grand prix at Albert Park in 1996 it
would be impossible to stage it there. As I will
outline later, however, it would be possible to have
the grand prix at Docklands; it would be possible
because considerable work was done on that
proposal not by this government but by this very
oppOSition. It would be possible to stage the event at
Docklands!
The Herald Sun editorial of 20 August 1994 sums up
the government's handling of this issue:
It may well be that the environmental impact process

will cover all aspects that need to be assessed.
But putting in place a proper planning process, lilce
justice, must not only be done, it must be seen to be
done.
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Mr Weideman - Where did that come from?
Mr DOLUS - The Herald Sun actually.

Mr McNamara - Who wrote your speech?
Mr DOLUS - I did! Any time you want a
speech written, Mr Deputy Premier, just give us a
call - we will be more than happy to oblige. It
might even bring some sense into the house!
Mr Weideman interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr J. F. McGrath) Order! The generosity of the honourable member for
Richmond - the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition - is quite overpowering, but he should
not have a debate across the chamber. The
honourable member for Frankston has already rated
a mention this morning. I suggest he remain silent.
Mr DOLUS - The Deputy Premier was asking
me whether I am willing to give him some speaking
notes so that he makes sense in the future. I will be
more than delighted; it will take only a few minutes
on the computer, Mr Deputy Premier, and you will
sound as intelligent as you ever did. The problem is:
would you be able to read them?

I will now examine the health impact of the grand
prix and how that is dealt with in this bill. In July a
study by 12 doctors found that people living within
1 kilometre of the planned track face health,
environmental and noise problems from the grand
prix event. Some 30 000 residents live within a
1 kilometre radius as well as many schools,
child-care centres, kindergartens and homes for the
elderly. The study -wait for it -warned that the
race would worsen asthma, respiratory and cardiac
conditions and increase air pollution in Melbourne's
more densely populated area. The Alfred Hospital
and the Claremont Day Centre are also close to the
proposed track and will be severely disrupted;
patients will be affected, the report said.
The government did not like this report. Why?
Because it recommended that the grand prix be
moved to an alternative site. What did the report
say? The grand prix should be moved to an
alternative site, a site where there will be fewer
health risks. The government condemned the report
because some of the doctors, it says, had associations
with the Save Albert Park group and were therefore
not objective. You ask any medical professional in
this state to tell you whether this report stands on its
own merit and every single one will tell the Deputy
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Premier and the government that the report has
considerable merit when it comes to dealing with
the health risks of the grand prix. The government is
hypocritical because it is not concerned about any
health impacts on nearby residents. If it were, I
suggest it would have established an inquiry that
was open to public review and participation.
What consideration has been given to emergencies
that may arise during the week of the event? Can the
Deputy Premier make a note of this? How will they
negotiate the traffic barriers? In Adelaide we are told
it has been found that car and pedestrian accidents
increase around the time of the grand prix. The
traffic in the immediate area around Albert Park is
already congested at the best of times. You can
imagine what it will be like when the grand prix is
staged!
Many doctors and medical practitioners obviously
feel very nervous about speaking about this event
publicly because of the very intimidation that the
government employs as a main weapon and its main
tactic - this government is well known - Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr DOLLlS - You had better ask him to go back
to his seat!
Mr Weideman - I am happy to do so.

Mr DOLUS - No, please stay there; it is nice to
see your face! The issue of alternative sites is the
crux of the argument that concerns the opposition.
This is an area where considerable work was done
by the Leader of the Opposition.

Mr Ron Walker has been reported in the press as
saying that in negotiating the grand prix for Albert
Park he did not offer Bemie Ecclestone any
alternative site. That is quite amazing because it
raises a number of questions. On what authority did
he negotiate Albert Park alone as the only site? On
what basis was Albert Park derived as the preferred
site? Why would the agreement reached include a
specific site when at that time Albert Park was not
an established racetrack? It would involve
considerable time and expense - and I will come
back to that.
One of the reasons the Bolte government used the
site for only two years was because of the disruption
it caused to local residents and the resistance it
experienced. That very icon of the Liberal Party, that
very symbol of rational government, we are told,
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had the wisdom not to hold the race there after it
was staged there for two years. Yet what did this
government do? It did nothing to examine any
alternative site.
The opposition requested that a task force prepare a
report on the alternative site - namely, Docklands.
The report is intellectually credible - and I will
spend a bit of time in order that the record is clear
about it. It found that the Docklands site was a
superior site for a grand prix. The report estimated
production costs to be around $25 million to
$30 million with annual costs of approximately
$12 million to $15 million; it also identifies the
Significant advantages in having the grand prix at
Docklands.
Let us look at the report. The report said in the case
of the Melbourne grand prix that it is important that
the site have qualities that appeal to both
competitors and spectators; that it be accessible in
conditions of high traffic volume, both vehicular and
pedestrian; that it provide for rather than restrict
opportunities for the event to exert a multiplier
effect on development; that it be capable of being
prepared and modified for the racing circuit, et
cetera, et cetera.
The Docklands site is ready and can be prepared.
The Docklands area has about 300 hectares of land
and water surrounding the central activities district.
In assessing its port and rail use, land availability,
physical conditions, road transport, heritage aspects
and visual amenity the task force concluded that the
Docklands area, by any measure, is a superior
quality site suitable for a grand prix. The quality
survey and advice of the task force also established
that the cost would be around $25 million to
$30 million.
Let us look at some of the advantages the Docklands
site enjoys. Its land availability and waterfront
access are technically feaSible, assuming there is
cooperation with bodies such as the Port of
Melbourne AuthOrity. It can accommodate a track
which would meet all the key design parameters
stipulated by the relevant motor sport agencies.
More importantly, its spectacular visual backdrop of
the city skyline and waterfront is of international
television quality. Our proposition is not a high-cost
option.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr DOLLlS - This is a far better proposition by
any measure. I repeat: our proposition is not a
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high-cost option. Preliminary costings of track work
tell us that it will be in the order of $25 million to
$30 million. Other costs to do with related clearance,
demolition and track establishment are not expected
to be very high. With the grand prix as a trigger for
ongoing development and economic activity, the
Docklands is capable of generating a magnificent
secondary boost to Melbourne and Victoria's
economic base. We could settle this issue once and
for all if the government had the wisdom to
withdraw from the present site, start work on the
alternative and clearly indicate to the people of
Melbourne that there is a cheaper and better
alternative that will not place a large number of
people in this state - including any who are
currently having health problems - in any risky
pOSition. More importantly, the site would provide
minimal disruption to existing stakeholders. Can the
government tell us whether this is the case as far as
staging the grand prix at Albert Park is concerned?
The report concludes that some sites can posSibly
provide a much greater boost to tourism - the
Deputy Premier ought to be interested in that - and
other economic activity. It is in this light that the
Docklands ought to be viewed. If the Deputy
Premier, who is also the Minister for Tourism - and
if he wants me to incorporate the report for the
record I will do so - has any real interest in the
tourist activity that would come to Victoria as a
result of the grand prix, he should very carefully
consider the Docklands because it will bring more
tourist benefits to Victoria, as the report clearly
indicates.
As a site for the grand prix, the Docklands area is far
superior to any alternative, and it will bring
long-term economic returns to Melbumians and all
Victorians.
Let us look at some of the major site advantages in
relation to the Docklands: its proximity to the CAD,
its links to other entertainment, leisure and tourism
facilities, including the Yarra River, Southbank, the
convention centre, central dty hotels, hotels on the
Yarra River, the casino - it is even closer to the
casino than your proposed Albert Park track - the
proposed exhibition centre, the Scienceworks
museum, the proposed Gasworks park, the
proposed wetlands area and the proposed ocean
liner berths. Where can we start and where can we
finish? There are so many advantages, yet the
Deputy Premier does not want to consider anyone
of them.
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Let us look at the public. There is good access by
public transport. Isn't that what we are all about?
The Flinders Street and Spencer Street railway
stations are next to the Docklands; with a small
extension to the system just about every spectator
could get there with public transport. They would
not have to bring thousands of cars to the city; the
spectators could get to the Docklands by utilising
existing public transport routes. You are not
interested to even examine any of those propositions.
Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr DOLlIS - How do we reduce the argument?
There would be good access by public transport and
there would be minimal disruption to existing
facilities and amenities.
One of the main attractions of the proposed
Docklands site is the possibility of the site becoming
a cruise shipping destination. If the Minister for
Tourism was interested and looked at the National
Cruise Shipping Strategy Discussion Paper which was
released in April 1994, and considered the
Docklands as an alternative site, he would find that
it would provide a unique tourist benefit not only to
Victoria but also to the country. In addition it would
be a magnificent catalyst for more effectively
promoting Melbourne and Australia as international
cruise shipping destinations. Did you hear that,
Deputy Premier? - an international cruise ship
destination. If only you had the wisdom to think of
the Docklands.
In conclusion, the report states that the Docklands,
by any measure, is of superior quality as a site for
the Formula One Grand Prix, and I have mentioned
all the relevant issues in relation to that.

Let us deal with another myth that was perpetrated
when the government introduced the legislation. We
were told that the bill was drafted as a result of
examining the South Australian legislation and
copying it. Let us analyse the differences between
the South Australian act and the Victorian bill. The
South Australian act exempts or alters 7 pieces of
legislation: 30 sections and 20 pages. The Victorian
bill exempts or alters 13 pieces of legislation: 53
sections and 32 pages.
The Premier has made much in comments to the
media of the South Australian Formula One Grand
Prix Act by saying that the Victorian legislation is
modelled on it. The reality is that the Victorian
legislation is far more draconian, as the above points
clearly indicate.
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The issue of non-liability for compensation is
Significant. Section 42 of the Victorian bill releases
the corporation from liability for any compensation
payable in respect of anything done. This is further
reinforced by altering the Constitution Act to
prevent the Supreme Court from awarding
compensation or entertaining actions.
On the other hand, sections 22 and 23 of the South
Australian act state that you must comply with
terms and conditions of any relevant council or
person and provide for fair and reasonable
compensation for any damage or loss that may be
suffered by any person having a right of occupation
of any part of the land.
The issue of non-liability for compensation is
significant when combined with the acts that the bill
exempts from applying. Let us examine them. The
first is the Building Act. If there is any fault in the
barriers or stands and there is an accident - for
example, a stand collapses - there is no
compensation. The Conservation, Forests and Lands
Act, the Crown Land (Reserves) Act and the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
provide that if there is any environmental damage to
the lake or surrounds there will be no compensation.
In the case of a car accident - for example, if a car
goes into the crowd - there will be no
compensation. Under the Health Act, the
Environment Protection Act and the Local
Government Act there will be no compensation for
any impact of noise or pollution on health.
Businesses affected as a result of road closures,
traffic and so on will receive no compensation.

The Victorian bill states that there must be
consultation but only with any person with a right
of occupation of any part of Albert Park. The South
Australian legislation is much broader. It stipulates
that the corporation must consult with the relevant
council or any person with right of occupation of
land; any person occupying land immediately
adjacent to the declared area; and any other person
whose business or financial interests might be
adversely affected.
The South Australian legislation stipulates financial
accountability. It says that the minister must table in
Parliament an annual report, audited by the
Auditor-General, on the operations for the preceding
year. The Victorian bill has no independent or public
accountability. It gives direct responsibility to the
minister and the Treasurer. Financial information
will not be made available for five years after the
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year to which the application applies, unless there is
approval from the corporation, the Treasurer, and
the minister. It is a denial of information involving
an activity costing tens of millions of dollars of
taxpayers'money.
It is estimated that an annual payment of $9 million
will be paid to Mr Ecclestone for rights to hold the
race. As well, additional money will be spent on
annual set-up costs, road maintenance and so on.

The Premier says he will provide a statement as to
the profit or loss the public has incurred as soon as
possible following the running of each race. This is
not the same as the public having access to financial
documents which have themselves been scrutinised
by the Auditor-General. Parliament is unable to
learn what costs are incurred because no person can
scrutinise the finandal statements. More
importantly, the Auditor-General will not have
access to the information. What is the state coming
to when the Auditor-General is not able to scrutinise
financial information for a major event!
Mr Weideman interjected.

Mr DOLLIS - The honourable member for
Frankston should read the bill.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Frankston is out of his seat
and out of order. If he continues interjecting in a
provocative way I might have to take further action.
Mr DOLLIS - The South Australian legislation
allows the Auditor-General at any time and at least
once a year to audit the accounts of the board under
the powers of the Audit Act. His report is tabled in
Parliament. Clause 25 of the Victorian bill says
nothing about the powers of the Auditor-General or
the tabling of his report in Parliament. The business
plan must not be published or made available for at
least five years after the year to which it applies
unless there is specific prior approval of the
corporation, the Treasurer and the minister. All
three have to agree.
Section 25 of the South Australian legislation states
that the provisions of the Road Traffic Act and
Motor Vehicles Act do not apply to the vehicle or
driver while the vehicle is being driven in a motor
racing event. The equivalent clause in the Victorian
bill states that the Road Safety Act does not apply,
except for parking infringements.
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Section 27 of the South Australian legislation varies
the Liquor Ucensing Act regarding restrictions on
the sale and consumption of alcohol and the control
of noise. Clause 53 of the Victorian bill varies the
Liquor Control Act. The Deputy Premier should
make a clear statement at the conclusion of this
debate that every year the Auditor-General's report
on the financial aspects of the race will be tabled in
Parliament. Minister, give that commitment.
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Clause 50 limits the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court and alters the Constitution Act. This
government is altering the constitution. It is a
disgrace. The government will not allow the normal
rights of access to the Supreme Court and is altering
the constitution because of its desire to stage the
grand prix at any cost. Clause 10 exempts the Public
Sector Management Act and clause 36 states that no
activity carried out for the grand prix constitutes a
nuisance.

Mr McNamara interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition has been in this place long
enough to know that he must direct his comments
through the Chair. He should not speak across the
table in such a passionate and personal way.
Mr DOLLlS - Through you,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I ask that at the conclusion of
the debate the Deputy Premier make a commitment
that at the conclusion of the race each year the
Auditor-General will be allowed to scrutinise the
financial accounts of the event and report to
Parliament. Parliament must be informed because
through Parliament the public of Victoria will be
informed. Unfortunately, that will not happen under
the bill.
Section 25 of the South Australian legislation
exempts the Road Traffic Act, Motor Vehicles Act,
Noise Control Act, Places of Public Entertainment
Act, Local Government Act, Planning Act and the
City of Adelaide Development Control Act.
Section 13(S) states that Specific provisions of the
Public Service Act may not apply and the minister
has to publish those provisions in the Government
Gazette. Section 25 also states that no activity carried
out for the grand prix constitutes a nuisance.
It is important for the record that I make these
comparisons because I want to ensure that people
will clearly understand what the government is
doing. Clause 27 of the Victorian bill limits the race
period to seven days. Clause 49 exempts the
Freedom of Information Act and the Financial
Management Act. Clause 48 exempts the Building
Act, Planning and Environment Act, Crown Land
(Reserves) Act, Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works Act and the Conservation, Forests and
Land Act. Clause 39 exempts in respect of noise and
emissions the Environment Protection Act, the
Health Act, and the Local Government Act.
Clause 38 exempts the Road Safety Act.

In conclusion, I now refer to some editorials written
about car racing in Albert Park in 1959. On 29 April
1959, the Herald editorial under the heading 'No
change on Albert Park' states:
... the state government should not forget that its own
views of a few months ago were expressed in a clear
undertaking to keep this form of sport and its ticket
sellers out of the park ...
Government policy was clearly stated by the Premier,
Mr Bolte, when he said in December that no more car
racing would be sanctioned in Albert Park while his
government held office.
There is strong public opinion against the intrusion of
racing cars, with noise and barricades, into what
should at all times be a freely accessible reserve. There
should be no question of a backdown by the
government.

Sir Henry Bolte exhibited all the real Liberal Party
virtues. The Premier holds him as a shining example
for the government, but he had the wisdom to
withdraw permission for racing at Albert Park
because:
There is strong public opinion against the intrusion of
racing cars, with noise and barricades, into what
should at all times be a freely accessible reserve.

The Herald editorial made further comments on the
decision made by the government.
The Age editorial of 7 May 1959 states:
While the state government, properly, has been finn in
its refusal to allow car racing in Albert Park, it has
shown a helpful attitude towards the sport by offering
to discuss the development of a racing circuit of
international standard on another site.

In 1959 the state government was willing to discuss
another site! This is very important. The editorial
continues:
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The government's rejection of the application for the
use of the park for the Melbourne grand prix upholds
the principle, which should never be infringed, that
parklands belong to all of the people and that no
alienation of them should be permitted.
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because that is what he is. That is a government
admission. I thank the Deputy Premier. For once the
honourable member for Tullamarine has been
exposed for what he is. He cannot be associated with
the 1959 Age editorial about Sir Henry Bolte's
decision, which was a proud decision.

I hope the government is listening! It continues:
The editorial continues:
There appears to be no good reason why, with the
cooperation of the government, a circuit as satisfactory
as that provided by the roads around Albert Park Lake
should not be developed in another area where no
exception could be taken to it

Are you listening? The Docklands are available. In
1959 they could have developed it! It was Sir Henry
Bolte who said that to the people of Victoria.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr DOLUS - You would not have a clue. You
never supported Sir Henry Bolte.
Mr Finn interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! I will call the
honourable member for Tullamarine at the
appropriate time.
Mr DOLUS - Thank you, Mr Speaker. It is a bit
hard to take interjections from the honourable
member for Tullamarine, especially with his political
affiliations. He is one who cannot talk about Sir
Henry Bolte. Everybody else in this house can
proudly, or in other ways, talk about Sir Henry
Bolte, but not the honourable member for
Tullamarine!
Mr McNamara interjected.
Mr DOLUS - Groupers never supported Sir
Henry. I thank the Deputy Premier. It was the
Deputy Premier, not me, who called the honourable
meinber for Tullamarine a grouper!
Mr Pescott interjected.
Mr DOLUS - The Deputy Premier called him a
grouper; but as for you, you grubby minister, just
stay out of it!

The SPEAKER -Order! The debate is getting
out of hand. There are too many interjections.
Mr DOLUS - The Deputy Premier called the
honourable member for Tullamarine a grouper

After last year's grand prix there were complaints that
the noise of the cars disturbed patients in the several
hospitals near the park, and that residents in the
surrounding districts had been inconvenienced.

This was in 1959. They were not that sensitive then,
but they were a lot more sensitive than they are now.
Mr McNamara -It is said that the devil quotes
the scripture for his own reasons!
Mr DOLLIS - Absolutely! This is the Age I am
quoting. The editorial continues:
The grand prix and car racing generally became the
subject of a controversy from which it could draw no
benefit.
Reasonable arguments have been advanced by a
spokesman for the Light Car Club, which organises the
Melbourne grand prix, and other responsible citizens in
favour of the continuance of car racing. Its importance
to the development of the motor-car industry and its
young engineers, designers and mechanics, has been
emphasised, and it has proved its attraction for many
thousands of enthusiasts.

I have no disagreement. It further states:
The Melbourne grand prix has become an event of
international importance in car racing and, as such, can
be considered as having some publicity value for the
city and the state, particularly in Europe, where the
sport is immensely popular. If the organisers of the
sport in Melbourne take a long-sighted and
constructive view of its development and accept the
government's offer of cooperation they could place it
on a better basis than would ever have been possible at
Albert Park, where it would always have been open to
objection.

In 1959 the Age and the Herald through their
editorials and everybody else said, 'If you want the
sport in Melbourne, look for another site because
Albert Park is not appropriate; Albert Park should
not be the site for a car race'. The then Liberal
government, Sir Henry Bolte and every major
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commentator in the state clearly indicated the only
way forward for modem car racing was to use
another circuit and not Albert Park.
In 1994 the opposition says there is a way forward
for the sport. We should have a grand prix in
Melbourne, but we should not have it at Albert
Park - we can have it at the Docklands. If Sir Henry
Bolte were alive the government, if it had some
decency, would consider an alternative to Albert
Park.
If the government bothered to read a report that is
available it would know that it shows a way
forward. The Docklands would be an appropriate
site at which to hold the race. I therefore move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof the words 'this house
refuses to read this bill a second time until the
government - (a) releases all documents relevant to
the grand prix; (b) undertakes an independent cost
benefit analysis of the grand prix and details the extent
of taxpayer liability for the event; (c) conducts a full
and open inquiry into the health, planning and
environmental effects of the grand prix at Albert Park,
which gives residents, sporting dubs, businesses and
any other person affected by the grand prix an
opportunity to make submissions; (d) properly
examines alternative sites for the grand prix including
the Docld.ands site; and (e) undertakes not to appoint to
the Australian Grand Prix Corporation any person with
a conflict of interest who stands to make pecuniary gain
as a result of the grand prix'.

The opposition supports a grand prix in Melbourne,
but it does not support holding a grand prix at
Albert Park. The opposition supports holding a
grand prix in the Docklands area. If the grand prix is
going to have a long future in this state an
alternative site must be found.
The opposition has shown in the debate that there is
clearly a superior site to Albert Park. More
importantly, it has put on record the basic facts that
existed in 1959 when the Liberal government of the
day, led by Sir Henry Bolte, decided not to allow the
race at Albert Park for reasons that are still relevant
today. Yet the government has not had the decency
to examine those reasons.
The very reasons that exist today are the reasons the
Bolte government in 1959 stopped the grand prix
from running at Albert Park. The government of the
day said, 'We can create an alternative international
circuit somewhere else where there will be no
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disruption to the public and where people with
health problems will not be placed in danger'. The
opposition is saying exactly what the late Sir Henry
Bolte said in those days: let us look at an alternative
site that will bring benefits and financial gains to
Melbourne and make this city an international
attraction when the race is being held; a site that will
not be subject to protest and will not disadvantage
people; a site that government and opposition alike
will support; a site Victorians can proudly say they
worked for. This government refuses to consider any
of the arguments. That is why it is important that we
get some answers from the minister.
I have asked a long list of questions, and I hope that
in his reply to the debate the minister will answer
them. I am interested to know whether he will give a
commitment that the Auditor-General will report to
the house every year after the race is held so that
Parliament and the people will know what the race
is costing them. The minister must make that
commitment.
A number of questions, particularly in relation to the
alternative site, are relevant to the minister's tourism
portfolio, and I should like him to answer them,
especially the one about the national cruise shipping
strategy that could make Docklands an international
attraction and a Significant catalyst for the effective
promotion of Melbourne as an international cruise
destination. It is an important proposition for the
government. Let us not lose the opportunity.

In 1959 the then government decided that the grand
prix should not be held at Albert Park and that a
circuit of international standard should be
developed on another site. The opposition is putting
the same proposition. If this government is decent,
honest and open-minded, the opposition will accept
from it the same offer Sir Henry Bolte made. This
government should make a commitment to look
seriously at another site that would bring
considerable benefits to the state. These are the
matters that must be considered before the
opposition will vote on this bill.
We must treat the matter seriously, not arrogantly,
because if we get it right the benefits that will come
to us and our children will be felt for a long time to
come. However, I warn the government that if we
get it wrong as a result of the arrogance shown by
everybody concerned with this exercise the loss to
Melbourne will be incredible.
Let us go back to the proposal that started in 1959, a
proposal the opposition is putting to the present
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government, and consider an alternative site. Albert
Park was not appropriate in 1959; it is not
appropriate in 1994; and it will not be appropriate in
1996. Let us get an international track for the race
and bring to Victoria the benefits that are
appropriate for our state.
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - Having been forced to
listen to the honourable member for Richmond for
the past hour or so I could do with a spot of car
racing or something because it was the greatest load
of claptrap and gobbledegook that we have heard in
this place for some time. It came as a surprise to me
to hear the honourable member say that the
opposition supports the grand prix. He knows as
well as the rest of us that if the grand prix is taken
away from Albert Park, it will be taken away from
Melbourne. lhat is what the opposition wants, but I
will return to that point later.

I thank the honourable member for his ancient
history lesson. Many of the matters he was talking
about happened before I was born so it was all very
interesting. After hearing about groupers and Sir
Henry Bolte I was surprised that we did not hear
about the split and the Second World War. lhat
would have added to it nicely. I thank the
honourable member for the chat and I will bear it in
mind when the cars are doing their laps of the grand
prix track.
This is one of the most exciting bills to come before
the Parliament for many decades. The event that will
follow the legislation will put Melbourne on the
international map. The benefits to Melbourne and
the rest of Victoria are so overwhelming that they
are hard to fully comprehend. To gain an idea of
them the best thing to do is examine some of the
benefits Adelaide derived and is still deriving from
its grand prix. I should like to refer to an economic
evaluation of the 1992 Formula One Grand Prix
undertaken by the Economic Studies and Strategies
Unit of Price Waterhouse. On page 2 the report
states:
The benefit/cost ratio for the 1992 grand prix is 4:1. In
effect, this means that a $4 value-added benefit ... is
generated for every $1 spent by residents of South
Australia to stage the grand prix.

That is a major plus for South Australia and
Adelaide. It continues on page 3:
For the business sector, this tangible expression of
direct benefit goes beyond the euphoria and bonhomie
that is generated by the event itself. Nevertheless, this
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sense of fun and excitement, as well as the spectacle of
the race itself, plays an important role in attracting
visitors to South Australia and thereby contributes to
the net benefit generated for the state ...
TIle evidence supports the view that the nature of the
event, and its prominent international and national
profile, generates a high return for the state. This level
of spin-off benefit has not diminished -

I want to emphasise this point This level of spin-off benefit has not diminished over

the eight years that the Australian Grand Prix has
operated.

In other words, once we have got the race and felt
the benefits, we keep them, we expand and we build
on them. lhat is what Victoria needs. Other major
findings of the report are that big spending groups
attending the grand prix include interstate, overseas
and out-of-town spectators who spent
$18.77 million; grand prix rally participants who
spent $1.371 million; formula one teams which spent
$1.684 million; concession holders who spent
$1.7 million; non-South Australian corporate facility
holders who spent $6.2 million; and media who
spent $1.85 million.

In addition to work generated for full-time or
permanent part-time employees, 1875 casual
part-time positions were created - that is,
1875 people who otherwise would not have had
work if it were not for the Adelaide grand prix. It is
estimated that direct job opportunities equivalent to
96 full-time positions were provided by the grand
prix, before - again, I think it is important to
emphasise this - the inclusion of any potential
multiplier effects. As a result of the grand prix being
staged in Adelaide, South Australia has developed
export markets for its goods and services that
otherwise would not have been available. So the
grand prix has benefits in many ways all over the
place.
The study shows that 72 per cent of hotels, motels,
restaurants and other entertainment facilities said
the grand prix had had a positive impact on their
businesses, not only during the grand prix but also
at other times of the year. It can be seen dearly from
the figures that the grand prix has had an
extraordinary impact on the economic prosperity of
Adelaide, especially on the entertainment industry
in that city.
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The study shows that 70 per cent of businesses
believe the grand prix has had a positive long-tenn
effect on the state's economy. The fact that they
actually believe it is a major plus. The study goes on
to say that 59 per cent of interstate visitors and
46 per cent of international visitors would not have
come to Adelaide in the two-year period
surrounding the grand prix had it not been for the
grand prix.

Mr Acting Speaker, with due respect to our friends
in Adelaide and, indeed, in South Australia, you
would have to say that if you did not have a specific
reason for going to Adelaide, you would not think of
doing so! It is hardly the most eXciting city in
Australia; by comparison Melbourne leaves it for
dead. It is like chalk and cheese; there is no
comparison at all. TItat being the case it is rather
interesting to see that 59 per cent of interstate
visitors and 46 per cent of international visitors
would not have gone to Adelaide in tha t two-year
period-Mr Perrin interjected.
Mr FINN - I did not know they had arts in
Adelaide; I did not think they had much at all in
Adelaide! I am still dirty on them for closing the
pubs after Richmond beat them at Football Park and I will get back to that one later. The study goes
on to say that a total of 70000 visitor bed nights
would not have been captured by South Australia
had it not been for the grand prix. That is absolutely
extraordinary! It says that 83 per cent of the
interstate visitors were likely to return to Adelaide
for a subsequent grand prix while 51 per cent of the
international visitors were also likely to return.
Overseas visitors spent an average of 10.6 nights in
South Australia at the time of the grand prix
whereas interstate visitors spent an average of
5.8 nights in that state. There were 2695 overseas
visitors and 16082 interstate visitors to the grand
prix. Approximately 30 per cent of grand prix
patrons came from outside South
Australia - interstate, 23 per cent; overseas, 6 per
cent - and the total attendance at the 1992 Adelaide
grand prix by way of ticket sales, corporate boxes
and credentialled personnel was 259 094.
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Mr Perrin - Very exciting.

Mr FINN - Very, very exciting indeed, as the
honourable member for Bulleen says.
Mr Loney interjected.
Mr FINN -If you want to talk about excitable,
you should have heard your last speaker. We nearly
called the vet half way through his speech; he
needed a shot of something!
Mr Acting Speaker, the reason why we will be able
to put on the grand prix in a way nobody else in
Australia can is that Melbourne is the sporting
capital of the southern hemisphere and, quite
possibly, the world. The government is committed
to ensuring that the Melbourne grand prix will be a
grand international sporting spectacular - and I am
absolutely convinced the people are committed to it,
too. Melbourne puts on sporting spectaculars like
nobody else can - even if we lose them! This one
will be something that all of us as Victorians and
Melbumians will be very proud to be associated
with. Melbourne people know that the government
will do it very well indeed. As a result, there is
overwhelming public support for holding this event
at Albert Park.
I quote from a Morgan Gallup Poll that was released
exclusively on Channel7's Real Lift program on
Wednesday, 8 June 1994. If it has been quoted on
Real Life, at the end of this year it could end up being
quite an historic document! One question asked was:
If you knew Melbourne could lose the grand prix to
another country if Albert Park were not available,

would you prefer the grand prix at Albert Park or in
another country?

It is interesting that 73 per cent of respondents - I
certainly would not mind getting 73 per cent
support at any time - favoured an Albert Park
grand prix, 21 per cent preferred another country
and 6 per cent were undecided. They did not
know - and some of them are sitting behind the
Leader of the Opposition.
Another question in the poll was:

One must ask, 'If Adelaide can derive these benefits
from the grand prix, what can Melbourne do?'.
Melbourne's figures will be unbelievable!
Melbourne's will be quite staggering because there
is not the slightest doubt in my mind that the Albert
Park grand prix will be bigger and better than
anything Adelaide could ever contemplate.

Overall, do you believe Melbourne having the grand
prix will be good or bad for Melbourne?

Mr Rowe - It is good for football.
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Mr FINN -It is good for football, and I will get
to that in a minute, too. Of the total respondents
85 per cent said they believed the grand prix would
be good for Melbourne and 8 per cent said it would
be bad. How anybody could possibly say the grand
prix would be bad for Melbourne is totally beyond
me.
Mr Penin - They live in Albert Park.
Mr FINN - They may live in Albert Park, but
not everybody who lives in Albert Park is opposed
to the grand prix. There is only a very small
minority, and I will get to that in just a little while.

Some 7 per cent of the respondents to that question
were undecided - so the same group sitting behind
the Leader of the Opposition does not know where it
stands on that question, either. A quite
extraordinary number of respondents - 85 per
cent - believe this event will be good for
Melbourne. Given the tragedy, the difficulties and
the hard times - the decade of darkness - that
Melbourne went through from 1982 to 1992, this is
exactly what we need.

It is worth quoting some prominent Victorians and
Melburnians talking about where they stand on this
particular issue. When it was announced that we
would be having the grand prix, Lou Molina, a
former racing driver, said the race would bring a lot
of people to Melbourne and also help the economy.
He is reported as having said:
Think of all the TV and all the international people
seeing us. With nothing, you get nothing. Getting rid of
the motorcycle grand prix ruined Phillip Island. The
grand prix was offered to us originally but that
Mr Cain ... didn't want it.

The honourable member for Geelong North would
be well aware that some years ago the grand prix
almost went to Geelong. However, the Labor Party
scuttled it, and the people of Geelong should be
aware of that fact. They could have had it all along
but the Labor Party scuttled it. lbat is something
that the people of Geelong, in particular, should bear
in mind when considering this issue.
Rhonda Galbally, well known to us all, had this to
say:
It'll be fantastic for tourism. It is a very prestigious
event, one of the premier international events ...
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In general it will just be excellent for restaurants and

hotels.

The chief executive of the Committee for Melbourne,
Mr Steve Howard, said the influx of visitors would
be a business boon.
Hilton on the Park general manager, Mr Peter
Gromotka, who is also an executive council member
of the Australian Hotels Association, described the
announcement as 'sensational news for our
industry'.
And the executive director of the Combined Retail
Traders Association of Victoria, Mr Tony
Christakakis, was just as enthusiastic. He is reported
as saying:
It's a marketing delight ...

He might even support 7-day trading during that
period, you never know!
The whole infrastructure of Melbourne, with its hotels
and leisure developments, makes it ideal to host this
kind of event ...
There was no doubting the grand prix would become
the peak time of the year for some retailers, with the
fashion, footwear, leather goods and convenience
stores set to benefit the most.

One can understand members of the opposition not
being too enthusiastic about that because we all
know just how much the opposition hates business,
particularly small business. When they finish
locking up all the businessmen, when all the gaols
are full of Melbourne's businessmen and women,
perhaps we can sit down and talk turkey about what
this state really needs! Even our friends at the Labor
Party's very own newspaper, the Age, had this to say
on 18 December last year in an editorial headed' At
last, Melbourne wins':
The news that the grand prix is coming to Melbourne is
the best possible Christmas present for this state. Not
because Adelaide's performance was not good but
because Melbourne's bid was better, the formula one
organisers have decided that from 1997 the race will be
held at Albert Park, for at least 5 years. The economic
and psychological benefits to a state as battered by
recession as Victoria, a state that lost the bid to host the
1996 Olympics, and which has been badly losing out to
Sydney in attracting tourists, are obvious. The grand
prix will bring hundreds of thousands of tourists to
Melbourne, create an estimated 1000 jobs and generate
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a $SO million - and rising - economic boost to the
state. As well, 500 million people in 102 countries will
watch the event The grand prix will put Melbourne on
the world map -

this is your own paper!
... it will enable us, once again, to show not only the
world, but ourselves, what we can do.

This is the good part.
The Chairman of the Melbourne Major Events
Company, the former Lord Mayor, Mr Ron Walker,

deserves congratulations as do all who helped to malce
the bid successful

This is in the Labor paper - the Age. It continues:
For the people of Adelaide, some disappointment and
envy is understandable. Adelaide has done a good job
in hosting the grand prix since 1985. Melbourne will do
it even better.

There is no doubt about that because when
Melbumians set their minds on something, as the
Labor Party found out in 1992, they do it very well
indeed.
I must explain to the house my personal position on
the Albert Park grand prix. I am not what one would
describe as a petrolhead. I must say that motor
racing does not do a lot for me at all; it doesn't turn
me on. My idea of an enjoyable day is to head down
to the MCG and watch Richmond dish out a good
old-fashioned hiding to whoever the poor victim
might be on that particular afternoon. I see the
honourable member for Footscray sitting at the
table; he may well remember what we did to
Footscray at the MCG earlier this season - and a
very enjoyable afternoon it was, too.
However, during the summer the beach is a
wonderful spot to head to, and Victoria has an
abundance of beaches. Indeed, I have been told that
I cut quite a dashing figure in bathers!

Honourable members interjecting.
An Honourable Member - Who told you that?
Mr FINN - There seems to be a degree of
disbelief in the house at that statement; but I am
digressing.
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Even though motor sport is not the thing that
initially attracts me to the grand prix, I am still very
excited at the prospect of Melbourne having a grand
prix because, like the Premier, I have a deep love for
this city and for Victoria. The bill is good for
Melbourne and good for Victoria. It will help us on
the way back. to where we should be .
The bill lays the groundwork for one of the greatest
events this country will ever see - certainly better
than the event we saw at the MCG last Saturday.
The boost to the tourism industry will be
immeasurable. Every Victorian should be aware that
increasing numbers of people from one end of the
state to the other have put enormous amounts of
energy into boosting our tourism industry. The
Minister for Tourism is to be congratulated on the
work he has done in reviving and rejuvenating the
Victorian tourism industry because it really went to
rack. and ruin during the decade of darkness of the
Laborgovernment.
Thousands of people from interstate and overseas
will arrive in Melbourne not just because we have
the grand prix but because they know Melbourne
and Victoria have so much to offer; and after they
have been to the MCG to see the mighty Tigers
cleaning up whomever they happen to be cleaning
up, there is so much they can then do.
They can move on to visit the Dandenongs; they can
head up to Echuca and get on a river boat for the
afternoon or for a couple of days. I have been on the
Emmy l..Du up there and a very pleasant trip it is too,
if not a little dangerous!
They can head out to Ballarat and visit Sovereign
Hill; and if they so desire they can go to Sunbury
and see the birthplace of the Ashes, as I may have
mentioned in the house from time to time previously.
They can jump on the private rail line to
Warrnambool and visit the whales; they can go to
the Gippsland Lakes. As the Deputy Premier says,
Victoria has many wine areas right throughout the
state. In my own electorate we have the wineries of
Craiglee and Goonawarra. Therefore, tourism right
throughout Victoria will benefit from the grand prix
visitors.
I ask all honourable members, but particularly
members of the opposition, to use a little
imagination. This may be difficult for them, but I
will throw it at them anyway and see how we go. I
ask them to use their mind's eye, so to speak, and
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visualise Albert Park in March 1996. Pretend that
you are operating - Mr MildenhaII interjected.
Mr FINN - You are good at pretending; I know
you can get that far. Pretend that members of the
opposition are operating a camera at the open door
of a helicopter flying over Albert Park. Visualise the
glorious scene that will lie before us - Melbourne in
all its beauty. And let's face facts, Melbourne is the
most beautiful city in Australia. I do not think
anybody would argue about that.
Melbourne will have a worldwide audience of
500 million; it will be beamed into living rooms right
around the world. It will be beamed into living
rooms in Europe, Alaska and even, speaking of
Alaska, in Ballarat. You cannot buy publicity like
that. People sitting in their lounge rooms in Buenos
Aires, Atlanta, London or wherever will see the
pictures and they will say, 'Melbourne! Magnificent!
lhat is the place that I will go to for my next
holiday.'
You can be sure that our showpiece, the grand prix,
will boost awareness of Melbourne in the minds of
hundreds of millions of people who have money in
their kick and are prepared to spend it on holidays.
They will come out here and give our economy a
boost - give us all a boost.
With the Sydney 2000 Olympics coming up, it is
even more important that we get the legislation in
place and the grand prix under way. Hundreds of
thousands of international visitors will be coming to
Australia for those Olympics and Melbourne needs a
major international drawcard to get its fair share and hopefully more than its fair share - of those
attending the Olympic games. Those who see the
grand prix will ensure that Melbourne is on their
visiting list even before they leave home. They will
say, 'Yes, we will go to Sydney and see the Olympics
but we must see Melbourne, we have to see
Melbourne' .
The sad aspect of all this is the opposition's attitude

not only to the bill but, indeed, to the whole issue of
a grand prix being held here in Melbourne. It is a
great pity that opposition members have put their
need to find an issue on which to disagree with the
government above the best interests of the state.
I ask opposition members to think back to 1990,
when they were in government and Premier Cain
was leading the push for the 1996 Olympics for
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Melbourne. We were then in opposition and knew
that if John Cain succeeded in getting the 1996
Olympics for Melbourne it would obviously benefit
him enormously electorally, as the Olympics are
currently benefiting John Fahey in New South
Wales. Did we oppose it? Did we stop and say, We
are not going to support that because that will help
the Labor Party'? No! The coalition put Victoria first!
Government Members - Hear, hear!
Mr FINN - We did it then and we are doing it
now. I plead with opposition members to do the
same: put Victoria above their own petty political
needs. I plead with them to put Victoria first, rather
than continuing the smear, the innuendo and,
indeed - as we heard from the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition this morning - the ratbaggery that
they have been going on with for so many months.
We have heard the Leader of the Opposition making
a complete fool of himself on this issue. No doubt
the only reason he is not in here doing it again is
because he knows that faction meetings are going on
around the corridors of this building. He knows he
is on the skids and he is trying to do something
about it.
This is our event. This is Melbourne's event. It will
not be just a grand prix; it will be the grand prix!
This will be the sort of event that people right
around the world will talk about. People will talk
about Melbourne with envy; and they will just want
to get on a plane and come here. I am proud to be
part of a team with the vision to bring that about.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - It is always a
pleasure to follow the honourable member for
Tullamarine. It does not matter what I say because
compared with his presentation it will always seem
reasonable, measured, considered and
well-prepared.
There are 20 compelling reasons or arguments why
the Australian Grand Prix Bill is poor legislation that
ought not to be brought to the house in its current
form and should be substantially restructured and
revised to encompass the elements listed in the
reasoned amendment moved by the opposition.
The first of those arguments, and one of the
principal issues that has most concerned the
Victorian community, is that the event is being
proposed at the wrong location. In the planning of
the event and the signing of the contract the wrong
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location was picked fundamentally because the
homework was not done.
The rationale provided by many government
ministers - particularly the Minister for Major
Projects, who is also the Minister for Conservation
and Environment - in justifying Albert Park as the
location for the grand prix is the historic nature of its
association with the grand prix. They have said, We
have this motoring history at Albert Park; it is the
home of motoring history in Victoria and Australia'.
The Australian grand prix has been conducted on 58
occasions. It was run eight times at Phillip Island the greatest number of times it has been conducted
at a particular location in Victoria; six times at
Sandown; five times at Calder; and twice at Albert
Park. It was even conducted once at Point Cook. If
the fact that it was run twice at Albert Park creates a
basis for some sort of historical association, on that
rationale there is at least a 50 per cent basis for
conducting it in the western suburbs - and Point
Cook should have been looked at!
The site selection process was not carried out in
public. No options were offered. The Victorian
people were not taken into the confidence of the
government and none of the proceedings or
deliberations that took place in the decision-making
process were revealed.
We are trying to put a square peg into a round hole.
The street circuit approach has been adopted at a
time when we are constantly lectured about efficient
and effective expenditure. Putting on a major event
tha t requires massive technological support in this
setting rather than holding it at a purpose-built
permanent facility will mean the work will be
capital-intensive - it will all have to be put up and
pulled down each year that the grand prix is run.
What we have is an inefficient, expensive option in
the wrong location; it is not good decision-making, it
is not good government.
The other criteria that have been used by the
government are such things as scenic quality. There
are many other sites in Victoria with such qualities.
One should have heard the same commentators in
the motor sport area rave about the Phillip Island
motorcycle grand prix. They said it was the best site
in the world, the best scenery, the best television and
the greatest spectacle. But was that considered for
this event?
Mr Rowe interjected.
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Mr MILDENHALL - About 100 000 people,
50000 from interstate, went to Phillip Island to
watch a motorcycle grand prix, which is nowhere
near as popular as formula one motor racing. Did
the government look at other options such as the
Docklands, which was comprehensively detailed by
the honourable member for Richmond? It is a
positive suggestion because the Docklands site
offers scenic advantages, proximity to the city, and
permanent facilities: the infrastructure is in place.
One would not have to pull it down after each event
and then totally reconstruct it for the next event.
Victoria has purpose-built facilities, such as Calder
and Sandown.
An Honourable Member - Too short!

Mr MILDENHALL - Some historic work has
been carried out and I would be interested to learn
why Sandown was built. It may have had something
to do with the then Premier Bolte and his permanent
banning of motor racing from Albert Park. The
suggestion may have been, 'Let's get it out to
Sandown, it is a good location. For the recurring
costs every year of constructing a motor racing
circuit at Albert Park we could have a permanent
facility at Sandown'.
We are lectured in this chamber about effective
government expenditure and efficient use of
funding allocations. The government has put aside
those issues because this event is about ego and
about mates, and having made the mistake of
signing a contract for this location it is proceeding at
all costs regardless of opposition and community
views.
Albert Park is the wrong location for this event; it
has an environmental sensitivity and the
significance of its location in Melbourne has been
confirmed by governments of both persuasions - in
the document that was well under way in 1991 by
the previous government and the release of the
vision statement and planning processes prepared
by this government. That sensitivity has meant that
Albert Park has been subject to detailed legislation
for more than 10 years.
Committees of inquiry tried to achieve a balance for
this huge tract of open space so close to the city. It is
that sensitivity that led, as the honourable member
for Richmond said, to the banning of motor racing at
Albert Park in 1958. The fundamental difficulty is
that it is the wrong location for the race. The
government should try to retrieve the situation,
having made the mistake of signing the contract for
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Albert Park, by seeking to renegotiate the contract in
the same way that the proponents of the Argentine
grand prix in Buenos Aires have done. They had a
contract but did not have an approved track. They
said, 'We will have a street circuit'. At least that
government had the commonsense to look at the
implications of using the site, and when the cat got
out of the bag, as it did in Melbourne, and
community action occurred, it responded - and
Argentina is not the sort of country that we normally
associate with sensitive, responsive governments!
But in Victoria's case, this appalling government
will not democratically respond to the needs and
wishes of its community.
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The race will have a severe impact on sport and the
other normal programs scheduled for regular use of
Albert Park. At least 15 sporting venues will be out
of action for 1995, and for at least two months a year
after that.
The clubs have complained about bullying. That is
an example of the sort of consultation we now have
in Victoria. Mr Peter Logan from South Melbourne, a
member of the South Melbourne Athletic Club, was
a part of the consultation process. He said the
message he got was, 'Support the grand prix or you
get nothing!'. That is how affairs are conducted in
this state. Bullying and intimidation - that is what
consultation amounts to in 1994!

This government is deliberately attempting to

prevent any realistic, fair dinkum analysis of the
environmental effects of the race. It has no
sensitivity; it has it wrong. It is part of the cover-up,
a determination to prevent any real analysis of the
impact the race will have. It will not allow those
who have an interest in the environment of our
community to present their concerns, to be listened
to or to be consulted.
The Loder and Bayly report released some weeks
ago is an independent analysis of the event. The
report was contracted by a previously existing
council, one that is no longer in existence. Loder and
Bayly are not friends of the opponents of the grand
prix; they are not associates of the Labor Party; they
are a well-respected professional consulting traffic
planning and technical engineering group. They said
significant damage would be done to some of the
most scenic areas, especially the golf course, which
would require extensive rehabilitation. They
contemplated there would also be massive damage
to the open space areas.

Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL - It is a terrific golf course. I
was on the committee of management down there.
That golf course is a showpiece for Melbourne;
sensational! I collected my fees every year but did
not get a free round of golf.
What sort of environmental impact assessment will
we get? How much benzine will end up in the lake?
It is appalling that the bill says anything that
happens down there, any environmental intrusion,
such as noise - in Adelaide the noise from the
grand prix can be heard 3 kilometres away - will
not constitute a nuisance, no matter how loud it is.
By definition, according to the bill, it does not matter
what sort of environmental nuisance it is.

How many clubs and teams use the 15 ovals or
venues? Perhaps 30? If alternative sites were
available, we could relocate them whenever an
event of national significance was held there.
However, had it done its homework, the
government would have realised that Albert Park is
the main venue, the central outdoor sporting venue,
for clubs and associations in that inner suburban
region of Melbourne. Any analysis would have led
one to that conclusion. Very few similar open spaces
or areas are available in Port Melbourne, South
Melbourne, St Kilda and other neighbouring
suburbs. That is why the aquatic centre will be built
there. Albert Park is central to all the formal or
organised recreation in that area.

It is typical that in its announcements the
government has dishonestly attributed works like
the upgrading of other areas of Albert Park and the
proposed sports and aquatic centre to developments
associated with the grand prix. Planning for both
projects was well under way under the former
government; they have simply been continued by
this government. The only thing missing from the
plans was the funding.
Now that the gambling dollars are starting to wash
into the state coffers, we have the money to do those
works. They are not dependent on the grand prix! In
fact, they are made more difficult by the grand prix
because of the finandal sensitivity involved. The
sports and aquatic centre will cater for between
10000 and 15000 patrons a week. How will the
centre cope? No doubt the government will impose
very tight financial targets on it People will not be
able to get access to it because it will be cordoned
off - one will need a security pass to get into Albert
Park at that time of the year. How will patrons use
those fadlities when massive works will continue
annually for an unspecified time?
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Albert Park has a long tradition of maintaining a
delicate balance between amateur sport, regional
sport and state sport. The old army sheds are used
as a home for basketball, table tennis and volleyball,
with passive recreation pursuits also being enjoyed
there. The area is extremely popular and is well used
by joggers and walkers; it is also popular because of
the public golf facilities and a range of other sports.
Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL - That is a delicate balance.
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his over-the-top presentation - have made claims
about the wider economic benefits. Sure, the Price
Waterhouse report said that had happened in
Adelaide. Government spokespersons say, The
result will be $80 million'. We say to the
government: tell us about the report. Show us how
those calculations were made; demonstrate that to
us. Take us into your confidence and convince the
community. Reveal the information; show us what is
happening. The community has a right to know; the
government should have told us. It has an obligation
to tell us, but it will not!

In a dramatic and over-the-top way, without any

consultation, the government has said, 'Special
events overrule everything'. So the 135-year history
of maintaining a delicate balance at Albert Park has
been thrown out the window.
The opposition has a number of financial concerns
about the way the government has approached this
exercise. Let us put aside the fact that the
government has chosen the wrong site. Has it got
the financial planning and deciSion-making
processes right? The first difficulty we encounter
arises when government spokespersons - we class
Mr Ron Walker as a government spokesperson argue that this event will break even financially.
History tells us that last year's Adelaide grand prix
had an $8 million shortfall.
Mr Weideman - We have $6.8 million.
Mr MILDENHALL - I have four sets of figures.
If you want to, you can pull them out and add in this
and that or subtract something else; but in cash
terms, it was $7.5 million or $8 million. The financial
performances of the Indy car race in Queensland
and the motorcycle grand prix have deteriorated.
Yet we have the assurance we will break even.
At the AAT we asked Mr Walker about that. We
asked, 'What's in the accounts? Will you put capital
into the accounts?'. He said, 'It is confidential'. He
said, 'We will not tell you about the roadworks or
anything else. We will break even and make a small
profit'. We asked, What's a profit?'. His reply was,
'That's confidential'. We asked, 'What do you
understand by profit; what will you include in the
accounts? Do you understand what a profit is? Can
you define "profit" ?'. 'No', he said, 'that is
confidential. We will not reveal that to the
community'. 'But it's their money', we replied. He
said, They are not entitled to know things like that'.
A number of government spokespersons - most
recently the honourable member for Tullamarine, in

The planning process has been corrupted by the
involvement of Ron Walker, the leader of the bid to
secure the grand prix and the major beneficiary of
the construction of the nearby casino. That has been
the subject of much discussion. The situation was
most ably expressed by Terry McCrann. After being
taken to task by the Premier, he compared the
Premier with a former Premier, Mr Cain. He said
Mr Cain would not have allowed himself to get into
this situation. Mr Cain, for instance, would have
immediately seen that the information about the
grand prix and its effect on the casino bid should
have been shared with the other bidders rather than
being kept secret.
That is the difference between the two governments.
'Ihis one looks after its mates, whereas the former
government was scrupulously fair in the processes it
adopted.
The involvement of Mr Walker has not only
corrupted the process, but also severely
compromised the analysis. Mr Jeremy IGrkwood, the
Treasurer's chief of staff, indicated at the AA T that
the financial proposal from Mr Walker, which was
put to and agreed to by the government, and the
contract with Mr Ecdestone, were not subject to any
independent, financial and legal analysis, and did
not go to cabinet for approval. The general idea was
'We just signed these things because Ron has got
another terrific idea'. But, how much money was
committed? What are we up for? What is the extent
of the state government's liability? There is no detail
available.
As Terry McCrann said in the Herald Sun of
8 August:
A tourism strategy cannot take precedence over
government financial propriety.

He said that it does not matter how good this event
is. I do not necessarily agree with his final
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conclusion. Mr McCrann is a conservative financial
commentator. He further went on to say that if the
revelation of the government's financial liability was
revealed that:
In the end, if that risks losing the grand prix: tough. A

tourism strategy cannot take precedence over
government financial propriety.

That is how serious an issue it is. The government
has cloaked any information in secrecy. It has
prevented any information about the financial
analysis or the amounts of taxpayers' dollars being
risked on this event being released. Fundamentally,
we are faced with this legislation, and no financial
analysis is available. The government will not
specify what the supposed benefits are that Victoria
will get out of this. The reduction in rights to appeal
to third parties, to physically access the park, to
carry on commercial activities in an unfettered way,
to seek compensation as a result of being wronged,
to avoid being subjected to environmental or health
nuisance requirements, and to access information
about financia1liability has not been outweighed by
an unspecified and contentious financial benefit. We
must see these details if the process of government
in this state is seen to be working in any way at all.
Since the announcement about the event being held
in Albert Park, there has been outrage and clear
signs that the community has no confidence in the
decision by the government The polling results even when they start to favour the government
about Victoria needing the grand prix - indicate
that more than one-third of the Victorian community
opposes the conduct of this event in Albert Park.
This is a sporting event. It is like saying: should we
have the grand final in Melbourne or should we
have the tennis open in Melbourne? What would the
poll result be? I imagine some 99.9 per cent would
say yes and 0.1 per cent no.

But what do people say about the grand prix?
Because of the extraordinary maladministration by
this government, the most support the government
can get is just over 50 per cent. Almost one-third of
the community are saying 'You've stuffed this one
up!'
Enormous numbers of people have participated in
rallies; 20 000 people signed a petition that was
presented to the house the other day; and there are
more than 1000 paid-up members of the Save Albert
Park group - they are the people who are prepared
to fight to stop the event being held in Albert Park.
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They are paying money to say 'We do not want this
event at Albert Park'.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MILDENHALL - The government has really
done a doozey here. It is maladministration and an
appalling planning process on a grand scale.

Shaun earney in an article in the Age of 25 June
sums it up by saying:
I'm not an opponent of an Albert Park grand prix. I
want to be an enthusiastic supporter.
It's hard to be a grand prix supporter when Victorians
were first told about the event months after the contract
was signed and were then instructed that, because the
contract stipulated Albert Park as the venue, it was no
good asking questions.

It is like the questions that Adelaide people are now
asking, namely: why were they assured months after
the contract was signed with Melbourne that the
grand prix was to stay in Adelaide?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I am pleased
to support the bill and to follow the contribution of
my parliamentary colleague, the honourable
member for Tullamarine, in supporting the
government's legislation.
In many ways it was a turbo-charged delivery
within the Parliament There is one amendment that
we discussed earlier that is not included in the bill
and that is the colouring of the grand prix flag. The
honourable member for Tullamarine has a
preference for it to be coloured in yellow and black
rather than black and white.
Mr Finn - Hear, hear!
Mr THOMPSON - Victoria was founded on
enterprise - it was the name of the boat that John
Pascoe Fawkner sailed on the Yarra River in 1835 private enterprise, ethical business enterprise and
efficient government enterprise.

The object of the Australian Grand Prix Bill is to
facilitate the holding of a grand prix event in
Melbourne which will benefit the majority of people
within this state. There are strong parallels between
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the Victorian legislation and the South Australian
legislation, as well as a number of differences.
The honourable member for Tullamarine correctly
alluded to the Price Waterhouse Economic Studies and
Strategies Unit 1992 Formula One Grand Prix
Evaluation. I shall reiterate a number of the main
pOints, which included the fact that the Adelaide
grand prix generated $37.4 million worth of
additional value visitor expenditure; $18.77 million
in interstate, overseas, and out-of-town spectator
spending; 1875 casual part-time positions; 70 000
visitor bed nights; almost 20 000 interstate and
overseas visitors; 30 per cent of grand prix patrons
from outside the state; and 1000 media
representatives who spent an average of eight days
and a total of $1.8 million in South Australia. Some
70 per cent of businesses believe the grand prix has a
long-term positive effect on the state's economy.
They are significant statistics. In Victoria it is
proposed and envisaged that some 245 million
people in 67 countries will watch the event.
Melbourne has some six times the number of hotels
that Adelaide has to cater for tourists.
It is envisaged that the grand prix will create
approximately 1000 new jobs for Melburnians at a
time when Victoria has had one of the highest levels
of unemployment in Australia - following a period
of Labor administration within this state. Prior to the
Labor government coming to office in 1982, for
many years Victoria was the state in Australia with
the lowest level of unemployment. The Victorian
government today is committed to private
enterprise and to the long-term and ongoing
development of the state.
It is envisaged that the grand prix will generate
some $50 million in its first year and that some
415000 people will be in attendance at the event
over the four-day period during which it will be
held in Melbourne.

What will the grand prix mean for Albert Park? In
my early years I had the opportunity to sail and row
on the lake. I have run around the lake on many
occasions. I have played football and cricket on
many of the Albert Park ovals. I have been to the
state sporting complex and participated in a number
of different sporting pursuits.
One would not regard the Albert Park complex at
present as being in a pristine condition. The
government is committed to spending some
$52 million to upgrade the Albert Park sporting
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complex area, which will benefit the residents of
Albert Park and the surrounding region not just for
5 or 10 years but for the next 50 years. Some
$25 million will be spent on grand prix
infrastructure and another $20 million on permanent
works in Albert Park. I would like to place on the
parliamentary record the suggestion that there will
be no net loss of open space for the area.
Melbourne is a great city, one of the best cities in the
world as adjudged at the turn of the century as a
result of the prosperity derived from private
economic activity in manufacturing. mining and
agriculture. Tourism is one area on which the state
of Victoria has the opportunity to capitalise in the
years ahead.
A number of Significant studies have been done in
recent times on ways to minimise the impact of the
race upon the surrounding area. I will come to those
later. The studies include an environment
management plan and an overall review of
parklands to ensure that an outstanding sporting
complex will be developed for the benefit of all
Victorians.
The Age editorial of 6 October 1994 noted that the
government proposed 'to persist with other
objectionable provisions', which I presume included
the exemption of the race and track construction
from environmental and planning laws. In 1984
when the bill concerning race administration was
introduced in South Australia, Mr John Bannon, the
Labor Premier of the state at the time, noted:
"The staging of the event in the City of Adelaide attracts
several existing legal requirements. While, in some
cases, steps could be taken to comply with those
requirements, this is not possible in many instances and
could only be achieved at considerable expense.
Therefore, the bill provides for several existing legal
impediments to the staging of the race to be
overridden. This will also ensure that the government
is able to honour its contractual obligations associated
with the staging of the race.

In Victoria it is stated under clause 38 of the
Australian Grand Prix Bill that the Road Safety Act
1986 does not apply. Clause 39, concerning noise
and vehicle emissions, states:
Nothing in the Environment Protection Act 1970, the
Health Act 1958 or the Local Government Act 1989 or
regulations or local laws under any of those acts
applies in respect of (a) vehicle emissions in; or
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(b) noise emanating from -

the declared area in respect of a year during the race
period in respect of that year.

It is fundamentally inherent in the running of a
grand ~rix tha.t those acts cannot operate. For people
who nught object to that and take exception to the
operation of clauses 38 and 39 of the bill, I direct
their attention once again to the South Australian
Formula One Grand Prix Act, section 25 of which
refers to the non-application of certain laws. It
provides:
The following acts or laws shall not apply to or in

relation to the declared area for any year during the
declared period for that year: ...
(c) the Noise Control Act, 1977;
(d) the Places of Public Entertainment Act, 1913;
(e)

... the Local Government Act, 1934.

(la) .. , the Road Traffic Act 1961 ... the Motor Vehicles
Act, 1959 '"
(2) The provisions of the Planning Act, 1982 and the
City of Adelaide Development Control Act, 1976, ...

No small number of provisions were not to apply to
the conduct of the grand prix in South Australia, and
those exemptions were introduced by a Labor
go~~~t. I am not aware at this stage of any
editorials ID South Australian newspapers referring
to the Bannon government's arrogant abuse of
power in its use of comparable legislation regarding
noise and pollution enacted for the conduct of the
South Australian grand pm, which has been
operating very successfully now for the past 10 years.
The question of nuisance has also been raised in
parliamentary deliberations on this matter. A
number of organisations have said that it is
inapproPriate for clause 36 of the bill to prevent the
application of the law of nuisance and to prescn"be
that ~e activitr of the conduct of the race during the
prescnbed penod does not constitute a nuisance.
Again I refer to the South Australian legislation,
which in this case is very similar. Section 25(3) of the
South Australian legislation states:
No activity carried on by or with the permission of the
board within the declared area for any year during the
declared period for that year shall constitute a nuisance.

A number of people have concerns in that area. I
have encouraged them to discuss this matter with
former members of the tabor government in South
Australia to ascertain what the precise impact of that
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provision has been. At the same time I am mindful
of the interests of residents who live very close to the
track. The~ perspective may vary; some people may
be supportive. I am aware of a petition lodged in the
house y~terday by a number of people objecting to
the holding of the grand prix at AIbert Park. I
encourage those people to liaise with the organising
body for the grand prix in Victoria to ensure that
their concerns are overcome to the extent that it is
possible.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THOMPSON - It is interesting that
members of the opposition are objecting at this
stage. I remember watching on television a couple of
weeks ago a story on the Falkland Islands. A
gentlemen was asked whether his rural, rustic life
was impaired by the military base on the Falklands
and the low-flying combat craft from Britain that
were ~rmanently based there. His reply was, 'No, it
doesn t disturb me. It doesn't annoy me. I am not
concerned about it. To me, that is the sound of
freedom'. How people regard matters depends very
much on their state of mind. I encourage Victorians
to. regard the grand prix as a sound of enterprise that
will serve the long-term interests of the Victorian
community. What that man said - Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - The honourable member for
Albert Park has interjected again, making a remark
that does not do this house much honour. I suggest
that if he has any concerns he refer to the excellent
example of Barbara Wiese, the former Labor tourism
minister in the South Australian Parliament I was
going to speak about her remarks later, but I will
mention them now.

Labor Party members have mentioned a 35 per cent
level of female representation. They may well be
advised to bring Ms Wiese to Victoria and preselect
her for a safe Labor seat. This is what she had to say
about the Adelaide grand prix:
In my view and assessment the sacrifice to be made is
one worth making when compared with the economic
advantages that can flow to the state from hosting the
Australian formula one grand prix.

With an attitude like that I believe she would make
an excellent addition to the opposition benches in
this house. She also referred to attendances at the
grand prix in Adelaide, which totalled some 300 000
people in 1987 and 304 000 in 1988. This is what she
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had to say on the effect of the grand prix on
parklands:
To date, the actual effect of the event on parklands has
been minimal. The board has in fact spent around
$500 ()()() on greenery, irrigation and improvements to
the parklands area of the circuit. After each event,
additional money is spent to ensure that the parklands
are brought back to their original state. In fact it is
considered by many people that the areas of the
parklands within the circuit are in better condition now
than they were prior to 1985.

I am certain that the Albert Park area will have an
improved format for the use, enjoyment and benefit
of the people who use it at present and those who
would like to use it after the works have been
completed.
I make further comment on yesterday's Age editorial
because I believe it was misleading in its analysis of
the exclusion of the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court. Of the 29 bills referred to in the first report of
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee for
the period covered by the annual report, only four
were commented upon adversely by the all-party
committee. It is intellectually misleading for the Age
newspaper to suggest with negative inference that
over the past two years the government has used its
numbers in both houses of Parliament to amend the
state's constitution 34 times when on more than
80 per cent of those occasions there had been by and
large bipartisan support. There were adverse
comments on four particular provisiOns.
In addition - I want to make this point very, very
strongly - between 1991 and 1992 under the Kimer
administration 24 bills were introduced into the
Victorian Parliament which affected the jurisdiction
of the Supreme Court. In pro rata terms this is
roughly equivalent to the frequency of usage by the
Kennett government of the clause alluding to
section 85, as is required under the Constitution Act.
For the record, the bills include: the National Rail
Corporation (Victoria) Act 1991; the Gaming
Machine Control Act 1991; the Land (Revocations
and Other Matters) Act 1991 which also related to a
part of the Albert Park Reserve; the Portarlington
Land Act 1991; the Gaming Machine Control Act
1991; the Land (Miscellaneous) Act 1991; the
Melbourne Lands and Market Sites Act 1991; the
Crimes (Confiscation of Profits) (Amendment) Act
1991; the libraries (Amendment) Act 1992; the
Melbourne Market and Park Lands Act 1992; the
Aboriginal Land (Manatunga Land) Act 1992; the
Royal Melbourne Hospital (Redevelopment) Act
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1992; the Accident Compensation (Further
Amendment) Act 1992; the Swinburne University of
Technology Act 1992; the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology Act 1992, and a number of other
provisions.

In light of the record of the former government it is
hypocrisy for the Labor Party to condemn the
utilisation of section 85, or the mention of section 85,
as having an adverse impact upon legislation as it
affects laws in the state of Victoria.
The Labor Party regards Docklands as an alternative
site. It introduced a number of characteristics into
Victorian major projects legislation which are
equivalent provisiOns to those in this legislation.
I refer to the Docklands AuthOrity Act 1991 where
the heading 'No compensation payable by Crown'
appears in section 53. Section 21 of that act deals
with the revocation of reservations. The Docklands
AuthOrity Act 1991 was introduced by the members
who currently sit on the opposition benches, yet
they have the temerity to criticise the government
about legislation such as this, which, like the
Docklands AuthOrity Act 1991, deals with a major
project.
Section 6 of the Melbourne Cricket Ground Act 1984
states:
No compensation shall be payable by the Crown in
respect of any Act, matter or thing done or arising out
of this Act.

Again, that act was introduced and passed by a
majority of Labor Party members back in 1984. We
do not need to go back to South Australia for
precedent and example. Section 3 of the Melbourne
Cricket Ground Act 1984 is also interesting. It states:
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Town
and Country Planning Act 1961 or in any planning
scheme, interim development order or local
development scheme made thereunder, the trustees
may, subject to the conditions contained in sub-section
(2), construct floodlight towers on the Melbourne
Cricket Ground and operate the floodlights affixed to
those floodlight towers.

Here is an example of the Labor government
criticising the Kennett government on the basis of its
administration and its new legislation when its own
record would tend to support the action taken by the
Victorian government at the present time on a major
project.
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A number of environment studies have been done in
relation to the grand prix. Or Simon Spedding, an
Adelaide general practitioner and close student of
the Adelaide grand prix, observes:
I am very wary of such comments about increases in
levels of asthma and chronic respiratory disease as we
have had no experience of such conditions in Adelaide.

With reference to pollution levels, Or Spedding
states:
Whatever pollution is produced by the grand prix cars
is insignificant compared to the normal everyday urban
traffic and industrial pollution.
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2000 with the Sydney Olympic Games. It will put a
focus on Melbourne as a place to visit.
As a consequence of the aforementioned reasons, the
grand prix held in Melbourne at the Albert Park
site - which showcases Melbourne magnificently to
a national and international audience - will be for
the long-term benefit of all Victorians. I have
pleasure in supporting the bill.
Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - This legislation
sets up the Australian Grand Prix Corporation, and
it appears that the head of that corporation is to be
Mr Ron Walker - Rolls Royce Ron. He should not
be there; he has a clear conflict of interest
because--

It is noteworthy that at the present time some 10 000

cars pass through the Albert Park area daily,
according to statistics supplied to this Parliament.
An independent study released in September by the
City of Port Phillip on the noise impact of the grand
prix on local residents concluded that no danger to
the health of residents would be caused by the
formula one grand prix.

On the issue of local resident opposition it is
interesting that the President of the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal, Judge Fagan, in his judgment
brought down on 16 September last month noted:
The depth and breadth of public controversy is not

clear. Although there has been substantial press
coverage of the issues and although it is clear that some
number of people are acutely interested in resisting the
use of the park for the proposed purpose, it is far from
clear to me that the group involved is not simply a
relatively isolated few locals with the capacity to
achieve publicity for their views.

A government member interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair
will not tolerate that sort of behaviour.

Mr THW AITES - I am advised that it is a
Bentley, not a Rolls -so it is Bentley Ron Walkerand you have to be careful how you say that!
Mr Ron Walker should not be there because he has a
clear conflict of interest; he stands to make
pecuniary gain by the holding of the grand prix at
Albert Park. That is the reason alternative sites were
not looked at by the Melbourne Major Events
Company, or by Mr Ron Walker, because he stands
to make pecuniary gain by staging the grand prix at
Albert Park.
Mr Walker is a major stakeholder in the casino. That
is virtually next door to the Albert Park grand prix
site. He is also - -

Mr Rowe interjected.
Events in the months and years ahead will establish
whether the breadth of opposition to the Albert Park
site is capable of being substantiated.
The government and the community have a
responsibility to act in the long-term best interests of
all Victorians. The grand prix will increase the level
of economic activity in this state. The grand prix will
benefit employment, tourism and business; it will be
better for the long-term users of the Albert Park
sporting complex as a consequence of the substantial
sporting upgrade that will be undertaken in concert
with the grand prix and the development of the site.
More importantly, it will be great for the long-term
development of Victoria as we approach the year

Mr THW AITES - He should not be in charge of
it, whether it is at the Docklands or at Albert Park,
you fool! The alternatives were not looked at
because clearly Mr Walker has a pecuniary interest
he is a major stakeholder in the casino and he is the
managing director of Hudson Conway.
The casino contract was awarded when only one of
the bidders, Crown Casino Ltd, knew that
Melbourne had clinched the grand prix. Mr Walker
knew in July 1993 that Melbourne had won the
grand prix. The other bidder, the Sheraton-Leighton
Pacific Casino Group, knew nothing about it when it
submitted its final tender on 31 August last year. On
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6 September the government awarded the casino
contract to Crown Casino.
Crown Casino is made up of three companies:
Hudson Conway, Carlton and United Breweries Ltd
and Federal Hotels Ltd. The heads of those three
companies are Ron Walker, Pat Stone - of
ambulance fame - and John Haddad. What else do
these three people have in common? All three are
members of the Melbourne Major Events Company,
the very government body that negotiated the grand
prix. Not surprisingly, the three gentlemen did not
tell Sheraton-Leighton, the other bidder, that
Melbourne had clinched the grand prix deal; they
wanted to keep it a secret because they believed they
were sitting on a goldmine. Of course it was very
valuable information for them to have when it came
to making the final bid to the government for the
casino.
Financial analysts estimated that each year between
$18 million and $20 million profit would go to
Crown or to whoever was to have won the casino
bid. Over a IQ-year period that is $200 million that
will go into the pockets of the winner of the casino
bid. That is worth approximately 5 per cent
to 10 per cent of the bid price for the casino. The
difference in bids was about 7 per cent. Clearly it
was very relevant information, and who better to
advise whether it was relevant than the other
bidder? What did the other bidder say? The other
bidder, the Managing Director of Leighton
Properties Pty Ltd, Mr Vella, said:
It would certainly have made a difference to our final
financial projections if we had been told about the
grand prix.

Sheraton Hotels - Mr We idem an interjected.
Mr THW AITES - Do you want to knock
Sheraton Hotels?
The DEPUlY SPEAKER - Order! It would be
useful to the debate if the honourable member for
Frankston went and had an early lunch and the
honourable member for Albert Park addressed his
comments through the Chair.
Mr THWAITES - Thank you, Mc Deputy
Speaker. I fear that the honourable member may
have already followed your advice. Mc Bill
Edwards, the boss of m Sheraton - a
world-renowned company - said that he had been
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surprised when the Melbourne grand prix was
announced the previous Friday and the Premier
confirmed that the deal had been done weeks before,
and that
The casino should certainly benefit from the grand prix.
We did not have the benefit of that knowledge at the
time of making the bid.

So m Sheraton, one of the most reputable
companies in the world, certairily believed it ought
to have had the information, but it did not have it.
Why? Because Mr Walker and the other people
involved in the bid had their own pecuniary
interests in securing the casino for themselves.
Mr Walker says that the grand prix will be good for
Melbourne, good for business and good for tourism.
It reminds me a bit of that statement from the boss of
General Motors, who said, 'What is good for General
Motors is good for America'. It appears that what is
good for Melbourne will be good for Mr Walker.
It is interesting that despite the fact that Mc Walker
said that the grand pm will be good for the tourist
and the hotel industries, in the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal he claimed that it would not help
the casino at all! It seems that the only business in
Melbourne, according to Mr Walker, that will not
benefit from the grand prix is Mr Walker's casino.
That gives you an idea of the credibility of the
person. Does anyone really believe that Mr Walker
will not benefit by way of his shareholding in the
casino as a result of the grand prix?
Mr Rowe interjected.
Mr THW AITES - Of course he can benefit, but if
he is to benefit he should not be running the system;
he should not be bidding in secret behind closed
doors, keeping the other bidders who might well
have used the information in the dark.
Some of the backbenchers opposite have no idea of
the concept of conflict of interest and that if one
party knows that there will be some sort of financial
benefit when it puts in a bid it is totally unfair on the
other party. Once again we are seeing that that side
does not understand. It is prepared to do business
with one group of people, but it is not prepared to
do fair business with others, namely ITf Sheraton reputable companies. No, it is not prepared to give
them a fair go because they are not part of the little
circle of mates and aonies that clearly has
Mr Bentley -Ron Walker -at its epicentre.
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The legislation is arrogant and antidemocratic - Mr Rowe interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Cranbourne is getting a
little excited and should attempt to contain himself.
He might get the call a little later when he can put
forward his argument to refute what the honourable
member for Albert Park is saying. At this stage the
honourable member for Albert Park has the floor.
Mr THWAITES - The legislation is arrogant and
antidemocratic and trespasses upon people's rights
and freedoms. The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee has reported to the house on that point.
The legislation cuts across ordinary rights which we
as citizens have come to respect. It removes
safeguards which normally ensure that the .
environment and our health are protected and that
government financial dealings are conducted with
probity. It sets up the Australian Grand Prix
Corporation, which will be stacked with mates and that will be continued - and puts them above
the laws which apply to ordinary citizens. It creates,
in effect, a state within a state - a state where there
are laws that you would not expect in a democracy.
They are the sorts of laws that a tin-pot dictator
would be proud of, yet it appears that Parliament
will pass them in the next couple of weeks.
The legislation has been almost wUversally
criticised, even by government supporters and by
press editorials that have generally been
supportive - and you have read the editorials
supporting the grand prix - yet here we are
debating the legislation. Why didn't you read the
editorials on the legislation? That is what we are
here to talk about today. They have all criticised it wUversally.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr THW AITES - That is the sort of selective
quoting that we would expect from that side and
from the honourable member for Tullamarine.
Unfortwlately the legislation reflects the way
government members act
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr THWAITES - It does. It reflects your
arrogance, it reflects your contempt for the
environment and it reflects your contempt for
people. It is not appropriate for the government to
proceed with the legislation today. Today we were
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given a bunch of new amendments - and of course
no-one has had a chance to view them - which are
not even consistent with the letter sent by the
minister to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee.
He purported to say that negligence would be
excluded from the range of matters where the
Supreme Court has been excluded. That does not
seem to occur. The various organisations that
submitted evidence to the committee inquiry, for
instance, the Council of Civil Liberties, have not had
a proper chance to review the amendments. In fact,
despite the claims that the proposed amendments fix
some of the problems they actually make it worse.
Hidden in the amendments is a further exclusion.
The government will make it worse by excluding the
Environment Effects Act. As well as excluding the
Environment Protection Act, the Health Act, the
Planning Act and other acts, the government has
thrown out the Environment Effects Act. Whoever
drafted the bill - perhaps it was the genius in the
Attomey-General's Department, the associate
professor or real professor Greg Craven - has
stuffed it up. The word is that some people are upset
with Mr Craven because he forgot to delete one act,
the Environment Effects Act. A 74 year-old
pensioner is now fighting a claim in the Supreme
Court - the last claim, the last leg one has - and
Greg Craven forgot about it! The government in
proposing these amendments pretends they will
soften the legislation and make it more democratic,
but the reality is that it will fix up Greg Craven's
blue.
I want to turn now to why we should conduct an
environmental planning and health inquiry into the
proposal to hold the grand prix at Albert Park.
Albert Park has a very important role in Melbourne.
The honourable member for Tullamarine said that
Melbourne is a beautiful city, and he is right. What
makes it beautiful above all is the ring of parks
around the city. We do not have a harbour but we
have a green ring surrounding Melbourne: the Royal
Botanical Gardens, the Fitzroy Gardens and Albert
Park. They are a tranquil breathing space in what is
a busy city.
Albert Park is the place where for more than
100 years people have come to play sport, walk and
enjoy passive recreation, but you want to sacrifice it
for some short-term gain for Bentley Walker and
others. That is what it is about. Could you imagine
putting a race track through Hyde Park in London!
Of course, it would not be possible, but you want to
sacrifice Albert Park!
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The honourable member for Tullamarine was
contemptuous of the history of Albert Park to which
other speakers referred. He said he was not born
when the park was first established. Is the
honourable member saying that anything that was
established before he was born should be ignored! I
would have thought we could learn from the past.
We had grand prix motor car racing at Albert Park,
but Sir Henry Bolte, a former Liberal Premier,
thought it was wrong and prohibited motor racing
taking place in the park.
Premier Bolte established an inquiry chaired by
Mr Justice Gillard to look at the issue. It is an
interesting document. At paragraph 4.7 of the report
Mr Justice Gillard found:
The park is not an area for use by local residents only,
but it is a metropolitan open space for use of many
people living outside the South Melbourne or St Kilda
municipal boundaries. It has a function of providing
open space and fresh air in the midst of a fairly densely
populated centre of a metropolis.

After a full inquiry, Mr Justice Gillard recommended
against holding motor racing in the park. He states:
To conduct a noisy (and perhaps dangerous) form of
recreation and amusement even at a handsome profit,
does not in itself afford evidence of such extraordinary
reason (for holding a motor race at Albert Park).

Even the govemment~wned strategy plan for
Albert Park says of the park that the principal aim of
the strategy for Albert Park must be to improve the
quality of the park for people but must do so
without altering its fundamental nature, which is so
beloved of the people of Melbourne. I would have
thought ripping out trees, sports ovals and putting
in a huge 200-metre structure for your mates right
where the Middle Park Cricket Club is located and
where the cricket teams now play is the opposite of
the Albert Park strategy plan. A huge structure is to
be built for your mates so they can sit there and
drink their CUB stubbies during the one week of the
grand prix.
The government is destroying a park that is beloved
by the people of Melbourne. We need an
environment effects statement and yet it appears
from the amendment that that will be excluded. We
cannot even have an environment effects statement
because the government has fixed Mr Craven's
bungle. We will be unable to have proper access to
the park.
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Another reason we need an environment effects
statement appears from a reading of the
independent study of Loder and Bayly which states,
as reported in the Age of 21 September 1994:
.. , that the car race will have a severe impact on the
parks, trees, character, general condition and public
access.

The study was deeply critical of the lack of
information available about changes to the park. The
Age report states:
The report said details of the grand pm circuit and
linked alterations to the park were 'sketchy' and 'being
continuously modified'.
It said the final track layout, management regime and

provision of facilities still remained undecided.

The one thing excluded from this process is any
public input. We, the public, the people who live
there, the residents of Albert Park, did not have any
input into the design of the track or where it would
be located. The only people with any input were
Bentley Ron Walker, the Premier and the Treasurer.
You had nothing to do with it, it was all decided
before it went to cabinet. You had no due about it; it
was signed, sealed and delivered before you saw it.
On the admission of a Treasury officer, Mr Jeremy
Kirkwood, the whole deal was done before it went
to cabinet, before Treasury did any sort of analysis
and before an environmental impact statement was
conducted. The whole deal was done before the
residents of South Melbourne had any say; the
whole deal was done before anyone had any chance
to have any real input. That is why there will be no
environment effects statement.
The government has denied different people with
different interests the opportunity of having a real
input. That is why the park will be sacrificed and the
environment destroyed and why sporting club after
sporting club has to find other ovals around
Melbourne to conduct their sports. They are being
told 'No place for you here'. Club after dub has been
told to go and find an oval somewhere else.
The justification for not conducting an environment
effects statement is that Melbourne Water is holding
its own inquiry. All I can say is that no-one knows
where and how it is done. The residents of my
electorate have no real input into it.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! This is an
appropriate time for a pit stop. The honourable
member for Albert Park will have the call when the
matter is next before the Chair.
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people in Victoria who are quite unselfishly
prepared to give of their time to benefit the state as a
whole.

Honourable members interjecting.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.05 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHING OF PROCEEDINGS
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that I
have given permission for still photographs to be
taken during question time today. No additional
lighting or flashlights will be used.

ABSENCE OF MINISTERS
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that
the Premier and the Attorney-General will be absent
today due to government business. I draw to the
attention of the house standing order no. 107. The
Deputy Premier will handle any matters relating to
the Premier's portfolio and the Minister for
Community Services will handle any matters
relating to the Attorney-General's portfolio.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Grand prix: corporation
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Op}X.<;ition) - I
refer the Deputy Premier and the minister
responsible for the grand prix to the Premier's
statement in the house on Wednesday when he said
that his good friend, Mr Ron Walker, will be
appointed Chairperson of the Australian Grand Prix
Corporation, and I ask: does the Deputy Premier
agree with Mr Walker's evidence on oath to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal that Crown Casino
will not benefit from the staging of the grand prix at
Albert Park?
Mr McNAMARA (Deputy Premier) - Firstly,
the question in relation to the chairmanship of the
Australian Grand Prix Corporation is obviously
currently being debated in a bill before the house. I
do not believe that there will be any surprise when,
following the passing of the legislation, the
government makes the announcement about the
composition of the committee.
The point that the Leader of the Opposition needs to
understand is that we have many leading business

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the house to come
to order and listen to the answer in silence.
Mr McNAMARA - It is easy for the opposition
to carp about and to criticise people who are
cleaning up the mess created by fonner Labor
governments. There is no doubt that that is a
herculean task, but it is a task that the government is
committed to achieving successful results on.
We are fortunate to have people with ability such as
Mr Ron Walker, who has been recognised for his
ability not only by this government but also by the
former Labor government. In fact, he was appointed
Chairman of the Major Events Committee not by the
Kennett government but by the Kimer government.
We were happy to have him continue in that
pOSition. He will continue to serve Victoria in a
range of pOSitions and will use his expertise to
benefit the state and turn around the mess created in
the past.
It is about time the Leader of the Opposition
dragged himself out of the gutter and started to
focus on a few positives and initiatives that are
occurring as a result of the government's actions.
The Leader of the Opposition is losing credibility. In
fact, particularly because of his record of
performance over the past week, he has lost all
credibility.

MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -On a point of
order, I put to you, Mr Speaker, that the minister is
debating the question and is in breach of standing
order 127. He was asked: will Crown Casino benefit
from the staging of the grand prix at Albert Park? I
ask you to direct him back to the question.
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order. I ask the Deputy Premier to come back to the
question.
Mr McNAMARA (Deputy Premier) - To return
to the question that has been asked, I take the point
raised by the honourable member for Pascoe Vale,
who is merely a passing identity in this Parliament.
He has seen the light and has had enough of this
opposition leader. You are getting out! You are off to
Canberra! Clearly there is no conflict. The work that
Mr Walker is doing will benefit all Victorians.
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Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, you directed the Deputy
Premier to answer the question. He was asked a
very specific question about whether Crown Casino
will benefit from the grand prix. Does he say that or
doesn't he? He won't answer the question.
The SPEAKER - Order! The point of order
raised by the honourable member for Pascoe Vale
was under standing order 127 which deals with
debating the question. I upheld the point of order. I
understand that the Deputy Premier has completed
his answer.

Leader of the Opposition: allegations
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I refer the Deputy
Premier to the importance to Victoria of
businessmen and women who are successfully
rebuilding the state and today's disclosure that the
Leader of the Opposition named to a journalist at
least two businessmen he said would be in gaol by
1996, and I ask: will the government again give the
Leader of the Opposition the opportunity to
substantiate his claims or apologise to the people of
Victoria for his attacks on Victorian business people?
Mr McNAMARA (Deputy Premier) - I thank
the honourable member for Mornington for his
question because it raises a particularly serious issue
which goes back to a question that was asked earlier
today. As I said, many Significant Victorians are
performing in public positions for the benefit of the
whole community. Apparently, the Leader of the
Opposition has made some derogatory and even
libellous comments about several Victorians, and
from today'S media reports it is clear from the
response he gave when questioned by journalists
such as Neil MitchelI and others on this issue that he
has deliberately misrepresented the position.
I would like to ensure that we get this matter
clarified and put to rights because it is terribly
important. Therefore the government will make
available to the Leader of the Opposition all the time
he wants to identify the individuals he has said will
be going to gaol. It is about time the Leader of the
Opposition responded on this gaolbird sham issue.
It is time he was given the opportunity to respond to
the allegations he has made.
I would like to repeat some of the comments that
were made earlier today about the revelations in the
Herald Sun. One of Victoria's leading talkback radio
stations described it as a turning point in the life and
times of John Mansfield Brumby and said that the

leader of Her Majesty's opposition is exposed as
either deviously evasive or inept. Which is it;
deviously evasive or inept?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house is far too
noisy. I ask the Deputy Premier to limit his answer
to the narrow confines of the question. I advise him
that he cannot use derogatory expressions about a
member of this house even when the words are
uttered by somebody else.
Mr McNAMARA - There is now a widespread
perception that the Leader of the Opposition is not
up to the task. We have done as much as we can on
this side of the house to try to carry him through a
few rounds, but it is a little bit like Mohammed Ali
fighting the bum of the month. You try to get him
through to the eighth, ninth or tenth round for a
show for the public but this bumbling Brumby falls
over at every opportunity! The matter needs to be
clarified, and I make it clear to the house that the
government will give the Leader of the OppOSition
ample time next week, if he needs it, to name the
individuals he named on Neil Mitchell's program
and whom he said on other programs that he never
named. Today a journalist said he did name them,
but the names have been excluded from the
newspapers only because the newspapers do not
want to be part of a libel action and are happy for
the Leader of the Opposition to handle the action
entirely on his own.
It is very clear that the opposition is in crisis mode.
Last week we saw the fiasco when the Leader of the
OppOSition ratted on the Prime Minister--

The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair cannot let
this answer continue in its present vein. I ask the
Deputy Premier to conclude his answer.
Mr McNAMARA - Finally, I reiterate that we
will make available whatever time the Leader of the
Opposition wants made available to name the
individuals he has named to members of the media
and then denied naming. We know that what he
said is incorrect. Again he has that nervous twitch he
gets every time he gets a bit distraught! Next week if
the opposition wants the time, it can have it.

Grand prix: promotions committee
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Treasurer to his decision to accept Sir
Roderick Caroegie's resignation from the Victorian
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Audit Commission because of a potential conflict of
interest with his role as a director of Hudson
Conway and 1 ask: given that Mr Ron Walker is a
director of Hudson Conway and Crown Casino and
is the federal treasurer of the Liberal Party, why has
the Treasurer not sought Mr Walker's resignation
from the Melbourne grand prix promotions
committee and why is the government proceeding
to appoint Mr Walker as Chairman of the new
Australian Grand Prix Corporation?

Mr STOCKDALE - Despite all the compelling
evidence that shows there are a great number of
things you do not know, 1 do not believe you did not
know he was appointed by a Labor government.
You have no credibility; you have not produced any
evidence. All you are doing is setting about
smearing every business person in Victoria. I
challenge you to take away the slur - -

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - There are two
reasons the government is very pleased that
Mr Walker has been prepared to accept the
appoinbnent. In the first place, there is not even the
faintest hint of a conflict of interest borne out by
anything the Leader of the Opposition has said. He
has had more than two weeks of opportunities to
produce evidence in relation to impropriety.

Mr STOCK DALE - Is Ron Walker one of the
people you named?

Mr Brumby interjected.

Mr STOCKDALE - Just look at him!
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has enjoyed the protection of the Chair. 1
ask him, having asked his question, to please listen
to the answer in silence.
Mr STOCKDALE - 1 understand that the
Leader of the Opposition said in a press interview
that he was ashamed of the fact that he had gone to
Melbourne Grammar. 1 bet the school feels exactly
the same!

The Leader of the Opposition has had two weeks to
produce some evidence. As the Deputy Premier
said, not only is there no conflict of interest but this
corporation is a spin-off of the Melbourne Major
Events Company through which Mr Walker has
been extremely successful in bringing to Melbourne
major events of immense benefit to the community,
placing us on the international stage, gaining
recognition from around the world and performing
the functions we intended that he should perform.
We are not alone in recognising his capacity: the
previous government appointed Mr Walker to the
position of Chairman of the Melbourne Major
Events Company. What happened when Neil
Mitchell asked the Leader of the Opposition whether
Mr Walker had been appointed by the Labor
government? He said, 'I don't know'. One of many
things. Do we believe he does not know?
Government Members - No!

Mr Brumby interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer is not at
liberty to ask questions across the table. He should
be addressing the Chair.
Mr STOCKDALE - 1 challenge the Leader of the
Opposition. He has set about besmirching the
reputation of a man who has served this community
well for decades. Mr Walker has served this
community well both as Lord Mayor of Melbourne
and in a number of other important positions under
governments of both political persuasions. I
challenge the Leader of the Opposition to put up or
shut up. Is he saying that Mr Walker is one of the
people he named to the Herald Sun? If he is not, he
should clear Mr Walker, because on radio he said he
was not making any allegations of impropriety
against any business person in Victoria.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCK DALE - He says that is correct - so
he is making no allegation of impropriety against
Mr Walker. Who were the two people you said were
going to gaol? Name them, and remove the slur
from all the rest.

Defamation law
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - Will the Minister
for Community Services, who is representing the
Attorney-General in her absence, tell the house what
recourse is available to citizens of this state whose
reputations and good names are compromised by
unsubstantiated allegations made outside
Parliament?
Mr Dollis interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! Will the minister pause
for a moment until the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has finished his conversation
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Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - I
am pleased to speak about these matters because I
am very concerned about the - Mr Baker - Show us your concerned look.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Sunshine will get mine in a moment.

Mr JOHN - The honourable member for
Sunshine is, of course, extremely pleased at the
dilemma of the Leader of the Opposition.
The SPEAKER -Order! The minister, on the
question.
Mr JOHN - In the absence of the
Attorney-General I am pleased to have the
opportunity to explain to the house some of the
remedies that are available in respect of the law of
defamation. Prior to coming into this place in 1985 I
had 20 years' experience as a legal practitioner,
during which time I worked in defamation law. It is
really amazing: the Leader of the Opposition has
been described as deviously evasive or inept, yet the
honourable member for Sunshine is smiling.
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Supreme Court and recover damages. Certain types
of defamation are regarded by the law as
particularly grave, one of those being - -

Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) -On a point of
order, the minister appears to be reading from a
document. I wonder whether he would mind tabling
the document so we can get on with question time.
The SPEAKER - Order! I understand the
minister--

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - I
have notes, which I am perfectly happy to give to
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale.
The SPEAKER - Order! The minister may
continue.

Mr JOHN - The gravest defamation of all is
accusing a person of criminal conduct, making an
allegation that a person will end up in gaol or
accusing a person of being guilty of corruption. I
remind the Leader of the Opposition that that is a
most serious matter with respect to the law of
defamation and the damages that may be payable as
a result of making allegations of that kind.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JOHN - It is important that we get to the
bottom of the gaolbird sham. In Victoria we have a
whole range of -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I am not prepared to
allow question time to continue and a minister to
answer with a barrage of interjections.
Mr JOHN - In Victoria we are fortunate to have
available a wide range of legal remedies to protect
innocent persons who have been wrongly defamed.
The law is designed to protect innocent Victorians
from those unscrupulous members of our
community who willingly sacrifice the truth and the
reputations of others to secure personal, financial
and political goals. This is a good opportunity to
remind the house that protection exists in the law.
I refer to three areas of the law that offer protection
for people outside the Parliament who wish to
protect their reputations. The first is in the law of
defamation; the second is section 10 of the Wrongs
Act; and the third is the law relating to contempt of
court. With respect to the law of defamation, a
defamed person may issue proceedings in the

The second protection to which I refer is section 10
of the Wrongs Act, which is available when a person
defames someone with the intent of causing that
person damage. The Leader of the Opposition can
smile and give the wind-up Sign, but under
section 10 of the Wrongs Act--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! May I seize on the
minister's words by asking him to wind up. He has
been talking for a considerable length of time. I ask
him to try to compress his answer.

Mr JOHN - Under section 10 of the Wrongs Act
a person who makes allegations such as those made
by the Leader of the Opposition can be punished by
one year's gaol. What the Leader of the Opposition
has done is malidous and libellous. It is malidous
defamation, and under the Wrongs Act the courts
could send him to gaol for one year.
The third area of protection for innocent business
people in this community is the law relating to
contempt of court. This also protects - -

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER - Order! There are far too many
interjections; and I ask the minister to please, as
quickly as possible, conclude his answer. The
honourable member for Carrum has constantly
interjected during question time. I ask him to remain
silent.
Mr JOHN - I remind the Leader of the
Opposition - Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, we surrender! We have been punished
enough!
The SPEAKER - Order! While 1 admire the
humour of the honourable member for Riclunond, it
does not assist the Chair one little bit.
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) In the past week or two we have seen a gross
dereliction of duty by the Leader of the OppOSition
in the allegations he has made. The Leader of the
Opposition should put up or shut up.
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Leader of the Opposition: allegations
Mr ELDER (Ripon) - Will the Minister for
Industry and Employment infonn the house
whether it is the government's view that business
confidence in this state has been undermined by
comments made by the Leader of the Opposition in
an on-the-record interview, partly published in
today's Herald Sun, where he named Victorian
businessmen whom he said would be in gaol by the
year 1996?
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Keilor is as entitled. as anyone else in
this house to raise a point of order and to be heard.
Mr SEITZ - The question is inadmissible as it
seeks an opinion from the minister, and there are
previous rulings to support that.

Mr George Brouwer
MrTHOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I refer the
Minister for Industry and Employment to a meeting
between the Premier and Mr George Brouwer last
month at which Mr Brouwer was told his position
was under review and he was to go on leave
immediately and 1 ask: can the minister confirm that
at the same time this meeting was taking place, staff
in Mr Brouwer's department were told to go home
and the government then proceeded to dear out
Mr Brouwer's office and remove files, particularly
files concerning a 3 per cent pay rise for Victorian
public servants?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - 1 am not able to confirm the
matters the honourable member alleges. What I am
able to say is that on the day that 1 became aware
there was a purported. discussion between
Mr Brouwer and the Premier, I was away ill. 1 have
no knowledge of either the detail of the conversation
or, indeed, any other action; but I assure the house
that so far as the Department of Business and
Employment is concerned, Mr Brouwer has been
absent on annual leave. The department has, as
always happens when a permanent head is on leave,
an acting permanent head. Despite the best
endeavours of the Leader of the Opposition to
besmirch the business community and set this state
back, the department is running very effectively and
efficiently.

The SPEAKER - Order! I believe 1 heard the
question and 1 do not believe it requires an opinion.
The question is admissible.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) -One wishes that the remarks that
have been attributed to the Leader of the
OppOSition, which have been reported as far as they
are able without a libellous situation occurring, were
in fact an accident. One would have hoped that it
was a gaff; but what we are clear about it is that it
was not a gaff. It was a deliberate attempt by this
empty suit opposite to try to besmirch the key
business people in this state in some way or other to
benefit himself.
The question goes to whether I believe it has had a
major impact on Victoria. Since the government
came to office we have made a major effort to
reopen this state and reinvigorate it as the leading
business community in Australia. Indeed, in many
ways we have been successful in that aim.
Do I believe he has had any impact? No, I do not
because nobody takes any notice of this man.
No-one in the business community thinks he has
any credibility whatsoever. This is a person who, by
his own mouth, has destroyed. his own credibility so
how could it be of any concern to the business
community?
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However, I put it to the house and clearly to the
Leader of the Opposition that if he continues in the
vein he has been going, if he continues to besmirch
the business community and be critical without
being prepared to put up - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUDE - He has clearly named people. Is it
one? Is it two? Is it three? How many business
people have you named? Who did you name?
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr GUDE -'We know, we know'. But why
don't you come clean so that everyone can hear it?
I'll tell you why.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUDE - The Leader of the Opposition
should come clean or apologise. He should do the
fair thing. He should do the Australian thing. Be a
man! Admit you've made a mistake! He should
either admit it or resign. He should stand up and be
counted.
1bis is a person who has never stood for anything.
He has no policy and no commitment. He has only
the desire to bring this state down if it will
advantage his own personal cause. He has become a
joke among all members on his back bench.
It has been a long while since the numbers have

been counted so productively and effectively as they
were yesterday. The right coming back from dinner,
having had their conversation-The SPEAKER - Order! While the question was
fairly wide open, I believe the minister is going too
far in attacking political opponents. I ask him to
moderate his language and conclude his answer.
Mr GUDE - It is interesting that the state
secretary of the Labor Party had to come up here
yesterday and hold the honourable gentleman's
hand and wipe away the tears of some of the
members on the back bench. It provided some new
opportunity for joy for the honourable member for
SWlShine and some others at the way this foolish
little man has dragged his party down.
The honourable member should put up or shut up.
As the Deputy Premier indicated earlier, I assure the
honourable member that we will be more than
pleased to accommodate him by bringing on another

motion next week; and if next week does not suit
you and you want a little bit more time, sonny, to
think about it, we will bring it on the week after. Put
up or shut up! Be Australian, be a man: put up or
apologise!

AUSTRALIAN GRAND PRIX BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - Perhaps I
should begin by saying I am very blissed to be able
to continue, as the Minister for Community Services,
who is acting for the Attorney-General, would say!
Prior to the suspension of the sitting I was referring
to the proposed amendments which are being
introduced for one reason: the government bungled.
I believe it was Associate Professor Craven who
bungled in preparing the legislation. When he
originally drew up the bill he forgot one piece of
planning regulation which safeguards planning
rights in the state, that is, the environment effects
statement.
The proposed legislation extends the exclusion of
the ordinary laws which protect our rights by
abolishing the environment effects statement in
relation to the grand prix. Far from being amended
in response to the concerns of members of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, the
legislation will now be more draconian than it was
when it was introduced.
In correspondence to the Scrutiny of Acts and

Regulations Committee, the Minister for Tourism
foreshadowed that a number of amendments would
be made to the bill. He even misled the committee
about the amendments he would propose. He said
he would amend the freedom of information
exemption by limiting the exemption to the business
plan for the grand prix, but when they examine the
bill honourable members will see there is no such
limitation.
The bottom line in relation to the bill and the
proposed amendments is that basic property,
contractual and legal rights which citizens in this
state have previously enjoyed have been wiped out
so far as the grand prix is concerned.
The proposed amendments do not addr~s the issue
of property loss. Compensation for businesses
provided for in amendment no. 1 is limited to
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compensation for a one-week period yet a business
may lose much more than one week's income.
Mr Hamilton - Especially if it is half blissed!
Mr THW AITES - Yes, especially if it is half
blissed. A business that is set up in the Albert Park
precinct may lose many weeks of business due to the
running of the grand prix because we now know
that the set-up time for the race will be some three
months. In fact, there could be fencing of areas
around Albert Park for any period during the
year - it could go on for 12 months - yet no
business has any right to claim any loss whatever
beyond a one-week period.

I should have thought that honourable members
opposite would want to protect business people, but
they are more concerned to ensure that the bill goes
through so that their mate Bentley Ron Walker can
continue to make $18 million to $20 million
additional profit as a result of the grand prix.
There is also no protection for the sporting clubs that
have used Albert Park in the past, many of whose
members have contributed hundreds of thousands
of dollars to build up the clubs. On 9 February 1994
that same Bentley Ron Walker sent out a press
release in which he stated:
Certainly, not one sports oval will be lost, and every
user of the park will have better facilities.

This is the Ron Walker who claims he won't make a
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Very few, if any, of the clubs have a lease and most
have been playing on a licence. But the grand prix
corporation, which we all know is going to be run by
Bentley Ron Walker, said, 'Get them out; we want
uninhibited access to the lake'. The Victorian Speed
Boat Club has been told to nick off. It has had to go.
I hope that when the Minister for Tourism replies he
will address a few further issues. The first is to
advise whether the government is proposing to lease
some of the sporting facilities to private schools who
may then in turn lease them on, presumably to the
sporting clubs that have used them in the past; and,
if so, at what price.
I would like the minister to tell the house whether
the Melbourne City Council has been paid for
consultants to prepare reports in relation to the
grand prix. I would like him to tell the house
whether the state government can guarantee that the
playing fields will be the right size, because
measurement of the proposed South Melbourne
Cricket Ground shows that it is 25 metres too short
and 15 metres too narrow. The minister ought also
to say what is the total cost of all the consultants'
fees and legal fees Melbourne Water has had to pay
since it took over the running of the grand prix.
The legislation, together with amendments to be
proposed today, is undemocratic. It is not the sort of
legislation that Victorians ought to be proud of: it
puts ordinary citizens beyond the protection of the
law, and it removes property rights, common law
rights and the right to natural justice.

penny out of the grand prix. Can you believe that?
An Honourable Member - No!

Mr THW AITES - What's the truth? The truth is
that already this season up to 20 sports dubs have
been given their marching orders. Earlier this year
they were told to get out of the park and find their
own premises. Even the manager of Melbourne
Parks and Waterways has admitted that and has
said that all the clubs along the western side of the
park will have to find somewhere else to play this
season.

The Victorian Speed Boat Club has been based at
Albert Park for 44 years. Mr Bentley Ron Walker
said it would not be harmed by the grand prix; he
said that all the sporting clubs would be protected.
What has happened? The club has been given notice
and told to get out - after 44 years! What is the
excuse? The lease has expired.

The report of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee acknowledges all of those things, yet the
government's response today is to come out with
amendments that do not address the committee's
criticisms. The government has made the situation
worse by removing the right to have an environment
effects statement which, after all, is one of the most
fundamental processes we have to protect the
environment of such an important park.
Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) - I support the running
of the Australian grand prix and the introduction of
the Australian Grand Prix Bill. My background in
motor sport goes back some 25 years. I was the lead
driver for the Victoria Police Motor Sports Club and
raced at Bathurst on a number of occasions. I was
also associated with Alan Jones, the Australian
formula one champion, following his return to
Australia and his success in winning the Australian
formula one championship.
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I wish to address the suggestions that other places,
such as Phillip Island, Sandown, Calder and even
the Docklands, might be suitable alternative venues
for the running of the grand prix. Firstly, some
would say Phillip Island is the fastest and best
racing circuit in Australia, second only perhaps to
Bathurst. I must say that at Phillip Island I never had
the accidents that I had at Bathurst.
The Phillip Island motor racing circuit certainly has
a number of drawbacks for running an international
event. It certainly ran a motorcycle grand prix
successfully. But when one considers the size of a
formula one grand prix circuit and the hundreds of
people who come in with the formula one crews
when they arrive in the country, including support
staff, pit crew, technologists, tyre people, supporters
and families of the crews, one must question what
form of accommodation is available at Phillip Island.
There is insufficient suitable accommodation in the
vicinity of or on Phillip Island.
More than 100 000 people were attracted to the
Phillip Island motorcycle grand prix, a successful
event run on the island, but it took more than 9
hours for the traffic to clear the island after the race.
That in itself would be intolerable, and I suggest a
far longer time would be required if a formula one
grand prix were run at Phillip Island.
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racing on the old track at Sandown, which is still
inappropriate for formula one.
It has been suggested that the Docklands would be a
suitable site for a race track. The opposition has no
idea of what constitutes a race track and the
infrastructure required for such a track. The building
of a dedicated racing circuit at Docklands would not
be able to be used for anything else. Some of the
problems are the contamination of the railyards and
the dock area.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr ROWE - The honourable member for Albert
Park led this debate on personalities, which is a real
shame, because it shows the opposition's lack of
integrity; members have had to lower themselves to
personalities because they cannot argue the issues;
they actually attack people. The honourable member
for Albert Park would know all about that with his
attack on his previous employer to get the seat that
he now occupies. It shows the type of people who
occupy the benches opposite.
I turn to Albert Park. The opposition makes
outlandish claims about the cost of running the
grand prix at Albert Park.
Mr Thwaites - You don't know how much?

I turn to the Calder Park Raceway on the Calder
Highway. One of the ill-informed opposition
members suggested that Calder Park could be an
alternative. Certainly Calder Park has a lot of land
around it, but having the speedbowl facility
attached to the old circuit makes it totally
inappropriate for the cars of the power and with the
suspension of formula one cars to race on the circuit.
It would be dangerous for the participants in the
race.
Sandown Park raceway was altered seven years ago
with a view to attracting a round of the Pacific
formula grand prix, but it was totally inappropriate
as a circuit because it is not of sufficient length to
accommodate a grand prix race. Minimum lengths
of circuit are required to hold a grand prix race,
which would have necessitated an extension of the
race track.
Modifications made many years ago would be
totally inappropriate for sedan car racing and open
wheeler racing because of the necessity to break
severely and to go back to first gear on many
occasions. Because of that they have now reverted to

Mr ROWE - About $32 million to $42 million
will be spent on the grand prix. That is what would
have had to be spent on refurbishing the park at
some time in the future, but by staging the grand
prix at Albert Park we are now able to bring forward
that refurbishment. Not one cent will have to be
borrowed. The money will be spent on facilities for
the people of Melbourne and South Melbourne. An
indoor court facility will be provided. The current
one is so old that when it rains you cannot play on
the court because the roof leaks. That facility has to
be replaced and is one of the projects that will be
brought forward for the people of Melbourne and
South Melbourne. An indoor aquatic centre will be
built for those who wish to train or seek to compete
in Olympic or Commonwealth games. In addition to
the indoor sports facilities the government will
refurbish the existing ovals, the ovals that Mr Roper,
a former member, dumped tonnes and tonnes of
sludge on that came out of Albert Park Lake. Those
ovals have never been repaired, redrained or
reirrigated. The ovals will now be repaired by the
government, and paid for in cash. The money will
not be borrowed as the former Labor government
would have done.
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I am keen on motor sport and I shall go back in
history to illustrate what Albert Park was like. The
honourable member for Footscray rightly said there
had been only two previous grands prix at Albert
Park. What did the motoring journalists and the
public say about the grand prix at Albert Park? An
article in a magazine states:
It must say something about the nature of the
Australian grand prix that it could be the third oldest
continually contested national grand prix in the world.

Thus, while the original organising club of the AGP,
the Victorian Light Car Club could talk of the 1929 race
as having, 'laid the foundation of the greatest motor
event of the southern hemisphere'.

I repeat
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The articles continues:
So, at least it is easier to understand why, so often,
various Australian grands prix have been run in
conjunction with major state celebrations, or in
collaboration with plans to boost tourism.

In those times they were looking at the grands prix
as being a method of attracting people to the state
and boosting the economy at the time. What is said
about the Albert Park circuit:
The 1953 Australian grand prix was the original AGP
restored - back on Victorian public roads, back under
guidance of the AGP's founder, the Light Car Club of
Australia, but now almost within physical reach of the
club on a 3.12S-mile circuit superbly located within
A1bert Park on the southern fringes of the central
business district of the city .

... the greatest motor event of the southern hemisphere.

The article also states:
That is what they said about the Australian grand
prix. One of the reasons why Albert Park is
considered to be the home of the grand prix is
because it was the best grand prix ever held in this
country. The reasons why the grand prix, other than
the modern grand prix at Adelaide, attracted a lot of
interest from the public was because it was a
genuine street circuit. That is why Adelaide has been
successful and it is why Albert Park will be
successful as Bathurst has been such a success,
because it is effectively a street circuit open to the
public.
The article continues:
Perhaps the problem is that circuit racing was not what
most Australians wanted to know about.

It was, by the standards of the 19505, a motor-racing
venue almost too good to be true: it was in a
well-maintained park -

the previous government let Albert Park deteriorate
to such an extent that it needs millions of dollars
spent on it to rejuvenate it with an already established sport orientation which
included a golf course, two large football/cricket ovals
and Albert Park Lake itself -

all those things will remain and be improved by the
government as part of the running of the grand
prixwhich, apart from rowing and sailing -

They wanted to know about street racing, about the
cars ruruting on the roads. The article continues:
For it is undeniable that at many stages of its history
the Australian grand prix has survived only with the
most fragile tolerance from the powers that be.

The government - Phillip Island, it transpired, was initially run in breach
of certain laws, and it was touch and go whether they
would be amended; South Australia had to change its
laws so the 1936 race could be run; Queensland had to
do the same for the 1954 race, and these are just
obvious examples.

this is referring to the lake had been used for competitive speed boating since the
days of the original Phillip Island AGPs.

Nothing has been mentioned by this mob opposite
about the wtabated noise that is supposed to be a
problem. What about the racing boat grand prix?
They have 4-inch pipes sticking 2 feet out the back of
each boat - with belching flames, boats at full rev,
no gearboxes to change the pitch, a constant growl
and roar and boats flying into the air and sometimes
tipping over. Where was the opposition to the
Australian speed boat grand prix?
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The article further states:
The proposed roads were wide and well surfaced, and
the circuit was a nice combination of fast bends and
slow right angles. There were trees close to the road,
and a lot of stone guttering of the sort widely used in
the old parts of Melbourne, but such features drew
little comment in 1953.

That was a description of the race in 1953. A
beautiful place in 1953, Albert Park!
Mr Hamilton - Before you were born.
Mr ROWE - I was born in 1952.
Mr Baker - A very bad year.
Mr ROWE -Certainly a good year.
Let us look at some of the people who raced there in
the 18th Australian grand prix, conducted on
21 November 1953 over 64 laps, or 200 miles or
321.8 kilometres. We saw the likes of Doug
Whiteford, Curley Brydon, Andy Brown, Stuart
Reg - a great name in motoring circles - Bib
Stillwell - a name well-known internationally Syd Negus, Lou Molina - Mr Hamilton - Who won?
Mr ROWE - The fastest lap was by Stan Jones.
Mr Hamilton - No-one would remember him,
Gary.
Mr ROWE - Lou Molina prepared my motor
racer. They raced at 172 miles per hour.
Mr Hamilton - Who won that grand prix?
Mr ROWE - We will get to that in a minute.
Some of the reserves for that race were Bill
Patterson, Ron Phillips and Vin Maloney, among
others. lhat is some of the history of that grand prix.
In 1958 we saw the likes of Stirling Moss, Jack
Brabham, Stan Jones - the father of Allan Jones Reg Hunt, Bob Jane, Lou Molina and Baron Von
Seiliker. He was a great motor mechanic who
prepared a mean Lotus Escort engine for me, which
took me to second place at the Sandown 500 many,
many years ago!
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Mr Hamilton - Have you got the engine back
yet,Gary?
Mr ROWE - Let us look at the criticism of Ron
Walker. The opposition has mentioned nothing
about Ron Walker and the positions to which he was
appointed by the Labor government. He was
appointed to his current pOSition in the Melbourne
Major Events Company Pty Ltd by the Labor
Party - that has never been mentioned. Also, Ron
Walker has been negotiating with Bernie Ecclestone
since 1988 - four years before this government
came to power! He knew Adelaide's licence was
coming up in 1992. He also knew about the
ineptness of Labor governments and, in particular,
about the ineptness of the South Australian Labor
government. Only the friendship between Bernie
Ecclestone and the then Premier of South Australia
resulted in the race being there.
Ron Walker got on his bike and went and dealt with
Bernie Ecclestone. He had already dealt with him
about the motorcycle grand prix, so there was an
ongoing relationship between the two - a
relationship developed under the former Labor
government! As a result, Ron Walker actually had
the knowledge to continue to negotiate once Premier
Bannon resigned in South Australia. Bernie
Ecclestone had no commitment to South Australia.
The race came to the premier state of Victoria only
through the efforts of Ron Walker. He spent his
money going overseas; he took the risks. He
obtained the knowledge the honourable member for
Albert Park criticises him for having by putting his
money on the line, making his own inquiries,
negotiating his own contracts and doing the hard
work.
Unlike members opposite, he did the hard work, for
which he should be rewarded. Why should he be cut
off? He should be rewarded. Ron Walker has done
the work, and he is entitled to reap the rewards.
Mr Bracks - What is the reward?
Mr ROWE - We have heard a number of
criticisms.
I now talk more directly about the bill.
Mr Hamilton -lhat would be a start. Tell us the
winner!

Mr ROWE - Clause 7 of the bill establishes the
Australian Grand Prix Corporation as a statutory
authority. Section 4 of the South Australian Act had
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the same effect in that it established the Australian
Formula One Grand Prix Board.
Mr Hamilton - And the winner was?
Mr ROWE - Doug Whiteford.
Clause 9 of the bill stipulates that the corporation is
subject to the direction and control of the minister in
the performance of its functions and the exercise of
its powers. Section 12 of the South Australian Act
provides that its board is also subject to the general
control and direction of the minister.
Clauses 10, 11 and 12 provide that the corporation
will consist of not fewer than five and not more than
nine members appointed by the Governor in
Council. It stipulates specific provisions relating to
procedure and corporation meetings, and they are
detailed in clauses 14, IS, 16 and 17. Sections 5, 6, 8
and 9 of the South Australian legislation have the
same effect.
Clause 13 provides that a member will dispose of
potential conflicts of interest. The South Australian
section 7 has the same effect.
Clause 18 provides that members of the corporation,
the chief executive officer or a delegate of the
corporation will be not personally liable for
anything necessarily or reasonably done or omitted
in good faith. Section 9 in South Australia has the
same effect.
The Victorian legislation provides that specific
functions will be given to the corporation to enter
into agreements for the holding of formula one
events and to conduct and manage those events.
Section 10 of the South Australian Act has the same
effect.
Clause 21 designates specific powers to the
corporation, including the power to carry out works,
carry on advertising and promotional activities, and
regulate the use of grand prix insignia. Section 10 of
the South Australian legislation has the same effect.
Clause 21(2) and (3) provides that the corporation
may become a member of a partnership, participate
in a body corporate or joint venture, or provide a
guarantee or indemnity that can only be exercised
with the approval of the minister. Section 10 of the
South Australian act gives like powers to the South
Australian board, which is not subject to the same
controls.
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The corporation may delegate power to a member or
the chief executive. The corporation may also
delegate to any other person or body but only with
the approval of the minister.
Section 10(2)(p) of the South Australian act allows
the board to delegate to any person or body but
without the same controls that we are applying.
Clause 23 of the bill provides that money received
by the corporation must be paid into a bank account
and not expended, save in accordance with an
approved budget or as approved by the minister
and the Treasurer. Section 15 of the South Australian
act is to the same effect.
Clause 25 of the bill provides that the corporation is
required to lodge annual business plans, whereas
there is no similar provision in the South Australian
act. 'That is another additional protection that will be
implemented through our legislation.
The grand prix corporation will be subject to the
Financial Management Act in respect of its audit and
annual reporting as a statutory authority. The
opposition claims that there is no accountability. I
point out that there is. Sections 18 and 19 of the
South Australian act are to the same effect.
The bill provides that a minister administering the
act may declare jointly the declared area and race
period with the minister administering the Crown
Land (Reserves) Act 1978. Section 20 of the South
Australian act is to like effect; that the declaration is
made by the grand prix minister alone and not in
conjunction with the park minister as the
government is doing in Victoria. Again, the
government has provided another check and
balance.
Clause 28 of the bill provides that the corporation is
not to undertake works in Albert Park without a
licence. The opposition has been giving the
impresSion that the government is giving the
corporation a free go! The corporation must have a
licence, it must go to the minister, it must go
through the checks and balances. Section 22 of the
South Australian act is to like effect.
Clause 29 of the bill provides that the corporation is
to consult persons having a right of occupation of
Albert Park, but this does not give rise to any cause
of action or liability against the corporation. Section
2..1 in the South Australian act is to like effect. Section
23(2) specifically provides for no cause of action or
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liability on the South Australian board in relation to
consultation.
Where is all this mystery coming from? We are
picking up on the South Australian act and we are
improving it. The mob sitting opposite would not
give the government any credit for that. The
opposition is out there creating hysteria when it is
not there and there is no reason for it. All it wants to
do is to attack the business people of Victoria who
are out there getting the money back to Victoria to
attract tens of thousands of people to this event. It
will be an event that will earn millions of dollars and
create thousands of jobs! 1hat is something that the
mob sitting opposite never did! It did not create one
job unless it was a false job for its crony mates.
Clause 31 of the bill provides that the corporation
has the power to enter Albert Park and to carry out
works subject to other specific requirements of the
bill. Section 22 of the South Australian act is to the
same effect.
Clause 32 of the bill provides that the corporation
has the power to fence certain areas in accordance
with specific criteria. Section 24 of the South
Australian act is to the same effect.
Clause 33 of the bill allows for temporary or
pennanent closure of roads in certain defined
circumstances. Section 21 of the South Australian act
is to like effect.
Clause 34 of the bill provides that the corporation is
required to restore the declared area after the race,
whereas in the South Australian act there is no like
requirement. The government is saying that the
corporation must repair and rejuvenate the park
every time it is used - which is once a year - to
run the grand prix. In other words, it has to bring it
back to its former spic and span condition for the
benefit and use of the residents living in South
Melbourne and Melbumians.
Clause 36 in the bill provides that no activity carried
on by or with the permission of the corporation in
the declared area during the race period can
constitute a nuisance. Section 25(3) in the South
Australian act is to the same effect.
If one were to go through the list of clauses in the
bill one would see that it is in fact a bill that is
mirrored on the South Australian intent. The
legislation that the government has brought in
implements more control and more accountability
for the people running the grand prix.
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There were some remarks made about the Road
Safety Act. How could you possibly run the grand
prix at 240 kilometres an hour and not exempt it
from the Road Safety Act? You would be booking
everybody with the radar gun every time they went
around the track!
Mr Hamilton interjected.

Mr ROWE - We could certainly boost the
income of the state! Clause 38 of the bill provides
that the Road Safety Act 1986 does not apply to
vehicles driven in formula one events or with the
approval of the corporation during the race period
for the purposes of providing services in respect of
the formula one event. Section 25(la) of the South
Australian act excludes corresponding South
Australian law in relation to a vehicle driven in a
motor racing event. Where is the big drama?
Clause 39 of the bill provides the operation of the
Environment Protection Act 1970, the Health Act
1958, or the Local Government Act 1989 be
suspended in relation to vehicle emissions and noise
during the race period. Section 25(1) and (la) of the
South Australian act suspends the operation of
corresponding South Australian laws.
I suggest that the same applied in Queensland for
the running of its Indy car grand prix which again is
a street circuit running in the middle of the town.
The fastest growing municipality in Australia, the
Albert Shire, has a grand prix race with Indy cars
racing flat bang in the centre of its city. There has
been no environment problem, no public safety
problem, no public health problem. Similar
conditions were implemented by its government another Labor government - although
Queensland's Labor government is different because
it copies many things done by previous conservative
governments. Things have not changed terribly
much up there; it would be one of the most
conservative governments operating in Australia only not quite as effective as our government in
making its state work, paying back its debt and
getting on with the business of running the state,
repairing the damage done by the former Labor
government.
Clause 40 of the bill states that no advertising is to be
placed on or remain on buildings or structures
within a declared area without the consent of the
corporation. There is no equivalent provision in the
South Australian act.
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Clause 42 of the bill provides that no compensation
is payable for acts done under particular sections.
No equivalent provision is made in the South
Australian act but infrastructure for the race has not
been developed as part of the wider park upgrade.

Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - Thank you,
Mr Acting Speaker. I also thank the honourable
member for Cranbourne for his enthusiasm for
Albert Park and his personal interest in that area. I
am sure that honourable members enjoyed the
description of the race that he gave, although I noted
at the start of his speech that his enthusiasm for
Albert Park is not shared by one of his party's
former leaders, namely Henry Bolte. It was the
former Liberal leader in the 19505 who stopped the
race at Albert Park.

Clause 44 of the bill provides that the corporation
has proprietary interest in grand prix insignia and
that unauthorised use of it is illegal. Section 28a of
the South Australian act is to the same effect.

I guess the enthusiasm for the consecutive races
which the honourable member eloquently described
stopped in this place for a very good reason. I will
come back to that later.

In clause 44(6) the minister may grant exemption for
the use of the grand prix insignia only when he is
satisfied that the use is not related to a formula one
event. No similar protection is provided for in the
South Australian legislation for businesses using
terms such as 'grand prix' other than in associa tion
with the formula one race itself.

The opposition does not oppose the grand prix in
itself. It would be great if a grand prix for Victoria
had bipartisan support from both government and
opposition. It is unfortunate that the government has
made it effectively a divisive issue. Earlier the
honourable member for Cranbourne described the
successful race the Queensland government has run.
His description makes clear the very reason why
there is opposition to the Victorian proposal. The
Queensland government is about consultation. This
government has no-one but itself to blame for the
fact that there is opposition. It is not opposition
generated by the state parliamentary Labor Party; it
is opposition that the state parliamentary Labor
Party has backed but that was generated by people
from Albert Park, from sporting clubs in Albert
Park, from all people who effectively were not
consulted.

Clause 41 of the bill provides that the corporation is
required to make payment to the committee of
management for the park each year the race is
conducted, and once again there is no equivalent
provision in the South Australian act.

Clause 45 of the bill provides that goods using the
grand prix insignia without authorisation can be
seized. Section 28b in the South Australian act is to
the same effect.
Clause 46 of the bill provides that the committee of
management of Albert Park is not liable for works
done by the corporation. There is no like provision
in the South Australian legislation because
circumstances for the management of the park are
not the same. The Victorian clause fits particular
Victorian circumstances.
In the remaining minutes of my speech, I shall again
repeat that the government's legislation is
substantially the same as the South Australian act.
The South Australian government did not
experience condemnation when it first introduced its
legislation. The government has improved the South
Australian Formula One Grand Prix Act. The
government has implemented provisions for
compensation for the park, and required that the
grand prix committee return the park to its former
state. All I can say is, 'Gentlemen, start your engines
and let the flag drop!'

The government has had the reaction to its efforts
that could have been expected. A book could almost
have been written on this, on how to go about
creating opposition to something through not
consulting. Let us hope that the government learns
from this for the sake of future major events of
benefit to the state, events which the opposition
would love to support. We would love to support
the grand prix. We support the grand prix but we do
not support its being held at Albert Park, and there
are legitimate reasons for that.
The government has also compounded its lack of
consultation on the siting of the grand prix by not

disclosing to the Victorian community the
The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! In calling the honourable member for
Williamstown I take this opportunity of offering him
my congratulations on his elevation.

arrangements for the race and the negotiations
which led to the successful securing of the race for
Victoria - not the detailed negotiations relating to
why South Australia lost the race but the
negotiations relating to what taxpayers can expect
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the initial and ongoing liability to be and what race
expenses we can expect to be funded from the
budget. They are legitimate concerns that a
responsible opposition must ask the government
about. For that the government is treating the
Victorian public and the Parliament with contempt.
I give a recent example of that lack of consultation. It
is good that the minister is here because I am
quoting a report that illustrates his lack of
consultation. I refer to an article in the SundJly Herald
Sun of 2S September - -

Mr Finn - You don't read the Herald Sun, do
you?
Mr BRACKS -Absolutely. That article states:
An Albert Park sports club, told to vacate its lakeside
site, fears it is being pushed aside for the grand prix.
The Victorian Speed Boat Club, which has been based

at AJbert Park for 44 years, received notice a week ago
from Melbourne Parks and Waterways to vacate the
site.
The club's president, Trevor Bames, said he had not

been given a reason for the notice, but he was sure it
was related to plans for the grand prix.

'The government said all of us would survive the grand
prix development and now it seems they intend to get
rid of us,' Mr Barnes said.
The Deputy Premier, Mc Pat McNamara, in the second

reading of the grand prix bill earlier this month, said
none of the sporting clubs with longstanding rights
would be displaced from the park.

It could be argued that the lease had expired
anyway and that this followed the natural course of
events, but it comes back to the key point of
consultation. Where is the discussion? Where is the
consultation with residents and sporting
associations and clubs in the area? Where are they
included in the decision about Albert Park? They are
not. Where people are not included in a dedsion,
opposition can be expected. Not the state
parliamentary Labor Party but the government has
engendered that opposition. Its own actions have
brought about this result.
It would be nice if the government were to start a
healing process, given the poor start to the securing
of the grand prix for Victoria, but what do we see in
the bill that will probably be voted on in about half
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an hour? We see further divisiveness and legislation
that will not settle the issue or allay the fear of
residents, sporting clubs and the Victorian taxpayer;
largely it will heighten those fears.
I quote from a submission to the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee on clauses in the bill
which we will be voting on soon about which there
are legitimate concerns - concerns which the
opposition supports. The following criticism is given
of clause 28:
The minister's response is that a range of
administrative remedies are available, but what are
they?

The comment on clause 29 reads:
There is no sanction, civil or criminal, against the
corporation if it breaches its obligations under this
provision. The South Australian legislation has an
overall enforcement provision - section 28 - which
would appear to allow summary prosecution for a
breach by the board. There is no equivalent in the
Victorian bill, and clause 50 would seem to exclude
indictment as well as enforcement by administrative
law remedies.

Those are legitimate concerns. The comment on
clause 46 reads:
Nuisance. Noise and fumes are a certainty, and fire and
flying debris are quite realistically to be anticipated
from an event of this type. Were people or their
property to suifer interference (or injury) as a result,
they would have common-law rights to sue. These are
not all remediable by actions in negligence. In certain
instances the advantage of suing in nuisance rather
than negligence is that of strict liability for dangerous
things emanating from the event, rather than having to
isolate the precise cause and person responsible (and
possibly undertake difficult and expensive
investigation) to be able to prove negligence.

The comment on clause 42 reads:
The minister's response does not answer why it is
necessary not to compensate people who suffer loss as
a result of things done in accordance with clauses 28,
30, 32 or 33. There still appears to be confusion between
the impact on individuals' rights of use of the area, for
the greater purpose of the race, and the right of a
person so affected to seek compensation for any loss as
a result.
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The committee believes there should be full debate
on clause 49 regarding freedom of information and
the reasons why restrictions on the Freedom of
Information Act are in place for this race.
The comment on clause 50 reads:
The exclusion of Supreme Court jurisdiction is still not
adequately explained or justified.

Those are legitimate concerns. The legislation will
create further divisiveness and is another attempt to
divide the community on this issue. One would
expect that the government, after not consulting and
having a bad start on the grand prix, would try to
settle the issue by introducing good legislation, but
that is not to be. Any responsible opposition would
have to raise these concerns on behaH of the
Victorian public. We do so, but let it be clear that it is
not the state opposition alone that is raising these
concerns. If the opposition were mute on this point,
the minister and the government would still meet a
barrage of opposition.
Essentially the government has failed to
communicate, consult and include the opposition. A
major event in this state could have enjoyed support
from both sides of this house, but that is not the case,
and there is only one party responsible for that: the
party sitting opposite.
I quote from an article in the Herald Sun of
28 September which shows how this divisiveness
has resulted and illustrates the lack of consultation:
Robert Richter, QC, vice-president of the Council for
Civil Uberties, said the bill trespassed unduly on
individual rights and freedoms.
Mr Richter told the public inquiry there had been
insufficient debate of the bill, which also exempted the
grand prix organisers from freedom of information and
planning regulations.
'These moves establish a dangerous precedent by
exempting certain interests from conditions under
which everyone else is expected to operate,' Mr Richter
told the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee.

1£ one wanted to give the impression that certain
private interests had to be protected at all costs, this
legislation would be the way to do it,' he said.

A damning editorial in the Age of Saturday 17
September 1994 is further evidence of the
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compounding of the problem for the government by
the introduction of this bill:
The Kennett government is displaying disturbing
authoritarian tendencies in its determination to protect
the Albert Park grand prix from public scrutiny, legal
challenge and statutory impediments. Its sweeping
legislation to exempt the race and track construction
from environmental and planning laws, to deny
aggrieved citizens and organisations access to the
courts to claim compensation, and to place the race
contracts beyond the scope of the Freedom of
Information Act is, at best, a nervous overreaction. At
worst, it smacks of an arrogant abuse of power.

The legislation before us today is about an
overreaction by the government, a paranOia about
what might happen in the staging of the grand prix
at Albert Park. This legislation uses a sledgehammer
to crack a peanut. The legislation is not necessary
and is further dividing the Victorian community and
people who would otherwise support the grand
prix; it is further diViding those who would like to
get behind a major event for this state but cannot
because of the lack of consultation and the
compounding of the problem by the introduction of
divisive legislation.
It would be good if the government showed some

good old commonsense such as that shown in 1959
by its Liberal predecessor whom I mentioned earlier,
Sir Henry Bolte, when he put an end to the
opposition which was about at that time to the
staging of the grand prix at Albert Park.
I quote from the Herald newspaper of 29 April 1959
where it notes that:
In deciding to hear the views of the parliamentary
Liberal and Country Party on the holding of further car
races in Albert Park, the state government should not
forget that its own views of a few months ago were
expressed in a clear undertaking to keep this form of
sport and its ticket-sellers out of the park.

Yesterday'S meeting of the LCP did not deal with the
matter, which is now likely to be brought forward next
week. It is difficult to see why any party discussion is
necessary. Government policy was clearly stated by the
Premier, Mr Bolte, when he said in December that no
more car racing would be sanctioned in Albert Park
while his government held office.
There is strong public opinion against the intrusion of
racing cars, with noise and barricades, into what
should at all times be a freely accessible reserve. There
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should be no question of a back-down by the
government.

Henry Bolte showed great commonsense, which this
government is not displaying. The government is
keen to persist By persisting with the legislation that
it puts before the house today the government will
get only further opposition to the bill and to the
staging of the grand prix. It would be great if the
government would join the opposition and other
parties in Victoria to look at alternate sites to make
sure that the grand prix receives the support it
should have.
Other matters are extremely important in the staging
of the grand prix for the Victorian taxpayer. The
Victorian taxpayer needs to know that there will be
value for money in the staging of the grand prix and
that the undisclosed money invested by this
government will in fact have the adequate return to
the Victorian taxpayers that will flow on to the
economy. It may be that that is the case. It also may
be there are alternative sites and venues for the
grand prix which are less costly, more cost effective
and better value for money. These are important
considerations; they are not considerations which
are being discussed in this house and they are not
considerations which the opposition is able to have a
view on.
I shall refer to the question of value for money.
There is a very well-argued article in the Herald Sun,
again by Mr Terry McCrann, in which he discusses
value for money and disclosure questions extremely important issues. My thought is that the
grand prix is something that would be great for the
opposition and the government to support jointly,
but the government is not allowing the opposition to
support it through divisiveness, lack of consultation
with the Victorian commwlity, and the legislation it
has presented today. Mr Terry McCrann, with
whose views I agree, says:
The grand prix is very different -

he is talking about the difference between the two
other big events in Melbourne, the grand final and
the Melbourne Cup it is all-govemment Public money underwrites it,
starting with the franchise fee paid to stage the event
And the potential problems arise with the inevitability
of private enterprise making money around it from the
whole range of activities outside the direct staging of
the event
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That is why the most detailed financial disclosure is
necessary, to demonstrate that the private sector is not
making money at the taxpayers' expense.
And which has not happened because the government
claims its hands are tied by a 'confidentiality

agreement' with the grand pm supremo Bemie
Ecclestone. In the broad, this is just not acceptable.
True, some confidentiality might be necessary.
Mc Ecclestone does not want the fine print of his deals
disclosed because he negotiates different packages with
different countries. So, the exact figures could be kept
secret
But the broad numbers must be made public -

this is the key point: the broad numbers must be
made public and that just imposes an even heavier obligation on the
government to demonstrate the financial responsibility
of the exercise, and that public money is not being bled
away into private pockets.
It cannot hide behind claims that it 'would have spent
the money at Albert Park anyway'.

The opposition has a duty to the Victorian public to
question the government on taxpayers' money
which is proposed to be spent on the staging of the
grand prix at Albert Park. The opposition would be
neglecting its duty if it did otherwise.
The government is neglecting its duty by not
explaining its actions to this Parliament. As Terry
McCrann says, in broad terms we are not after every
detail about every negotiation that went on to secure
the grand prix; we want but the broad figures, the
cost of staging the race to the Victorian taxpayer, the
ongoing costs and the benefits that accrue from the
staging of the grand prix at Albert Park.
As I said before, it may be that there are effective
and cheaper alternatives. It may be that existing
tracks such as Sandown and Calder, and others that
are already established - one of which was
established very well by a former Premier in this
place, Henry Bolte - are more cost effective. Less
expense is needed in the establishment cost therefore
the value-for-money question comes into play, and it
is a much more effective proposition for the
Victorian taxpayer. However, the opposition is not
at liberty to make that judgment because it has not
received the necessary information.
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It is hard then for this government to ask the
opposition to support either the staging of the grand
prix at Albert Park or the bill which will enable a
corporation to be established to override powers to
set up the grand prix.
I return to my original point: this situation could
have been avoided. The situation is not being
created by the state opposition; it is the direct
consequence of the equal and opposite reaction from
the government in pursuing an agenda without
consultation and in pursuing a bill that further
compounds the divisiveness in the Victorian
community to the proposition of the grand prix.
As I said from the outset, it would have been nice if
we could have had unanimous support for the
grand prix. It is an event which will be of great
benefit to the Victorian community, but
unfommately we have a government that has not
consulted and has not enabled the opposition to jOin
with it in support of the event, largely because of
bungled efforts of consultation and further bungling
by establishing legislation which is not necessary to
establish the corporation.
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I am pleased to
have the opportunity to rise in support of this bill
after listening to the negative comments made by
the opposition for the past couple of hours about
what is probably one of the most exciting events
Victoria has seen in recent years. It is also very
important that we remember that when the coalition
came to government this state was seen as a basket
case. It is important that we remember that we
inherited a finandal disaster; we certainly inherited
a run-down state that was tired and needed
revitalisation.
Our government is committed to revitalising
Victoria; it is certainly committed to creating an
environment which will make Victoria a leader once
again, not only across Australia but internationally.
The government has put tourism very much on the
agenda, which it sees as a growth industry for
Victoria. Tourism was much neglected under the
Labor government. I am pleased to say that the
exhibition centre, to be completed in 1996, will
attract a large slice of the $1 billion exhibition and
convention market.
When the casino is completed we expect to attract
4.3 million people in its first year of operation and
up to 8 million people per year by 1997.
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Under this government Melbourne has regained its
reputation as the theatrical and cultural centre of the
country. Our marvellous events such as the AFL
grand final, the spring racing carnival and the
Australian open tennis championships bring
hundreds of thousands of people to the state.
With the revitalisation of the tourist area we are
planning on reaching a target with the creation of
some 20 000 new jobs by 1996 and 50 000 by the year
2000. The grand prix will be terribly important for
this state to build on the growth in the tourism area.
The grand prix will be televised throughout the
world and seen by approximately 600 million people
in 132 countries. The television repeats of the event
will be broadcast to almost 30 billion international
viewers. It will provide an opportunity for our
beautiful, sophisticated dty of Melbourne to be seen
as a backdrop to our breathtaking Albert Park.
The grand prix is expected to inject an annual
$50 million into the economy; it will create up to
100 000 jobs and somewhere in the vicinity of half a
million people will attend the event.
The whole of Victoria will benefit from the grand
prix; not just the people of Melbourne, but the
people right across regional Victoria. The grand prix
is about rejuvenating Victoria; it is about a major
boost to tourism; it is about injecting $50 million into
our economy each year; it is about producing jobs
and it is about showcasing what Melbourne has to
offer to the whole world. It is about rejuvenating
and re-equipping Albert Park, not just for the use of
the residents living around it, but for the whole of
Victoria.

An amount of $52 million will be injected into the
Melbourne sports and aquatic centre at the park and
$20 million into works which will produce a lasting
benefit.
The setting for an Albert Park grand prix is
absolutely spectacular: it is a spectacular event that
will put us on the map worldwide, and I believe it
has the support of the majority of Victorians.
Today it was a great disappointment for me to hear
the opposition carping, moaning, being negative and
rejecting an opportunity that we have to do
something for the state.
I support the bill and congratulate the minister for
the work he has done in introducing legislation on
such an exciting event.
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Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - With great
pleasure I support the bill. The legislation will be a
further stepping stone towards Melbourne being
able to host one of the world's great sporting events.
At the outset a principal point needs to be made: the
particular undertaking should be seen for what it is.
The grand prix, which is run in various formats and
on various tracks in different parts of the globe, is
one of the leading attractors, not only in terms of the
commercial activity it brings to each city in which it
is conducted, but in its capacity to provide
tremendous exposure. I am sure that our
magnificent city of Melbourne will be the lasting
beneficiary of the work that has been undertaken to
attract the wonderful event to our shores.
Earlier today a litany of comment was prOvided to
the house by the honourable member for
Tullamarine in his usual effervescent and erudite
manner when he outlined the numerous commercial
centres, both individuals and entities, that have
commented upon the virtues of the race and what it
will bring to Melbourne. There is no question that it
will bring an enormous amount of commercial
benefit to the city.
As a member of Parliament representing a country

seat I point out that the benefits to be gained from
the race being conducted in Melbourne are not
confined to the city; there will also be tremendous
offshoots for country Victoria. The benefits will be
gained by all Victorians, not just Melburnians.
In addition to the world focus that the race will
attract to Melbourne, another important issue must
be emphasised. A second aspect of the benefit is the
tremendous local development that will be achieved
from the race being conducted.

I see from the features that have been published
both prior to the introduction of the bill and in the
course of the minister's second-reading speech that
major roadworks are to be undertaken around
Albert Park, new picnic areas will be created in
various places, some 5000 trees will be planted over
a period of apprOximately two years, the golf course
will be upgraded and a driving range will be
constructed. I would like to have a hit one day, but
from my observations I implore the promoters to
malce the golf driving range wide and short rather
than long and narrow!
Some $52 million will be spent on a sports and
aquatic centre and a further $20 million on
permanent works around the area where the race is
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to be conducted. In my view that is an absolutely
magnificent achievement.
As a country member of Parliament, I point out that
one of the fascinating features of this great project is
the enormous amount of money that will be devoted
to its promotion and development, which will
provide lasting benefits to all Victorians but
particularly to those who reside in the area
immediately around the track. For about 50 weeks of
the year all of the facility will be available to people
to be used day in, day out; for a couple of weeks of
the year - particularly for the one day of the year
when the race is actually run - there will be some
interruption to the usage. An amount of $75 million
plus is being expended upon the facilities in this
local area.
Country Victorians are telling me, 'We would just
love to have it!'. I say to the people concerned about
the conduct of the race, particularly members of the
opposition, that if they want to spend the money
and if they are urging that it be spent somewhere
else in Victoria, they should come and see me. I can
assure you that we would be delighted to host the
race. They can spend the money in Sale any time
they like; we will run the race around Lake
Guthridge and do a very good job of it. My good
friend and colleague, the honourable member for
Shepparton, assures me that the Katamatite Lions
Club would be delighted to run this race around
Boosey Creek for its annual fundraiser; it would take
it there next week and it would do it well. Just put
up the money and we will be delighted to be in it!
People at Leongatha would be thrilled to run this
race around the showgrounds, I can tell you right
now.
Why is it, though, that the race will not be run in
those other venues? It will be run at Albert Park
because that is the right place to run it, not down at
the Docklands where we are trying to clean up the
act of the maritime unions and get proper commerce
coming in and out of our ports.
I visited Docklands recently and talked to some
importers and exporters and they said the last thing
they wanted was a grand prix race in the middle of
their area when they are trying to operate on a daily
basis.
The grand prix will be run at Albert Park, which is
the appropriate place for it.
The honourable member for Cranbourne compared
the South Australian legislation with the Victorian
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bill. Just because our bill is a take-off from the South
Australian legislation does not make it right, but it
gives great comfort to those concerned to know that
the race was run in our sister state. The Victorian
legislation has been modified to suit the conditions
prevailing in this state.
The government proposes to amend clause 30 to
allow the corporation to pay compensation to people
carrying on businesses in premises in Albert Park
under certain circumstances. Clause 42 is another
Significant amendment to assist the operation of the
legislation. They are important amendments and
will help to ensure that the legislation serves its
purpose of allowing the race to be run effectively.
Opposition members say, We want the race but we
want to put it at Docklands'. The race will be
conducted where it should be - at Albert Park. That
is the best place for it and that is where it will be run.
The opposition also says that confidential financial
information should be made available. Those
comments highlight the commercial ignorance of
members of the opposition. They have no idea how
these things operate in the real world of commerce.
They are treating this as though it were a pergola at
the back of someone's house. This is a
multimillion-dollar global undertaking. The people
of Victoria are saying to the government, We have
entrusted to you the role of negotiating the details of
this race. Do what is necessary to bring it here and
conduct it properly'. That is what we have done and
will continue to do. Judge Fagan summed up these
issues during a recent decision of the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal of Victoria.
It is a travesty of justice to attack the people
involved in the conduct of this important event. I
shall address that issue at more length at another
time, but suffice to say, it is rubbish to say that the
conduct of the event during a seven-day period will
affect the operation of the Melbourne casino. The
two issues are discrete - one has nothing to do with
the other. The real tragedy is that the attitude
displayed by some people is risking the running of
the event in Melbourne. It would be a tragedy if the
event were not conducted at Albert Park and it
would be on their head. They should support the
event and the legislation so that the grand prix is run
successfully in Victoria, and the sooner the better.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - I object to some elements
of the bill. The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee examined the bill and found that it
trespassed unduly on the rights of citizens in
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numerous ways. It is as though people in the
bureaucracy were given the task of examining every
possible potential objection and impediment
regarding the running of the grand prix and
instructed to draft legislation to ensure those
possible impediments were excluded. This is
draconian legislation because it attacks the civil
rights of all Australians. The bill also excludes the
application of various acts.
In its analysis of the bill the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee recommended changes to
ensure that some of the worst elements were
withdrawn and redrafted. Instead of a proper
analysis and redraft of those provisions, we got
some fiddling at the edges and amendments that did
little to alter the nature of the bill.

The honourable members for Albert Park and
Williamstown referred to the considerable public
comment and media criticism of the bill. Up to now
there has been little defence of the bill. People have
said that the grand prix should be conducted in
Victoria at Albert Park, but no-one has defended the
bill, which attacks the rights of ordinary citizens. It is
that element that is frightening. The committee has
queried that aspect of the bill and asked the minister
to make certain amendments, but unfortunately that
has not occurred.
The bill is one of the nastiest pieces of legislation in
existence and sets some terrible benchmarks. It
allows the possibility of worse legislation being
drafted in future.
I conclude with the comment that regardless of the
amendments, it is a bad piece of legislation.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - I
thank all honourable members for their
contributions, particularly the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. The Australian Grand Prix Corporation
is to be subject to greater scrutiny by ministers than
most statutory authorities. The requirements for
approvals of budgets, expenditure and business
plans by both the Treasurer and myself emphasise
the importance the government attaches to the
accountability of the corporation.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition referred to the
tabling of financial information in Parliament and
the role played by the Auditor-General. The
corporation's financial accounts will be audited each
year by the Auditor-General pursuant to part 7 of
the Financial Management Act Without doubt, the
success of the Adelaide grand prix in an inner urban
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park environment, close to residential areas, the city
and sensitive environmental areas such as the
Adelaide Botanic Gardens, provides a clear
precedent that Albert Park is an ideal location for the
grand pm. The splendid background provided by
the lake, parkland at Port Phillip Bay and the city
skyline will be unmatched and make the event
internationally famous and a landmark for
Melbourne.
Only a small number of documents, the key
documents involving international bodies, will be
exempt from disclosure under the provisions of the
Freedom of Information Act.
Environmental management plans are being
prepared by specialist consultants and Melbourne
Parks and Waterways for the Melbourne grand prix
and the Albert Park plan It is important to note that
the exemptions in respect of nuisance or vehicle
emissions under environmental legislation are
fundamental to the operation of the grand prix. It
would be impossible for vehicles to operate without
those exemptions.
Community consultation has been extensive. A
community consultative forum, chaired by the chief
executive of the Melbourne City Council, is working
well and is trying to involve as many people as
possible.
Finally, the decision to remove the Victorian Speed
Boat Oub was made by Melbourne Parks and
Waterways and not by the grand prix authority or
by me as minister.
The SPEAKER - Order! On the resolution of the
house I must interrupt the minister and deal with all
stages of the bill. The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of
the motion.
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Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr
Mac1ellan, Mr
McNamara,Mr

Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr l.W.
5pry,Mr
5teggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr (Telkr)
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr (Ttller)
Tumer,Mr
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 21
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Bracks, Mr (Teller)
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Ttller)
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney, Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thomson,Mf
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson, Mrs

~endlnentnegatived.

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
lbat this bill be now read a second time.

The government benches are grossly disorderly. I
ask members to remove the flags at once. A division
is called. Ring the bells.
House divided on motion:

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):
Ayes, 53
AshJey,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
CIarIt. Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavia,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elliott.Mrs
Finn,Mr

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Pescott.Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Piowman, Mr S.J.

Ayes, 53
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr
Doyle, Mr (Teller)
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr 5.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
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Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honrywood,Mr
Hyama,Mr
JenJtins, Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGratl\. Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr w.o.
McLellan, Mr
MadeUan,Mr
McNamara, Mr

Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr (Ttller)
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 21
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Bracb, Mr (TtUn)
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Ttller)
Cote,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Carbutt.Ms
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney, Mr
Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
lbomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.
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Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr (Ttller)
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara,Mr

Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr (Ttlln)

Noes,21
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Bracks, Mr (Ttlln)
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Ttlln)
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Hamilton, Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney,Mr
Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson, Mrs

R.ead leCond time.
Oausea, schedules and circulated government
amendments agreed to.

Committed.

Committee
The CHAIKMAN (Mr J. F. McGrath) - Order!
TIle question is:
That clauses 1 to 53, schedules 1 and 2 and circulated
government amendments 1 to 8 be agreed to.

Committee divided on clauses 1 to 53, schedules 1
and 2 and circulated government amendments 1 to
8:

Ayes,52
AahIey,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown-Mr
Clark,Mr
Cooper,Mr

Davia,Mr
Doyle,Mr

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Pescott. Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr

Circulated government amendments referred to in
question:
1.

Clause 30, page 17, after line 18 insert"(5) If the right of a person under a lease, licence or
other agreement granted or entered into
before the commencement of this section to
carry on a business in premises in Albert Park
is suspended by the operation of this section
during the race period in respect of a year, the
person is entitled to the payment of an
amount of compensation by the Corporation
calculated in accordance with the formula
A x ~whereA

is the part of the person's profits from that
business in respect of the financial year
ended on 30 June 1994 that is certified by
an auditor approved by the Corporation
and that person as being the part
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attributable to the days in that financial
year corresponding to the race period;
B

is the latest average weelcly earnings as at the
15th day of the month ("the relevant
month") preceding the month in which
the race period, or any part of the race
period, falls of all employees in Victoria
published by the Australian Statistician in
respect of the latest available quarter
before the race period;

C

is the average weekly earnings of all
employees for Victoria as at the 15th day
of the relevant month in the financial year
ended on 30 June 1994 published by the
Australian Statistician in respect of the
quarter before that relevant month
corresponding to the quarter referred to
above.".

2.

Clause 30, page 17, line 21, after "Corporation" insert
", except as provided in sub-section (5)".

3.

Clause 32, page 18, line 13, after "Corporation" insert
"but not so as to entitle the Corporation to enter
any building that, but for this sub-section, is not in
its occupation".

4.

Clause 38, line 10, omit "Corporation" and insert
"Minister administering this Act".

5.

Clause 42, line 21, omit "under or arising out of
section 28, 30" and insert "in accordance with
section 28, 30 (except sub-section (5»,".

6.

Clause 48, line 16, after "works" insert "and nothing
in the Environment Effects Act 1978".

7.

Clause SO, line 15, after "30" insert "(except
sub-section (5»".

8.

Clause SO, line 17, after "30" insert "(except
sub-section (5»".

Reported to house with amendments.
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That the amendments made by the committee be
agreed to.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 53
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs

Doyle, Mr (Teller)
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr (Teller)
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Hendenon, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLeIlan, Mr
MadelJan, Mr
McNamara,Mr
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Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes,21
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Bracks, Mr (Teller)
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Mical1ef, Mr
MildenhaU, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson,Mrs

Question agreed to.
Report adopted.
Third TeIlding

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a third time.

Question agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).
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ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Police shootings
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - The issue I wish to raise
with the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
relates to police shootings which have resulted in far
too many deaths in our corrummity, and specifically
I raise the issue of support and counselling. Like
many members of the community I am shocked and
horrified at the seemingly out-of-order culture of
'shoot first at all costs' within the force; or even the
overwhelming attitude that a solution to the.
problem is through violence and a gun.
I am also most concerned about the police officers
themselves who have been involved in these
shootings. The death of Colleen Richrnan is a
tragedy for the family and her friends, but it is also a
blight on all of us while we search for a solution to
these matters. Those feelings were expressed by the
honourable member for Morwell in the grievance
debate this week and we all feel deeply about it; but
as the government represents the people in the
community, it is to the government that we look for
answers. My concern this evening - Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
honourable member for Altona seems to be reading
this speech. Perhaps she might like to have the
matter incorporated in Hansard and save us all from
listening to the rest.

The SPEAKER - Order! Is the honourable
member for Altona reading her speech?
Ms MA RP LE (Altona) - Mr Speaker, I am using
copious notes and if anyone wants to see them they
are quite welcome to do so.
The SPEAKER - Order! The point is that a
member is not permitted to read his or her speech.
Ms MARPLE - Thank you, Mr Speaker.
My concern this evening is also with the families of
the police officers who were involved in this
tragedy. We have two individuals who are also
really victims of this culture. They are victims in a
society that perpetuates the myth that guns and
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violence are solutions to difficult situations. I,
together with many people in the community, want
to know: what support is the government prOviding
for these servants of the government? What
counselling has been offered to them and their
families as they struggle to come to terms with what
has happened? Is the government committed in
financial terms to the overall picture surrounding
the many shooting incidents that have occurred?

Moonee Ponds Creek
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I raise for the attention
of the Minister for Tourism the tourism potential of
the upper reaches of the Moonee Ponds Creek - an
area that obviously would not carry the breadth of a
marina but is delightful nonetheless.
It has been suggested to me by a local group of
people that a flora and fauna park would be ideal
for this unique area. I have actually walked along
the upper reaches of the creek and seen for myself
the potential that is definitely there if we set our
minds to it.
In particular there is a great deal of bird life not seen
anywhere else in Australia. In fact, overseas tourists
who have landed at Melbourne Airport and who
have had nothing to do for a couple of hours have
dedded to visit the upper reaches of the Moonee
Ponds Creek. It is within walking distance of the
airport. It has even been suggested that a walkway
across the Tullamarine Freeway be built to allow
people easier access to the creek. We are talking
about the area - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I think the honourable
member should treat this subject with the
seriousness that it deserves.
Mr FINN - We are talking about the area from
Gellibrand Hill to around the Westmeadows bridge.
Overseas visitors have already found this delight,
and the potential is clearly there to build on this
area. The minister should give consideration to the
possibility of setting aside land to ensure that some
fonn of park will be allowed to be located there.
That would not only benefit our tourism industry
and provide much needed employment in the
north-western suburbs of Melbourne and
particularly in the Broadmeadows area but would
also allow an area to be set aside specifically for
passive recreation for people living in
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Westmeadows, Gladstone Park and surrounding
areas.
I ask the minister to give this matter serious
consideration because the potential for tourism in
the upper reaches of the Moonee Ponds Creek is
great indeed, and something could be done if we set
our minds to it

Keilor-Melton Road
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I ask the Minister for
Agriculture, who is at the table, to direct a matter to
the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place. I welcome the letter I received in my
office concerning arterial road maintenance in my
electorate, but my concern and that of my
community is that most of the allocation for this year
seems to be for Keilor-Laverton roads.
As all honourable members know, the Keilor-Melton
Road has one of the fastest growing traffic volumes.
Honourable members using that road when
travelling through that part of the dty would
recognise that a single-lane carriageway goes
through Taylors Lakes to Sydenham. TItis area is
very dangerous. Over the past couple of years
several petitions have been presented to Parliament
requesting that traffic lights be installed and that
general improvements be made to the road passing
through Sydenham and Taylors Lakes and to allow
access to the primary school.
I ask the minister to consider the duplication of the
Keilor-Melton Road because that seems to be one of
the stumbling blocks to introducing proper traffic
management I ask the minister to have another look
at the funding allocation for that part of the road
going through Taylors Lakes and the road as you
leave the township of Sydenham, and to consider
assisting with the improvement of that road.
A bridge was constructed at major expense at
Sydenham. Now that section of the arterial road
must be duplicated because it has become the major
connector and traffic carrier to Melton. At any time
during the day, whether or not it is peak hour and
including during the evenings and weekends, it is
bumper to bumper with traffic.
I urge the minister to consider the situation. I
welcome the maintenance money allocated to Keilor
for the Keilor-Laverton connector. That road is being
used by trucks basically as a secondary road until
the ring-road is completed. Improvements to that
part of the road will benefit the local community in
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the end, but the Keilor-Melton Road should be of
high priority, and that is not only my opinion but
also the opinion of local government and
community representatives in that area.
Letters and requests have been sent to my office
from concerned people, and they continue to be
received even as late as today. Once again a letter
has appeared in a local daily newspaper from a
concerned resident of Sydenham. The problem
raised is access to the school, child<are centre and
kindergarten, which are all on one side of that busy
thoroughfare. The narrow road carries cars that
speed along, treating it as a country road, but the
area has been built up and is one of the fastest
growing areas.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Native title claim
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources and,
in his absence, the Minister for Agriculture, who is
at the table, the need of people in the Goulburn
Valley area for support from the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources in the form of
information on the claim by the Yorta Yorta tribe for
native title to land.

A major problem arose during a mediation
conference held last week in the Goulburn Valley.
The conference was to a great extent held in secrecy
and many people who were not parties to the
conference because they are leasing for recreational
use land that comes under the claim were not
allowed to be involved in the conference.
The Mayor of Shepparton, Councillor Bruce McNeil,
has called a meeting for 8 p.m. next Thursday night
to try to give the people of the Goulburn Valley
much-needed information on just how the claim will
or could affect them in future. Many people who
were not able to be involved in the conference have
been asking local members of Parliament what the
effects will be. I ask the minister whether he will
send a member of his department to the meeting at
the Shepparton town hall to provide much-needed
information to the people who will be attending.
People are greatly concerned, particularly about the
claim on the use of waters from both the Goulburn
River and the River Murray that run through the
Goulburn Valley. Nothing has been said as to what
effect the claim will have on pumping licenses, the
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provision of water for the bulk water entitlements of
the water boards or, indeed, irrigation water - the
lifebloro of the Goulburn Valley.
Another problem is that the maps that have been
published are very sketchy and do not provide full
information on where each of the 90-0dd parcels of
land under the claim is actually situated. It is
necessary for somebody from the department to
attend the meeting to provide information so that
the people concerned have a better understanding of
their position in relation to the native title claim and
of what the Victorian government is doing to
represent people who lease Crown land from the
State of Victoria.
I ask the minister to arrange for a member of his
staff to travel to Shepparton to attend the meeting
and provide the required information.

Public housing in West Heidelberg
Mr LEIGHTON (preston) - I ask the Minister
for Agriculture, who is at the table, to bring to the
attention of the Minister for Housing in another
place the matter of public house redevelopment in
West Heidelberg. I ask the minister to clarify what is
happening and to make an announcement; and, in
particular, to ensure that construction commences
on the new development. I place on the record at the
outset that I strongly support redevelopment of
public housing.
Much of the public housing stock in areas such as
West Heidelberg was built in the 1950s, is in poor
condition and is no longer appropriate for the needs
of many tenants. It should be replaced with not only
modem housing stock but stock that is appropriate
to the needs of tenants, such as elderly persons units
to accommodate our ageing population.
My concern is that although some 30 existing
ministry households have been cleared the land has
been left vacant and no announcement has been
made about its future, despite previous promises of
consultation with the residents.
The honourable member for Ivanhoe, the Minister
for Small Business, is aware that housing is an issue
in his electorate and has had the Minister for
Housing out there in response to several housing
forums that have been held. However, there is not
much point in doing that if you are not going to
deliver the goods.
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The spokesman for the Department of Planning and
Development, Greg Home, was reported in this
week's Heide/berger as saying:
... the redevelopment was only in its initial stages.

I do not call the clearing of 30 households a
development in its initial stages. There should have
been consultation before that happened. It is no
wonder that the Heidelberger carries the heading,
'Eviction fears'. In part, the article states:
The daughter of one elderly woman, who has lived in

the same house for 40 years, said her mother was
frightened she would be moved to another
municipality.

Thirty households have been moved. The local
tenants are worried because of a lack of consultation;
they do not know what their future is. It is also
putting enormous pressure on them in another way
because taking 30 households out of circulation puts
even further pressure on waiting lists, which are of
periods from four to five years to indefinite. It is not
enough to bring a minister out for a tour of the
electorate; it is not enough for the honourable
member for Ivanhoe to say that he is concerned
about it, and it is not enough to say yes, there will be
consultation, and simply clear 30 households and let
the vacant land sit there.
The minister must ensure there is immediate
consultation and clarify with tenants what is
happening. Construction must start now so that the
pressure on waiting lists is alleviated.

Ryrie Street, East Geelong, speed limit
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I raise with the
Minister for Agriculture, for the attention of the
Minister for Roads and Ports in another place,
concerns brought to me by two constituents in my
electorate about the introduction of a 70
kilometre-an-hour speed limit in Ryrie Street, East
Geelong between Boundary Road and Garden
Street One of the ways that the increased speed
limit is affecting my constituents is that it is making
it more difficult for vehicles to exit driveways. They
inform me that because of the increased speed limit
it takes 5 minutes during peak hour. In Geelong
peak hour is not quite like Melbourne, but it is a
problem for my constituents.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the honourable member for Geelong
appears to be reading her speech. I understand one
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is allowed to refer to copious notes. There is a
tradition in this house that one does not read
speeches. The honourable member appears to be
reading from a typed speech.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Geelong is in order.

was built for country women who were employed in
the Footscray ammunition works during the Second
World War. The rooming house is situated opposite
the Footscray Psychiatric Hospital. It comes as no
surprise that, as a result of the government's
deinstitutionalisation policies and cutbacks in
community support, the proportion of residents at
the California Inn suffering from intellectual
disabilities and like problems has increased from
40 per cent to about 55 per cent. These people are
among the least able in our community to deal
properly with consumer and housing issues.

Mrs HENDERSON - The other problem is the
danger presented to people crossing Ryrie Street,
particularly elderly people who live in that area. The
increased number of heavy vehicles that travel along
Ryrie Street are causing severe vibration because of
the increased speed. This area of Ryrie Street has a
number of elderly residents. There is no service road
between WaIter Street and Philpott Street and there
is no crossing for general pedestrian usage between
Boundary Road and Garden Street.

I ask the Minister for Housing in the other place to
actively investigate other housing options to
ascertain whether assistance can be provided; I ask
the Minister for Community Services to assist the
residents of that complex with the personal services
they so desperately require; and I ask the Minister
for Fair Trading to examine suggestions that the
increases in rent do not comply with the rooming
house legislation, that corners have been cut and
that exploitation may have occurred.

Many schoolchildren from the Geelong High School
and the James Harrison Secondary College ride their
bicycles along this area. The increased speed limit is
causing them some concern.

If Parliament is about nothing else, it should be

Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) -On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, I am not reading my speech, I am
reading from a couple of highlighted points that
have been raised with me.

Will the minister take up this matter to see if it is
possible to reassess the traffic speed along that area
of Ryrie Street? I must emphasise that my
constituents have recOgnised there is a need for
efficient traffic flow, but they are concerned about
pedestrians, access in and out of their driveways,
young children on their bicycles returning from
school, and the wellbeing of elderly people who live
in that area of Geelong.

Footscray accommodation crisis
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I raise a matter
with the Minister for Agriculture for the attention of
the Minister for Housing in liaison with the Minister
for Community Services and the Minister for Fair
Trading.

I refer to the plight of a number of unfortunate
people at a rooming house called the California Inn.
About 25 residents of that house came to Parliament
House on Wednesday morning to protest about a
substantial recent increase in rent, from $105 a week
to $129 a week, in two instalments.
That very large rooming house contains more than
100 rooms. It is an old accommodation complex that

about protecting the rights and interests of those
who are experiencing personal difficulties in their
lives. We should reorientate government policies
and forms of assistance so that their prospects are
improved, their financial situations safeguarded and
their lives protected from unscrupulous treatment.

Epping railway reservation
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS (Mill Park) - In the
absence of the Minister for Finance I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Agriculture. I
note that ministerial regard for the adjournment
debate has reached an all-time low, given that the
Minister for Agriculture is the only minister in the
house. He is obviously expected to deal with all the
matters raised not only by opposition members but
by government members.
I raise the selling of two blocks of railway land
adjacent to the Epping railway line in High Street,
Thomastown. The government is hell bent on selling
everything in Sight to balance its budget. In this
instance, it has targeted two pieces of railway
property that for many years have been leased by
the City of Whittlesea and used as open space. Over
the years the council has spent many thousands of
dollars beautifying the properties. I commend the
City of Whittlesea on its beautification works on
railway reservations along the Epping line. I
encourage any honourable member who drives
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through the area to observe the very beautiful
garden beds to be found on those railway
reservations.
The matter I raise with the minister arises out of the
concern that has been expressed to me by the City of
Whittlesea. Some neighbouring blocks of land that
have not been used for beautification purposes
along the railway line land were recently sold off as
industrial properties and fetched some $92 000 to
$95000.
I should like to think even this mean-spirited
government would on this particular occasion enter
into meaningful negotiations with the City of
Whittlesea, which has expressed an interest in
proceeding with the purchase, provided that the
purchase is at a price that is more appropriate for
land that has been maintained by the City of·
Whittlesea - it having had thousands of dollars
spent on it by the City of Whittlesea for the benefit
of the ratepayers. I would have thought - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Railway station toilets
Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - I raise
a matter for the Minister for Public Transport, and in
his absence direct it to the minister at the table.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS -It is an interesting
question, where he is. Under"the Better Cities
program the federal government provided funding
for railway station improvements on the Pakenham
line and a new railway service out to Cranboume. It
is of much interest and note to local councils,
particularly the Berwick and Cranboume councils
out my way, that although the federal government
has prOVided funding to the state, the state
government has decided that the railway stations at
Narre Warren and Berwick and the new railway
stations on the Cranboume line will not have any
public toilet facilities made available for public
transport users.
Despite the federal government providing funds for
appropriate facilities at those railway stations, this
state government has clearly chosen to not provide
basic facilities that are needed by young families young mums trying to move around the area with
their children - and by the elderly people who are
regular users of the public transport system.
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The reason that the state government is not
providing these sorts of basic facilities is its decision
not to staff a whole range of railway stations across
metropolitan Melbourne.
I understand from the City of Berwick that it now
appears likely that the public toilets at Hallam
railway station will be removed. This is obviously a
matter of great importance to public transport users
in the growth corridors of Melbourne. On the one
hand, the federal government is appropriately
providing funds to assist the state to expand public
transport in its growth areas to improve accessibility
for many families moving into the region every
week, but on the other hand this penny-pinching
government is failing to provide not only railway
station staff to make railway stations safer and
appropriate services for publiC transport consumers,
but also basic facilities like public toilets.
I call on the minister to reverse the decision, to come
clean on this issue and to spell out to Victorians
whether all wunanned railway stations in the future
will not have any public toilet fadlities made
available for rail commuters.

Responses
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I shall go from the last matter to the
first matter respectively in responding to the
concerns raised by honourable members. The
honourable member for Oandenong raised the fact
that public toilets are not being provided in railway
developments in the areas of Berwick, Cranboume
and Narre Warren.
I shall direct those matters to the attention of the
Minister for Public Transport. He has a specific
interest in the eastern side of Melbourne as it leads
to his own electorate. I am sure that he will have
some discussions with the honourable member for
Oandenong, and with a bit of cooperation I am sure
that the matter can be resolved.
The honourable member for Mill Park raised a
matter concerning his proposition to the Minister for
Finance that railway blocks in High Street, Epping,
should be retained for parklands. I am well aware of
High Street, Epping, because my brother used to
own a chemist shop there Wltil a few months ago.
He critidses the fact that a couple of blocks were
sold for $92000 and $95 000 respectively, I
understand for industrial purposes. I would have
thought to encourage industrial development in
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one's electorate -which means jobs -is a very
positive way to go. Having said that, Mr Speaker, I
will ensure that the Minister for Finance is informed
of the comments made by the honourable member
for Mill Park. I am certain he will contact either the
City of Whittlesea or the honourable member to see
what can be done about that matter.
The honourable member for Footscray referred to
the California Inn and its residents. One of the issues
he was concerned about was the rent increase from
$105 a week to $129 a week over a very short period
of time. The honourable member for Footscray
questioned whether correct procedures were
followed with rent increases. The Minister for Fair
Trading can only act when these matters are brought
to her attention, and I thank the honourable member
for doing that.
He was also concerned that something like 55 per
cent of the residents have some kind of mental
disorder, and that in itself needs some investigation
as to whether the California Inn is appropriate
accommodation for those people. Once again I shall
bring that to the attention of the Minister for
Housing.
The honourable member for Geelong referred to
Ryrie Street, East Geelong where the speed
restriction sign has been lifted from 60 kilometres to
70 kilometres. Because of an increased number of
heavy vehicles a lot of research - traffic counts and
so forth - is undertaken before Vicroads or any
munidpality lifts a speed restriction. The tendency
has been to lower rather than increase speed limits
over recent times because of accidents on our roads,
and the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
should be congratulated on the lowest road toll we
have had for some 20 years at this time of the year.
That in itself reflects well on the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, the government, and the
police force. Having heard the remarks of the
honourable member for Geelong I will ensure that
the Minister for Roads and Ports has those
comments brought to his attention.
The honourable member for Preston, once again in
relation to housing at West Heidelberg, directed to
the attention of the Minister for Housing the need
for elderly persons units to be placed on vacant land
in his electorate. I guess there is a finite housing
budget and he has to go around the whole of the
state-Mr Leighton - Why pull the old ones down if
you don't have the money?
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Mr W. D. McGRATH - I thought the
honourable member for Preston said something
along the lines that he needed appropriate housing
for these people. In making sure there is appropriate
housing I suppose you have to knock down the old
units before you can put up new ones. It is pretty
hard to build a new unit on top of an old one. I will
bring the matter to the attention of the Minister for
Housing.
The honourable member for Shepparton appealed to
me to make sure that the Minister for Natural
Resources selects somebody from his department to
attend a meeting at Shepparton on Thursday next
week -which I understand will be the 14th-in
relation to a fair bit of disquiet concerning the Yorta
Yorta claims on the Barmah Forest and the water in
the rivers up there. The lead headline in the
Shepparton paper last week was, 'Don't sign'. I
suppose a lot of residents have seen that and are
concerned about where the claim may be in relation
to the water that flows through those rivers, how it
will affect pumping licences, irrigation allocations
and irrigation potential over the years ahead.
I have always said that I was very concerned that the
High Court decision on Aboriginal land rights
would create divisiveness in our communities.
1bat is the way it is starting to look. I have a great
fear that this High Court decision will become the
legal profession's harvest, so to speak. I hope the
public meeting called by Cr McNeill, the Mayor of
Shepparton, will be able to achieve consensus and
that instead of division some sensibility will be
brought into that community.
The honourable member for Keilor raised for the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports the
matter of the duplication of the Keilor-Melton Road.
I know the road quite well because I go home that
way, and the corridor of residential development
along the road adds to traffic congestion. The
honourable member asked that the money that has
been allocated to the Keilor-Laverton road perhaps
go across to the Keilor-Melton Road. The Minister
for Roads and Ports in the other place has done a
magnificent job in increasing the amount of funds
for road development over the past couple of years. I
saw in the Better Roads program that the allocation
for country roads was increased from $15 million
last year to $93 million this year. The stitch-in-time
allocation has been increased from $120 million
statewide to $124 million this financial year. The
honourable member for Keilor should get some
representatives from his community out there -
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either shire or community representatives - to seek
a deputation to the Minister for Public Transport
and-Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - There are still
community representatives out there, if the
honourable member for Keilor can find some who
are on his side, who I am sure would be happy to go
along with him - I am trying to give you good
advice - in a deputation to the minister. After all, if
the community feels that the priorities should be
Keilor-Melton rather than Keilor-Laverton, I would
think the minister would be receptive to and
consider a solidly researched submission.
The last two matters were directed to the attention of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services by
the honourable member for Altona and to the
Minister for Tourism by the honourable member for
Tullamarine.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Tullamarine talked about the benefits of the upper
reaches of the Moonee Ponds Creek and the value
that area might have for tourism particularly
because of the flora and fauna, and he referred to the
possible development of a park in the area. That
matter could create some interest within the
community, particularly as it is so reasonably
accessible. I will take the matter up with the Minister
for Conservation and Environment in the other place
who is responsible for parks and waterways to see
whether there is some potential to develop that area.
There might be a very positive outcome that we can
look at.
Mr Andrianopoulos interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - I take up the interjection,
disorderly as it might be.
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Mr W. D. McGrath - And late in the day.
Mr McNAMARA - It could be a brief respite for
airline travellers who might like to get out and see a
bit of Australian bushland, and it would be
accessible from the airline. I think we saw an almost
bipartisan approach developing on the issue.
Perhaps I should invite my colleague on this side of
the house to join with the honourable member for
Tullamarine. I suggest that this matter be further
investigated by the Minister for Conservation and
Environment.
The honourable member for Altona raised a number
of matters, particularly in relation to the recent
fatalities that we have seen, unfortunately, and the
work that is going on to respond to those inddents. I
think all in the community welcome the response
that the police command has taken; it has been very
positive.
I am pleased that groups such as the Coundl for
Civil Liberties and others have responded so well to
police command on this issue. We encourage that.
The honourable member also asked about
counselling for officers involved in these incidents.
Clearly, debriefing and counselling of officers
involved in these incidents is an important part of
police procedure. I shall advise the honourable
member if these matters are being discontinued, but
I assume when police officers or members of the
public are involved in such issues, they are provided
with assistance.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 5.11 p.m. until Tuesday,
11 October.
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Information technology outsourcing
Contract, q 816, q 1448, 1544, q 1720

Health Computing Services - Victoria Ltd, 2007
Home and community care

(See

Investment (See Business and industry)

Aged care)

J

Hong Kong trade mission, 1464, 1468
Hospital-in-the-home program, q 15

Japan
Investment, q 2281, q 2371

Hospitals
Altona, 2269, 2441, 2449, 2482
Austin, 1610, 1615
Board appointments, 1992, 1996
Box Hill, q 2005
Case-mix bonus pool, q 1040, q 1999, q 2202, q 2381
Dandenong, q 2105, q 2106, 2169, 2173
Emergency beds, q 2001
Federal policies, q 2373
Funding, q 1999, q 2279, q 2286, q 2373, 2441, 2449,
q2482
Latrobe regional, 2270
Monash Medical Centre, q 1263
Patient throughput, q 1265, q 1358
Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, 299
Public bed closures, q 2001, 2076
Royal Park, 1920, 1924
St Vincent's, 2170, 2175
Wangaratta District Base, 2070, 2073
Williamstown, 357, 361, 2343, 2349, 2441
Wodonga District, 2482

Johne'S disease, 625, 629

K
Kindergartens (See Preschools)
Kooyong electorate
Federal preselection, 754

L
Labor, former government
Business deals, q 819
Publicity agents, q 566
(See also Opposition, The)
Land tax, q 393
Landcare
Program,358,363
Lara Community Centre, 1923, 1926

House Committee
Appointments, 1180
Report, 1523

Law Reform Committee

Curbing the Phoenix Company, 20
Restitution for victims of crime, 20

Housing
Inner-city developments, q 2006
Privatisation, 420, 425
Tenant services, 1710
West Heidelberg, 810, 813

Law Watch, 1713, 1718
Legal Aid Commission
Criminal trial management q 17
Legal aid services

Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 419, 425

1994 review, 2451

Hudson Con way
Preference share conversion, q 1260
(See also Crown Casino)

Legalities Victoria booklets, 1324, 1328
Legislative Assembly, Department of the
Report, 1329
library Committee

IBM

Appointments, 1181

Information technology outsourcing, q 1448
Local government
Immigration and Population Research, Bureau of,
1410, 1417
Industry (See Business and industry)

Amalgamations, 753, 756, 1231, 1517, 1518,2171,
2175,2272,2275
Commissioners, 1513, 1516, 1517, 1520, 1608, 1615
Municipal car parking, 626, 631
Reform, 1231
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(See also Planning)
North-western suburbs

M

Representation, 551

o

McDonalds family restaurants, 754, 757
Mallee Tenancy Advice Service, 2345, 2348
Meat industry (See Beef)

Occupational health and safety
Government policies, 1528

Media

Oil industry

Multimedia industry, q 1261
Prime Minister's statements, 2271

Foreign markets, 147, 149
Olinda nursery, 1608, 1613

Melbourne Water
Charges, 1612, 1613, 1805, 1808
(See also Water)

Ombudsman, q 2380
Open government, 488
Opposition, The

Members
Conduct, 533
Racist remark, q 920
Mr Bracks: election, 1
Mr Haermeyer: naming and suspension, 431
Ms Kirner: resignation, 1
(See also Opposition, Leader of the)
Metropolitan Ambulance Service (See Ambulance
services)
Mining industry
Exploration, 1462, 1465

Budget policies, q 180
(See also Labor, former government)
Opposition, Leader of the
Allegations, 444, 488, 572, q 661, q 787, q 790,825,
q 923, 926, 1047, 1135
Alleged racism, 1007
Leadership, 536
Naming and suspension, 399, 2528
Policy statements, 1545
Ovens River Management Board and Black Dog
Creek Improvement Trust, 1002, 1005

Ministers
for Education: ministerial car, 1222, 1227
for Finance: response to Auditor-General, 2075
Treasurer: Office of State Owned Enterprises, q 217
Moonee Ponds Creek, 808, 814
Mordialloc Services and Citizens Club, 1990, 1994
Mornington Peninsula tollway, 626, 630
Murphy's Swamp, 2273
Murray-Goulburn food exports, q 1953

N
National Breast Cancer Day, q 394
National competition policy, q 434
Native title claim, 809, 813
Natural gas (See Gas industry)
Newlands estate development, 1409, 1417
Newman, The late John, Esquire, 10
Newport
Proposed shopping complex, 145, 149

p
Parliament
Broadcasting and photographing of proceedings, 10,
45,91,216,429,561,786,815,919,1136,1260,1524,
1557
Business program, 226, 488, 572, 826, 1181, 1484,
1728,1928,2013,2290
Grievances, 488
Notices of motion, 17, 18
Opening of session, 1
Privilege, 1045
Questions without notice, 2376, 2382, 2486
Sessional orders, 39
Speaker and Deputy Speaker: temporary relief in
chair,39
Temporary Chairmen of Committees, 39
Parliamentary committees
Membership, 1180
Tabling of reports, 635, 1361, 1414, 1415, 1451
(See also REPORTS)
Parliamentary Debates, Department of
Report, 1329
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Parliamentary Library, Department of the
Report, 1329
Pedestrian crossings (See Roads)
Personal explanations
Mr Brown, 1884
Mr Coleman, 2039
Mr Mildenhall, 999
Petitions
Australian grand prix, 533
Circuses, 1111
City of Boroondara, 1727
Coliban Region Water Authority, 2451
Disabled persons parking scheme, 1927
Dogs: leashing, 889, 1111, 1523
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 2006, 2075
Kaniva District Hospital and Nursing Home, 225
Local Government Board: Sunbury, 2289, 2351, 2451
Malvern Symphony Orchestra, 2288
Maternity care, 442
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 151,2006
Mount Stirling, 1523
Nursing home residents, 2288
Petrol pricing, 2351
Playhouse, Ballarat, 55, 442
Proposed city of Monash, 1523
Proposed city of Wyndham, 2007
Public transport fares, 1482
Rosanna service station, 1727
Rural petrol pricing, 443
Schools: funding, 2288
SEC charges, 2289
Sexual discrimination, 759, 1111, 1179, 1419, 1617,
1927,2177
Slav-Macedonian prefix, 55
Sodomy,442,533,824, 1179, 1231, 1811
Takeaway food outlets, 267, 365
Tullamarine Freeway, 2351
Valdora Minerals Mining Company, 55, 442
Voluntarv student unionism, 635
Williams~own planning scheme, 1419
Petrol
Prices, 146, 149,200,204
Planning
Fitzroy pool, 1099, 1108
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme
RL61, 46, 51
RL90, 47, 51
Laurimar Park development, 1711, 1717
Springvale open space agreement, 2270, 2275
(See also Local government)

Police
Assistant commissioner, q 301
Coburg station, 49, 53
Complaints, 529, 532
Criminal record checks, 884, 886
Crisis assessment teams, q 2481
Crisis support units, q 2206
Detective training, 1531
Fawkner shootings, q 2284
Fingerprinting powers, q 89
Knox interview facilities, 1161
Shootings, q 434,558, q 564, 808, 814
Standing orders, 1224, 1229
Strip searches, q 1176, q 1178
Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2169,2174
Pontville
Proposed restoration, 145, 147, 1001, 1004
Portland
Henty Bay erosion, 1003, 1006
Premier
Victorian Soccer Federation appointment, q 436
Preschools
Coburg, 753, 755
Kindergarten subsidy, 50, 52
Whittington, 201, 205
Presiding Officers
Reports, 1523
(See also SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) in
MEMBERS)
Prime Minister
Statements on media reporting, 2271
Printing Committee
Appointments, 1181
Prisons
Officer security, 2344, 2349
Privatisation, 1524
Privatisation
Commonwealth, q 298
Impact on country Victoria, 889
National competition policy, q 434
Public housing, 420, 425
(See also Electricity industry and Water)
Privileges Committee
Appointments, 1181
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Protective services
Inquiries into client deaths, 2451
Psychiatric services
Funding, q 217, q 437
(See also Disability services and Health)
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
1993-94 budget estimates and outcomes, 2289
Budget and financial management framework, 19
Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 19

Frankston
line, 420, 424
station, 49, 53, 1806
Gippsland line, 2167, 2171
Kananook station, 49, 53
Melbourne-Sydney passenger services, q 1478
Moorabbin station, 1323, 1326,2438,2443
Pakenham toilets, 812
Sandringham line, 627, 631
Seaford station, 49, 53
Shepparton station, 1410, 1416
Wodonga crossing, 144, 149
Yarraville gates, 625, 631

Public Bodies Review Committee
Remembrance Day, q 1650

~embership,488

Public Prosecutions, Office of the Director of
Criminal trial management, q 17
Public service

Respite care
Beds, 1158, 1163
Recreation program, 1003, 1006
Retail tenancies, 548

Contracts, q 661
Senior positions, 2452

Richman, The late Colleen, 544
Road Safety Committee

Public transport
Bentleigh services, 1000, 1005
Deficit, q 302
Festive season, q 2109
Safety, 358,362, 1320, 1324
Strike, q 1045, q 1140
Weekend services, 1922, 1925
(See also Buses, Rail and Taxis)
Public Transport Corporation
Bus contracts, q 1844
Information technology outsourcing, q 816, q 1448,
1544, q 1720
Pub tab (See Tabcorp)

Q
Queenscliffe, Borough of
Noise by-laws, 624, 630

R
Racing
Country, q 2379
Equine viruses and infections, 1410, 1416
Rail
Bentleigh, 1000, 1005
Country services, 1320, 1325
Cranbourneline,812, 1223, 1229
Croydon station, 2439, 2444
Epping reservation, 811, 812

Demerit points scheme, 1523
Roads
Albury-Wodonga bypass, 421, 424
Berwick-Narre Warren bypass, 50, 53
Calder Freeway: St Albans exit, 422, 424
Frankston Freeway, 884, 887, 1807
Freeway tolls, q 1719, q 1720
Funding, 752, 755
Grahamvale Road intersection, 2170, 2172
Keilor-Melton Road, 809, 813
Land acquisition, 1806
McKinnon pedestrian crossing, 1100, 1105
Melrose Drive, Tullamarine, 1222, 1226
Momington Peninsula tollway, 626, 630
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, speed limit, 810, 813
Southern bypass, 1609, 1615
Stock crossings, 882, 887
Traffic red spots, 530, 532
Tullamarine Freeway, 882, 886
Vicroads overpass contract, 143, 149
Waterdale Road, 750, 755
Western bypass, 1001, 1005, 1609, 1615
Wire rope fences, 1806
Roxburgh Park estate, 2067, 2073
Royal Dental Hospital, 1163
Royal Melbourne Show, q 439
Rugby stadium, 1804, 1808
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INDEX

Rulings by the Chair
Addressing Chair, 890, 938, 987, 1052, 1186, 1187,
1188,1190,1624,1628,1724,1845,2084,2190,2228,
2309,2364,2413,2434,2460,2461,2462,2492,2511,
2523,2525
Admissibility
adjournment matter, 757, 1460,2066,2069
amendment, 453, 454, 464, 1790, 1948
motion, 1007
question, 666, 790,925,2377
Anticipating debate, 507, 1185
Calling of quorums, 524
Chair
deference to, 1102
reflection on, 401,2462
Conduct
members, 429, 431, 533,537, 1449, 1878,2078,2238,
2323,2381,2416,2487
question time, 429, 431
Correct titles, 118, 1057, 1065,2111
Debating question, 218, 478, 482, 1726, 1843
Expression of opinion, 447
Extension of question time, 2376, 2383
Frivolous points of order, 1959
Frivolous questions, 2485, 2486
Incorporation of documents, 698, 899, 2082
Length of questions, 1451
Misleading house, 951
Moving of motion, 2451
Naming and suspension of members, 399, 431, 2528
Papers, 20
Personal explanation, 948, 949
Privilege, 1047
Prostitution Control Bill: incorrect second-reading
speech, 1986
Public gallery: activities of occupants, 2276
Putting of question, 487, 508
Reading
from documents, 1022,2191
from newspapers, 251
speeches, 380,969,2524
Reference to budget bill, 977
Relevance, 224,302,397,398,407,481, 482, 506,615,
666,786,837,924,925,1040,1044,1147,1154,1157,
1213, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1345, 1347, 1352, 1355, 1480,
1557, 1585, 1746, 1757, 1758, 1782, 1792, 1797, 1798,
1844,1966,2105,2245,2252,2253,2254,2286,2331,
2339,2375,2378,2388,2389,2414,2415,2416,2417,
2436,2437,2473,2526,2527
Speaking from table, 870
Sub judice rule, 258
Substantiation of alleged comments, 70
Tabling
documents, 463, 823, 2080
reports, 635, 1414, 1451
Tedious repetition, 517, 1961, 1962,2389
Unparliamentary and offensive remarks, 59, 72, 74,
75,226,255,262,292,293,340,368,383,398,400,
403,405,413,430,432,433,434,445,494,680,820,

870,901,932,941,995,998,1044,1147,1259,1448,
1555,1558,1795,1831,1995,2002,2118,2241,2252,
2277,2372,2434,2477,2494,2518,2520,2525
Rural Water Corporation: Gunbower, 2440, 2442

s
St Albans Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, 261,
265
St Augustine's Adolescent and Family Services
(Barwon), 528, 532
Sandringham courthouse, 1224, 1227
Schools and colleges
Beaumaris Primary, q 220
Brunswick Secondary, 200, 207
Diamond Creek Primary, 48, 53
Dookie Primary, 260, 265
Drysdale Primary, 1611, 1614
Eumemmerring Secondary, 2273, 2276
Fairway Primary, 1805
Fundraising, 2346, 2349
Gladstone Park Primary, 421,425
Glengarry Primary, 1002, 1005
Kealba Secondary, 50, 53
Lalor Park Primary, 356, 361
Lysterfield Primary, 46, 53
Richmond Secondary, 2008, 2438, 2443
St Kevin's College, 1757,2466
Sale of sites, q 440
Scotch COllege, 1757, 2466
South Melbourne Special Development, 1920, 1924
Sunbury West Primary, 1160
Victorian School for Deaf Children, 1225, 1227
Waverley Park Primary, 418, 425
Yinnar South Primary, 1463, 1467
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 225,443, 1180, 1482, 1617, 1727, 2007
Australian Federalism Conference, 2007
Redundant and unclear legislation, 1482
Statutory Rules Series 1993, 2289
SEC
Charges, q 2380
Hazelwood power station, 1412, 1417
(See also Electricity industry, Generation Victoria
and United Energy)
Sexual discrimination, 1812
Shearing sheds
Working conditions, 624, 628
Small business (See Business and industry)
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Solicitors Guarantee Fund
Report, 1727
TAB
South Care, 627, 631
South Gippsland
Mariculture and aquiculture, 358, 363
Southcorp Holdings, q 85
Southern bypass
Environment effects statement, 1609, 1615
(See also Roads)
Speed limits
Echuca, 1514, 1520
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, 810, 813
Sporting goods sales, 1463, 1467
Springvale, City of
Adventure program, 360, 362
Open space agreement, 2270, 2275
Tip site, 529, 532, 881, 886
St Albans spastic accommodation, 531, 532
Standing Orders Committee

Resignation of Mr Scanlon, q 2378, q 2379
Tabcorp
Chief executive, q 10, q 12, q 13,57, q 181, q 182,
q 435, q 438, q 565, q 2380
Chung Corporation Ltd, q 86, q 87, q 89, q 394
Float, q 90, q 217, q 220, q 221, q 223, q 297, q 299,
q 301
Foreign ownership, q 2484
Pubtab, 261, 265
Share float, q 16
(See also Crown Casino and Gaming)
Task Force Victor
Police shootings, 2177
Tatura Institute of Sustainable Agriculture, 2343, 2347
Taxes
Land, q 393
State, 546, q 2378
Taxis
Conduct protocols, 530, 532

Appointments, 1181
Teachers
State Coroner
Appointment, q 2004
State deficit levy, q 2380
State Public Services Federation

Contracts, 202, 207
Fann program, 2067, 2074
State education system, 534
TraillUng, 1921, 1924
(See also Education, Preschools and Schools and
colleges)

Ind ustrial action, q 1726
Telecom
States' rights
Federal intervention, 546
(See also Budget and Finance)
Students (See Education)
Sunbury Agricultural Society, 1991, 1996
Superannuation
Unfunded liabilities, q 1141
Supreme Court
Court of Appeal, q 219
Judges' report, 2352

Strategic alliance, q 2107
Terrorist handbook, 357, 362
Tourism
Air services, q 2202
Benefits for Victoria, q 2485
Country Victorian, 202, 206
Domestic, q 2377
Government strategy, q 2105
Promotion, q 86
Sunbury, 199,207
Trade (See Business and industry)

Swan Hill Water Board, 257, 262

Trains (See Rail)

Swinburne, The late Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 1

Trucks (See Vehicles)
Tuberculosis
Elimination strategy, q 1955

INDEX
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Tullamarine Freeway
Environment effects statement, 882, 886
(See also Roads)
Tungamah, Shire of
Water authority, 356, 362

u

Hot-water services, 1540
North-eastern Victoria restructure, 48, 52, 1324, 1328,
2346,2348
Rates, q 1141
Shepparton supply, 1513, 1517
Shire of Tungamah authority, 356, 362
Swan Hill board, 257, 262
Waverley, City of
New name, 1714, 1718

Unemployment
Bayswater job losses, 1460, 1467
Employment program, q 2002
Statistics, q 179, q 1647
(See also Employment)

West Gate Bridge, 147, 149
Western bypass
Environment effects statement, 1001, 1005, 1609, 1615
(See also Roads)

Unions
Building professionals, 1321, 1328
United Energy

Whittlesea Adult Training and Support Services, 144,
149
Whittlesea, City of

Advertising campaign, 1162
(See also Electricity industry, Generation Victoria
and SEC)

v
Vehicles
Commercial registration, 1515, 1520
Registration fees, 1221, 1229
(See also Roads)

Localgovemmentamalgamations,2069,2072
Williamstown, honourable member for
Mr Bracks: election, 1
Ms Kirner: resignation, 1
Wills electorate
Federal preselection, 2066, 2073
Wombat Forest
Harvest, 1461, 1467

Vicroads
Information technology outsourcing, q 816, q 1448,
1544, q 1720
Morwell West fuel centre, 1922, 1926
(See also Driver licences)
Victalent program, q 2207

Women
Educational opportunities, q 1651
Health services, 1323
Queen Victoria Women's Centre, 1225, 1227
Representation in Parliament, q 665

Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2169, 2174

Workspan, 1460, 1465

Victorian Meat Authority

Wyndham, proposed city of

Corporate plan, 1112

Localgovemmentamalgamations,2065,2070

Victorian Soccer Federation

y

Appointment of Premier, q 436
Yan Yean, honourable member for
Victorian State Football League, 1000, 1004

Naming and suspension, 431

Vistel Ltd
Yarra South precinct, q 1841

Report, 1617

w
Walton, The late Honourable John Malcolm, 6
War museum, 752, 755
Water
Charges, 1612, 1613, 1805, 1808

You Yangs Regional Park, 1611, 1613
Youth
Assistance grants, q 2005
Homelessness, q 1357
Workers, q 2382
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Bills

MEMBERS
ANDRIANOPOULOS, Mr (Mill Park)
Address-in-reply, 1442, 1452
Adjournment
Bus services: Mill Park, 1413
City of Whittlesea, 2069
Epping railway reservation, 811
Goldy's Tuckerbag supermarkets, 260, 422
Interpreter card, 1993
Lalor Park Primary School, 356
Preselection for Kooyong electorate, 754
Points of order, 479, 584, 837, 2066

Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1012
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1266, 1590
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1502
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1622, 1756,2495
Grievances
Infonnation technology outsourcing, 1544
Points of order, 404, 408, 1022, 1844, 2252, 2254, 2462,
2473
Questions without notice
Bus contracts, 1844
BILDSTIEN, Mr (Mildura)
Address-in-reply,242

ASHLEY, Mr (Bayswater)
Bills
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1302
Questions without notice
Bus services, 437
Court of Appeal, 219
Eastern Energy chief executive, 1845
Professor Stephen Duckett, 1176

Adjournment
Sale yards, 527
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
670
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 648
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 691
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1084
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 368
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1352, 1361, 1378

BAKER, Mr (Sunshine)
Address-in-reply, 239

Grievances
Drought relief, 1526

Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
681
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 2396
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1976
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1089
Gas Industry Bill, 2308
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1367
Petitions
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 151
Points of order, 402, 403, 406, 407, 666, 870, 1347

BATCHELOR, Mr (Thomastown)
Adjournment
Public transport safety, 358
School fundraising, 2346
Swan Hill Water Board, 257

Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1064
Points of order, 1352

BRACKS, Mr (Williamstown) (Elected 13 August 1994)
Address-in-reply, 101
Adjournment
Electricity industry standards, 1160
Gaming machines, 1990
Local government commissioners, 1513
Proposed Newport shopping complex, 145
Victorian State Football League, 1000
Williamstown Hospital, 357, 2343
Yarraville railway gates, 625
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 974
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1031
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 798
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
2243
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Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2132
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1666
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1196
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1964, 1969
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,2028
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2502
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 2332
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1371, 1379
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 2425
Water Industry Bill, 2221

Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1622, 1744, 1750,
2517
National Environment Protection Council (Victoria)
Bill,2455
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 568, 642, 1405
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 213
Leader of the OppOSition: allegations, 939
Personal explanations, 1884
Points of order, 1747,2376,2448,2473,2474

Business of the house
Program,495
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 601, 1052
Petitions
Williamstown planning scheme, 1419
Points of order, 1212, 1277, 1797,2252,2331

Questions without notice
Bus services
contracts, 1844
Croydon-Knox City, 1265
Public transport
deficit, 302
strike, 1045
Rail passenger services: Melbourne-Sydney, 1478
Remembrance Day, 1650

BROWN, Mr (Gippsland West) (Minister for Public
Transport)
Adjournment
Albury-Wodonga bypass, 424
Bus services
improvement, 1105
Mill Park, 1417
Nightrider, 1466
Calder Freeway: St Albans exit, 424
Country rail services, 1325
Croydon station, 2444
Eltham and Greensborough bus service, 423
Frankston railway line, 424
Gippsland railway line, 2171
Grahamvale Road intersection, 2172
McKinnon pedestrian crossing, 1105
Moorabbin station, 1326, 2443
Mornington Peninsula
bus services, 2444
tollway, 630
Public transport
train safety, 1324
Tullamarine, 262
weekend services, 1925
Sandringham railway line, 631
Shepparton station, 1416
Stratford-Maffra railway bridge, 1416
The Ashes: commemorative cricket match, 1326
Tourism in country Victoria, 206
Bills
Coastal Management Bill, 2452
Defence Reserves Re-employment Bill, 2454

BRUMBY, Mr (Broadmeadows) (Leader of the
Opposition)
Address-in-reply, 389
Adjournment
Auditor-General's report, 1462
Roxburgh Park housing estate, 2067
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 696
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1582
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1500
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1789,2226
Constitution (Amendment> Bill, 1559, 1678,2431
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1267
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2056,
2110
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1144, 1181,
1438, 1439
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1560,2409
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1559, 1680, 2520
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1275
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1746, 2459
Property Law (Amendment) Bill, 1329
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 1560,
1682
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 568
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 1561
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1686
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 568,
1565, 1577, 1580
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Valuation of Land (Amendment) BilL 1623
Business of the house
Broadcasting of proceedings, 1524
:'\Iotices of motion, 18
Program, 1485
Question time, 2376, 2383, 2486
Deaths
Bateman, Alien Robert Esquire, 5
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 1·+71
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC AEA. 1168
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 210
Swinburne, Honourable Ivan Archie. 2
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm. 7
Employment agreements, 2363
Grievances
Crown Casino: bid, 1537
Leader of the Opposition: allegations. 450.
930
;\laming and suspension of member, 399.

";~3.

488.

23':~

Points of order, 70. 71, 72, 180,223,292.397 . .3.)9. 432,
436,445,453,454,494,787.1044,1154.11133. :275.
1445, 1450, 1476. 1524, 1552, 1553, 1557, 1356. 1722,
1994,2270,2280,2376,2377,2382,2526,23:~

Private health insurance, 291
Privatisation: impact on country Victoria, 6::''1
Public hospital bed closures, 2090
Questions without notice
Aboriginal deaths in custody, 2382
Community services: productivitv saving~. ':.3:-8
Crown Casino
ASC investigation. q 2379
bid, 815, 818, 821. 823, 921. 1136,1171, 1 ~~~. 1262.
1353, 1355, 1444. 1449. 1476. 1952
builder, 1042
contact register, 1841
entertainment, 1-l/4
facilities, 1954
gaming machines. 922
Ikence, 1478, 1552
meetings, 1956
probitv checks, 1840
rent, 14
road signs, 919
soil contamination, 2381
Department ot Health and Communitv 5enll.::es:
savings, 2381
Director ot Public Prosecutions, 2379,2380
Dominion Properties Ltd, 1448
Eastern Energy: chief executive, 1646
Electricity distribution company directors. ~ o4S
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Export wood chip licences, 2382
Freeway tolls, 1719, 1720
Gaming machines, 1043, 1139
Grand prix
Albert Park access, 2377
ASC investigation, q 2379
corporation, 562,786
cost, 395
facilities, 1723
promotions committee, 787
sporting ovals, 1721
Hospitals
case-mix bonus pool. 2381
funding, 2279
Hudson Conway: converting preference shares, 1260
Land tax, 393
Ombudsman, 2380
Police shootings, 434
Psychiatric services: funding, 437
Public service contracts, 661
Racing: country, 2379
SEC charges, 2380
Southcorp Holdings, 85
State deficit levy, 2380
TAB: resignation of Mr Scanlon, 2378, 2379
Tabcorp
chief executive, 10, 12, 13, 181, 182,435,438,565,
2380
Chung Corporation Ltd, 86, 87, 394
float, 16,90,217,220,221,223,297,299,301
foreign ownership, 2484
Treasurer: Office of State Owned Enterprises, 217
Cnemployment, 179
Youth workers, 2382
Tabcorp: chief executive, 57

CARLI, Mr (Coburg)
Address-in-reply, 178, 184
Adjournment
ADAPT,2274
Brunswick Secondary College, 200
Coburg police station, 49
\iewlands estate development. 1409
Preschools: Coburg, 753
Royal Park Hospital, 1920
Taxi services, 530
Tullamarine Freeway, 882

Bills
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 650
.-\ppropriation 0994-95. \io. 1) Bill, 506, 965
.-\ ustralian Grand Prix Bill, 804
Casino (Management .-\greement) (Amendment) Bill,
2251
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INDEX

Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1119
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1424
Gas Industry Bill, 2316
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1773
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2515
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2154
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1382
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 2419
Water Industry Bill, 2213
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 613
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 1179
Tullamarine Freeway, 2351
Points of order, 507

Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1429
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2164
Business of the house
Program, 1486
Deaths
Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 3
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1068
Petitions
Proposed City of Wyndham, 2007
Points of order, 115, 401, 405, 924, 926, 1051, 1064, 1354,
1789,2069
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Australian Federalism Conference, 2007

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITIEES, The (Mr J. F.
McGrath) (See Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Senior public service positions, 2452

COLE, Mr (Melbourne)
CLARK, Mr (Box Hill)
Bills
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2127
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1200
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2417
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 1569
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1631
Water Industry Bill, 2197
Petitions
City of Boroondara, 1727
Points of order, 1276, 1277,2191, 2417
Questions without notice
State taxes, 2378
Tabcorp: chief executive, 82

Address-in-reply,344
Adjournment
Director of public prosecutions, 1512
Gill Memorial Home for Men, 2439
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 503, 743
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1038
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1619
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 1563,2384
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1884
Fire Authorities (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
1564
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal Bill, 1618
Prostitution Control Bill, 1852
Victorian Arts Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1564
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1564

COGHILL, Or (Werribee)
Address-in-reply, 109

Business of the house
Program, 1730

Adjournment
Local government: proposed City of Wyndham, 2065
Office of Fair Trading and Business Affairs, 2342
Petrol pricing, 146
Police
complaints, 529
standing orders, 1224
Bills
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1945
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1124

Grievances
Crown Casino bid, 1533
Law Reform Committee

Curbing the Phoenix Company, 20
Restitution for victims of crime, 20
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 604, 945
Points of order, 404, 931, 932, 948, 2388
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Questions without notice
Chief Magistrate
AAT findings, 2374
Public Prosecutions Bill, 2282, 2284
Children's Court senior magistrate, 2004, 2205
Director of Public Prosecutions, 2370, 2373
Sexual discrimination, 1812

COLEMAN, Mr (Bennettswood) (Minister for Natural
Resources)
Adjournment
Berwick-Narre Warren bypass, 53
Bushfire mitigation, 148
Cobram levee banks, 1613
Coburg police station, 53
Cranboume rail service, 1229
Crown casino: signage, 1229
Dandenong Redlegs Football Club, 1926
Diamond Creek Primary School, 53
Eastlakes recovery education project, 1229
Frankston: vandalism, 1229
Generation Victoria, 362
Gladstone Park Primary School, 425
Goldy's Tuckerbag stores, 425
Grand prix: Albert Park sporting clubs, 1926
Gunbower V JLine coach service, 53
HACC program, 425
Housing Guarantee Fund, 425
Kealba Secondary College, 53
Landcare, 363
Lara Community Centre, 1926
Lysterfield Primary School, 53
Melbourne Water: charges, 1613, 1808
Morwell West Fuel Centre, 1926
Olinda nursery, 1613
Ovens River Management Board and Black Dog
Creek River Improvement Trust, 1005
Police standing orders, 1229
Privatisation: public housing, 425
Public transport safety, 362
Railway stations: Seaford, Kananook and Frankston,
53
Regional water authorities, 2348
Shepparton water supply, 1517
Shire of Tungamah water authority, 362
South Gippsland mariculture and aquiculture, 363
Springvale adventure program, 362
Swan Hill Water Board, 262
Terrorist handbook, 362
Vehicle registration fees, 1229
Water
industry baseline plan, 52
services in north-eastem Victoria, 1328
Waverley Park Primary School, 425
You Yangs Regional Park, 1613

Bills
Coastal Management Bill, 2383
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1383
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1267, 1386,
1946, 1948
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 2035
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 100, 417, 1919
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 926, 1218
National Environment Protection Council (Victoria)
Bill,2383
Victorian Plantations Corporation (Amendment) Bill,
1267, 1388
Water Industry Bill, 1848,2224
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 214
Personal explanations, 2039
Points of order, 408
Questions without notice
Export wood chip licences, 2382
Water rates, 1141
COOPER, Mr (Momington)
Address-in-reply, 251
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 2542
Mornington Peninsula bus services, 2442
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 835
Appropriation <Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1034
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1209
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1768, 1962,
1967
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1381
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 580
Local government reform, 1231
Points of order, 255,969, 1022, 1213, 1781, 1961, 1965,
1966,2449
Questions without notice
Bureau of Emergency Service Telecommunications,
2287
Leader of the OppOSition: allegations, 787

CUNNING HAM, Mr (Melton)
Address-in-reply,349
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Adjournment
Bus services: Keilor-Melton, 531
Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1973

DA VIS, Mr (Essendon)
Bills
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2499
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1365, 1380
Deaths
Bateman, AlIen Robert, Esquire, 5
Questions without notice
Aboriginal affairs: programs, 2483
Community service obligations, 440
One-stop business shop, 395
Public transport: festive season, 2109
Youth homelessness, 1357

Bills
Appropriation (1994-1995, No. 1) Bill, 498
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1023
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 759
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1797
Coma Project Bill, 1633
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1928
Gas Industry Bill, 2301
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1916
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1949
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2513
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill,
1562
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 1620,2144
Ports Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1562
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill,1619
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1562
Water Industry Bill, 2182
Business of the house

DEAN, Dr (Berwick)
Bills
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 2398
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1894
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1668
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1316
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2534
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1273
Employment agreements, 2368
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 1419
Questions without notice
Collection of unpaid fines, 392
Fawkner shootings, 2284
Racist remark, 920
Remembrance Day, 1650

Program, 491
Points of order, 402, 433, 447, 487, 790,821,921, 1138,
1360,1795,2372,2486,2540
Questions without notice
Housing: inner-city developments, 2006
Strip searches, 1176, 1178
DOYLE, Mr (Malvern)
Adjournment
W orkspan, 1460
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 988
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2529
Grievances
Leader of the Opposition, 1545
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1047

DELZOPPO, Mr (Narracan) (See Speaker, The
(Hon. J. E. Delzoppo»

DOLLIS, Mr (Richmond)
Address-in-reply, 158
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 2542
Fitzroy pool, 1099
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme: RL90, 47
Unionism: building professionals, 1321

Petitions
Malvern Symphony Orchestra, 2288
Private health insurance, 285
Public hospital bed closures, 2092
Questions without notice
Firearm safety, 2283
Grand prix:
master plan, 1721
noise, 301
Public transport strike, 1140

LEGISLA TIVE ASSEMBLY
ELDER, Mr (Ripon)
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1008
Deaths
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 9

Grievances
North-western suburbs, 551
Leader of the Opposition: alleged racism, 1007
Petitions
Local GovernrnentBoard: Sunbury, 2289,2351,2451

Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 608

Points of order, 2461, 2468, 2472, 2473

Points of order, 19, 890

Questions without notice

Questions without notice
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 790
ELLIOTT, Mrs (Mooroolbark)
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Administrative Appeals Tribunal commercial
contracts, 1956
Multimedia industry, 1261
Small business: export growth, 224
Trade with Asia, 300
Williamstown: personal safety, 2378

Address-in-reply, 317
Adjournment
Croydon station, 2439
Melbourne Water charges, 1805

GARBUTT, Ms (Bundoora)
Address-in-reply, 327
Adjournment

Bills
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1296
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2043
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 759, 2177
Slav-Macedonian prefix, 55
Questions without notice
Child protection, 182
Education opportunities for women, 1651
Support for community carers, 1178
Women: representation in Parliament, 665
FINN, Mr (Tullamarine)
Address-in-reply,l72
Adjournment
Airport industry training centre, 1609
Gaming facilities in Greenvale, 2069
Melrose Drive, Tullamarine, 1222
Moonee Ponds Creek, 808
Public transport: Tullamarine, 259
Sunbury Agricultural Society, 1991
Sunbury tourism, 199
Sunbury West Primary School, 1160
The Ashes: commemorative cricket match, 1322
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 875
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 770
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2477

Assessment and development programs team, 2070
Baby capsule program, 1807
Children: foster care, 355
Community Visitors program review, 1712
Domestic violence outreach services, 1991
Local governrnent amalgamations, 2171
Queen Victoria Women's Centre, 1225
Residential services for disabled, 258
Respite care
beds, 1158
recreation program, 1003
South Care, 627
St Augustine's Adolescent and Family Services
(Barwon),528
Whittlesea Adult Training and Support Services, 144
Women's health services, 1323
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 505, 957
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1284
Prostitution Control Bill, 1875
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2039
Petitions
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 2006
Maternity care, 442
Points of order, 258, 506
Public hospital bed closures, 2083
Questions without notice
Health: court action, 1651
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INDEX

GUDE, Mr (Hawthorn) (Minister for Industry and
Employment)
Adjournment
Airport industry training centre, 1613
Atlantis Recordings, 1717
Bicycle couriers, 148
Cranbourne and Berwick, 1717
Dookie Primary School, 265
Eumemrnerring Secondary College, 2276
Gill Memorial Home for Men, 2442
Goldy's Tuckerbag supermarkets, 265
Government Employee Housing Authority house,
1328
Government Insurance Office, 265
Hong Kong trade mission, 1468
Hospital funding, 2442
Job losses in Bayswater, 1468
Laurimar Park development, 1717
Legalities Victoria booklets, 1328
Local government amalgamations, 2175
Oil and gas industry, 149
Petrol pricing, 149
Prison officer security, 2349
Proposed Newport shopping complex, 149
Prostate cancer, 2349
Railway crossings: Wodonga, 149
Rural Water Corporation: Gunbower, 2442
st Albans Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, 265
School fundraising, 2349
Tabcorp: Pubtab,265
Unionism: building professionals, 1328
Vicroads overpass contract, 148
West Gate Bridge, 149
Whittlesea Adult Training and Support Services, 148
Williamstown Hospital, 2349
Australian and New Zealand Fisheries and
Aquaculture Council, 19
Bills
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1799
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1072
Defence Reserves Re-employment Bill, 2384
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 925, 1075
Melbourne City Link AuthOrity Bill, 1754
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
571
Business of the house
Grievances, 488
Order of the Day, 1737
Proclamation fixing operative dates, 46
Program, 226,488,490, 572,826, 1181, 1484,1728,
1928,2013
Sessional orders, 39
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings, 45

Crime Prevention Committee
Membership, 488
Employment agreements,2358
House Committee, 1180
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 444
Library Committee, 1181
Naming and suspension of member, 431, 2528
Points of order, 18, 258,477,478,481,487,924, 1321,
1484,1792,1803,2111,2356,2522,2525
Printing Committee, 1181
Privileges Committee, 1181
Public Bodies Review Committee, 488
Questions without notice
Bentleigh public transport services, 1005
Business confidence, 822
Community-based employment program, 1649
Construction industry violence, 1722
Employment initiatives, 183
Glengarry Primary School, 1005
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 790
Mr George Brouwer, 790
Murray Goulburn food exports, 1953
Respite care: recreation program, 1006
Telecom: strategic alliance, 2107
Trade and tourism: air services, 2202
Trade with Asia, 300, 1480
Unemployment, 2002
Western bypass, 1005
Speaker and Deputy Speaker
Temporary relief in chair, 39
Standing Orders Committee, 1181

HAERMEYER, Mr (Yan Yean)
Address-in-reply,380
Adjournment
Corrections Corporation of Australia, 199,259
Diamond Creek Primary School, 48
Emergency service communications, 2440
Laurimar Park development, 1711
Local government commissioners, 1608
st Vincent's Hospital, 2170
Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1902
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1497
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Grievances
Police shootings, 558
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Grievances
Death of Colleen Richman, 544
Prisons: privatisation, 1524

Naming and suspension of member, 431
Points of order, 969, 1781,2244,2527

Points of order, 71, 302, 380, 430, 565, 1716,2204,2447,
2477

Public hospital bed closures, 2095

Questions without notice

Sexual discrimination, 1838

Assistant police commissioner, 301
Firearm safety, 2284
HAYWARD, Mr (Prahran) (Minister for Education)
HAMILTON, Mr (Morwell)
Address-in-reply, 126
Adjournment
Beef cattle feed lots, 1102
Berwick-Narre Warren bypass, 50
Commercial vehicle registration, 1515
Dental services, 752
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 881
Eastlakes recovery education project, 1223
Education: grading changes, 1159
Generation Victoria, 359
Gippsland railway line, 2167
Glengarry Primary School, 1002
Hazelwood power station, 1412
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 2270
Mornington Peninsula tollway, 626
Morwell West fuel centre, 1922
Residential services for the disabled, 203
Schools integration program, 2437
Tabcorp: Pubtab, 261
Vicroads overpass contract, 143
Western and Southern bypasses: environment effects
statement, 1609
Wire rope fences, 1806
Yinnar South Primary School, 1463
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
677
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 854
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1943
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1128
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2115
Gas Industry Bill, 2291
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1299
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2531
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1495
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 370
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2488
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1389
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1563
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 1571

Adjournment
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 1714
Katunga South Primary School, 1924
Minister for Education: ministerial car, 1227
Richmond Secondary College, 2443
Schools integration program, 2442
South Melbourne SpeCial Development School, 1924
Victorian School for Deaf Children, 1227
Bills
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1524, 1704
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1564, 1701,2038
Questions without notice
Beaumaris Primary School, 220
Director of School Education: contract of
employrnent,662,663,665
Education
deaf and hearing-impaired students, 2484
Extra Edge program, 2005
funding, 440
opportunities for women, 1651
science and technology in Geelong, 2285
Instrumental music instruction, 89
Schools
operating expenses, 1952
sale of sites, 440
HEFFERNAN, Mr (lvanhoe) (Minister for Small
Business and Minister responsible for Youth Affairs)
Adjournment
Borough of Queenscliffe: noise by-laws, 630
Bills
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 155
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1008, 1143,
1144,1498
Deaths
Christie, Sir Vernon Howard Colville, 1473
Questions without notice
Atlantis Recordings, 1953

(30)
Business regulation, 1725
Crown Casino: compensation, 1726
One-stop business shop, 395
Small business
awards, 221
export growth, 224
Youth
assistance grants, 2005
homelessness, 1357

INDEX
Questions without notice
Japan: investment, 2371
Police fingerprinting powers, 89
Treasury Corporation of Victoria, 662
Victoria's credit rating, 1264
JASPER, Mr (Murray ValJey)
Address-in-reply, 308
Adjournment

HENDERSON, MI5 (Gee long)
Address-in-reply, 346
Adjournment
Attendant carers, 201
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, speed limit, 810
Sporting goods sales, 1463

Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 802
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1425
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1600
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1309
Grievances

Cobram levee banks, 1611
Drought in country Victoria, 1101
Ovens River Management Board and Black Dog
Creek Improvement Trust, 1002
Petrol prices, 200
Regional water authorities, 2346
Shire of Tungamah water authority, 356
Teacher training, 1921
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 2070
Water
industry baseline plan, 48
services in north-eastern Victoria, 1324

Bills
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1493
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2180

Dysfunctional families, 1536
Deaths
Points of order, 811, 1259
Questions without notice
Dun and Bradstreet International business survey,
1172
Education: science and technology in Geelong, 2285
Ethnic affairs: service delivery, 663
Unemployment, 1647

Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 4
Grievances
Natural gas pipeline, 560
JENKINS, Mr (Ballarat West)
Adjournment

HONEYWOOD, Mr (Warrandyte)
Adjournment
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research,
1410

Drought
grazing on Crown land, 2345
relief, 1515
Hong Kong trade mission, 1464
Questions without notice

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 867
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1936

Information technology outsourcing, 1720
Labor government publicity agents, 566
Small business awards, 221
Trade mission to Asia, 1480

Grievances
Hot-water services, 1540
Points of order, 996, 998, 1361, 1415

JOHN, Mr (Bendigo East) (Minister for Community
Services and Minister responsible for Aboriginal
Affairs)
Aboriginal deaths in custody

HYAMS, Mr (Dromana)
Adjournment
Local government reform, 2272

Royal commission implementation report, 2451

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Adjournment
Assessment and development programs team, 2073
Attendant carers, 205
Autism, 1107
Children
foster care, 360
mandatory reporting, 361
Drysdale Primary School, 1614
Intellectual disability services
Echuca accommodation, 2072
management, 1164
Lalor Park Primary School, 361
Residential services for the disabled, 205, 263
Respite care: beds, 1163
Whittington Preschool Centre, 205
Bills
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 303, 409
Protective services, 2451
Questions without notice
Aboriginal affairs programs, 2483
Child protection, 182
Community services: productivity savings, 2379
Defamation law, 789
Fawkner shootings, 2284
Health: court action, 1651
KEN NETT, Mr (Burwood) (Premier and Minister for
Ethnic Affairs)
Bills
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1795
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1559, 1676
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1559, 1678
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1959
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 1560,
1681
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1560, 1682
Business of the house
Question time, 2376, 2383, 2487, 2488
Deaths
Bateman, Honourable AlIen Robert, Esquire, 5
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 1471
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1167
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 209
Swinburne, Honourable Ivan Archie, 1
Walton, Honourable John Malcolrn, 6
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 949
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Points of order, 218, 402, 445, 452, 456, 923, 925, 931,
948, 1039, 1046, 1444, 1450, 1552, 1793, 1795, 1959,
2376,2434
Questions without notice
Aboriginal deaths in custody, 2382
Australian Grand Prix Corporation, 562
Business investment, 1138
By-elections, 1262
Capital city policy, 1553
Community safety, 1353
Crown Casino
allegations, 1041
bid,815,818,821,823,921, 1136, 1171, 1173, 1262,
1353, 1355, 1444, 1449, 1952
builder, 1042
contact register, 1841
entertainment, 1475
ethnic communities, 1475
facilities, 1954
gaming machines, 922
licence, 1552
meetings, 1956
probity checks, 1840
rent, 14
road signs, 919
soil contamination, 2381
Cultural and theatrical initiatives, 1843
Dominion Properties Ltd, 1448
Dun and Bradstreet International business survey,
1172
Economic statistics, 11
Employment, 1042
Ethnic affairs: service delivery, 664
Freeway toils, 1719
Gaming machines, 1034
Grand prix
Albert Park access, 2377
facilities, 1724
negotiations, 2379
sporting ovals, 1721
Hospital funding, 2279
Information technology outsourcing, 1720
Japan: investment, 2281, 2371
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 661, 924
Multimedia industry, 1261
National competition policy, 434
Ombudsman, 2381
Opposition budget policies, 180
Police shootings, 434
Privatisation, 298
Rac~tremark,920

SEC charges, 2380
State deficit levy, 2380
Treasurer: Office of State Owned Enterprises, 218
Unemployment, 1647
Victorian Soccer Federation: appointment of Premier,
436
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INDEX

Yarra South precinct, 1841
Yellow Pages: small business index, 922
Youth workers, 2382

Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 2177
Points of order, 57, 118,478,482,524,933,969,970,
1515,1993,2228,2364,2415,2416,2451,2470

KILGOUR, Mr (Shepparton)
Questions without notice
Address-in-reply, 162

By-elections, 1262

Adjournment
Dookie Agricultural Society, 1919
Dookie Primary School, 260
Grahamvale Road intersection, 2170
Native title claim, 809
Shepparton
railway station, 1411
water supply, 1513
Tatura Institute of Sustainable Agriculture, 2343
Teaching farms program, 2067
Tourism in country Victoria, 202

LEIGHTON, Mr (Preston)
Adjournment
Austin Hospital, 1610
D and M Painters, 1100
Government Employee Housing Authority house
sales, 1319
Power surge in Preston, 527
Public housing in West Heidelberg, 810
Tenant services, 1710
Waterdale Road, 750

Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
675
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1974
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1115
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 375
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 2037
Petitions
Kaniva District Hospital and Nursing Home, 225
Points of order, 1965

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 502, 830
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1094
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1311
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1761, 1785,
1959
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill,2261
Business of the house
Program, 1731
Sessional orders, 43

Questions without notice
Credit rating, 181
Deaf and hearing-impaired students, 2484
LEIGH, Mr (Mordialloc)
Address-in-reply, 121

Economic Development Committee
Building and construction industry, 2075
Local government refonn, 1251
Petitions
Rosanna service station, 1727

Adjournment
Bus services: improvement, 1102
By-election costs, 203
City of Springvale, 529, 881, 2270
Local government commissioners, 1516
Mordialloc Services and Citizens Club, 1990
West Footscray property development, 2441
Wills by-election, 2066
Business of the house
Program, 1486
Grievances
Leader of the Opposition, 536

Points of order, 524, 810, 1259, 1959, 1961, 1965

LONEY, Mr (Geelong North)
Address-in-reply, 117
Adjournment
Atlantis Recordings, 1709
Child care: fee increases, 2170
Gambling: Geelong support group, 751
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme: RL61, 46
Lara Community Centre, 1923
Privatisation: public housing, 420
Vehicle registration fees, 1221
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Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 500, 736
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1801,2253
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1407,
1420
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1192
Gas Industry Bill, 2312
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1144, 1488
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1281
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2151
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Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
679
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 656
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 961
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1092
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1422
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1432
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 377
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2157
Grievances

Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 586
Points of order, 118, 1275
Questions without notice
Atlantis Recordings, 1953
Crown Casino: compensation, 1726

City of Footscray local law no. 14,555
Petitions
Dogs: leashing, 889
Sodomy, 442
Points of order, 61, 464, 507, 615, 997, 1185, 1512,2414

LUPTON, Mr (Knox)
Address-in-reply,190
Adjournment
Bicycle couriers, 143
Bus services: Nightrider, 1461
Fruit fly traps, 2346
Lysterfield Primary School, 46
Police interview facilities, Knox, 1161
Terrorist handbook, 357
VVarmuseum,752

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 858
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1982
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1777
Points of order, 196
Questions without notice
Bus services: Croydon-Knox City, 1265
Crown Casino: allegations, 1040
Psychiatric services: allocations, 217
Trade and tourism: air services, 2202

Questions without notice
Bushfire mitigation, 87
Employment, 1042
Telecom: strategic alliance, 2107
Yarra South precinct, 1841

McGILL, Mrs (Oakleigh)
Address-in-reply,325
Adjournment
VVaverley: name of new municipality, 1714

Bills
Prostitution Control Bill, 1873
Queen Victoria VVomen's Centre Bill, 2049
Petitions
Dogs: leashing, 1111
Sodomy, 1811
Questions without notice
Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, 299
Private health insurance, 2205
Public transport strike, 1045

McARTHUR, Mr (Monbulk)
Adjournment
Agriculture: quality assurance program, 885
Bushfire mitigation, 146
Chain letter, 627
Imported beef, 1921
Kindergarten subsidy, 50
Local government restructure, 753
Olinda nursery, 1608
Victorian School for Deaf Children, 1225

McGRATH, Mr J. F. (Warmambool)
Address-in-reply, 385
Adjournment
Fuel pricing, 1993

Bills
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1027
House Committee, Department of the, 1523
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INDEX

Legislative Assembly, Department of the, 1329
Parliamentary Debates, Department of Victorian, 1329

Wills by-election, 2073
Wombat Forest: harvest, 1467
Yinnar South Primary School, 1467

Parliamentary Library, Department of the, 1329
Bills
Presiding Officers, 1523

McGRATH, Mr W. D. (Wimmera) (Minister for
Agriculture)
Address-in-reply, 235
Adjournment
Agricultural shows: funding, 2173
Agriculture: quality assurance program, 887
Agriculture Victoria: vacant positions, 1715
Ambulance services: training, 887
Auditor-General's report, 1467
Beef
cattle feedlots, 1106
imported, 1924
Bendigo Agricultural Centre, 1415
Betting systems, 887
Brunswick Secondary College, 207
Corrections Corporation of Australia, 207
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 886
Dominion Properties Ltd, 1467
Dookie Agricultural Society, 1924
Drought
country Victoria, 1107
feed wheat for affected stock, 264
grazing on Crown land, 2347
relief, 1518
Epping railway reservation, 812
Fines, 887
Footscray accommodation crisis, 813
Fruit fly traps, 2347
Gaming: facilities in Greenvale, 2073
Job losses in Bayswater, 1467
Johne's disease, 629
Keilor-Melton Road, 813
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 1622
Native title claim, 813
Payment for contract teachers, 207
Public housing in West Heidelberg, 813
Railway station toilets, 812
Roads: stock crossing, 887
Roxburgh Park housing estate, 2073
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, speed limit, 813
Shearing shed working conditions, 628
Sporting goods sales, 1467
Sunbury Agricultural Society, 1996
Sunbury tourism, 207
Tatura Institute of Sustainable Development, 2347
Teaching farms program, 2074
Tullamarine Freeway, 886
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 2073

Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bil
100,151,683
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 100, 154,
658
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 979
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 100, 187,
1132, 1134, 1760
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 1741,2408
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 100, 153,378
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1344, 1375, 1377
Business of the house
Program, 2290
Grievances
Flood and drought relief, 542
Naming and suspension of member, 399
Points of order, 1995
Questions without notice
Agriculture: investment, 222
Drought
effects, 12
relief, 1477
Farming and food processing industry initiatives, 89,
2206
State Public Services Federation industrial action,
1726
Victorian Meat Authority, 1112

McLELLAN, Mr (Frankston East)
Adjournment
Frankston Freeway, 884, 1807
Government Insurance Office, 257
Grievances
Police: detective training, 1531
Points of order, 2540
Questions without notice
Equal Opportunity Commission, 1842
Police shootings, 564
Public transport deficit, 302
State Public Services Federation industrial action,
1726

LEGISLA TIVE ASSEMBLY
MACLELLAN, Mr (Pakenham) (Minister for Planning)
Adjournment
Albion Soccer Club, 1108
Austin Hospital, 1615
Chain letter, 631
City of
Broadmeadows, 1517
Dandenong, 1004
Springvale, 886, 2275
Whittlesea, 2072
D and M Painters, 1108
Electricity industry standards, 1108
Frankston pier, 1615
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme
RL61,51
RL90,51
Local government
amalgamations, 1518
commissioners, 1517, 1615
proposed City of Casey, 2071
reform, 2275
restructure, 756
Low-flying aircraft, 1108
McDonalds family restaurants, 757
Melrose Drive, Tullamarine, 1226
Municipal car parking, 631
Pontville, 147, 1004
South Care, 631
Western and Southern bypasses: environment effects
statement, 1615
Yarraville railway gates, 631
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 498
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1787
Como Project Bill, 1008, 1142
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1426
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 2177
Impounding of Livestock Bill, 1500, 1675
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 568, 639, 1728,
1950, 1967, 1970, 1971, 1972
Planning Authorities (Repeal) Bill, 1620, 1740, 2161
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill, 1619, 1738
Points of order, 400, 430, 431, 504, 746, 1781, 1789,2252
Questions without notice
Housing: inner-city developments, 2006

McNAMARA, Mr (Benalla) (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, Minister for Corrections and
Minister for Tourism)

(35)

Adjournment
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research,
1417
Chain letters, 1417
Christmas felicitations, 2541
Confident Living program, 629
Corrections Corporation of Australia, 264
Criminal record checks, 886
Crown Casino: smear campaign, 2274
Emergency service communications, 2445
Fair trading personnel practices, 1417
Hazelwood power station, 1417
Moonee Ponds Creek, 814
Newlands estate development, 1417
Police shootings, 814
St Vincent's Hospital security, 2175
Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2174
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 303, 410, 804
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1803
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 925
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2112
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 496, 570,
1426
Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill, 567, 636
Fire Authorities (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
1564, 1698
Victorian Arts Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1564, 1700
Deaths
Bateman, Honourable AlIen Robert, Esquire, 5
Christie, Sir Vernon Howard Colville, 1472
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1168
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 210
Swinburne, Honourable Ivan Arcrne, 2
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 8
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 825, 926
Privatisation: impact on country Victoria, 916
Questions without notice
Assistant police commissioner, 301
Bureau of Emergency Service Telecommunications,
2287
Domestic tourism, 2377
Firearm safety, 2283, 2284
Grand prix
corporation, 786
master plan, 1721
noise, 301
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 787
Police shootings, 564
States' management and economic performances,
2000
Strip searches, 1176
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Tourism
domestic, 2106
promotion, 86, 2485
Task Force Victor, 2177

MARPLE, Ms (Altona)
Address-in-reply,313
Adjournment
Altona Community Hospital, 2269
Driver licences: minimum age, 1514
HA CC program, 421
Police shootings, 808
Roads: loss of land, 1806
Shearing shed working conditions 624
West Gate Bridge road signage, 147
Whittington Preschool Centre, 201
Wombat Forest: harvest, 1461
You Yangs Regional Park, 1611
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
660,667
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 645
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 863
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1896
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1938
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1078,
1761
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2124
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1214
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1917
Impounding of Livestock Bill, 2013
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1307, 1427, 1428
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 2405
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 365
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2046
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1344, 1376
Water Industry Bill, 2201, 2208
Grievances
Flood and drought relief, 539
Petitions
Public transport fares, 1482
Points of order, 368, 1212, 1352, 1381
Questions without notice

Adjournment
Gunbower V/Line coach service, 47
Intellectual disability services: Echuca
accommodation, 2068
Murphy's Swamp, 2273
Rural Water Corporation: Gunbower, 2440
Speed limits in Echuca, 1514
Bills
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 653
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1313
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 376
Petitions
Rural petrol pricing, 443
Sodomy, 442
Points of order, 373

MICALLEF, Mr (Springvale)
Address-in-reply, 135
Adjournment
Fairway Primary School, 1805
Springvale adventure program, 360
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
671
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 994
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1658
Gas Industry Bill, 2299
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1314
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1404
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 1341
Business of the house
Question time, 2487
Grievances
Workplace health and safety, 1528
Points of order, 203, 255, 533, 757, 758, 2416, 2417
Questions without notice
Minister for Industry Services, 2485

MILDENHALL, Mr (Footscray)
Address-in-reply,195

Water rates, 1141
Adjournment
MAUGHAN, Mr (Rodney)

Activities of Philip Bruce, 198, 1989
Child abuse, 2272
Electricity industry standards, 1103

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Fair trading: personnel practices, 1411
Footscray accommodation crisis, 811
Grand prix: Albert Park sporting clubs, 1923
Housing Guarantee Fund, 419
Mallee Tenancy Advice Service, 2345
Needle exchange program, 1161
Rugby stadium, 1804
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 509, 525
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 774
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2141
Estate Agents (Amendment) BilI, 1505
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1188
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1074
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill, 1565,2021
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 1565,2326
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2053
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1399
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Bills
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2159
Business of the house
Notices of motion, 18
Grievances
Government advertising, 553
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1060
Points of order, 403, 2277

PATERSON, Mr (South Barwon)
Bills
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1097
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 759
Questions without notice

Business of the house
Program,493,1731
Personal explanations, 999

Cancer and heart disease offensive, 184
Hospital funding, 2373
School operating expenses, 1952
Superannuation: unfunded liabilities, 1141

Petitions
Schools: funding, 2288

PERRIN, Mr (Bulleen)

Points of order, 516, 1782,2331

Address-in-reply,131

Tabcorp: chief executive, 80

Adjournment
Pontville, 145, 1001

NAPTHINE, Or (Portland)
Address-in-reply, 351
Adjournment
Portland: Henty Bay erosion, 1003
Bills
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 1336
Points of order, 292, 405, 924, 1608
Private health insurance, 267

Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 732
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1653
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1394
Water Industry Bill, 2217
Deaths
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1170
Environment and Natural Resources Committee
Environmental impact of commonwealth activities
and places in Victoria, 1927

Public hospital bed closures, 2086
PERTON, Mr (Doncaster)
PANDAZOPOULOS, Mr (Dandenong)
Adjournment
City of Dandenong, 999
Dandenong Redlegs Football Club, 1921
Eumemmerring Secondary College, 2273
Proposed City of Casey, 1808,2068
Railway station toilets, 812
United Energy, 1162

Bills
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
2238

Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1949
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2178
Business of the house
Program, 494
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Deaths

Japan: investment, 2281

Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1169
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 1617
Points of order, 506, 2244, 2252, 2254, 2524
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 225, 443, 1180, 1482, 1617, 1727, 2007
Redundant and unclear legislation, 1482
Statutory rules series 1993,2289

PLOWMAN, Mr A. F. (Benambra)
Address-in-reply,341
Adjournment
Albury-Wodonga bypass, 421
Feed wheat for drought-affected stock, 260
Johne's disease, 625
Railway crossings: Wodonga, 144
Roads: stock crossings, 882
Tangambalanga air quality, 1989

Sexual discrimination, 1832
Victoria's finances, 2098

PESCOIT, Mr (Mitcham) (Minister for Industry
Services)
Adjournment

Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
682
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 654
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1122
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,2033

Asbestos, 2172
Points of order, 380, 419
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 600
Questions without notice
Questions without notice
Labor government publicity agents, 566

Drought: effects, 12, 441
Food industry, 2206
Rail passenger services: Melbourne-Sydney, 1478

PEULICH, Mrs (Bentleigh)
Address-in-reply,34
Adjournment
Bentleigh public transport services, 1000
McKinnon pedestrian crossing, 1100
Moorabbin railway station, 1323, 2438
Bills
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,2030
Prostitution Control Bill, 1877
Questions without notice
Crown Casino: ethnic communities, 1475
Education: Extra Edge program, 2005
Injury prevention, 87
National Breast Cancer Day, 394

PLOWMAN, Mr S. J. (Evelyn) (Minister for Energy
and Minerals and Minister Assisting the Treasurer
on State Owned Enterprises)
Adjournment
Gippsland Basin-Sydney pipeline, 1327
Mining industry, 1465
Bills
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1618,
1734,2065
Gas Industry Bill, 1618, 1846,2320,2323
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2149
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 211
Points of order, 2116
Questions without notice

PHILLIPS, Mr (Eltham)

Bushfire mitigation, 87

Adjournment
Eltham and Greensborough bus services, 419
Questions without notice
Hospital-in-the-home program, 15
Information technology outsourcing
contract, 816
IBM report, 1448

REYNOLDS, Mr (Gisborne) (Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing)
Adjournment
Equine viruses and infections, 1415
Rugby stadium, 1808
Victorian State Football League, 1004

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Bills
Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill, 1696,2020
Lotteries Gaming and Betting <Bettin o ) Bill, 100 156
1282
0 '
,
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill, 1565, 1703
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 1565,
1708,2340
Sports Drug Testing Bill, 2384, 2457
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 211
Points of order, 808, 1275,2331,2334
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games, 14
Crown Casino: TAB withdrawal, 1176
Racing: country, 2379
Tabcorp: Chung Corporation Ltd, 89, 394
Victalent program, 2207
RICHARDSON, Mr (Forest Hill)
Bills
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2492
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1402
Points of order, 251, 406, 516, 518, 1322, 1381
Road Safety Committee
Demerit points scheme, 1523
ROWE, Mr (Cranbourne)
Address-in-reply,226
Adjournment
Chain letters, 1414
Cranbourne rail service, 1223
Local government: Cranbourne and Berwick, 1710
Low-flying aircraft, 1103
Public transport: weekend services, 1922
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 792
Questions without notice
Capital city policy, 1553
Commonwealth Games, 14
Labor government business deals, 819
Youth assistance grants, 2005

RYAN, Mr (Gippsland South)
Address-in-reply, 105
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Adjournment
Agricultural shows: funding, 2168
Country rail services, 1320
Oil and gas industry, 147
Road funding, 752
South Gippsland mariculture and aquiculture, 358
Stratford-Maffra railway bridge, 1413
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 803
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill
2247
'
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 2393
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1897
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2136
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,2025
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 2427
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 1573
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1056
Points of order, 1759
Private health insurance, 296
Questions without notice
Business
investment, 1138
regulation, 1725
Defamation law, 788
Economic statistics, 11
SANDON, Mr (Carrurn)
Address-in-reply, 167
Adjournment
Education budget, 2168
Minister for Education: ministerial car, 1222
Payment for contract teachers, 202
Richmond Secondary College, 2438
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 839
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 2035
Business of the house
Question time, 2487
Grievances
State education system, 534
Points of order, 441
Questions without notice
Director of School Education: contract of
employment,662,663,665
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INDEX

Education funding, 440
Instrumental music instruction, 88
Schools: sale of sites, 440
SEITZ, Mr (Keilor)
Address-in-reply, 337
Adjournment
Albion Soccer Club, 1104
Calder Freeway: St Albans exit, 422
Children: mandatory reporting, 359
Crown Casino: signage, 1226
Fines, 885
Haemophilia: Factor VIII, 2271
Heaters: unsafe, 1163
Kealba Secondary College, 50
Keilor-Melton Road, 809
Legalities Victoria booklets, 1324
McDonalds family restaurants, 754
Melbourne Water charges, 1612
Proposed city of Brimbank, 1464
St Albans
Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, 261
Spastic accommodation, 531
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 872
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1112
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2051
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1395
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1373
Points of order, 14, 790, 1516

SERCOMBE, Mr (Niddrie)
Address-in-reply, 321
Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1979
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1899, 1901
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2538
Prostitution Control Bill, 1880
Points of order, 1516

SHEEHAN, Mr (Northcote)

Adjournment
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 1711
Freedom of speech, 2271
Local government amalgamations, 1517
Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2169
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 618
Prostitution Control Bill, 1864
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 215
Grievances
States' rights, 546
Petitions
Proposed City of Monash, 1523
Points of order, 1154, 2272

SMITH, Mr I. W. (Polwarth) (Minister for Finance)
Auditor-General
Response by Minister for Finance, 2075
Bills
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1593, 1594
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 2431
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 100, 157,
1436, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2419
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill,
1562, 1691
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) BilL
1562,1786,2324,2325
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 569, 826
Water Industry Bill, 2210
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 572
Points of order, 390, 453, 1147
Questions without notice
Information technology outsourcing
contract, 816
IBM report, 1449
Labor government business deals, 819
Superannuation: unfunded liabilities, 1141

Victoria's finances, 2104

Vistel Ltd, 1617

SMITH, Mr E. R. (Glen Waverley)

SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) (See also
Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Address-in-reply, 114

Address-in-reply, 29, 2279, 2351

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 2543
Auditor-General

A Competent Workforce: Professional Development, 1811
Consolidated fund, 1329
Tabling of reports, 1451
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STEGGALL, Mr (Swan Hill)
Address-in-reply, 139
Bills
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1941
Business of the house
Program, 1487, 1732

BLF Custodian, 20, 2177
Business of the house
Notices of motion, 17

Questions without notice
Drought relief, 1477

Community Visitors, 2008

STOCKDALE, Mr (Brighton) (Treasurer)

Deaths

Adjournment

Bateman, Allen Robert, Esquire, 6
Christie, Sir Vernon Howard Colville, 1474
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1171
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 216
Newman, John, Esquire, 10
Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, 5
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 10
Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints), 2008
Distinguished visitors, 85, 303, 391, 1136,2370
Members
Conduct, 533
Mr Bracks: election, 1
Mr Brumby: naming and suspension, 399,2528
Mr Haermeyer: naming and suspension, 431
Ms Kimer: resignation, 1
Parliament
Broadcasting and photographing of proceedings, 10,
91,216,429,561,815,919,1136,1260,1524,1559
Opening of session, 1
Temporary Chairmen of Committees, 39

SPRY, Mr (Bellarine)
Adjournment
Borough of Queenscliffe: noise by-laws, 624
Drysdale Primary School, 1611
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 970
Questions without notice
Agriculture: investment, 222
Business confidence, 822
Construction industry violence, 1722
Electricity industry reforms, 2481
Tourism, 2105

Mordialloc Services and Citizens Club, 1994
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 91, 732
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 99
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1266, 1458, 1582
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1329, 1458
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1560, 1686
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 100,889
Ports Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1562, 1689
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 1561, 1687
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 568,
644, 1575, 1578, 1580, 1581, 1582
Water Industry Bill, 1621
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 468
Points of order, 59,224,396,432, 454, 462, 463, 698, 716,
934, 1359, 1459, 1587
Privatisation: impact on country Victoria, 899
Questions without notice
Administrative Appeals Tribunal: commercial
contracts, 1957
Budget: current account strategy, 1174
Capital city policy, 1556
Community service obligations, 440
Credit rating, 181, 1264
Eastern Energy chief executive, 1647, 1845
Electricity
distribution company directors, 1648
industry reforms, 2481
Freeway tolls, 1720
Gaming machines, 1139
Government financial strategy, 1447
Grand prix
cost, 395
promotions committee, 788
Hospital patient throughput, 1358
Land tax, 393
Psychiatric services funding, 437
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INDEX

Public service contracts, 661
Southcorp Holdings, 85
State taxes, 2378
TAB: resignation of Mr Scanlon, 2378, 2379
Tabcorp
chief executive, 10, 12, 13, 181, 182,436,439,565,
2380
Chung Corporation Ltd, 86
float, 16,90,217,218,220,221,223,297,299,301
foreign ownership, 2484
Treasury Corporation of Victoria, 662
Unemployment, 179
Victoria's credit rating, 1264
Tabcorp: chief executive, 67

TANNER, Mr (Caulfield)
Adjournment
Law Watch, 1713
Mining industry, 1462
Bills
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2120
Petitions
Circuses, 1111
Dogs: leashing, 1523
Mount Stirling, 1523
Sexual discrimination, 759, 1111, 1617, 1927,2177
Sodomy, 533, 824
Points of order, 292, 1789
Questions without notice
Leader of the Opposition, 661
Privatisation, 298
TEHAN, Mrs (Seymour) (Minister for Health)
Adjournment
Breast cancer screening, 755
Dental services, 756
Gambling: Geelong Support Group, 755
Health: court action, 1716
Hospitals
Dandenong, 2173
Royal Park, 1924
Williamstown, 361
Preschools: Coburg, 755
Road funding, 755
War museum, 755
Waterdale Road, 755
Workspan, 1465
Bills
Dentists (Amendment) Bill, 496, 569

Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 926, 1074
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 568, 643, 1331,
1340, 1342, 1343, 1344
Health Computing Services - Victoria Ltd, 2007
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 591
Points of order, 292, 293, 1359,2080
Public hospital bed closures, 2081
Questions without notice
Ambulance services
delay statistics, 222
response times, 391
Cancer and heart disease offensive, 184
Case-mix funding, 1040
Crisis assessment teams, 2481
Crisis support units, 2207
Department of Health and Community Services
court action, 1479
funding, 2003
savings, 2381
secretary, 1842
Health
advertising campaign, 2108
budget cuts, 1999
court action, 1554
Hospital-in-the-home program, 15
Hospitals
beds, 2001
Box Hill, 2005
case-mix bonus pool, 2202, 2204, 2381
Dandenong, 2105,2107
funding, 2286, 2374, 2482
patient throughput. 1265
Injury prevention, 87
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 1556, 1650
Monash Medical Centre funding, 1263
National Breast Cancer Day, 394
Performance payments, 1481
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